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I NTRODUCTORY 

This book expands and completes the course of pallern 
designing. the basic part of which was given in an earlier 
volume. A number of examples and illustrations show 
how the basic principles arc applied to styles of more 
elaborate design, as well as to the more specialized 
cutting of patterns for underwear, tailored garments and 
children's clothes, patterns which have their own par· 
ticular requirements. difficulties and problems of fit. 

At this advanced stage in pattern designing it is just 
as important as in the earlier work to be thoroughly 
familiar with the basic principles and proportions for 
everything goes back to them. The fact that every type of 
pattern. simple or elaborate, can be developed quite logic
ally from a few foundations representing the figure is of 
the very essence of these methods, and nothing must be 
allowed to conceal the obvious inter-connection of all 
patterns produced from the same few blocks. In order, 
however, to retain complete control over the many 
problems and possible difficulties of a complicated style, 
it is essential to be very sure of the structure of the blocks. 
It is only when knowledge and undersianding of founda
tion patterns is such that no departure from their basic . 
lines and proportions, whether to follow some intricate 
detail of a design or a change in fashion, can cause any 
difficulty or uncertainty, that advanced and original 
work in pattern designing can be attempted successfully. 

As already stated in the curlier volume, no practical 
methods of cutting on the ftat can be accepted as reliable 
unless the result can pass the test of a check on the stand. 
To no other patterns does this apply so much as to 
patterns of draped styles. which often have to be tested 
several times before 1he result can be considered satis
factory. It is therefore useful to repeat an earlier warning 
abou1 not allowing these methods to degenerate into a 
system of hard and fast rules, and to preserve throughout 
the work a flexible, experimental attitude, which is never 

so important as when dealing with advanced design. 
All patterns must be planned against a background of 

many practical considerations: figure (siz.e. shape and 
posture), fabric (weight, texture and width). sui tability 
(becomingness and suitability for purpose) and finally 
the demands of constantly changing fashion. Experi
enced pattern designers do not usually lose sight of these 
practjcal details, and so a re generally less in danger of 
becoming set and limited in their approach and methods 
of work. 

With regard to using these methods for pa11er11S of 
tailored garments, ii must be stressed that far from under· 
estimating the value of di rect drafting- !he basis of all 
tailor-cutting- they aim at bringing out. i.e. explaining 
and emphasizing, the special qualities achieved by the 
classical method. Since pattern development from basic 
blocks is now generally accep1ed and often fou nd more 
convenient, ii is most important that in the case of 
jackets and coats it should be applied in a way which 
does not lose the special points of cut and lit ensured by 
direct drafting. Above all. adaptation me1hods in 
tailoring demonstr:ite once again how. through the use 
of a common foundation. every type of pattern is basic
ally connected with other patterns: the figure is always 
the same. even if lhe line and fit of the garment are 
different. The appreciation of this fact helps considerably 
in acquiring a more thorough understanding of pattern 
cutting and fitting. and as a result practical experience 
is gained much more rapidly. 

In conclusion one can only state again that the 
attributes of a competent and successful pattern designer 
are both knowledge of fundamental principles. 
thoroughly analysed and clearly understood. and 1he 
abili1y to apply them in practice in a ftexible and 
imaginative way. guided by good judgement, taste and 
fashion sense. 



ABBREVIATIONS AND REFERENCE LETTERS 

CB-Centre Back 
CF-Centre Front 

B- Bust measurement 
NP-Neck Point 
SP-Shoulder Point 
UP-Underarm Point 

U- Underarm Point in Kimono patterns 
W-Walst Point, waist level or measurement 

WR- Waist Reduction 
NW-Natural Waist 

H-Hip Point, hip level or Hip measurement 
HW-Hip Width, i.e. Hip measurement + allowance 
Ch- Chest Point, chest line or measurement 
xB-Back measurement 

LW-Length to waist 
SG-Straight Grain 

IN SLEEVE PATTERNS 
TA-Top Arm measurement 
DC-Depth of Crown 

B- Back Inset point (or top of Back line) 
F- Front Inset point (or top of Forearm line) 
T- highest point of sleeve crown (Top line) 
U-lowest point of crown (top of Underami line) 
E- Elbow point or elbow level 

IN KNIC KER PATTERNS, SLACKS, etc. 
B- Back Fork point 
F- Front Fork point 
S-top of back seam 

HW-Hip Width (sec above) 
OX- Depth of Crutch 

Point X-highest point of bust 
Crease line point in tailoring patterns 

(e.g. in jackets) 
Crutch point in knickers and slacks 

Point D-the point of the Shoulder dart 
Point G-Gusset Line point in Kimono patterns 
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CHAPTER 

ONE 

The Panel bodice is the classical Bodice block and in the 
past was used as the principal foundation from _which all 
other styles were developed. 

Though replaced by a simpler modem block, more 
suitable and convenient for present fashion, it still 
retains considerable importance as a basic pattern, an 
importance which goes we.IJ beyond its purely 'historical' 
interest. Not only arc some versions of it much used in 
theatrical designing for period. ballet costumes. etc., but 
some styles based on it are nearly always in fashion - in 
dresses, underwear, jackets and coats. 

The importance of the Panel bodice is due mainly to 
the fact that it embodies a cut which is most suitable for 
reproducing the shape of the figure, i.e. it can be used 
better than any other type of pattern to make an exocl 
replica of the figure, with all its individual features. In 
former years considerable use was made of it as a 
foundation pattmi for indhidul figures, and some 
c-utter-fitters may still prefer this method of work. A 
- Panel bodice is fitted 10 the shape of the figure and 
llllll put on the stand and padded, thus providing an 
'individual stand' (or form) for each customer on which 
all patterns and dresses for this person can then be 
modelled or fitted. 

The reason why this particular cut is so suitable for 
outlining or moulding the figure is that the two Panel 
seams, back and front. in their classical position (if not 
always in their modem interpretation) pass over all 
the main curves and hollows of the figure in such a way 
that they provide quite naturally the best seams foe close 
thaping. The bodice can be fitted very tightly. like a skin. 
following exactly the curves of bust and shoulder blade. 
and of the hollows below. Even when not required to 
be close fitting, as is often the case in modem designing 
and generally in tailoring. it can still outline or even 
just indicate 1he shape of the figure better than any other 
type of pattern. 

The Princess line: is merely an extension of the Panel 
bodice to full dress length, without a break or join at 1he 
waist. 

There are many versions of this classical cut. and it 
provides endless style variations. Whether appearing 
as a waist-length bodice, much used in theatrical 
dcsi!!'1ing and evening dresses, or in its hip-length 
~ion (e.g. as a jacket) or as a full-length Princess dress. 
it JS always basically connected wi1h the classical 
f .. dation. 

THE PRINCESS DRESS AND 
THE P ANEL BODICE 

Since the Panel bodice is no longer so much used as 
a foundation, there is no need to consider it primarily 
in its very close fitting shape. i.e. as a mould of the figure 
or a •fitting lining'. The bodice described here bas the 
usual fit of a well shaped modem dress bodice. It can be 
made tighter or looser. according to the style and type of 
garment for which it is used (e.g. evening dress bodice or 
easy fitting jacket). A closer fit is easily achieved by 
tightening all the seams. Having a minimum of six or 
seven. but often more. vertical seams, the Panel bodice 
lends itself better than does a simple bodice to a balance<! 
reduction. ll'ell dis1rib111ed all ro1111d 1he figure. 

It is important to note, even at this early stage. that in 
modem pattern designing the Panel line is very largely a 
'style line' which. once shaped correctly according 10 
1/re desig11, should not be changed in titting. e.g. when 
tightening the bodice. Classical arrangement apart, 
panels can be of different shapes. wide or narrow. more 
or less curved. straighter or more sloping: these arc all 
style tine variations which must be reproduced so as to 
be in keeping with the design and which do not m:cess
arily follow the classical position which is mainly a 
position of 'best fit'. Within the limits of a particular 
style, however. it is necessary always to bear in mind the 
best panel position for the sliupe of the figure. and to 
be guided by tire classical seam in achieving tire best fit . 
For instance. whatever the shape of the sc:im and 
wherever it starts from -shoulder or armhole- it 
should always be made to pass as near as possible to 
the highest point of the bust. in fact us near to the classical 
position as the design interpretation permits. 

TH E C LASS ICAL P ANEL BODICE 
modern version - Plate I 

As already stated. the classical Panel bodice in its 
present day shape is nor 1iglr1 ji11ing but is adapted from 
the Standard bodice block. retaining the usual width 
and fit of a shaped, darted dress bodice. 

Some overall tightening must occur however because 
of the extra vertical seams which extend the waist darts 
(lengthen them up and dO\m) and so cause some loss of 
width between bust and waist and ubove the hips. This 
must be borne in mind in style adaptations. Unwanted 
tightness can be reduced by using smaller ·waist dai'ts' 
in the Panel seams, i.e. 'by curving less their outer 
edges- the Side front and the Side back edges. These 
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edges arc the 'fitting lines' which can be shaped, i.e. 
curved more or kept straighter. to make the bodice 
cling more or less to the figure. 

The bask Pantl bo4i« consists of 6 or 7 sections when 
it is without a CB seam (FIG. ! ; Plate I), or of8 sections. 
when there is a CB seam as well as one in the CF {flG. 3, 
Plate 1 ). 

The shoulder point or the Panel (S} is usually in the 
middle of the shoulder. Forthe back it can be established 
correctly by measuring half shoulder length from NP 
and then from SP. On the front it will come a little inside 
the open Shoulder dart to match the back point S. 

The position of the Waist point (W) is marked on both 
· sides of the Waist dart as the two edges of the seam 

must t•nclou tht dart. 
The position of the Hip point ( H) is governed by the 

shape of the Panel seam - straighter or more sloping 
and in the basic style is usually placed a little farther out 
(1-2 cm) from CB/CF than the Waist dart points. 

BACK-Plate I-FIGS. I and 3 

For the Back Panel the three basic points are placed HS 

follows: 
Point S is marked a l half shoulder length from NP. 
Point W is placed on the inner side of the Waist dart 

which will have to be increased by half of the SI. CB 
waist suppression (I cm} if there is to ~ no CB seam 
(FIG. I). i.e. in a 6-section Panel bodice. With a CB seam 
the SI. CB takes the usual 2 cm suppression and the Waist 
dart thus remains as on the block (FIG. 3). Jn either case 
a note should be made of the distance of W from CB. 

For point H, on the Hip level, measure from CB the 
distance CB-W plus 2or1·5 cm: this usually places point 
H in line with the centre of the Waist dart or just outside 
it. It is therefore convenient to extend the centre guide 
lines of the darts above and below the usual length to 
help in the drawing of the Panel seam. 

Connect the three guide points S - W - H by a smooth, 
slightly curved line, as shown in the diagram. 

The Side blck is outlined by the outer line of the 
Pallel seam which also passes through 3 points: point S 
on the shoulder. placed at half shoulder length from SP: 
point W on the ou1er side of the Waist dart which is 
either increased (FtG. I) or as on the block {FIG. 3): and 
point H which coincides with the Panel point on the Hip 
level. The two lines of the seam meet and run together 
for 5-6 cm above the low hip level and, as will be seen 
from the diagram, for a few inches above the Waist dart 
to avoid undue tightening over the hips and over the 
prominence of the shoulder blades {the bodice often bas 
to be adjusted here - taken in or let out - to conform to 
the exact shope of the figure). 

This outer Panel seam line is drawn to enclose the 
shoulderbladc and Waist darts which will, of course, be 
cut away when the two parts of the pattern are separated. 

The underam seam follows the bodice block. The 

inner shaped seam is used mainly for waist-length 
bodices. the outer for jackets and other looser-fitting 
panel styles. 

FRONT- Plate I -FIG. 2 

For the Froot Panel mark point S again at half shoulder 
length from NP, to match the back. This will brin~ it 
slightly (I cm) inside the open Shoulder dart, so that the 

. other side of the dart will have to be moved the same 
diJtance out, towards the armhole. 

Point W is placed on the inner side of the Waist dart. 
Point H is J- l·Scmfartherout from CFthanCF- W. 
To help with the drawing of the panel curve, an 

additional guide point may be marked on the bust level, 
just inside the point of the Shoulder dart (0·5 cm). 

The Side front is outlined by the outer line of the Panel 
seam which encloses both Shoulder dart and Waist dart 
and joins the other line for a short distance on the bust 
level (see balance marks) and on the hips. 

WAIST S HAPING 

The basic front Waist dart is seldom increased except in 
shore, close-fitting dress bodices having no CF seam. In 
the hip-length version, unless a very close fit is wanted, 
it is preferable to use an additional dart halfway between 
the basic Waist dart and the side seam. to avoid over· 
shaping below the bustline. 

It must be noted that the waist dart arrangement 
described here gives the easy fit of an ordinary dress 
bodice (waist measurement+4-S cm). For a looser lit, e.g. 
for a jacket, the waist would naturally be reduced Jess, 
so that the question of Waist dart increase would not 
arise. On the other hand, in closer fining styles, such as 
hip-length evening dress bodices or tight Princess styles, 
some tightening of side seams would probably be required 
in addition to dart increase (FIGS. 3, 5, 6, Plate I and 
Plate II). 

Waist tightnC$.S is therefore very important a.nd must 
be considered at an early stage as it affects the very 
shope of the seam lines. It is also neces.sary to bear in 
mind that any tightening of the waist is bound to in· 
ftuence considerably {tighten or loosen) the fit above 
and below the waist, and there is a tendency for this 
pattern to work out too tight heMeen waist and hips. 

Once the method of planning Panel ·seams and the 
allied problem of waist shaping arc understood, the 
6tting of these styles does not present any particular 
difficulty. Provided one has taken sufficient care with the 
initial planning of the seams, letting out or taking in at 
the 6tting will be done mainly on the Side front and the 
Side back. Only exceptionally will the Panel line itself 
be altered. 

Some possible fitting corrections arc shown in FIOS. 
5 and 6 at the bottom of Plate I. 
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6 I- THE PRINCESS DRESS AND THE PANEL BODICE 

THE PR INCESS DRESS 

The Princess dress is lhe Panel bodice continued to full 
dress length, with more or less width at the hem 
according lo t.he style. ' 

The classical metJiod was to place the metre stick along 
each side of the lower part of the Waist dart.s and side 
scams, touching in each case points W and H (the latter 
marked on a higher 18 cm Hip line) and then, along the 
rule so placed, to draw the skirt seams down to their full 
length. This gave differently sloped skirt seams according 
to the slope obtained in each case belwccn W and H. 
Thus where the Waist dart was deep. as was often the 
case, for ins1ance, in the hollow of the back the outer 
line of the Waist dart was more sloping, so th~t the skirt 
seam shot out more and gave more width to lhc hem. 

The total hem widlh. therefore, was dependent on the 
size of lhe Waisl darts, i.e. on the Waist measurement. 
and a smaller, more 'pinched-in' waist went with a fuller 
hem. The back usually worked out fuller than lhe front 
and this was in keeping with the line of the classicai 
Princess dress and in general with lhe line of all skirts 
worn at the turn of lhe cen1ury which, with or without 
a lrain, always had a 'sweep' lowards the back. 

This method is obviously loo limiting for modern 
style designing)llhere total hem width and its distribution 
are entirely a mailer of "li11e' and not of shape of figure. 
A present day Princess dress may have a moderate hem 
width of 2t m, or even less (when the line is almost 
straight the style is usually described as a Panel dress); or 
it can be quite full, somelimes very full in the hem (4-5 
m or more), panicularly in long dresses. The fullness 
can be evenly distribu1cd. slightly or much reduced in 
the fronl. or concenlraled mainly in the back, often in 
an even more cxaggeraled way than happened in the 
classical style. 

Because of all lhesc possible variations the most usual 
melhod now is lo decide 011 tlw total hem width. according 
lo style, then pion i1 on rhe hem level. and finally draw 
the sloping skirt scams from the hem poinls upwards, to 
join the bodice. instead of ruling them downwards from 
lhe waist, as before. 

METHOD OF WORK- Plate 2 
Using a 6-, 7· or 8·piece Panel bodice, continue the CF 
and CB lines straight down, exactly as for a one-piece 
dress, ignoring any waist shaping on CF/CB. From Hip 
hne level draw four more vertical lines, parallel to 
CF /CB, and complete the hem. The skirt part is now a 
~ccta?gle with a hem width equal to the width oftbe hips, 
m this case 52 cm on the half pattern Uust over + m). 

~ftcr making a note of the total b11Sic bem (l + m), 
decide on the extra width required for the style to oblain 
say, .a total hem width of 2! or 3 m (approitimately)'. 
Addmg about 150 crn to the basic one metre to obtain 
21 m, or 200 cm to obtain 3 m round the hem of a 
Princess dress, would mean an addition of 9 or 12 cm 

oo every one of the 16 seam edges of an 8-gorc patter 
or ~ ~-16 cm on the 12 edges of a 6-gore style. ~ 
addmons are measured at hem level right and left •r 
th •cal )" f ' i: Olll e veru mes o each rectangle, and the sca1t11 are 
ruled up from here to run into the bodice at least ~ c: 
above the low Hip line (flG. I), but often much higher ~ 
already stated, this pattern tends to work out too tlght 
between waist and hips on many figures and needs 'easing' 
by means of a higher crossing of seams, generally 8-10 CUl 

. above low Hip line or more. 
. This is. a general oulline of the method, and Plate 2 

gives a d1agramma1ic representation of it, showing the 
he!11 add.itions as overlapping wedge-shaped sections. 
It 1s possible t.o make the pattern in this way. by cutting 
1t and by p~stmg e~lra .pa.per for the extensions on every 
edge. But m practice 1t 1s usually more convenient to 
~··~rk on each section separately, to avoid pas1ing or 
JOmmg of paper. Using therefore ano1her large sheel of 
paper, first trace through the complete Side back and 
Side front. with all their hem additions. The lraced· 
through sections thus contain all the hem width required 
and re~rescnt the final pattern, though if necessary, 
more widlh can be added before cutting ou1 (FIG. 4). 
The original 'working pattern' is then used for lhc front 
and the back Panels, which can now be cut out with their 
full hem addition (FIG. 3). Any CF/CB hem addi1ions 
can be made at the same time, on paper previously Jefl 
beyond the CB/CF of the block. 

It must be understood thai in many Princess styles the 
planning of the bodice lines will be very different from 
the basic Panel bodice given in Plate I and so, ins1cad of 
using this bodice as a block, it is usual nowadays to plan 
each Princess style direct on lhe standard Bodice block. 
However, in spite of all the variations. the principle of 
~be cut remains the same, and in all Princess s1ylcs one 
is always guided by the basic pauem as giving the best 
possible fit. 

VARIATIONS OF T H E PRINCESS DRESS 
PATTERN 

Tile Panel-back and front-may begin from almost 
any point on tM slloalder, further from NP or nearer to 
it (see I(}. and 12·gore styles). It may also slart from tile 
anmole, from a higher or lower point on it, bu1 generally 
near the inset points B and F. 

Tbe line of the Panel may be more or less curved and 
may slope in more or less towards the waist. 

The Side froat llld Side beck follow, of course. the 
shape of the Panels and will vary wi1h them. They 
control the lit, i.e. the tightness of the bodice, by in
cre-.ising or decreasing the Waist dart curve. To prevent 
their overshaping, additional waist darts arc often used 
mainly in the front. ' 

Skirt width addition can be varied considerably by 
slopmg out from different levels higher or lower or 
differently on front and back. ' ' 
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Further style variations can be produced by cutting 
away the top and replacing it by a different type of 
bodice, usually with a high-waisted effect (Sec Plate 3, 
styles C and 0 ): or the lower part of the pattern is cut 
away and replaced by a flouncc.(Plate 4, style C); or the 
side gores arc replaced by gathered or pleated sections 
from belo~ the hip level, and so on. Pleats, pressed or 

I 
I 
I 

unpressed may also be added to the edges of the gores or 
a moderately full Princess dress. In fact the possibilities 
of varying the basic style are endless. 

Finally, tile •Imber of gores can be increased to IO or 
12 and a slightly different method has to be used iii 
planning the pattern whenever the bodice is to be divided 
into more than the basic 8 sections. 
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12-PIECE PANEL BO DICE 
and 12-gore Princess Dress-PIO. I 

F IG. I shows the planning of three instead of the two 
basic sections on the back of a bodice. With the front 
planned in a similar way this gives a 12-piece bodice 
which can be extended into a 12-gore Princess dress. 

Referring to the finished waist width required, divide 
waist into three approximately equal parts, but with 
underarm part slightly wider aod the· middle one often 
narrower (lo balance its small shoulder width). In this 
case, therefore, measure S cm from the SI. CB ·and then 

allow 2 cm space for the Waist dart of the block. Mark 
the: width of the second section S cm or slightly less, 
followed by a I+ cm dart space. The rest goes into the 
last section is far as the outer shaped seam, since the 
extra dart rep/acu the inne; seam shaping. All this can, 
of course, be tightened a little, i.e. all the darts slightly 
increased, if the fit of the style requires it (e.g. in a period 
or ballet dress). 

On the shoulder, from NP, measure S·S cm (slightly 
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more than at the waist), then allow for the l · 5 cm 
llMioulder blade dart. Make the second section S cm wide 
lfnd leave the rest of the shoulder to the third part. Draw 
the first and st:cond Panel lines, curving them slightly as 
shown in the diagram, then complete the panel seams, i.e. 
draw their outer lines, enclosing the darts, as usual. 

The front is planned in a similar way, with shoulder 
point3 matching those In the back. At the waist, however, 
the underarm part is definitely wider than the other two: 
it may be almost twice as wide as the narrower middle 
section (e.g. front section S, middle 4·S, side 9 cm). 

For a ll-gore Dress plan the bodice down to the Hip 
line, then mark a level 6--8 cm above it on which all the 
lines will meet and overlap, thus making the hips wider. 
Extend to full length, as described above (i.e. as a rect
angle), aml complete the seams from the hem up, as 
usual. 

10-PIECE PANEL BODICE 
and JO-gore Princess Dress-FIG. 2 

Dividing into 10 sections presents a slightly bigger 
problem because the usual side seam cannot be used: it 
must be replaced by an Ullderarm secti-a sidebody. 
The width of this underann piece is taken as approxi
~tely .\. of .the finished waist (to round off the figure 
II IS uswifly slightly more). Thus 7·5 cm width can be used 
for a 68-72 cm finished waist, remembering that even in a 
light waist an extra 2-3 cm is allowed for fit. 

Place back and front of the bodice block with UP 
llouching and with Waist and Bust lines on the same level: 
lfhis will give a gap at the waist-the underarm WR • 

which musi be reduced el$CWhere since it cannot be 
taken out in a side seam. 

From UP drop a perpendicular on to the waistline 
level and plan the underarm section, t. i.e. 2·5 cm, lo the 
back and i (5 cm or just under) to the front of it. Draw 
two lines parallel to perpendicular, to outline the side
body. Outside these lines take out the 5 cm WR, 2·5 on 
each side. 

Plan the two sections of the back and of the front, 
following the style, but generally guided by the usual 
waist darts and panel arrangement. In flO. 2 an ordinary 
panel is shown .in the front, and curved annhole panels 
in the back and front. The dot-dash lines show another, 
more extreme panel version, used in some period 
costumes. lf the waist tightness is to be increased, it is 
usually the back Waist dart -the Panel seam dart
which takes the excess. It will also be increased if SI. CB 
is not used (i.e. if there is no CB seam). 

For a full length dress again plan the bodice down to 
the hips but. as already mentioned above, the over
lapping is usually done on a higher level, and may even 
be just S-7 cm below the waist, so that much extra fullness 
is added round the hips. The higher overlapping goes 
with a wider hem. 

Fro. 3 gives a slightly different method for the planning 
of a ~irnilar 10-pi«e bodice. Instead of taking out the 
underann WR (the waist 'gap') each side of the underann 
section, it can be eliminated at once by overlapping the 
side seams (5 cm). This eliminates the actual gap, in
cluding the I cm inner shaping at side seams. There is 
nothing to take out beyond the side body. The rest of the 
pattern is planned in the same way . 

FIG. 3/ t 
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PLATE 3-PRINCESS DRESS VARIATIONS 

This Plate shows an imporunt variation of tho Princess cut in 
which the P'nds start 1.1 tho armhole Instead or shoulder. Many 
modem stylos are bued on this pattern. 

T1w Ir/that point of tlrt ~1-Pl>int A-is usually placed on 
or near the s~ve Inset poinu B and F. lo some styles It may come 
a little above, In others-and this happens more frequently-it 
is just below these points. Each position affects the shape of the 
Panel seam, either llattening it or curving it more. 

At tlle Hilt point ·w .is in iu us\l&l position, just on or some
times insldc the Waist dart, which can be made smaller or in
creased for a tighter fit when a 'pinched-in' waist efl'cct is important 
for style interpretation. 

N.B. It must be noted that it is often better to have an addi
tional dan on the Side front (occasionally blcl<) than to 
euuerate tho Pand seam dut (see styles B and D, Plate 3). 
Another important point to remember is that it is desirable 
(or tho front Panel seam, whatever its shape, to pass through 
point X (hi&hcst point of bust), or as close to it as possible. 
ne ......ina poillt or Ille --point H - is seldom, U: ewr, 

on the low Hip line but, as already shown in Plate 2, at least S cm 
above it. It is or.en very much hi&her and may be just under the 
waist. Jn some styles these points may be on different levels: 
hiaher in the baclc and lower in the front. Additional fullness 
therefore may be released from different levels, and pnerally 
tho fuller the dress, the higher arc the points at which the seams 
run into the bodice. 

The armhole Panel seam is much used in classical short bodices, 
period costumes and ballet dresses-when the actual fit is usually 
tight (see 11os. 2 and 3). It is also very popular in modem 
dftianina. both fat close fitting stylos with much hem fullness 
and roe the less fitted SIYles with a moderate hem width. 

FIVE PRINCESS DRESS STYLES 

Style A is a simple summer dr= which more or loss follows the 
basic Qattern civen in Plate 2. It has a moderate hem width of 
2-2i m. as the skirt, supponed by a petticoat, shows no l!utina 
at the hem and so cannot be very full. As there are 8 seams (there 
may, of course, be ordy 7 without a CB seam), an addition of 
6-8 cm on the 16 seam edaes should be correct for this effect. Allow 

less in the front because or lal'IC pockets on the side IOnilll 
S«Jle B is a short ewnina or coclttail dress which is 1-30d °" Ille 
armhole Panel Yenion liven in this Plate. lt is mllCh fullet hlllllll 
the hem and so requires a biger addition on all the 16 -
cdar:s- 13-1 S cm will have to be added, from a hiaher levd (ll-12ait 
below the waist), on every se&m ed1C, illcludios CB and CF (tb9 
latter may be sliahtly less full), to oblain a suitable hem width o'1 
:l-3i m. For cl<>scr waist fit additional waist daru may be used. 

At the tap, a wide V-oeckline, cut out more than half-way dOWJa 
the shoulder. and deeper in the back than in the front, is 'matched' 
by the Panel scam runnina ocrou the armhole to fonn a shouldu 
extension which coven the top of the arm (see the adaptation 
shown by dot-dash Unes in the main dia.,.am). The front Palld 
line crosses armhole at F, the baclc-abo-c point B (at point Z). 
to obtain a shoulder width suitable to so with the front e><teosioo, 
The shoulder seam is centred and is curved slightly to fit °""" 
the top or the arm. 
Style C is a pinafore dross, i.e. a skirt with a condet top and 
shoulder stro.ps. This is a simple variation or the basic Pl.Item. 
with the top cut away, 13-U cm above the waist.~ hem width 
is pressed into codet ple.tts. 
Strle D is a bigger departure from the basic pattern. The top is 
cut •WlU' and rcplaoed by an ordinary bodice with sleeves and a 
draped neckline. The pattern for it can be obtained by 'J~inina' 
th• Panel seams, i.e. omlttina them above the raised waistline. 
The Shoulder dart is transferred into the 'waist', showing as a 
little fullness above it, but some may be left in the neckline to 
ease it before addioa the 1~12 cm extra heia!tt for the draped fold. 
The neckline is well cut away on the shoulder which bas a 
centre seam. The sk.irt is rairly full and as there appear to be only 
6 II"= (if tho back is as the front) or 7 (if the back bas a CB 
seam), the addition must be fairly bia. 12-14cm, to obtain a lf-3 m 
hem width. For the same reason (i.e. fewer aorcs) the waist is more 
ditlic:ult to shape without an additional dan. 
Style E is a dtCSSina sown or housecoat, with muc:b fullness 
SWtios from a hiab level. The style may also be in1apretod as 
having unpressed pleats or folds in each seam. caught at the 
waisl As the skirt is Iona. a hem width of at last 4 m would be 
only moderately full. The extra width is divided between the 6 
or 7 seams, but no fullness can be added down CF as this has a 
wrap and buttons. For method or addina width to long hems 
sec Plate 4, style D. 
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PLATE 4-PRINCESS DRESS STYLES 

A further oelcction or sl)'lcs bued on the Princess cut is given 
here. These dresses - two Iona. twO very short-illustnte the 
addition of hem width from different levels. 
Sl)'lt A-a sports or play dress, suitable for beach wear. ll has 
a strapless top and a very full, short skirt. The seams run into 
the bodice part on a very high levd, just below the waist, in· 
creasing the fullness or the skirt all the way up. 

Add the rcctanaular extensions below the Hip le~I, as USU21, 
but only to the required lenath. lben plan the hem additions, to 
increase the bask: width (e.g. of I + m) to the required total hem 
width of 2!-3 m suitable for the style. This means adding about 
Ii-I f m 10 the bask width, whk:h gives 10 or 12 cm on each of 
the 16 scam ed11CS. 

From the points marked on the required hem level draw the 
scams to run into the bodice part 3-5 cm (a~rage 4 cm) below the 
waist., which obviously gives a considerable addi1ion round the 
hips as well, i.e. it produces a flared skin. 

For Slraplcss top see style C and AGS. 3 and 4. 
Sl)ie B, another sports clres5 for tennis or- with long skevcs
for skating. has again a very shon skin (40-41 cm) and considerable 
hem fullness. springing out from a high level to produce flares 
all round the figure. The top follows the basic pa11crn but with 
some increase in panel width on the shoulder where the Panel 
scam is placed j out or 9 cm from NP. Width is therefore added 
here to the basic pattern, and rcdU<led on the side pieces, as 
shown in AGS. I and 2. 
~ sk_ift ))&fl is wmpletcd as for style A. 

St)'lt C - E•ealng dress: This is a full-length dress (106-110 cm) 
with a strapless top and a skirt with a deep flounce which may be 
of diffetcnt material (e.a. lace, net, chiffon etc.). 

The bodice ls simply cut away at the top, is often higher in the 
front than in the back, and is tightened on the side seams, 11Gs. 
3 and 4. The Shoulder dart depth is doubled for a closer 61 oboWI 
the bust, which is essential for all stniplcss styles. The front panel 
may be widened at the top, as sho,..,, in nG. 4, addin& to the Panel 
and reducing the Side front (see detail). 

The Princess dress may be cut to its full length so that the 
lower pan serves BS a foundation over which to mount the rull 
gathered flounce. The lower par1 (under the ftounce) can also be 
replaced by a ftat but more shaped flounce, with more hem width to 
hold out the pthered flounce covering It. Or, the lower pan can be 
cut away completely and the gathered ftounce simply attached 
to the lower edcc and supponed by a full pcllicoat or stiffened slip. 

In this cue, when planning the Princess dress, one must con· 
sider the width of the skirt on ihe /ew!I whert 1he flounce joins it, 
i.e. a lltlle more than half-way down the full skirt lcncrh. The 
width should not be exccssi~ otherwise this pan of the skirt 
will not stand out round the 6gure but will tend to fall into deep 
folds. Plan the dress therefore ~S cm long to go wilh a 45-SO cm 

flounce and make it only about Ii m at the lower edaic, ~ 
means a ~ cm addition on each seam ed1t- If this works OQI 

too full for the effect des.ired. it can easily be rcduoed by taklac 
1-2 cm off every scam edcc. 

The flounce is a straight piece which, according to the fabri; 
used, is two, two-and-a-half or three times as wide u the loww 
edge to which ii Is allached. But, if prefemd, to increase the heiD° 
width without addlna any more to the pthers at the top, the 
Bounce may be slightly shaped by slashing and opening out the 
pauem from the llcm. 
Style D-a Wcddla& dress: This is a 7-gore Princess dress ""'idl 
has a CB but no CF seam. The Panel seams cunoe from the 
armholes. Considerable width is added to the hem and there is 
a short train which develops from just beyond the side xams 
to a 40-4S cm length on the CB (or more). 

The pattern is planned in the usual way, firs! down to hip 
level. The rcctan1le extensioM arc lhcn added to full lenl\h, 
106-112 cm below the waist. After cunins out the pauern, each 
scctlon is placed scpaniiely on a larcc sheet of paper lo make the 
ncoessary additions for the extra hem width and, in .the back, for 
the extni lenstb of the train. 

Tho total loem width in this Slyle is about 6 m or just over, and 
more than half of this goes 10 the back. Dislribute the total hem 
width between 6 gores (counting the two narrow hack gores as 
OM). allowing lc$s than l m for the front panel (e.s. 70..80 cm), 
approximately l m for each of the four side gores, and more, 
i.e. It m, for the dollhlt back gore. 

As the buie hem width of the ru:ungle ls only 104 cm, or S2 cm 
Ct+ m) on tbc batr-pancm, somcthin1 like 2r-2t m must be added 
to the half-pattern to make up the required total width of 3 m or 
just o~r. Of this addition I m approximately will go to the front 
gores, and about ll: m to the back gores. Since these have a train 
which increases the hem width, what is measured on the full ltl!llh 
lt.-1 will have to be a little less, say 120 instead of ISO cm, to allow 
for tbe increase caused by later lcn&lhenins. D ivide the 120 cm 
more or te..s equally between the 4 scam edccs (sec AGs. sand 6) : 
the slightly smaller addition on the CB is made because or the very 
narrow width of the half-gore. 

From all these points obtained on the full ltrrgth hem draw the 
seams upwards, taking them to 3-4 cm below the waist on the CB 
to a slightly lower point in the next scam and still lower (8-? cm 
down) on the side scam. In the front the fullness can be add<:d 
from a still lower level, i.e. the scams cao run into the bodice 
pan 12-13 an below the waist. 

Add the length for the train to the back sores. as shown in the 
diagram: this will increase the hem width, as planned. 

The CB scam can be made in10 a son, unpressed, inverted 
pleat, ending on hip level, Just below the fastening (zip). A little 
extra width should then be added at the lop to fonn the pleat 
(dot-dash lines), while above it all extra width beyond the bodice 
CB is cut away. 
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CHAPTER 

TWO 

Historically the Kimono or Magyar is the oldest 
'pattern' and represents a very simple way of shaping 
fabric to the body- a primitive cut. Though now a 
highly developed pattern. it still appears in its primitive 
shape in stage costume designing, in baby wear, knit 
wear and at times in fashion wear. 

The simplest shape of a kimono pattern, corresponding 
to the first arm position in the sketch opposite, has 
absolutely no shoulder s/o~ or any other shaping to the 
figure: it cannot.fi1. it can only drape on the figure. Now 
and again fashion brings back this rather crude draped 
effect (e .g. to achieve a 'chunky' line). and so revives 
the original simple cut which suil5 1he Sl)"le, even if it 
does not, strictly speaking..fi1 the figure. 

But on the whole, under the influence of modem 
ideas of design and fit, the kimono has undergone many 
changes and transformations and so has gradually 
become a complicated pattern. In its more elaborate, 
sophisticated shape it belongs, therefore, to advanced 
pattern designing and, when the kimono is in fashion . 
designers often aim at effects which can be achieved only 
with great skill and a thorough understanding of the 
various cutting and fitting problems involved. 

The kimono appears nowadays in a great variety of 
styles, whereas before the range was small and change of 
style was limited almost entirely to decorative work. Now 
a whole technique of special adjustments and manipula
tions has developed around it to 'improve' its cut and 
fit and to increase its possibilities in fashion and style 
variation. It is as a result of all this that it can no Jonge1 
be considered a simple pattern, though some versions of 
it are still simple enough. 

Most of the improvements introduced into the kimono 
are directed towards making it fit more like an ordinary 
bodice with set-in sleeves, yet without losing the attrac
tive effect and smooth, graceful line of the continuous 
shoulder a.nd sleeve. This creates various problems to 
the solving of which are due the many difficulties of 
kimono pattern cutting. It is more important to under-

THE KIMONO 
BLOCK PATTERN 

stand these difficulties and the reasons why they occur 
than to try and produce the perfect kimono pattern 
which will fit all figures and suit all styles : this is hardly 
possible. As with collar cutting, kimono cutting is 
largely a question of arriving at good results through 
understanding the problems involved and knowing how 
to deal with them. 

If one considers the sketches on the opposite page. it 
becomes clear that the arm position has an effect on the 
length of the line A-8- C which is the Top line (NP to 
wrist) and the line D- E-F which is the underarm 
(waist to wrist). In the top sketch A-B-C is shortest and 
D- E-F is longest. In the bottom sketch A-B-C is 
longest and D-E-F shortest. The two middle figures 
show intenncdiate lengths. All this can be established 
and checked on the figure by direct measurement. 

Only a sleeve cut separately and set into an annhole 
can adjust itself to this change of length and allow for 
complete freedom of movement. As will be seen from 
FIG. 1 below. a set-in sleeve actually has some excess 
length in each position: this appears as a 'fluting' fo_ld 
above the shoulder when arm is raised or under the arm 
when ann is held down (it shows better on a bodice laid 
flat on the table than on the figure). This adjustable 
reserve of length is the result of the way the crown and 
armhole are shaped and joined. 

It is impossible to have this auJomatic adjus1ment in 
a sleeve which is cut in one with the bodice, where there 

FIG. l/ 11 



THE KIMONO 

is neither crown nor armhole, and so this becomes the 
}.ttrtral prob/an in kimono fitting. A correct choice of 
sleeve position, i.e. sleeve 'slant' has to be made in 
every case. If a position similar to the top sketch is 
chosen, then there is enough underarm kngth to allow 
the ann to move upwards comfortably, but the sluvt 
fits badly on the top as soon as the arm is lowered, 
deVi:loping creases and drags from SP and tightness over 
the Top arm muscle. If, on the other hand, the sleeve is 
cut with a good 'slant' and a 'break' at SP (as the lower 
sketches), it will have a smooth fit along the top due to 
the extra length achieved by slanting, but will lose length 
under the arm and feel uncomfortable as soon as the 
arm is raised. 

The problem is solved by first choosing a suitable 
slant for the sleeve to ensure its good fit on the top, and 
then intrOducing extra length into the shortened under
arm by means of a 'gusset' which releases the sleeve to 
allow freedom of movement. 

It must be noted that there are several suitable slants 
to choose from for the top of the sleeve (basically 
represented by the two middle sketches on the right), 
and there el\ists quite a variety of 'gussets' to case the 
underarm fit : both are varied according to fashion, style, 
the fit aimed at, length of sleeve and texture of fabric. 

The more slanted kimono sleeve, particularly in the 
closer·fitting styles, usually needs a 'break' at SP to 
accommodate the shoulder bone, the angle of which 
becomes more pronounced as the arm moves down 

Ecst sketch on the right). With some exceptions 
inly loose sleeves with large 'armholes'), kimono 

eevcs fit better when there is a break at SP. Not only 
does this add length to the Top line of a kimono, but it 
does so at the: right point, at SP, where it is needed, not 
at the wrist where it would be useless. 

The: Kimono block is prodll(Cd from the standard 
Bodice: block and the Straight sleeve block. Before using 
the bodice it is necessary to adjust it to suit the special 
requirements of a kimono fit: 
(a) The sboulder seam must be centred since shvulder 

and sleeve are cut in one: this ensures a better line for 
the kimono Top seam which must run down the 
middle of the arm. 

(b) The bast width mast be re-distrib9ted to reduce differ· 
ence between back and front and to place side scam 
well under the arm so that it runs smoothly into the 
sleeve seam. 

(c) 11ie 8-t (Sliloulder) dart mast lose wWdl to provide 
some rast for the front 'armhole part' which in a 
kimono drapes over the hollow and shoulder bone 
instead of moulding it. 

(d) 11ie rm of tbr Sboalder dut mmt lie moved to 
another position to facilitate kimono construction. 

(t) 1lae Back slloulderbllule dart mast be med to Its full 
deptli to tighten back 'armhole part' which tends to 
llllg (unless shoulder padding is used, when dart is 
less important). 
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THE KIMONO BLOCK 17 

PREPARING BODICE BLOCK FOR THE 
ADAPTATION - Plate S 

l'1le Baclt-flo. 1: Outline to the waist and before cut-
1ing out draw a Centre shoulder seam, as usual (0·5+ cm 
above NP, 1 cm above SP). The shoulder must be long 
enough to allow for a full shoulderblade dart (I ·S-2 cm 
extra length). 

Along the Bust line measure from CB i ~ust + 2 cm 
and mark the new UP. Repeat measurement (25 cm for 
B 92) along the Waist line and drop a perpendicular for 
provisional side scam, thus forming a rectangle below 
the Bust line. Cut out the pattern. 

Tiie Front-Flo. 2: Outline to the waist and measure 
i Bust + 3 cm for new UP (26 cm for si~e B 92~. Repeat 
on the waist level and draw the perpendicular side scam. 

From the point of tbe Shoulder dart-point D -draw 
a line to point F on the armhole and cut on it (Flo. 3). 
Close enough of the Shoulder dart to open a gap of I cm 
in the annhole slash; then secure (paste) the gap which 
can now be ignored {it should not be more than I cm). 

Transfer the remainder of the Shoulder dart to a 
new diagonal underarm position, the line running from 
4-4·5 cm above the waist 10 point D (no. 2). Shorten dart 
to just below the True Bust line (FIG. 4). With Shoulder 
dart closed complete the Centre shoulder seam. 

On the side seams of both back and front mark several 
I cm divisions, measuring down from UP (Bust line) 
1- 2-3 cm, etc.: they will be used at the next stage. 

Slccrc; Outline and cut out a Straight sleeve to the 
eow, straight at the honom, and the same widlh right 
91tough, i.e. 36 cm in size IV (8 92). 

THE KIMONO BLOCK- basic posi1ion - Plate S 

Using a large sheet of paper (75 x SO) place the back 
in the lower left hand corner, 2 cm away from the edge, 
and secure in this position, Place the front as shown in 
FIO. S with SP's on the same level bu1 with a I cm gap 
between them and with the front NP touching the back 
shoulder I· 5-2 cm below the back NP: excess shoulder 
length will be taken out by the shoulderbladc dart. 
Secure the front in this position. Then place the sleeve to 
the armhole in such a way that lhe two U points of lhe 
sleeve arc the same disJance down each underarm of the 
'>odice. The I cm divisions help to adjust and check this 
equidistant position. 

This is die h5lc K1- posilioa which can already 
be used as a pattern, though in modem cutting its use is 
limited. II is used mainly to produce a more advanced 
KimcM block. 

Note that the Top of the sleeve (point T) may either 
touch the armhole or overlap it or not reach it: this will 
,vary with individual shape and size. but is of no import· 
•nee at this stage Any overlapping, however, should 
_be noted as it usually indicates a square, long shoufder. 
for which provision can be made later .. 

With the sleeve in this position (absolutely e(Juidislant 

down the side seams), note which point of the crown 
comes to the middle of the gap between the two SP's: this 
is the Kimono Shoulder point (S) from which runs the 
Kimono Top line (or seam). para/It'/ to the Too line or 
middle of the sleeve block and usually 2 cm {or 1 ·5) to the 
front of it. Mark this line through on to the paper under· 
neath and remove the sleeve pattern. Tbis is the bas_ic line 
for the planning of the different slants of the Kimono 
sleeve. 

The sleeve pattern is cut in half along the new Kimono 
Top line, the back part being usually wider than the 
front (FIG. 6). Each part is used separately for the ncltt 
stage of construction. 

Having established tlw basic Kimono line (i.e. K imono 
fop line), it is now possible to work from it to find the 
more sloping positions of the sleeve, and to provide 
extra length at SP by breaking the continuous line at that 
point (over the shoulder bone). 

It is convenient to mark the various 'slants· for 1he 
different sleeve positions on the basic block without 
necessarily completing 1hc whole sleeve: any type of 
sleeve can then be planned from ii. as required (FIG. 2). 
In prac1ice it is also usual 10 have a separate block for a 
short-sleeved kimono and one for a long-sleeved 
kimono with a more slan ted sleeve. 
Alo~g the basic line ( FIG. 2- broken line) measure 

from point S the sleeve length to elbow (32 cm) and mark 
point E. Then at E measure, at right angles to the line, 
2·5 cm down and draw a line from S through 1his new 
Elbow point. Since the line slopes more, when 1he kimono 
is outlined there will be more break in the line at SP. This 
slant, known as the 2·5 cm slant, is used mainly for short, 
loose sleeves. 

From the new E point measure 2·5 cm down 10 obtain 
the 5 cm slant, and from the latter, again measuring 2·5 
cm, the 7·5 cm slant line. All the lines go up to point S. 
With increase in slant, the 'break' also increases and be
comes more obvious (flOS. 2 and 3). N.B. If preferred, a 
3-5 and 8 cm slant can be used instead. 

For the front the various slanted lines are measured 
in the same way. Accurate measuring is important. 

FIG. 2/u 
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SHORT SLEEVE KIMONO BLOCK 
FIOS. 4 and 5 

To complete the Ki- pattern for a short sleeve, which 
may be less slanted than a long kimono sleeve, proceed 
as follows: take the back of the sleeve (the wider part) 
and place it with its highest point to S (i.e. middle of 
shoulder gap), and with its Top edge following the 
slanted lice seltcted for tM style, i.e. in this case the 2· 5 
(3) cm slant (FIGS. 3 and 4). The underarm of the sleeve 
overlaps into the underarm of the bodice (UP moving 
down to U) and it is quite obvious that some underarm 
length is lost. 

Proceed in the same way with the front part of the 
sleeve: the overlapping and loss of undcrann length 
should be the same. so that the remaining sleeve and 
bodice underarm lines match. But there is often a slight 

, 
/ 

SHORT SLEEVE 
2·5 jlont 

FIG. 4(11 

difference and this can be adjusted, either by altering the 
slant a little or simply by making the two edges match. 

Outline the final kimono as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, 
passing through tht middlt of tltt sltoul~r gap, and separ
ate back from fronL Note the lowering of UP (now 
point U): this loss of underarm length, can be measured 
and most of it is usually replaced by a 'gusset'. In some 
cases, liowever, patterns with a small slant, such as a 2· S cm 
slant, omit the gusset if the fit of the garment is loose 
and if it is not worn for work or sport involving much 
movement, particularly raising of arms. 

This is a matter which the cutter must decide by 
judging each case on its merits. 

F IG. Sfn 
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FIG. 6/11 

FIG. 7/n FIG. 8/11 

LONG SLEEVE KIMON-0 BLOCK 
FIGS. 6, 7, 8, 9 

The Kimono block with long sleeves is obtained in the 
same way, but by following a more sloping sleeve line

• 7·Scm slant(F!G. 6). ID the block it is usually presented 
'Ir a Tight fitting sleeve. 

It will be noted that the overlapping of the underarm 
lines of bodice and sleeve is considerable a.nd so is the 
IO$S of underarm length which may be more than 12-13 
cm. A gusset is essential for this cut which has a smoother 
fit along the top, with more length over the shoulder bone. 

The Top line is continued to a full sleeve length (60 cm) 
and from it are measured, at right angles, the correct 
elbow and wrist widths for a tight filling sleeve. Measure 
t Elbow + 2 cm (17) and t Wrist + 2 cm (10·5) on the 
back sleeve, and deduct the 2 cm from the front part. Then 
draw the underarm seam of the sleeve through these 
points (FIGS. 7, 8, 10, 11). 

N.B. If point S-top qf Basic line-comes only 1·5 cm 
to the front of the sleeve middle, then only l ·5 cm (not 
2 cm) must be added or deducted at Elbow and Wrist. 

In adaptations, but not in the block, an elbow dart, 
similar to the one in the French Tight fitting sleeve, can 
be introduced into the back part of the tight kimono 
sleeve by slashing it at elbow I.eve/ from underarm up to 
Top line, and o~ning 2-3 cm (FIG. 9). 

Although it is usual to make this Kimono block with a 
long and tight sleeve, just as the 2·5 cm slant block is 
U$Ually made with a short loose sleeve, it must be clearly 
lllld~ood that in adaptations either block can be used for 

a variety of styles, with long or short sleeves. The dis
tl.octive feature of each block is really the slant or the sleeve, 
and JUSt as there are long kimono sleeves which are 
quite loose and draped, and so can best be cut from the 
2·5 cm slant block, so there are short sleeves which are 
very close fitting, moulding the shoulder and Top arm, 
and for these the long-sleeved block with the 7·5 cm slant 
is more suitable. The blocks are therefore distinguished 
mainly by the fit of their sleeves. 

The underarm seam or tbe kimono can be taken either 
from point U (on the intersection of sleeve and bodice) 
wherever it happens to come according to the sloping of 
the sleeve, or from point UP of the original bodice. The 
first is die Oater seam which gives a looser fit; the second 
-tbe 1-r seam which gives a closer fit under the arms 
(see Detail on page l 8). 

FIG. 9/u 
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WAIST SHAPING-FIGS. 10, 11 so-called 'High armhole' gusset, much used nowadays. 
11ie Back. Line and a.st liM le•els should also be 

drawn in or at least indicated, mainly on the 7·5 slant 
block. Their usefulness in planning fancy styles is 
obvious. They must, of course, be on the same level as in 
the ordinary bodice, and their correct position is estab
lished by measuring from the neckline down CB and 
CF, e.g., for B 92, 11 and 13 cm down respectively. 

~ shaping follows the usual method of taking in on 
the side seams, using the SI. CB, but seldom the SI. CF, 
and taking out the remainder in waist darts. 

The final result should equal quarter finished waist 
plus I cm for the front and minus I cm for the back:. Thus 
with a 70 cm Waist measurement this would give 70 + 5 
or 6 = 76 cm (the finished waist}, divided by four (19 cm) 
and therefore 20 cm for the front and 18 cm for the back: 
half pattern. N.B. For a tighter fit only 4 cm should be 
added to the Waist measurement. 

Draw the inner side seams from U down to a point 3 
(or 2) cm inside the perpendicular. For the SI. CB use 
either the 2 cm slant, taking it, as usual, through the 
Back line level, or a l·S cm slant (from l·S cm inside the 
CB), taking it through a lower point, i.e. half-way up the 
CB line. The latter gives more 'dart fullness' to the neck
line and more Back width (which is suitable for some 
figures and some styles) and loses less width round the 
bust than the 2 cm slant, which, however, is more 
generally used. 

The waist darts, which are often deeper than usual, can 
be stitched higher (13-JS cm). An excessive front waist 
dart can be reduced by moving some of its width into 
the diagonal underarm (Bust) dart, or simply by 'easing' 
into skirt waist 

The kimono is essentially an easy fitting, draping 
pattern and the frequent overfitting of the ·waist to suit 
some present day styles often creates fitting problems, 

• 
as tightness round the bust and a tendency for the 
cc to 'ride up' and puff out at the top because of 

the close fit below. Care must be taken not to lose too 
much bust width and to retain at least a S-6 cm fitting 
allowance. This applies particularly to patterns for 
larger figures: they should be checked carefully just 
below the True Bust line. If necessary, width can be 
increased by small additions beyond CB and CF 
(adjusting neckline accordingly), without disturbing 
the underann part and the sleeve (see also 'width 
addition' in Chapter Three). 

REFERENCE LINES ON THE KIMONO 
BLOCK-FIGS. 10. 11 

It is useful to indicate on the Kimono block the position 
of some CGiilti web llDes ... poiats of tbe Bo4ice b*k, 
such as Bust, Back and Chest lines, points B and F, etc. 
There arc also a few special kimono reference lines such 
as the kimono 'Armhole', the 'Gusset line', points G, SP 
and the movable point U. They arc necessary for refer
ence both when adjusting the fit of a kimono pattern and 
when developing the pattern of a fancy style, particularly 
one with an elaborate gusset problem. 

11le 8-t Line level is sometimes referred to in more 
advanced kimono pattern designing and, as well as this 
line, one can mark the original UP of the llodicc block 
1!._hicli is referred to, for example, when planning the 

Poiiits B ud F of the bodice armhole arc two other 
useful points of reference which one has to bear in mind 
when planning, for instance, some of the gussets. . 

The two special kimono reference lines are the 'Arm
bok llDe' and the 'Gtlsset llDe'. Point SP (the kimono 
SP), point G and point U - the movable kimono Under• 
ann point, replacing the fixed bodice UP- arc also 
important. 

In a pattern which has no armhole, it is useful to be 
aware of the position of the 'arm scye' or 'ann 's eye' 
(in French 'entoumure du bras', which is a line on tlre 
body as distinct from the 'emmanchure', i.e. ~m;illolc, 
which is a line on the garment). It can only be 1nd1catcd 
approximately by a straight line between SP and U. and 
is known as the kimono 'Armhole'. It is useful mainly for 
controlling the armhole size of a kimono which in some 
cases may get too tight. The combinedSP-U of front and 
back must ne~er be less than a standard bodice azmhole 
and is usually more. It increases as point U moves down 
with the slanting of the sleeve. The Armhole line is 
referred to in many cases, e.g. when planning the 
Gusset line. 

11ie CllSSCt line indicates the correct position for a 
gusset and corresponds approximately to the lower part 
of a bodice armhole. 

From U measure along the Armhole line 9 cm up and 
frpm here take 2 cm inwards for point G - the point 
through which the Gusset line runs. This is the con
stnoctioa line for every type of pMet, whatever its shape. 
and the line on which the slashing from point U is 
done (FIGS. 10, 11 ). N.B. This position and the highest 
point (G) of the gusset are usually checked on rhe figure 
before culling into the gannent. It sometimes needs 
adjusting, i.e. moving farther in (towards CB and CF). 
It must come as near to the arm scyc as possible. though 
making full allowance for a good Chest and Back width 
necessary in a kimono pattern. 

It will be noted that the Gusset line. both on back 
and front, slopes in the direction of the' end of the Back 
and Chest lines respectively, and iowards points Band F 
(if these are marked on the kimono). On the figure these 

· points indicate the position of th~ line where the arm 
begins. Hence the importance of being aware of all these 
points and lines in a kimono. 

N.B. If the Kimono underarm seam is changed from 
the Outer to the Inner (see Detail on page 18), the 
Armhole and Gusset lines must also be changed to 
follow the new intersection of lines. 
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VARYING THE SLANT OF THE 
KIMONO SLEEVE 

This is a question of both design and fit, and it must be 
clearly understood that besides using the three slants 
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 it is possible to follow any slant 
one may consider suitable for a style. sloping the sleeve 
even beyond 7·5 cm, if necessary, e.g. JO C1tl and more. 
Examples of this are given later. It all depends on the 
details of the design, on the length of the sleeve, its full
ness, fit round the shoulders and also on the fabric, shape 
of figure .and on fashion generally. 

As an example, a sleeve in a soft, stretchy fabric can 
do with less slanting because it stretches and shapes itself 
to the shoulder bone and so forms a 'break'. With a stiff 
material, and particularly with a long sleeve (all troubles 
are worse in long kimono sleeves). more slanting is 
·essential. Broadly speaking, loose sleens of any length, 
and most, but not all,. short sleeves need Jess slanting. 
Sleeves moulding the a.rm, long or short scyles; and most 
sleeves below the elbow need more sloping and a 7 · 5 slant 
wou.ld generally he used for them. 

Actually, the slant of m·ost long and light sleeves is 
often increased by a very popular adjustment known as 
1squaring of the shoulder', explained i11 detail in Chapter 
Three, which has the effect of sloping the line further 
(i.e. more than 7·5 cm) and at the same time of providing 
more room for the shoulder bone. For many figures it 
is advisable to have it as a permanent adjustment made 
on the block (see FIG. 3/m in the next chapter). 

THE SIMPLIFIED KIMONO BLOCK 
-Plate 6 . 

This is a more simply constructed Kimono paitem useful 
mainly for simpler styles of kimono blouses, dresses, etc., 
with cap sleeves, short sleeves and sometimes Jong but 
loose sleeves. It is given in two stages. 

STAGE I 

The size of the paper must be equal to 

! Bust + 5 cm x LW + I cm 

Fold the paper lengthwise in half to mark the centre 
crease. 

Back (left half): from top edge, down CB, measu.re 
I cm for point 0 (the nape). From 0 square Neck line 
and measure 7 (6·5) cm out and I cm up for NP. 

The lower edge of the paper is the waist. Halve 0 to 
waist and take this paint 4·5 cm down for the Bust line, 
ruled right across the paper (4 cm down for small sizes). 

Along the top edge measure from NP the length of the 
shoulder, 12•5 cm, and take this point 4·5 cm dowp for SP. 
Rule the basic sleeve line from NP, through SP, as far as X 
on the centre crease. 

Reduce the waist by 3 cm and rule the slanted ildt 
seam up to the Bust line (to PQint U). 

Front (right half): Everything here is measured as ill $e 
back and could be traced through. The exception ii ·the 
neckline depth measured 7·5 (7) cm down CF and CUtveil 
up as usual. Cut out the draft along the 'shoulder-sleeve! 
lines and along the side scams. 

STAGE II 

Use a second sheet of paper 7 cm longer (higher) and 
22 cm wider, and rule a line J ·5 cm below the top edge. 
Place the cut out back and front on it, with NP's touching 
the ruled line, i.e. 1 ·5 cm below the top edge, and with 
CF along the right and the CB along the left edge. Out
line and remove the cut-out patterns or simply SCCUic the 
back and front in this position by pasting. The kimono is 
completed by working round these outlines. 

To impt'Ove the fit of this very simple kimono and to 
give it ~ better balance on the fipre add height to the 
back by adding I ·5 cm above NP, SP, X (and Z), and 
ruling a new, higher line through these points. Baclc NP 
now touches the top edge of the paper. The Front can Jose 
0·5+ cm below SP, and so have a lower, more sloping 
shoulder-sleeve line, to balance the gain in the back (see 
Plate <i-Stagc 11). 

The sleeve, which is now only a short tap sleeve, is 
extended to a basic short sleeve length by placing one 
side of a set square along the 'shoulder-sleeve' line and 
the other to touch the underarm at point U. Rule line 
Z- U which must measure Top Arm + 2·5 cm, i.e. half of 
sleeve width (N.B. if it is much less point U must come 
down). This gives now a long cap sleeve, but still without 
an underarm. For a complete sleeve, with an underarm, 
rule a line 3 cm farther out and parallel to Z-U. This 
sleeve measures about I 5 cm from SP. Further length can 
be added in the same way. Repeat everything on the front 
or trace it all through. 

Draw a 2-3 cm underarm Dart 4 cm below the Bust 
line. 

Complete the pattern by sloping the waistline from CB 
towards the side seam as usual. Then, in the front, add 
the 2-3 cm dart allowance below the waist and drop the 
CF 2-3 cm, before completing the waistline. 

Plan the waist shaping, as required, following the usual 
method (see Final Pattern). The CB line can be slanted 
from I+ Cin inside CB through a point half-way up: 
this adds to width of neckline and provides a 'dart' which 
can eventually be moved into the shoulder. If the 2 cm 
SI. CB is used (tighter back), it will go through the Baclc 
line level, found 11-12 cm down CB from O. 

The top line of this kimono has no break at SP. To 
introduce it, and also to give the sleeve a bigger slant, 
slash from point U up to SP and overlap at U 1-2 cm 
(sec the last two PIGS. of Plate 6). Re-trace the whole 
pattern: it can now be used for closer-fitting sleeves and 
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would in many cases require a gut:iet which, of course, is 
optional for the basic pattern. 

Because of the slightly different slope of back and front 
ll!eevc, the underarms may not match perfectly and would 
have to be adjusted a little at the final stage. 

4 

dorr 

HORE 
5lANTU> SLEEVE 

PLATE 6 

N.B. lf one wants to avoid doing this pattern twice, on 
two different sheets of paper, one allows, of course, 
straight away an extra I ·S cm at the top (ruling a line, 
as in Stage 11) and comhi.nes the two stages by simply 
drafl;ng the back I ·S cm higher than the front. 



C HAPTER USING THE KIMONO BLOCK 
T HREE 

Kimono style adaptations involve methods and adjust· 
ments of the basic pattern, such as adding width, length, 
tnmsfcrrin,g darts, planning WR. etc. which, but for 
details, arc very much like the methods used for ordinary 
Bodice block adaptations. 

But there arc also some special adjustments and ways 
of using the pattern which are more specifically con
nected with the basic structure of a kimono and with the 
special difficulties of its cut and 61. Reducing or in· 
creasing the slant of the sleeve, improving the fit of the 
shoulder and, above all, solving the central problem of 
kimono fit - that of obtaining a well fitting sleeve at the 
top with sufficient length under the arm - these arc the 
special problems in designing. cutting. and fitting 
kimono styles. Of these the biggest is that of skilfully 
combining an attractive appearance with a comfortable 
fit, and this naturally leads to the question of gussets -
visible and invisible- which have now become so 
important to the pattern designer. 

Various methods exist for dealing with all these prob
lems; the most important arc: presented in this chapter. 
It must be stressed from the beginning, however, that 
their application is never controlled by any definite 
rules and that their choice will always be inJluenccd by 
many factors-shape of figure, fabric, details of style 
and, of course, fashion. In fact, the use of the kimono 
in advanced pattern designing makes considerable 
demands on the skill, experience and good judgement of 
the cutter. 

ADDING LENGTH TO KIMONO BLO C K: 
TH E ON E-PIECE DRESS -F10. 1 

The waist-length Kimono block can be exteoded 10 Hip 
level by continuing the straight CB line (not SI. CB) 
22 cm down and then drawing the H ip line across (FIG . I). 
After measuring on it, from CB, i Hips + I ·S cm for 
point H, complete the side scam up to the waist, curving 
it as usual (FIG. I). This is a ~leagtb Kimono block. 
The front is obtained in the same way(! Hips + I ·S cm) 
because the kimono has a centred under-arm scam. 

The full-Jeagtll KimollO block is just a continuation of 
the hip-length pattern. Continue CB line down to full 
skirt length, preferably the basic length, to be shortened 
(or lengthened) later, as required by fashion. Draw the 
hemline on the level and measure on it i HW + 4·S cm. 
Again the front is completed in exactly the same way as 

the back, because of the centring of the kimono underarm. 
In adaptations the basic hem width can of course lie 

increased (or reduced), more often with the help of 
additional seams. 

ADDIN G WIDTH T O KIMONO BLOCK 
- F IO. 2 

A distinction must be made between adding width for 
style and adding width for a bigger size. 

Additioil or wldtb for style, i.e. for a design which has 
a looser fit and a fuller line, is generally made under 
the arm, as shown in FtG. 2. It actually shows as increased 
width or fullness under the arm {e.g. in a coat). 

The addition to bodice and sleeve underarm is not 
necessarily the same: it is often less on the sleeve than on 
the side seam. The addition may be only on the bust 
or Top arm level, running off to nothinx at the waist or 
elbow, or it may go right through (as shown in FIG. 2). In 
the lancr case, measure the addition, e.g. 2-3 cm, in two 
places, at the waist and somewhere higher (or lower) and 
draw the line parallel to the original scam, either shaped 
or straight. After measuring in the same way for the 
sleeve. let the two liDts med and intersect. Where the 
lines cross is tbt new. pom U. Note that in all cases 
the bigger the addition, the lower point U comes down 
and the shorter the side scam becomes. For example of 
increase at Bust ltvel only sec Plate 14 at the end of the 
chapter. 

N.B. It must be noted that because of a slight difference 
in the angle of back and front kimono, after an addi· 
lion of width the two side seams may no longer match, 
and may have to be adjusted at the end by moving 
point U slightly up or down to make the length from 
·waist to point U the same. This can be done either on 
the front or back (or both, half and half). The sleeve is 
altered accordingly, i.e. made narrower or. more often, 
wider ;it point U. 
Additioa of wWa for size, to increase the fitting for a 

larger figure, is usually made down the CB/CF and above 
the sleeve. 

As well as increasing the width round the bust and 
arm, this addition increases also what in an ordinary 
bodice pat~cm would be the Back width and Chest width, 
neckline and shoulder length: it makes the whole pattern 
larger without making it looser as a s1y/e. 
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SQUARING THE KIMONO SHOULDER 
- FIG. 3 

the fit of a kimono slc:evc, particularly of a long oDC, is 
muc.b improved by what aui be dcscribt.d as 'squaring of 
the shoulder'. This is an important adjustment whicli for 
some people is adtkd ~nnanenlly to the block. 

The small sketch at the top of PIO. 3 shows the defect 
which this adjustment comets. It eases the tight fit at 
SP and provides more room for the shoulder bone : it is 
therefore particularly important for Ila-a wltl -.-re 
lllMlldin on wbom the kimono is more likely to produce 
folds or drags of this type. It is, however, also an adjust
ment that is usually done for _.. T1pt ftttliis ~ 
since the closer fit is apt to develop this defect. It is also 
much used in the case of firm materials which do not 
stretch and 'give' over the shoulder bone and thus do not 
Improve in wear. 

These are the main cases when squaring is advisable. 
But, wllell .....- .- plllWed slM>elders are iB &shloe, 
then the adjustment is used in all cases, to provide the 
room necessary for the shoulder pad. 

As well as easing the fit of the shoulder. squaring 
results in an increased slant of the sleeve, and it does so 
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without lowering point U any further. It is therefore 
also a mediod for sloplnc the ~ more, whenever this 
is necessary for style or fashion (see below). 

The pattern is slashed from SP down the Armhole line. 
as far as point U, and opened at SP 2- 3 cm or more. In 
a few exceptional cases this may be as much as 5-6 cm, 
but the average is 3-4 cm. 

Note the 1111111 sbape of the Top line- back and front. 
The 'squaring' at SP should not be exaggerated, except 
when the figure has a very pronounced shoulder bone or 
the s!!ou!der is to be well padded. In the back the line 
usually passes on or just above the inner side and below 
the outer side of the slash; in the front it should be 
slightly lower. 

If this adjustment is exaggerated, it may-as well as 
overshaping the shoulder- increase too much the width 
across the Back and the Chest. 

FIG. 3/m 
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INCREASING THE SLANT OF THE 
KIMONO SLEEVE-FIGS. 4, 5, 6 

It has already been stated in Chapter Two that when 
style and fashion demand it, t)ie slant of the sleeve is 
often increased beyond that of the 'Long sleeve block' 
(i.e. the 7·5 (8) cm slant). Basically this is done in the same 
way as obtaining the other slants of the sleeve, i.e. by 
pivoting the sleeve from point S and moving it down at 
Elbow point (E). 

Not only does the sleeve Top line slope more, but its 
underarm overlaps more into the u.nderarm oftbe'bodice, 
moving point U down and losing length on both sleeve 
and bodice underarm (more than I cm on each). The 
Armhole line slightly changes its position and so does the 
Gusset line which must be replanned from the new line. 

A quick way of achieving this effect is shown in FIG. 5 
where a 1·5 cm slant sleeve is sloped m.ore after slashing 
from point U as far as SP and then overlapping the two 
edges at U, 1 ·5 cm or more. The same result is obtained, 
and again underarm length is unavoidably Jost and the fit 
of the underarm made less comfortable. Adjust the 
Armhole and Gusset lines from the new point U. 

A combilled method or sleeve slop inc. as shown in 
FIG. 6, is often very useful. Here the slut or the sleeve is 
illcreued conslder•llly, first by using a I 0 instead of 1 · S 
cm slant, and then by 'squaring' it as well, 2-4 cm at SP. 
To compare the new slant with the basic slant, measure 
from a horizontal line (i.e. one at right angles to CB) 
which passes through NP, down to point E (elbow). The 
distance from this line or from the top edge of the paper 
to point E in FIG. 4 is 23 cm and in FIG. 6 it is 28 cm. 
Note, that by this test the use of the SI. CB gives a more 
sloping sleeve in the back. 

REDUCING THE SLANT OF THE 
KIMONO SLEEVE: THI!: DOLMAN 

The Dohmm is a very popular classical kimono style. The 
name is often used to d~ribe kimono sleeves in general, 
but this is not quite correct since the 'Batwing sleeve' 
kimono bas a distinctive cut and line of its own, different 
from other kimono styles. 

Its most characteristic feature is a low, dnped Wiiles-
arm. There is no visible gusset, but the method of 
lengthening the underarm is achieved by reducing the 
slant of the kllll'ooo sleeve. 

After outlining a 7· 5 cm slant kimono, measure the 
combined length of bodice and sleeve underarm, from 
waist to elbow, i.e. W-U plus U- E. It will measure about 
27-28 cm in an average size. Then measure distance W to 
E in a straight line across (18--19 cm) and compare with 
the underarm length W- U-E to establish the probable 
loss of length if a seam is drawn on that low level. Though 
the final seam, when curved, will be slightly longer, it is 
still much too short for comfortable wear and the distance 
W-E must be lengthened by raising the sleeve. 
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lll:IMONO GU5SETS 

FIG. 7/m 

Slash from U as far as SP and open at U a sufficiently 
bia aap (6-7 cm) to increase lhc length of line W-E to 
2S cm, i.e. 2-3 less than the necessary 28 cm: the extra 
will be gained by curvina the seam above the straight line, 
and also by dropping the waist point as in FIG. 7. 

Jn the front the same distance of25 cm between Wand 
Eis obtained with a smaller gap at U (only~ cm approx.) 
because in these draped styles the underarm Dart can 
be included in the seam: it simply dra~s under the arm. 

length beyond point E does not affect the result and 
the sleeve can be simply continued 10 any lcnglh 
required by the style. 

The .._ ~ 6e *eft is so much ""9ced, that the 
'shoulder-sleeve' line becomes almost, and sometimes 
quite stnight, without a bieak at SP. It is, in fact, very 
much like the oriciml i.sic km- (sec FIG. 5/11). In 
some cases it may even swing in the opposite direction 
(upwards): this will happen when a still longer and mere 
draped underann is wanted. 

Should it be necessary to transfer the Bust dart to 
another position, .instead of 'losing' it in the draped 
underarm, e.g. to use it in the neckline for a draped fold 
(very popular in kimono styles); then the front gap at U 
must be opened more to obtain the full 25 .cm length be
tween Wand E. The two lines W-E-back and front
must always match, since they arc sewn together. 

Ftnally, it must be noted that, although the underarm 
leugth of the Dolman was increased to 28 cm, this is still 
a rNu«d length, corresponding only to the 7·5 cm slant 
kimono underarm which, in most other styles, is 
generally extended by gussets. As already said above, the 
underarm can be further lengthened by opening the gap 
at U more or sometimes by curving the seam higher. But 
tenerally speaking the average Dolman style docs not 
ha.ve a full underarm length and so is n1>t particularly 
suttable for wear when freedom of arm movement is 
important: it has a graceful line, an easy fit round the 
.bust, ~ut is essentia.lly a draped style in which arm move
ment 1s restricted. 

KIMONO GUSSETS -general remarks 

Coming to the fundamental problem of kimono fit, it is 
useful to re~at that the lengthening of the Top line. 
though improving the fit of the sleeve itself. invariably 
reduces the length of the underarm to such an e11tent that 
the ann can no longer be moved or raised freely. The 
basic cause of this defect has already been el\plained in 
Chapter Two and illustrated by the sketches on page 15. 
Here will be given the methods for overcoming this 
difficulty. i.e. the planning and adding of various gussets 
which. in one shape or another, have now become a 
necessary feature of more advanced kimono pattern 
designing. 

First, however, mention must be made of some cases 
of kimono styles in which gussets can be omitted and of 
the circumstances in which this can be done. Basically, 
all simple kimono styles cut with a 2· 5 (3) cm slant or on 
the Dolman principle can omit gussets provided case of 
ann movement is of no particular importance and allow
ance is made for the strain at point U where the garment 
often teai:s. 

N.B. Curving at point U minimises this danger but on 
the other hand reduces the underarm length even more. 
In many easy jiuing summer dresses, for instance. with 

short kimono sleeves (cap sleeves) one can ignore the 
slight discomfort and so omit gussets. reinforcing the 
underarm at U with double stitching· or in some other 
way. 

There is also the case of the soft. stretchy fabric. 
particularly 'knitted' fabric which often helps to solve 
the problem by providing some 'stretch' under the arm, 

" and also over the shoulder bone, thus helping to improve 
in wear the fit of a kimono sleeve originally cut with a 
smaller slant. In such cases it is possible to use the 2·5 or 
5 cm slant block which bas a longer, more comfortable 
underarm, and to expect the sleeve to adjust itself to the 
figure in wear, i.e. to 'grow' over the shoulder because 
of the stretchy material. With a non-yielding texture, 
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such as a brocade, this would be impossible. All this is 
taken into consideration by an experienced designer and 
pattern cutter. 

Finally, in. very voluminous kimono garments, par· 
ticularly coats, one can sometimes igndre the gusset 
problem because, with the extra deep 'armhole', the lit 
is almost that of a cape, and wi~h the way a cape is worn 
(i.e. wrapped round the figure and with arms moving 
freely inside the garment), the necessity to move or raise 
the arms is usually not taken into consideration. In such 
cases either no gusset is used at all or only a very small 
one (to a certain extent this consideration applies also to 
Dolmans). 

Apart from these and possibly a few other similar 
cases, all smooth-fitting kimono sleeves, particularly 
when cut to elbow length or lower, must adopt some 
method of relieving the underarm strain. 

To understand the construction and effect of a gusset 
more clearly it is useful to examine the two cases illus
trated in r1os. 8 and 9. In the first diagram is shown the 
Mdltion at point U of a square. folded diagonally, which 
can do little to release the strain because being added 
outside the undennn it does not really lengthen it: in fact, 
it may replace the original length by a shorter one. What 
it really does is to provide some 'bias' stretch and so 
prevent tearing at point U. It was obviously for this 
purpose that it was so much used in primitive kimono 
garments which, with sleeves at right angles to CB/CF. 
already had quite enough underarm length. 

To obtain real benefit from a gusset, i.e. act11al 
lengthening of the underarm and release of strain in the 
lower part of a kimono 'armhole'. it is essential that the 
c-t should be set Into the ganneat. after cutting pre
cisely where the pull is felt when the elbows are moved 
out, i.e. ia the lower part of wbat would normally be the 
annhole, just above point U (FIG. 9). It is not, therefore, 
only the extra length provided by thl! gusset, but also the 
casing of strain above point U which is its aim and object. 
In fact it aims at reproducing in a kjmono the fit of an 
ordinary set-in sleeve. 

Having established the importance of selling in a 

FIG. 8(111 

gusset, one must now consider its exact posltioa 09 tba 
Kimouo pattern and, finally, the "1llioas types of s-f. 
used in modern pattern designing. 

The gusset has quite a definite position on the pattern· 
it is always on or near the Armhole line, (see Chapte; 
Two, nos. 10, II). It must be placed so as to point in the 
direction of Back width and point B or Chest width and 
point F, all these being definite points on the standard 
bodice armhole. 

Medlocl- F1os. 8 and 9 (also JO. IJ/11): 
From point U measure aloI\g the Armhole line 9 cm and 
from here measure 2 cm in for point G-the G_. poiat 
through which the Gamet Ii.De is drawn from point U: 
the slash for the gusset is made along this line. It does 
not necessarily indicate the actual length of the slash, 
which is usually shorter, 7-8 cm (though sometimes it 
may be longer): it gives the correct direction and is 
therefore a construction line for every gusset, whatever 
its shape. 

N.B. As already stated in Chapter Two, this position 
and the highest point of the gusset are usually checked 
on the figure before cutting into the garment. It some
times needs adjusting. by sloping in a little more 
towards CB or CF. 
A variety of gussets will now be explained: th.e 

Standard set-in gusset - the most fr~uently used; the 
Strip gusset; the Built-in or invisible gusset ; the various 
Gusset Extensions and the High-fitting ~usset . 

THE STANDARD SET-IN GUSSET- Plate7 

This is always a cut-away section of the kimono under
arm, varying in shape and size, which is expanded to gain 
underarm length and then set back into its original 
position. It is an elaboration of the simple square gusset 
(FIG . 9 below) which is less used in advanced pattern 
cutting because, though essentially correct, it can often 
be clumsy and difficult to set in. 

The minimum size which can be conveniently cut 
away from the underarm usually takes the shape shown 

FIG. 9/111 
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in FIGS. 1 and 2 of Plate 7. Along the Gusset line mark 
8 cm up from point U; then measure l ·S-2 cm down each 
underarm - sleeve and bodice- and connect the three 
points. Cut away this piece (flG, 3), slash from U along 
Gusset line (FIG. 4), open over another piece of paper and 
paste down. Curve the lower edge 1-2 cm up. The amount 
added in the slash may be as little as S-6 cm, but is usually 
8 :md may be 9 cm, bearing in mind, however, that in 
wear the edge may gain a l.ittlc in length as it is usualJy cut 
on the bias (true bias along Gusset line). It is not essential 
therefore, in the gusset pattern, to regain the whole 
underarm length lost: this is seldom done. The two parts 
- baclc and front - arc cut and set into the kimono 
separately and joined only when the whole underarm 
seam is sewn. The lower edges, therefore, must match in 
length. 

The broken lines (in FIG. I) show a different and bigger 
shape of the same gusset, made longer down the two 
underarm lines. 

Another popular version is the Sllort llefte pssd 
shown in PIG. 5: the diagram is self-ex.planatory. Finally 
FIG. 6 shows how the same principle is applied in a 
style wida cap sleeves, i.e. with the shortest possible 1cim
ono sleeve, which has 110 u11derarm. Although in many 
such styles gussets are omitted, there are cases when it 
is advisable to have a gusset even with a cap sleeve (e.g. 
for sportswear). Such a sleeve usually lits close to the 
arm at the top and is cut on a 7·5 cm slant Kimono block. 
The gusset is outlined 4 cm down the bodice underarm 
(to Z). On the other side it simply follows the gusset line 
6 cm up (to Y). After cutting away U-Y- Z, with a slight 
curve on Y-Z, add to one side of it (U-Y) an extension 
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PLATE 8 

(S-6 cm) to X, the outer edge of which, X- Y, must be 
equal to the length U-Y since it goes into the slash U-Y. 
Cut on the bias as usual. 

The principle of the Standard set·in gusset may, or 
course, be applied to other shapes, but the ones given 
above are the most usual . 

THE STRIP GUSSET-Plate 8 

This is a very popular type of gusset much used in modem 
pattern designing. It is either a simple continuous mder
arm strip goin& from waist to sleeve edge or, more often, 
a 'shortened strip' well concealed and quite inconspicuous 
under the arm. It can also be a fucy ..ser- sectio. 
which is part of the design and so does not have to be 
concealed in any way. 

Metbo41; The basic strip e-t is first out.lined as a 
narrow band (strip) 3-4 cm wide along the whole under
arm - bodice and sleeve-separately on back and front. 
No measurement is taken up the Gusset line but highest 
point H is where the two lines mett, which usually works 
out about S-6 cm up from point U. 

The outlined strip, forming an angle at U-H, is cut 
away as a complete section (PIG. 2), then slashed from 
U up to Hand opened out into a long strip (FIG. 3). The 
two long strips-back and front - arc then placed on a 
sheet of paper to a straight line, waist and sleeve ends 
matching, as shown in FIG. 4. 

Theoretically, it should be possible to open out each 
section until it is quite straight. In practice, however, it 
is better to leave them with a slight curve, so that a little 
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width is gained in the middle (under the arm, where there 
a.most strain). This also makes it easier to match the 
..Usts and sleeve edges, as onc section is usually a little 
longer (as a rt$Ult of unequal underarm angle of kimono 
back and front), and so in any case has to bt curved 
slightly to match the shorter strip. Outline the whole 
wide 'strip' and insert it into the bodice with two seams
one each side- replacing the original underarm seam. 

The advantage of this type of gusset is not only that 
it is so inconspicuous and on the whole easy to put in, 
but mainly that it gains considerable underarm length 
(almost replacing the whole loss) and, as a result of this, 
fits very high under the arm. More often than not it is 
cut on the bias and so adjusts il5clf even better to the 
shape of the figure. 

There are many variants of this type of gusset, the 
most popular being a 'shortened' strip. only a few inches 
long and pointed at each end, which runs into the side 
seam, as shown in FIG. S, Plate 8 (see also Plate 12). It is 
particularly suitable for long, tight, kimono sleeves. 

The 'strip gusset' method is very useful to the modem 
designer as it is often possible to incorporate it in the 
fancy lines of a design. Instead of a simple strip, a whole 
fancy underarm section-part of the design - can be 
dealt with in this way (for example see Plate 15). 

CONCEALED OR BUIL T·I N GUSSETS 
-FIG. 10 

These gussets form quite an important group, and the 
lllngthcning of the underarm here depends entirely on 
lie sty le of the kimono. It is possible in some kimono 

styles to worlt in an extension of underarm length without 
using a separate and visible gusset: the gusset is, so to 
say, built into the style and is thus concealed . 

T1le Dolman psset is really an example"of such a con· 
cealed gusset which it is possible to have in tllis case 
because of the draped underarm of the style. 

A more typical example, however, is a kimono .style 
witll an extended yoke (FIO. 10) in whicll the yoke part 
continues into the sleeve, i.e. forms the upper part of it. 
Whenever Uie lcimono sleeve is thus divided horizontally 
by a fancy style line, it is possible, after separating the 
two parts, to make a slash in the lower part from U up 
to the highest point on the top edge, and to open at U 
4-6 cm to increase the underarm length. Tile slash is 
always made in the direction of SP or along the Gusset 
line. The effect of this underarm extension is to reduce 
the slant of the lowtr part of the kimono sleeve and so 
lengthen it on the underarm while retaining the smooth 
lit of the 7·5 cm slant in tht top part. 

There are quite a number of kimono styles designed on 
these lines, i.e. divided horizontally. There may also be 
other cases where tile design is suitable for building-in a 
concealed gusset and providing underarm length without 
eitller interfering with the style or using u separate set-in 
gusset. 

The additional length at point U forms a draped fold 
undenhe arm, not very noticeable unless it is rather big: 
hence the amount added is generally comparatively 
small. Much depends of course on the texture of the 
fabric : in a stiff material , such as cotton or linen the fold 
would of course be more noticeable. and the addition is 
therefore usuallv smaller. 

-0 
FIG. I0/111 
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GUSSET EXTENSIONS-Plate'I 

This is another useful method for dealing with insullic\ent 
underarm length in a kimono pattern. I tis based on intro
ducing the extra length as 1111 exteaslon of a part of tile 
11.1- bodice, without the use of a separate gusset piece. 

The extension may be added to the sleeve part or to the 
bodice part, and occasionally to both, but in each case 
the style must be such that there is a ~parate section in 

it, e.g. a yoke or a panel, which is cut away from the main 
part of the pattern before an extension can be added to 
it. The method cannot be applied to a simple kimono 
style, without any fancy lines. 

There are a number of such styles in present day 
fashion- styles which are particularly Sllitable for this 
method. In fact, the populari1y of some kimono styles is 
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ifrgely due to the ease with which their gusset problem 
llm be solved, for gusset extensions are generally easier 
to deal with than set-in gussets. Such arc the various 
styles with yokes and panels, particularly with curved 
panels starting from the 'armhole'. Most of these, more 
or less curved, Panel lines start from point G, or a point 
just below or above G, but always on the Gusset line
the line which is nearest lo a real armhole position. One 
of these curved Panel styles is used in Plate 9 10 explain 
and illustrate the general method. 

Method- FIGS. l, 2, 3 aod 4 show the extension 8Cldecl 
to die bodice, i.e. to the underarm section. Ftos. 5, 6, 7 
and 8 show a similar addition made oa die sleevt part of 
the kimono. In each case the same style is used with only 
a slight variation in the width of the underarm piece. 

Plan and draw the Panel line from point G on the 
Gusset line (9 cm above U) down to a point (Z) 6 cm 
in from the side scam. This outlines a very narrow under
arm section, only 6·5 cm in the widest part, which is 
then cul away along a very slightly curving line and, at 
the top, along the Gusset line U-G. 

To this underarm section a gusset extension is then 
added as shown in FIG. 2. The addition of a 7 (8) cm 
gusset is made along line U-G, either by sweeping a 
circular line from G through point U, to obtain an equal 
length X-G at a distance of? cm; or, simply by measuring 
aod mak.ing X-G equal to U-G, with X 7 cm a.way 
from U. 

After adding the extension. trim it to the shape shown 
~ F!O. 3, but taking care not to lose any length on the 
l'De X-G since this is the line which will have to be sewn 
to U-G on the main pattern (see FIG. I) and so must 
equal it. Fro. 4 shows the shape of the final pattern in
corporating the extension. No special 'setting-in' is 
involved since the scam edges will simply come together 
when the bodice is assembled. 

F1os. 5, 6, 7 and 8 show the same extension made this 
time on the sleeve part. It must be noted here, that in 
order to have sufficient room for the sleeve extension, the 
underarm part which is cut away must be of such shape 
and size that the remaining gap, between sleeve and Panel 
seam. is big enough for a full-size gusset extension plus an 

allowance for two seam turni!lgs. The underarm section, 
therefore, is wider and curves out a little more into the 
back and front than was nccess:ary in the first case, where 
it could be kept quite narrow. On the other hand, all 
difficulties and limitations disappear if the sleeve part is 
also cut away (dotted line from G FIG. 6) as is actually 
done in many of these styles. All these points, of course. 
have to be considered at the designing stage. 

For the rest, the addition is made in the same way, 
always along the line U-G, this time U-G of the sleeve, 
an!j again th~ lines U-G and X- G must match. FIG. 8 
shows an alternative way of producing the extension 
which is sometimes preferred because it ensures a correct 
length and shape on the edge X-G. 

The question of whether it is better to make the exten
sion on the bodice or on the sleeve depends •ery much on 
the details of the style. In t.he style given here either 
method can be used. mainly because the underarm 
sections arc comparatively small and therefore the 
gussets are in any case well concealed under the arm. 
But, as a rule, although the sleeve extension is less 
visible, the bodice extension is simpler to plan and join 
and is, on the whole. more often used. There are cases. 
however. where a gusset extension added to the bodice 
may spoil an important line of the style, for instance a 
yoke, a panel, a raglan line. etc. In such cases the exten
sion should always be made on the sleeve (with or without 
a separate underarm sleeve section). An example of this 
is given in Plate 11. 

It is also possible, and in some cases suitable, to make 
smaller extensions on both bodice and sleeve parts. so 
that there is a seam in the middle of the gusset part. For 
various reasons, this has been found on the whole to be 
less satisfactory, mainly because the seam is not always 
in the best position and tends to make the extension 
more conspicuous and clumsy. On the other hand. lhis 
type of gusset extension can be expanded into a Dolman 
effect, by adding both width and depth under the arm; 
it can also be shaped to produce the opposite effect-the 
effect of a high-fitting underarm. similar in 6t to the 
underarm of an ordinary bodice with set-in sleeves (see 
next section). 
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HIGH-FITTING GUSSET EXTENSION 
or built-up gusset-Plate 10 

This is a special case of gusset extension which in its final 
shape gives the appearance of· an underarm with an 
ordinary armhole ·and set-in sleeve. while at the top the 
sleeve remains connected with the shoulder as a kimono 
sleeve. l:he special advantage of this 'building-up· of 
the underarm until it reaches its usual high level. is that 
the fit under the arm is made as comfortable as in an 
ordinary bodice with set·in sleeves while at the top the 
special features and attractive line of the kimono are 
retained. 

It is an ingenious way of dealing with the main problem 
in kimono fitting, but is restricted to only a few suitable 
styles. There is actually more than one way of producing 
patterns of these particular styles and at least one other 
method is given in Chapter Five (as a Drop-shoulder 
method- in Plate 23, style C). 

The method is explained here in detail through several 
stages of building up a gusset extension, but once the 
principle is understood. the final result can be achieved 
in a more direct way. as shown in FIG. 7. The same style 
with an underarm section starting from point G is used 
since it is mainly in these styles with a separate underarm 
or sidebody that the possibility of building up the under· 
arm exists. The Panel lines divide the 'armhole' into a 
kimono part (approximately the upper !) and a lower 
part which can be changed into an ordinary armhole. 

Before planning the style, it is useful to refer to the 
basic 7•5 cm slant Kimono block given in Chapter Two, 
to see how far point U drops below the bodice underarm 
point UP when the sleeve is pivoted from S for a 7·S cm 
slant (AG. 3/11). It will be found that UP which is oq the 
original Bust line of the bodice block is over 5 cm above 
point U of the kimono, so that at least S cm underarm 
length is Jost The same will be found about the sleeve 
underarm which loses over 5 cm through overlapping at 
U . Therefore if.5 cm can be added above point U on the 
kimono side seam and sleeve underarm, the complete 
bodice block underarm can be re-established, which is 
precisely what this method achieves. 

After outlining the underarm section (AG. I) and 
cutting it away (AG. 2), plan a 6·5 cm gusset extension as 
usual. Then measure from U straight up 4-5 cm and cut 
away the part which projects beyond, but not before 
ascertaining that the reduced line G-X at the top is 
sufficiently long for the armhole part, approximately 
6-6·5 cm or just under ! of an average easy fitting arm
hole (of 42-43 cm). The final back and front lines G-X 
should make up about! of the armhole size, more than ; 
of which still remains in the kimono part, between SP 
and point G (see FIG. 6). 

By measuring between SP and G, i.e. the point where 
the real armhole begins {back and front), and between 
G and X {FIG. 7). it is possible to work out the total size 

of the armhole quite correctly and make sure that the 
lower part is not made too small. 

It will be seen (FIG. 7) that ifthe line taken up from u 
towards UP simply follows·a slanted side seam, the top 
(i.e. G-X) works out wider; if a straight side seam is 
followed, it may be too small. The checking of the tOp 
edge G -X is therefore important: if necessary to increase 
it. width can be added on the side seam, at U.as shown in 
FIG. 4- the final pattern of the bodice und.erarm section. 

. The- same applies to the sleeve part which in any case 
must match the 'annhole' G-X, to which it will be sewn. 
FIG. 5 shows the under-sleeve section cut away from the 
kimono and extended upwards in the same way: G-X 
equal to G-X of bodice section and the rest trimmed 
away. F10. 6 shows a sleeve extension which is not 
separated from the main pattern. Note that the Panel line 
in this case must be sufficiently curved to provide the 
necessary turnings as well ·as the built-up sleeve under
arm. 

Once the idea of this construction is understood, it is 
of course unnecessary to go through the stage of first 
adding a full gusset extension and then trimming away 
the projecting part: the upward exteasion can simply be 
made to the required height-4-5 cm. The more usual 
4 or 4·5 cm addition (for a Joss of over S cm) simply 
means a slightly lower final armhole, which is generally 
preferred, as is also a looser underarm fit. 

When joined together. the 'armhole' and sleeve in 
the lower pan should have the same ease of fit and the 
same underarm length as in an ordinary bodice pattern. 
Any possible 'drag' may come only from point G being 
too low a point on the toia/ armhole, i.e. having too much 
kimono armhole in proportion to real armhole. In many 
of these styles, therefore, the curved Panel seam starts 
higher, i.e. above point G , though still on the Gusset line. 
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PLATE 10 

In conclusion it must be stated that in present day 
designing ·the Kimono occupies quite a special place. It 
will be easily appreciated that in its more sophisticated 
modem shape it can often replace the ordinary Bodice 
block. imitating the fit of the latter and even reproducing 
details of its cut, such as sleeve and armhole, while still 
.retaining distinctive features of its own in a softer. more 
'draped' silhouette and easy fit. Indeed some designers 
~ to prefer the kimono to the ordinary block not only 

for raglan or drop-shoulder styles, but for a variety of 
other designs. adding set-in sleeves and armholes and. 
treating it very much like an ordinary bodice block. 

The two patterns nowadays are almost interchange
able and each can be made to acquire more and more 
features of the other. This is an interesting development, 
mainly to be found in haute couture designing: it is a 
trend which is in keeping with the less formal, more 
ftuid, easy line and fit of many modem clothes. 



PLATE II 

The Plate shows two KU.-o &t.ylet "ith yokes which i/lusrru1e how 
tlut choice of a gusu1 is made. In this case It is thoe choice of a 
G-t ntensb, which can be added ehher io th.e bodice part 
or to the 5lceve. 
Style A-a dress bodice-could be interpreted in two different 
ways : with bodice stitched over lower part or, u it is clearly 
shown here, with lower part stitched over the yolte, forming a 
pocbt and m1phaslzU,, 'armltole' paM (outlined ~y stitching). 
The back is either the same or quite plain, with a tct-in cussei. as 
in style B. Use a 7·S cm slant Kjmono block outlined to elbow le'ld. 

The yoke is on Chest line le~J. drawn at ri&ht an&les to CF, 
and utcnds a.s far a.s the Gusset line or, preferably, 10 a point (Z) 
which is controlled by t Chest measurement + I cm and so 
u.sually comes inside point O. From point Z draw a slichtly 
curved line, like a ftar arm/role, down lo point U. Cut the pattern 
on this line. In order not to spoil this line which is a feature of 1/re 
d<1lgn, add the gusset extension to the sleeve part, making it 
6-7 cm wide, as shown in no. 2. 

Shorten sleeve to 20-23 cm from SP. Add 2- 3 cm wrap to the 

lower part of the bodice, which can, or course. also be the top or a 
ooc-pjece dress. Yoke ju.st mce1s on CF. 
Style B is an overblouse with a similar yoke, but in this case 
clearly stitched ov1r the lower par/ and emphasized in the desls.n, 
while the underarm (armhole) is quite inconspicuous. The cusset 
.. tension is therefore added to the bodice part, givinc it a sliaf!tly 
more 'draped' Iii under the um. 

TM )'Ob i.s drawn t cm above the Chest line, as far a.s the Oussel 
line, along which 1bc pattern is cut. as usual, before 1ddin1 to it 
the gusse1 extension. As the yoke is quite high, ilS CF openina 
may be too short and so make it necessary to continue it lide•'<IYI 
(under the yoke). or else to h&\'C an additional opening in the CB 
(a poin1 of "YI• inftuencina finishina technique). Add a wrap to 
the yoke. 

Shorten sleeve, straighten side seam and add length required 
below 1he waist. 

The IMu:lt is quite plain and so c01mor ha>'t a 8UJiStl txttns/011 
as the front. It mu.st have a sd-la guaet, matching in wldth the 
gu.s.set extension or the froni (6-7 cm). 
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PLATE U 

This shows a Kia-o bodice wllb llabt klag 
sletves for which ·a sliorl.....S Strip puet is 
pattieulatly suitable, as it b inconspicuous, 
loog enough on IM underarm to be comfort· 
able yet not too loose in the lower 'armhole' 
part, so that it fits quite high undu the arm. 

Use the Kimono with the SI. CB and the 
mual {shaped) side seams and dart$ of IM 
7·S cm slant block. Add some wrap (2 cm) to 
IM lower part of CF, runnina off to nothins a t 
the top. Raise and widen neckline, back and 
front, to make it stand away a little. 

1'lle G_. strip. l cm wide, it measured 
separately on back and front, only S cm long 
down the bodice underarm (U-Y) and 6 cm 
long down the sleeve (U-Z). The points at 
Y and Z arc oblllined by raisins the opposite 
sides of the strips S cm. {Sometimes the •ngle is 
'rounded off' as shown by dotted line in 
Flo. 2). Point H - lteight of eusset- is at the 
crossing of the two strips, and usually comes 
well below point 0, only 6 cm up from 
point U. 

After cutting away the shore strips (nos. 
3 and 4), slash from U up to H, open aap and 
place both strips to a straiaht line, as shown 
in FIG. S, with points Y and Z matchina and 
a slight gap at U. Outline the whole aussct. 

When finished, the gu•S<:t will measure 
a¢ross H- F- 8-H a little more than twice the 
strip width, i.e. about 9-10 cm, rtplociff8 0n th• 
pottun twice U-H, i.e. 12-13 cm, which 
accounts for the tightening and neatening of 
the fit under the ann. The underarm length 
Y-U-U-Z, is now almost equal to !Nt of 
an ordinal)' bodice. Cut the 1usset on the 
true bias f/;r a still neater fit. 

The slet•-e (no. 4) is slrapod at tk • /bow in 
the back, as tight 6ttins siecves acnerally arc. 
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PLATE 13 

Ill-USING THE KIMONO BLOCK 

PLATE 13 

The Plate shows two Dolmaa styles with aJllCeUe4 ....ic, 
Style A has a deep rouDd yoke, well shaped to the shouJdcn anc1 
a very low, run l8d draped underarm, the folds of which P<ovlda 
tho OCQOSsary length witir<>ut any •lsiblt russet. 

Plan tho style on a 7· S cm slant kimono to make the yoke fit dOlel' 
to tho shoulders and top ann. Outline yoke through points Jl CID 
down CF, 9 cm below SP and IS cm down CB, leavina CF and CB 
more or less equal in heisht below. Add 2- 3 cm below the waist 
for a Small pouch and dip tho sides well (nos. I and 2). 

After cutting away yoke, slash from U to the top cdae along 
Armholc lioe, and open at U more than usual - 8-9 cm- to maJco 
the underarm seam on the lower level, between W and E, at least 
30-33 cm long. ciuve it only very slightly. 

For a sleeve of full or i -lensth it is advisable to shape it as 
shown in FIG. 2. 
Style B is a Dolman less full under the arm, with the underarm 
seam shorter (less draped) and curved higher (closer to figure). 
The yoke extends into 51ecvc and runs quite low across the front, 
on Bust line lcvcl, passing a. liulc abo .. point U and down to 'the 
edge of the sleeve 3-4 cm above the underarm scam. The back is 
.quite plain. 

Sinoe the fit over the shoulders appears to be somewhat IOO$er 
than in style A, the '2·5 or S cm slant Kimono block can be used, 
at least /<>r st>/lu fabrics. The 7·5 cm .slant, however, may be 
preferred for a smoother ftt at the top and for stiffer fabrics which 
have no stretch. 

When outlining the block, draw the unde.rarm as shown in 
FIG. 3, curvinc the line well upwards (4 cm). Shorten the sleeve 
more on the top. Re-draw the Bust dart so that its point touches 
the yoke line (FIO. 3) and close it transferring it into the yoke 
scam (FIG. 4). 

Slash from tho underarm towards point U and open a eap 
of 4-S cm, again curvinc the seam upwards. This underarm is 
less long and comfortable than in the previous style, but the ~•yle 
clearly shows a neater and more restTicttd underarm fit. 
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PLATE 14 

1'his is a kimono jacket which has a n under· 
a rm section or 'sidebody' outlined by a 
curved Panel scam. lt can there(orc have a 
high·titling. builf .. up gusse:t txlCn.\ion \\htch 
is. in fac1, particularly suil:ablc for sui:h 3 
style. 

The jacket is scmi .. shaped. 0111lini1fg th.! 
figur~ without fitting it closely, 3nd it is c ut 
to \Vuist n1e11!.uremcnt .:~ I :?- 1 S cm, ~·i1h an 
easy ilt on the hips. The style shown here has a 
wide DB wrap (9-10 '"n) . o cut·awoy neckline. 
a collar rolling h ish in the bock onl)', a nd 
fairly wide sleeves. 

U:;e the 7·5 cm slant kimono "i1h sh•p<:d 
side 'C3m. 2 cm in at the w-aist. E'<h:nd the 
block below the waist a.s usual. 10 11 cm Jo"n 
CB. ollowing on lower edge I hop, .,. ~ ''"· AcJJ 
I cm to 1~.e bust ,.idth ond O·S cm to slce>·c. 
rur.nrng off the lirtes a t " ·ilist and clbo\"' Cncs. l 
and 2) . .-\s this i,sajacket, acJd ulsvO·S ~111 above 
che shoulder and slee\·c. Lcn.:thcn ~fccv..: to 
10 cn1 below the clbo'v~ Jatcr shor11.:n the lo\~·cr 

sc:lm (nc:;s. J nnd 4). If preferred , the cop "r the 
sleeve may be (r.tr•·t!d 1norc.\ for ,,iJth anc.l 
style. 

D r.iw lhc Panel S<OIT\$ from pOint G (or 
from I cm higher) crossing the v.:u~t l uu1 frorn 
sc;1m T ~ ~pc the' \\3tSI U)C I ~ crn Jans 1n 
the P3.nd se:tm.s~ suoprc.ss I c1n 1n CB scan1 3nJ 
::also in the :Sm-ii. II front dari. n1ovcd $lightly 
forv.·.:irds so that buuons c::in COnlc on iL 

Check waist to make iL \\!.a1)l :"" IS t:n\ an<l 
odjust dar1s if necess.lry. 

Tl1c ;lU$.i;Ct extensions arc :'lc.ldcd by $imply 
continuing th..: slacned side SCJn'I :int.I ~lc~ve 
4·5 en\ higher, takjng: C3.rt not to reduce size o f 
·armhole' and uno,:,slccv( cd.:c by in · 
.sutfw:icnt sloping_ out of sc:ims. The cur\·cs 
mus1 nurch. 

( 'ompktc J,>\Jltern by follO'A'1ng dcc;ails of 
1hc style. 

finally, il is a.n aUvantagc in ja ckc1;; 10 
square the shoulder, as descnbcJ earlier in th~ 
chapter (flG .. 1). In chis ~ase, 1his <":tn be Joni!· 
at the end, \\'hc.n it is clear how mw.:h the gap 
ur SP C.ln be tlpcncd ( I -~ cm or mo1·c), wi1hout 
losing compkteJ~· the gap under rhc ~ rn1 

("hich provides the lurnin~). H>d the 
'squ.lring · been done at the b.!ginning.. it 
might h•'• been mon: difficult co builJ up •he 
guSSCl extensions unless. o( cou....-..c, the 
SICC\'CS were also given scpuro1c 1uzderar111 
scctlCJ11s, as so often happens in 1he:te styles. 

Fu1. S shows 1he Rat collJr, before dJrtins 
it in 1hc bock pan . 
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PLATE 15 

Ill-USING THE KIMONO BLOCK 

PLATE 15 

This is a kimono style with a (aacy Siii• s-t which caa 119 
used as a gusset or truslortllM llllo • buDt..., ...... 11tti.a ...,.. 
u--. 

The s1yle hcrc is quite simple and it hu tbc ume undenna 
section as the jacket style in Plato 14, except that hero it COO: 
tinues into tho slceYe as, or course, it must in order to rorm • 
strip gusset. The slccvc part is UJU.\lly narrower (inconspicuous~ 
whatever tho shape or tho hodice section. 

. Outline tho whok section as shown in FJ()S. I and 2, takina 
point H (Height of gusset) 10 I cm below G . To do this conveniently 
tho underarm Bust dart must be closed and moved elsewhere, 
usually to CF, either permanently (style A) or to be rctunied 
later for style B (though in tho front u11dtrorm stet/on the dart is 
eliminated altogether). 

Cut away the front and back underarm icctions (no. 3), sluh 
from U, open lo straighten them out (no. 4) and place as usual 
on to a sheet of paper to a straiaht line (no. 5) with a small pp 
at U and with waists and sleeve edges matching. 

Outline the whole together as one underarm section and use 
ii like this a$ a fancy strip 1usut. If it is felt that 1.hcsc is too much 
length under the arm, a horiton1al dart (dotted lino) can always 
be taken out at the fining. Complete pattern 1ccordina 10 style. 

Venioa D: Instead of cutting the whole gusset in one, one can 
arrange bodice and sleeve pieces separately olona a straight line, 
and then build up an cxtenslOll of 4-4·3 cm above each, so that a 
high-fitting gusset is obtained, with 'armhole' and undcr-slee\•o 
matching. 

As already stated, the fancy strip gus.sct may appear in a 
variety of shapes, its lines always beina part of the whole desian. 
l t has therefore great possibilities in style development and is 
very popular with modem dcsi,ncrs. 



PLATE 16 

These arc kimono styles with hlgll-ftetU.C, bullt·up gussets. 
Slyle A is a loose overblouse with beU·shaped slocvcs, to which 
a high~fhting gusset exiension is added Q/ttr r11noving a harrow 
stc//011 from tht ttndtr-porl of tht slt•v.. 

Add I cm to lower edge of elbow-lenath sleeve (since the block 
is a tight steeve). and then outline a narrow section, S c,m wide .. 
with the top POint H coming jwt above POlnt G. Cut along 
U- H- A, back and front. Lenglhcn the whole pattern 10-12 cm 
below the waist and, if de$irtd, straiahten the side seam (adding 
2 cm at W) for a looser fit or make ii only sliahtly shaped (FM;$. I 
and 2). 

Afrer removing the narrow undtr-.s.teeve section, 1he upward 
building-up of the side seam extension must be done olo111 tht 
orlzlnol slanttd sltk wim, as followinc the straight "'3m would 
make the 'armh-Ole' pan at the top 100 small. Add 4 cm above u 
(nos. 3 and 4), as it is difficult to add more here. Measure to checlc 
the 'armhole' part. At the lower C<il" of the sleeve add width for 
the bell-shaped effect (fies. 3 and 4) running the lines into SP 

and into H, as shown in diagram (a linle of the width may be 
used for turnings). 

Join the tWO CUl•away sections Of the Under-sleeve into one, 
leaving a small gap at the top (no. 5), and build up the 4 cm heiaht 
in the middle before drawing the final curve which mt/St b< equal II> 
tht combintd/ronl anti baek armhole curve. Adjust a little if necemry. 

If slight shaping of the side seam is desirable, this c1n very 
easily be done now by 1akin1 1- 2 cm in from the strai1ht seam. 
Cut out boat-shaped neckline to suit style. 
Style B is a close-fining dress bodice. It has a curved panel seam 
which makes the building.up of the gusset possible. Use the usual 
shape<I scam of the block, the full depth of the waist dart and. 
if not tight enough for the bodice, the SL CF also (nos. 6 and 7). 

Since point H is higher above G (than in style A) the armhole 
part here is biucr and the extension can be built up higher (4-5 cm) 
- all this bcina suiuible for " closer-fitting style, (but obviously 
impossible In the first style). 

The Bust dut is transferred into the Panel scam. The short 
sleeve is tightened at the top and at least 3 cm leogth is allowed 
un<kr the arm (F•O. 6). The neckline is cut out. 
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CHAPTER 

FOUR 

The Raglan is a sleeve which extends upwards beyond the 
crown into the bodice and joins the bodice not along the 
usual armhole line. but well above it, along some fancy 
line unconnected with the shape of the Top arm or the 
shoulder. 

The Raglan slee1•e extension is. in fact, part of the 
bodice shoulder, and the pattern of a Raglan can there
fore be constructed quite logically by detaching a piece 
from the bodice and adding it to the sleeve. The line 
along which this is done will vary with style, and there 
are many different shapes of raglan; but the basic 
principle which applies to all of them is that what is 
added to the sleeve must correspond to what is taken 
from the bodice. 

The classical style of raglan extension crosses into the 
bodice approximately half-way up the front an'1 back 
armhole, and then gradually reduces itself in width until 
it reaches the neckline. covering, or more correctly 
'replacing', part of the front and part of the back 
'shoulder. 

According to where the raglan extension actually 
crosses into the bodice. and the resulting depth of the 
armhole, there are three main types of Raglan: 

The High Raglan 
The Low Raglan 
The Deep Raglan 

1be High Raglan always crosses the armhole at points 
B and For higlrer- see style a above. The lower part of 
the armhole, below points B and F, is completely un· 
touched and therefore the fit of the sleeve in this part is 
quite unaffected. 

The fit of a High raglan sleeve is, in fact, as comfort· 
able as that of an ordinary set-in sleeve, and allows 
for all necessary arm movement. Jt does not, however, 
provide any extra ease in the armhole (or not enough to 
be noticeable) as some of the lowe.r-cut raglans do. It is 
a 'style line' rather than a means of widening the fit of 
the sleeve. 

lbe Low Raglan either crosses or touches the armhole 

THE RAGLAN 

below B and F or, more often, misses it completely, the 
raglan lines being planned inside and well below the 
basic armhole. This affects the fit of the sleeve, and a 
special adjustment in the pattern is necessary to make 
it comfortable. Style b is representative of this type ·of 
raglan, which is at times more fashionable and may 
completely replace the H igh raglan. 

The Low raglan has a wider armhole and so often 
gives the imp~ession of greater ease and comfort. It is 
really a transition to the kimono cut and, like all sleeves 
with deep annholes, it brings in problems of fit similar to 
those ofa kimono (e.g. pull on shortened underarm, etc.). 
It is in fact often cut froi:n the Kimono block though 
there does exist a method of producing the pattern from 
an ordinary Bodice block. 

The Deep Raglan-style c above-fits like a kimono 
and is always cut on the Kimono block. It is simply a 
kimono style (a Raglan Dolman) with a fancy line. 
Because of this extra line, however, the gusset problem 
is easier to deal with. 

THE HIGH RAGLAN-general remarks 

This raglan, as already stated, is as comfortable and neat 
in fit as an ordinary set-in sleeve, provided the basic 
condition of sleeve crossing into bodice at B and F or 
higher has been observed. Whatever its shape-and there 
exists quite a big variety-the lower parl of the sleeve 
head below Band F, and the lower part of the armhole 
retain their usual shape and fit. The H igh raglan is there
fore built on to the sleeve crown in its upper par1 only. 

As with all sleeves cut wholly or partly in one with 
the bodice, such as Raglan, Drop-shoulder and Kimono, 
the shoulder seam,. or its equivalent-the dart, must not 
be allowed to slope towards the back but must be placed 
well in the middle of the shoulder. ln raglans. it is advisable 
to give it an even more forward position than an ordinary 
Centre shoulder seam, to ensure a better 'balance' on 
the figure and to counteract any tendency of the shoulder 
section to slip backwards. In fact the shoulder seam or 
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fa raglan is usually given a slight but quite definite 
rwardat NP. 

continuous s~and-shoulder line is seldom 
without a break at SP, and that is why a dan forms on 
the shoulder and takes the place of the shoulder scam. 
The dart angle accommodates the shoulder bone and 
improves considerably the fit and appearance of the 
sleeve. Like all darts, it can be moved to other positions. 

N.B. A fi:w easy-fitting raglans may have a perfectly 
plain shoulder, with neither scam nor dart. These 
correspond in fit and cut to a kimono shoulder cut on 
the basic Kimono block, which has no break at SP 
and which can be used for some casy·fitting styles 
(Dolmans, etc.). 
ne oNlury ....... of die Bodltt block is generally 

used for the High raglan sleeve, but for some styles (and 
particularly for jackets) the armhole is lowered slightly 
(I cm) and the sleeve is adjusted to correspond before tbe 
raglan adaptation is made. This gives, of course, an 
easier-fitting armhole. 

METHOD-Plate 17 

Outline Bodice block as usual leaving paper for the 
necessary extensions. 

Move tbe back side seam I+ cm forward, taking the 
same amount olf the front side seam (RGS. I and 2). This 
centrts the underarm seam. Re·shapc the lower part of the 
armhole. 

Raise the back shoulder I ·S cm right through, which 
& ;;,. a bigger addition at NP than for a Centre shoulder. 
~same amount is taken off the front shoulder. In some 
cases, where the basic shoulder is already very forward 
(as happens sometimes with present fashion), this 

addition at Nl' may prove somi:what excessive; but in 
general, a slight forward tilt at NP is correct for a raglan 
shoulder as it gives a better set and a firmer grip C"l the 
figure. 

After cutting out and before planning the raglan lines, 
the front Bust dart is closed, as usual (with a temporary 
underarm slash). The back shoulderblade dart, if less 
than l ·S cm, may be disregarded or rather ' transferred' 
into the neckline. If the dart is over, it is better to close 
it and to straighten the shoulder seam. If preferred, it 
can be moved into a temporary CB slash (FIG. 3), but 
usually this can be avoided and the pattern can be 
manipulated without slashing. 

Draw the np lilles on the bodice following the style: 
it is often easier to judge their good shape and balance 
by placing shoulders together, as in FIG. 4. For a • I '~ •I 
nglu sliape (as sketch) mark 4 cm from NP on back and 
front and from these points take the lines curving them 
slightly upwards, through points 5-6 cm down the closed 
darts, and then down to B and F. For easier assembling 
use balance marks 4 cm each side of the darts, as well as 
points B and F. After outlining, cut away the raglan 
shoulder (FIO. S). 

Outline the slee•e (usually the Straight block, but 
shaped sleeves can also be used). Leave 20 cm of paper 
above the crown. 

Rule a line 1 ·S cm to the front of the Top (Middle) 
Linc and parallel to it: this is the 'forward Top line' 
which matches the forward shoulder seam. Continue it 
1~18 cm up as a guide line. 

Arrange the cut-away raglan sections above the sleeve, 
placing them I cm above the crown and I cm apart, i.e. 
0.S cm eacb side of the guide line (FIG. 6). Bring the back 
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PLATE 17 (Contd.) 

section quite close to point B of sleeve and the front 
section as close to F as possible without exaggerating the 
gap or shoulder dort at the top, for which a width of 
8-JO cm is generally used (it may be more for square 
shoulders or for very long shoulders). Note that the 
sections are not necessarily equidistant from the guide line 
at the top, the back being usually closer to it (forward tilt) . 

Pin or paste the shoulder sections in this position and 
oullint 1ht whole roglan sleeve, taking care to draw the 
final lines slightly outside the shoulder section to provide 
a little ca.sc across the shoulderpoint and the top of the 
ann. 

On the final pattern (FIG. 7) draw the balance marks, 
adding to them points B and F, which are transferred 
from the sleeve crown at right angles to it (FIG. 6). The 
gap which usually occurs between points F of bodice and 
F of sleeve (FI G. 7) and to a smaller degree between the 
B points (which often almost coincide), represents exiro 
length in the sleeve edge to be eased into the bodice edge 
near the middle balance mark (just below it), like the case 
of an ordinary set-in sleeve. Pushing it down would cause 
the sleeve to crease: it should be kept well up to improve 
the hang. 

N.B. The small amount remaining from the shoulder
blade dart can also be t41etl, but a little higher, into a 
fl.at part of the raglan 1iDc, or a dart may be used. 
The sleeve seam normally matches the bodice seam, 

but if any adjustment is required, it is usually quite a 
simple one. 

This classical shape of raglan can be considered as a 
IMlsic p11ttern which in practice can be used as a founda· 
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lion for other raglan styles. It gives the correct dart on 
lht slwukkr so- that other shapc1 of shoulder extension 
can be planned over it, by following lhe dan (sec Plate 
20). 

DIFFERENT SHAPES OF RAGLAN 

There is much variety in the High Raa)an styles ; less so 
in the others. 

Raglans may be polllted, coming to a point at NP 
(FIG. I ); tquare, i.e. fonning a strap or epaulette on the 
shoulder (FIG. 2) ; they may form )'oUs of various shapes 
1ttac:bed to sleene &nd often be connected with panels or 
other fancy sections of the bodice (Plate 20). Just as 
raglan lines may run far into the bodice, front and back, 
to form yokes, panels, etc .• so they may be Piortened, i.e. 
stop half-way up the shoulder, to form what is called a 
Semi-raglan, (FIG. I ). 

Many of these styles do not cross into the armhole at 
Band F but higher. Their position oa tlie aniiliole may be 
measured upwards from B and F, which are approxi· 
mately on the same level; but in s'.ome cases, when the 
section is narrow, i.e. well above B and F, it is easier to 
measure it equally both ways from tbe shoulder (SP). 

INTERPRETATION OF RAGLAN STYLES 

Sometimes raglan lines arc combined with special effects 
achieved by the use of striped or other patterned 
materials: thus the back of a raglan yoke may have a CB 
seam joined in chevron pattern. Care must be taken to 
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plan the pattern so that the desired elfc:a is achieved, and 
it is usual in such cases to test w effect by drawing in the 
stripes on the pattern, observing. naturally, the correct 
position of the SG (straight grain) where oeccssary (e.g. 
down CF or CB or down the middle of the sleeve). The 
correct position of stripes, checks, plaids, etc., can thus 
be ensured at the pattern stage, often by a slight re
arrangement of the pattern. Therefore these styles may 
sometimes present problems of planning both in the 
pattern and on the material (the lay). 

It is sometimes possible for a cutter to interpret a 
style as either a High or Low raglan, and to cut it 
accordingly. With only a slight alteration of the raglan 
lines. i.e. by straightening them so that they miss B and 
F and pass entirely inside the armhole (not crossing it), 
one can sometimes change a High raglan into a Low 
raglan. the cutting technique for which is different (see 
method lower). In such cases fashion as well as personal 
preference (e.g. for lower and easier-fitting armholes) is 
often the deciding factor. There are quite a few raglan 
styles of this intermediate type which can be inter
preted differently according to circumstances. Styles with 
'points' at NP are particularly suitable for these varia
tions in cut and fit. 

However. just as there are always some raglan styles 
which are quite obviously High raglans, and which could 
not be cut otherwise without distorting completely their 
style lines, so there are many which are unmistakably 
Low raglans with the lines running well inside the ami
hole and down to an underarm point Mfow tlu> usual UP. 
Many of these can be cut on the Kimono block- as some 
cutters prefer to do-and at some fashion periods this 
seems also the most suitable method to follow, because 
of the general easy fitting, slightly 'draping' fit of most 
bodices. It is therefore a point which can only be decided 
by the cutter. The real Deep raglan, when fashionable, 
is definitely cut on the Kimono block and its general 
style and very easy fit, with extra deep armhole, is easily 
recognizable. 

SQUARING OF RAGLAN SLEEVE- Flo. 3 
It is sometimes necessary to 'square' a raglan to follow 
fashion, or for a special style, or simply for an easier fit 
across the shoulder. 

When square padded shoulders arc fashionable. all 
raglan sleeve$. particularly the High raglans, are 
squared to allow for the padded, raised elfect. But some
times this squaring is more a matter of easing the fit 
across the shoulder bone, as often happens in coats, 
wl;len even without any particularly square shoulder 
effect, a·Jittle more room is wanted at the top of the sleeve. 

The sleeve is slashed along the Top line down to 
4-7 cm btfow the crown fine (DC lioe}, and then cut 
across to within O· 3 cm of the seam. The two sections arc 
raised 0-S-l cm or more, according to t.be purpose of 
squaring and the effect aimed at. Even 0-S cm raising gives 

I cm or more ease at SP. [I is clear from the diagram tlllC 
this gives the sleeve not only height and 'squarcnesa• (i.'
a duper dart). but also more ease across tbc shouldec 
bone and round the Top arm (the latter particub.rty it 
the slash is made lower, i.e. about 7 cm down). 

THE LOW RAGLAN- Plate 18 

The sketch shows a classical Low raglan, but there exist 
· other shapes. To interpret this style correctly it is quite 

impossible to draw the raglan lines so that they cross 
into or even touch the lower pan of the armhole: they 
must miss it completely to end well below the usual UP 
(5 cm or more). The underarm seam must of course be 
moved forward the usual I + cm. 

For this style marlc at the top, on front and bad::, 2 cm 
from NP (FIGS. I and 2) and from these points, curving as 
shown in the diagrams, take the lines down to a point 
5 cm below UP (i.e the UP of the new raglan armhole is 
moved 5 cm lower). Centre the side seam before drawing 
the lines. 

When a raglan line comes very close to the armhole (as 
here in the front) a little extra width is allowed, in the 
pattern only, for easier manipulation of this part later 
(FIO. 4). Where the line passes within more than I cm of 
the armhole (as in the back) there is enough width to cut. 
into. This method, used whenever it is necessary to pass 
very near to the armhole or even just to touch it, will be 
mentjon~ again in ~nnection with Deep armholes in 
Chapter Six. 

When the cut-away raglan sections are placed, as 
usual, above the sleeve (FIG. 3), it will be found that their 
ends. below Band F, overlap into the sleeve. They must 
therefore be raised to clear the top of the sleeve. This is 
done by slashing into them and curving them upwards, 
as shown in FIG. 4. 

On each part to be cut plan 7-8 small sections, starting 
(rom B and F (FIGS. 4 and 5). Make the first 4-5 sections 
slightly wider (approx. 2 cm wide) and the next, except 
the last, narrower. The cutting is done from the armhole 
edge and of course without cutting right through. 

FIG. 3/IV 
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After placing the raglan sections in correct position 
above the sleeve, as for a High raglan (f1G. S), i.e. I cm 
above sleeve and I cm apart (0-5 cm each side of guide 
line), carefully raise the two ends, curving them in the 
opposite direction. The basic sleeve line (DC line) ex
tended sideways, and two short lines 3--4 cm above anii 
parallel to it, are useful guide lines for this manipulation. 

Since the bodice underarm has lost S cm in length (UP 
coming down S cm), the loss is compensated by gaining at 
least 3-4 cm 011 the sleeve underarm: this is, of ·course, 
equivalent to providi11g a gusset in a kimono. 

Note that the small cut sections may overlap a little 
below the guide line, but mainly in the front, where 
there is often too much fullness in the hollow of the arm, 
and less in the back, where. a flatter, less hollowed out 

UP 

u u 

E 
Elbow levtl E 

6 

PLATE 18 

crown is required (the last iwo small sections often do 
not open out) . . 

For the - sleeve seam, first draw straight lines from 
the raised point U down to the required level, i.e. for 
short sleeves to the lower edge (broken line). and for long 
sleeves to elbow level. The final seam lines are then 
curved to run gradually into the seam below the elbow, 
as shown in FIG. 6. 

The seam edges U- E must be checked to see that they 
are the same length, measuring them from point U to 
elbow level for long sleeves, or to the top balance mark 
for short sleeves. 

It will be noted that as a result of the whole operation 
the sleeve has gained not only in 1111dtrarm length (to 
compensate for the lowering of the armhole), but also in 
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width across the top, Le. the sleeve has become wider on 
the DC line -an effect which is unavoidable with any 
definite lowering of armhole. The sleeve will thus have a 
more easy and draped fit over the shoulder and Top arm. 

As already stated, some cutters prefer to cut this type 
of sleeve from a kimono foundation. This is a matter of 
choice: the sleeve certainly has a line and fit which justify 
treating it as a kimono adaptation. The raglan line 
facilitatcS the addition of a gusset: in fact it is the ideal 
line for a gusset extension, as will be shown in the next 
section -the Deep raglan adaptation -which gives the 
general method for using a Kimono block for Jllglan 
styles. 

THE DEEP RAGLAN-Plate 19 

This is a type of raglan which is always cut on the Kim
ono block. A kimono with a 7·S cm slant automatically 
gives it a deep draped armhole which, moreover, is often 
made even deeper, e.g. for a special Dolman effect. 

Plan the raglan lines in the usual way, Most of these 
styles follow the traditional line running from a narrow 

. 
w I 

-------' 

width (4-5 cm) at NP, curving down to the low armhole, 
i.e. to point U. The back width at NP can be a little less 
than the front width, e.g. 2 and 3 cm, to allow for a slight 
tilting of the shoulder dan towards the front at the final 
stage (FIG. 4). 

When the back raglan line is fairly ftat (dot-dash line), 
the shoulderblade dart remains completely in the 
shoulder part where it can simply be folded out (FIG. 2). 

After cutting away the sleeve with its raglan shoulder 
extension, introduce into the sleeve a gusset, as shown in 
FIG. 2. CUUway a thin strip from U up to 8 (where the 
strip remains attached to the sleeve), and pull it away 
sufficiently to allow for a 6-8 cm gusset extension: this 
method ensures that sleeve and bodice raglan lines will 
match perfectly (FIG. 2). 

Some width is generally gained across the top of the 
sleeve and at point U; but the bodice part remains as it 
was and can even be hollowed out slightly below point 
B tQ neaten the armhole fit. 

The front part is cut in the sa.me way and the gusset is 
added so as to match the one in the back. However, both 
the lower armhole and sleeve arc hollowed out more 
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than in the back, ucan be seen from PIG. 3 (the arm.bole) 
and FIO. 4 (the sleeve). lbe hollowing out must not 
affect the width at point U and at point F. 

'Ille lleeft patten may be joined down the middle line 
to be cut in one, or else it may be used with a Middle seam 
all the way down from the shoulder dart. The pattern 
can. be slightly sloped forward at NP by adding a little 
width to the back part and taking it off the (ront (PIO. 4). 

Many deep raglan sleeves appear in coats and loose 
jackets which are wider than the Kimono block. Since 
addition of width to a kimono side seam always brin8$ 
point U down, this means a further lowering of the whole 

armhole. A bigger gusset addition may then be necessary 
to make up for the bigger loss of underarm length: all 
this generally results in a still deeper, more draped, 
Dolman-lilce underarm which is very typical of many of 
these styles. 

The method described can serve, of course, for a big 
variety of raglan styles. not all necessarily. with deep or 
Dolman-like armholes and fit. As already mentioned, 
with some fashion influences, the method of cuiting 
raglans on the Kimono block becomes popular with 
designers b«:ause of the softer line and more draped 
armhole effect it achieves. 
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RAGLAN STYLES SI 

ETElO 
examples io the Plate show the planni111 of more elaborate 

styles. The Ml is a Som! a &' • which extends OlllY half
way up the shoulder. The ocher two are ,...... olon• co-oded 
wldi yoba, in Olle case continuing into a frOlll paoel. The three 
dcslsns slvc also a variety of sleeve styles- plain, Bell-shaped, 
run. Finally, in style B. the problem of dellplaa II ICrf P-' -u.111 
is examined: as already mentioned, stripes and checks must be 
C011sidcrcd &l the pattern stase as a slight adjustment of pattern 
is sometimes ncoessary. 
Style A: S...kaafu sleeftl are usually pointed, thouah they 
can be or any suitable shape (e.g. square, fonnin1 a short qieulcue). 
It is a type of sleeve which goes particularly well with a cut-out 
neckline, as in this style. 

The bodice can be interpreted as easy-fittin1 or c~fiuina in 
which case the SI. CF would be used as we.II as the SI. CB, and 
eilhet the Waist clans increased (possibly also 'deepened' under 
the bust), or the side scams taken in to reduce the waist to Waist 
measurement plus 2 cm. 

It must be noted that it is possible to UJC a Hiah raslan for 
quite closc,,fitlina styles. Whereas the Low raslan may be un
comfonable with a li1Jtt bust and waist fit; it is really more 
suitable for casy-ftttinc styles (see dot-dash line in FIO. I, siven 
as an alternative interpretation for a looser style). 

Move t.he Bust dart lower to slope it more (nos. I and 3). Cut 
out neckline 6 cm down shoulder, S cm down CF and 4 cm down CB. 

Outline the ....... exc-Joe half-way up the shoulder, I.e. in 
this case up to tlte cut out neckline, and measure it equally ri1ht 
and left from SP. Cut away and amoae above the sleeve : this or 
course may be the besic Raglan sleeve, i.e. a copy of the block. 
In which case the dart Oil the shoulder can be followed and un
neaswy parts (beyond 1be points) cut away later {no. 4). 

tio add width ror a Bell-shaped sleeve slash as shown in n o. $, 
add 10-12 cm or mon: at the ~red ... Slashina down the 

die partly closes dart on the shoulder extension : with more 
fullness it may close completely. 
Style B is mainly an esercile la ,....... sttl,.. The raalan 
extension develops Joto a yoke and then continues into a front 
pa11el. 

Plan the hiah yoke on the same level, back and front, measuring 
up CB and CF 32 cm from the waist. Draw the yoke Jines at riaht 
anstcs to CB and CF. Complete the front panel 5 cm from and 
parallel to CF (ftO. 8). 

bt !be back (no. 6) close shoulderblade dan and 1ransrer it 
into the yoke -m to avoid havins an obvious dan s1itched 
across tlte stripes. If it is neccssa.ry to keep lower edp or yoke 
straicht (along stripe), straiaht.en the cdlC and reduce 1he amount 
added by talcins it oil' the lower pert. A shouldcrblade dart can 
also be moved, partly or completely, inlo the ned<JiJlt, or the 
two methods can be ·combined. 

bt dill 6'0llC the Bust dart can be left in the underarm or part 
of it moved so as lo provide ease under the yoke (more becoming 
for some ftcures): transferrina; whole Dart miaht upset the run 
or the stripes too much (no. 7). 

Amnp the cut-away yokes above the sleeve, as usual, if 
convenient usins the basic rasfan slcevo as a foundation. 

nos. 9, 10 &lid 11 show three different arran.aements of stripes 
slvina three possible styles (sketches B', B'. B'). 

Style B(l -no. 9 shows horizontal stripes down CF panel and 
back yoke. Draw them on the pattern, at right angles to CB 
and CF and absoluldy parallel, and continue Into tho slee\oe : 
then: the stripes meet in chevron pattern down the middle where 
/hut nuut ~ " """"· (N.B. It is not necessary o( coune to draw 
all the stripes as shown here, but just a few, spacing them well 
and keeping them ab.roluttly para//,/.) If the chevron does not 
come out perfectly, a small adjustment, shown in the next 
diacram (no. 10) may help: slash towards SP between top of 
sleeve and yoke and open a small gap, preferably in the back, 
sometimes also in the front. Adjust pattern until the stripes run 
better and meet amectly. This adds only a little width to the 
Back and possibly to the Chest. 

Style 8{2-no. JO has stripes planned lengthwise down the CF, 
no join in the sleeve, which works out on the bias, a.nd there is a 
seam with stripes meclina in chevron down the CB of the yoke 
(stripes will not meet exactly Oil the shoulder, but this is where 
it shows lout). Note that the adjustment for changina the run 
of I.he stripes (already explained with the previous style) reduces 
the width of the dart on the shoulder, as can be clearly seen in 
1he diacram. 

Style B/3-FIO. 11 1ivcs yet another arran .. ment o( stripes. 
They meet in chevron pattern in the CB yoke seam and also down 
the CF. For this reason It is not advisable to have a wrap but 
rather an ed..-to-cd1e openina with an invisible fastening or 
buttons and loops ' on the CF t dgt. Down the sleeve the stripes 
run quite straight (lengthwise) and it is from here that they should 
be planned in both directions. 
Style C i.s an attractive but fairly simple round yoke style wi1h 
an openina in the back and full sleeves. 

The yoke is 12 cm deep down CF (no. 13) ond in the back it is 
either the same depth, which places it on a hisltcr level (as 
measured up from the waist), or it may be deeper, e.g. t 5-16 cm 
which would make it level with the front yoke (nv. 12). 

The back has a small 1-2 cm wrap in the yoke and in the lower 
part some width added beyond CB (4-S cm or more) for the 
fullness gathered under the yoke (lhis is often considerable, 
panicularly in styles wi1h deep yokes). The shoulderblade dart 
is again eliminated, either by closing it or simply by cuuing it off 
the end of the shoulder, at SP, and lowering a little the edp or 
the bodice below. 

The fron.t-no. 13 may also have some width added beyond the 
CF line if the style is to be very full, but, on the whole, it is better 
co USC only !ht Bust darl, tr::ans(crrina: it rrom •he underarm into 
the top edge to provide the fullness under the yoke: this avoids 
the heavy, puffed-out silhouette which addition or extra fullness 
to both back and front may produce. 

Afler cutting away the yoke parts arrange them as usual above 
the ~ (nv. 14). If. when workinii over a Raalan block. it is 
found that the back yoke om laps Into tlw sknt, the dan on the 
shoulder must be reduced as shown in flO. 14. so as not to lose 
Back width. 

Finally, separate back and front or the . sleeve by cuuina it 
down the middle, i.e. aivina it a seom (no. 5). Then widen each 
pan by slashinc and addlns at the lower edae 15-18 cm or more. 
Of course the middle addition partly closes the dart on the 
shoulder. 
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CHAPTER THE DROP-SHOULDER CUT 
FIVE 

The Drop-shoulder cut is the reverse of the Ragl;ln con
struction, with part of the bodic:e exteadiaa into the 
sleeve. Consequently the top of the sleeve must be cut 
down below the usual crown to follow and match the 
shape of the bodice extension. The same principle applies 
here as in the cutting of raglans: what is added to the 
bodice must correspond to what is taken from the sleeve, 
and the level at which the bodice crosses into the ~leevc 
determines whether the lower armhole (below B and F) 
can be retained in its usual shape or not. 

There exists a: 
High Drop-shoulder and a. 
Low Drop-shoulder 

Tbe Hieb Drop-sboulder, whatever its shape, always 
crosses into the sleeve at B and F or higher, and so 
retains the usual armhole in the lower part and conse
quently the fit of an ordinary set· in sleeve (style a above). 

'Ille Low DrotHboulder crosses below B and F and is 
best cut on the Kimono block. It is a kimono style with an 
'armhole' and a separately cut sleeve to which a 'gus5et 
extension' can be added quite easily (style b). 

Finally there are some drop-shoulder effects which are 
quite obviously ki111ono styles without any armhole in 
the lower part (style c). 

THE HIGH DROP-SHOULDER- Plate 21 

As already stated, a High drop-shoulder extension is 
always planned on or above B and F . The Centre 
shoulder seam must be used but the underarm seam, not 
being afft.eted by the cut, generally need not be changed 
(though this may happen in some styles). 

The longest projeciion is usually down the middle of 
the sleeve and is marked, according to style, along the 
Top line. This line is moved I cm forward and becomes a 
'forward' Top line to match 'centred' shoulder. 

Method: The basic style fonns a well fitted 'cap' over 
the arm (see sketch in Plate 21). Outline its shape on the 
sleeve between points B and F - the marginal points-

and down to a point 6·5 cm from the top along the 
forward Top line (FIG. I). 

Cut away and separate the front and back parts on the 
new Top line. Take out a small dart in the front part 
(FIGS. 1 and 2) to eliminate the 'case' of the sleeve crown, 
otherwise it will not match the armhole part to which it 
is later joined. 

Place and pin the front and back of the bodice (already 
adjusted to a Centre shoulder seam) on to a sheet of 
paper with shoulders 1 cm apart at SP and the front NP 
touching the back shoulder (FIG. 2). The back NP pro
j~$ beyond ~11se of tile open s.!1011lderblade dm, 
which in this case can simply be ignored, as the construo
tion docs not affect the shoulder seam in this part : later 
the small dart will be used as usual. 

The two extension pieces which have been cut away 
from the-sleeve are now placed to the armhole (FIG. 2) 
with a I cm gap at B and with the top points O· S cm below 
SP (approximately). A gap of at least O·S. cm, but on the 
average l cm, is always advisable in the back, but at point 
F one can place the extension quite close to the bodice, if a 
really close fit over the shoulder and top arm is desirable. 
Pin everything in position: the gap formed between the 
two sleeve extensions is of course· a ' dart' which gives the 
cap its smooth lit over the top of the arm. This should 
be considered as a maximum tightness for it is seldom 
possible to make it tighter without maJcing the raising of 
arms uncomfortable; but of course there are cases where 
the lit is loosened, either because of the shape of the 
figure or, more often, because qf the looser fit of the style. 

Each extension piece is now part of the front and of 
the back of the bodice and must be outlined with it. To 
separate the back from the front, draw the seam in a 
perfectly straight line from NP through the middle oft he 
gap at SP, then follow round the two extensions, slightly 
curving the line below SP down to the edge of the cap 
to make it fit smoothly over the top of the ann. Cut on 
these lines. On final pattern (FIO. 3,Plate 21)clcarlymark 
SP as a balance mark for correct assembling. 

Because of the addition at point B (l cm) which 
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lengthens the lower edge of the cap, the sleeve which later 
fits into it must also be widened a little by adding ~ 
same amount to the back of the remaining part of tb6 
crown (Flo. 1- Pl . 21 ). It must be noted that any biQl:r 
changes in these lines, for instance as a result of further 
'loosening' of the cap (see FIG. 6) would rcquin: a 
widening of the sleeve, preferably through the middle, 
in the same way as would be done in the case of a fancy 
and very full sleeve set into a close fitting cap. In the case 

. of a very full s.lcevc the width addition would probably be 
made in mon: than one plaoe, i.e. down the Back and 
Forearm lines as well as in the middle. 

The lini5lted pattml- lbe cap style- FIO. 3, Plate 21, 
can be co11sidcred a bask patten because, having once· 
obtained the correct slant of the shoulder seam below SP 
and therefore the cornet tightness of the 'dart' over the 
top arm, it is often possible to use it as a b/Qck, outlining 
it first, as it is, and then adjusting the drop-shoulder part 
to the line required by a particular style-a point or a 
round yoke, slightly shorter or longer -without building 
up the whole pattern right from the beginning. 

Many simple drop-shoulder styles vary mainly in the 
depth or length of the cap part. A yoke, for instance, 
can always be added as a style line on the bodice from 
the le.-el of the cap. Thus the possibility of simple st-yle 
variation of the drop-shoulder part is a useful feature of 
this basic pattern, but it is of course important to note 
in each case whether the bodice docs cross into the sleeve 
at the same level, i.e. at the basi<: points Band For higher, 
as is often the case. 

Therefore, provided the style copied has 1he sume 
tightness o•er the Top arm as the basic pattern, and is 
neither cJoser·fitting (which seldom happens) or looser· 
fitting. the basic 'cap style' pattern can be used for many 
quick and simple adaptations, as shown in FI O. I and 
also in FICS. 2, 3, 4 and 5. Fie. 2 is a very simple adapta
tion, i.e. just a shorter cap; FIG. 3 shows a pointed 
drop-shoulder style; FIG. 4-a style with an epaulette 
extended over the arm; FIG. 5-a round drop-shoulder 
yoke. It is quite easy to cut all these styles from the basic 
pattern (see shaded parts cut away). 

STYLE ADAPTATIONS 
In style adaptations, when planning the two armhole 
crossing points which, as in raglans, often come above B 
and F, it is necessary to consider first the style as a whole, 
in order lo establish the correct level of the 'crossing 
points' in relation to the whole design. Thus a drop
sllolllder yoke (Flo. 5) can be deeper or shallower. more 
curved or less curved, etc., all of which will affect the 
shape of the shoulder extension and particularly the level 
at which it crosses into the sleeve, i.e. higher or lower 
on the armhole. 

F 1Gs. 3 and 4 are examples of drop-shoulder styles with 
very high crossing points, measured on the bodice pr& 
ferably frorn SP, and reproduced on the sleeve from the 
forward Top line. 
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It is advisable, therefore, first to plan on the bodice 
the lines of the Jtyle such as various yokes. panels, etc., 
then to find the 'crossing points' if these are not actually 
at B mid F, and, after measuring their distance above B 
and F, or down from SP on the bodice pattern, to transfer 
these measumnents on to the sleeve, marking them the 
same distance above B and F or from the Top line. All 
this is done before completing the outline of the whole 
shoulder extension. lt is obvious that 1he basic pattern 
will not always be suitable for more complicated styles, 
and that there will be cases when it is simpler to repr<>
duce the whole construction from the beginning. This is 
a matter of experience, and after some practice the 
possibility of a 'short cut' will suggest itself quite 
naturally. 

9\RIATIONS OF THE DROP-SHOULDER 
SILHOUETTE- Flos. 6 and 7 

Variations in the drop-shoulder silhouette are obtained 
either by ·squaring the shoulder part or by loosening it 
so that it docs not cling so much to the top of the arm. 
This is not only a matter of style, but often a question 
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of following th.e current fashion. Naturally, when there 
is a general tendency to raise (and pad) all shoulders, 
drop-shoulder styles are made squarer just to emphasize 
1he fashion line. When a smoother. softer shoulder line 
is fashionable, there are many cases of droi>-shouldcr 
patterns being 'loosened' (i.e. flattened) on the shoulder 
and over the top arm so that the edge of the cap tends to 
stand away a little from the figure instead of moulding 
the top of the arm. 

SQUARING OF THE DROP-S HOULDER 
-FIG. 6 

This is achieved by slashing from SP along the armhole. 
both on back and front, and opening at SP a gap of 1 cm 
or more, according to the effect desired. A little shoulder 
height is added above SP {e.g. 0-5 cm each side), running 
off to nothing at NP but conqnuing over the lower part, 
i.e. the cap. In more exaggerated 'square' styles the addi
tion above- SP can be bigger, but is then reduoed a little 
down the seam towards the lower edge of the cap. 
Squared drop-shoulders are usually padded to hold up 
the extra height. 

I 

I 

FIG. 6/v 
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LOOSENING OF THE DROP·SHOULDER 
-FIC. 7 

Herc no addit.ion is made at SP but the 'dart' is reduced 
by filling in the gap towards. the lower edge, i.e. by 
'.letting out' there. Since this makes the cap stand away 
from the ann, it is usual to add a little length below the 
cap edge, otherwise the 'stand-away' effect will not be 
apparent and the sleeve will merely ftute along the lower 
edge. 

The cap is often lined (slightly stiffened) to emphasize 
the 'widening' over the a"!I muscle and to support the 
slight stand·away effect. 

The widening of the sleeve over the arm muscle 
natura~ly minimiz.cs the shoulder point (the opposite of 
squaring) and gives the shoulder a softer line, unless the 
stand-away effect is very cuggcrated and stiffened. 

T HE LOW DROP-SHOULDER-Plate 22 

When correct style interpretation demands that the 
crossiD& points - lleJow B _. F, the whole pattern 
must be cut oa a KimoDo bloclr.. Whenever bodice and 
sleeve are cut in one beww the B and F level, tightness is 
felt when raising or moving the arms, and the probloms 
which arix arc really those of the kimono pattern. The 
lower the crossing points move down below B and F, the 
more obvious this becomes, unless suitable precautions 
are taken to loosen the fit in this part of the armhole. 

When the crossing points arc only slightly below B 
and F, it is sometimes possible to avoid using the lcimono 
by leaving a bigger gap at B and F whco applying the 
two sleeve extensions to the bodice (which naturally 
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reduces the gap or 'dart' in the drop-shoulder i:.art). nu. 
is really an in·betwcen stage between a High drop
shouldcr and a real kimono fit, and as a method it is 
sometimes useful in various other cases. 

On the whole, however, it is simpler to use the Kimono 
block and to construct the whole pattern on it. Because. 
of the seam under the arm (the remainder of the arm
hole), it is perfectly easy to add a gusset extcosion in these 
styles and they present little difficulty in this respect. 

. Since the shoulder and top arm fit is fairly clinpng. 
the 7·S cm slant block. is generally used, and additional 
sloping (by 'squaring' at SP) improves the fit. 

The style given in Plate 22 illustrates clearly the 
method which can be followed for other similar styles. 

As in most kimono styles the main construction line 
for planning the armhole part is again the Gusset line, 
often continued upwards, even to points F/B. For many 
of these styles it is useful to use a Kimono bloclc with 
Chest and Back lines indicated, as these arc sometimes 
necessary for reference. 

Plan the_ drop-shoulder line, for instance from a point 
8-9 cm below SP, taking it down to Chest level, as shown 
in flG. I. It can, of course, be lair.en to a point above 
Chest level, but always below point F (which must be 
indicated on the block). The final line curves very slightly 
(I cm) at the lop above the straight guide lfne but would 
still appear as a fairly straight line on the figure. Very often 
extra height, say I cm, is added to the sleeve later, some
times at a fitting (AC. 2). From the point where it touches 
the GllSSCt line (some dUtancc above 0), draw the arm
hole part down the G~t line G-U, curving it slightly. 

Cut away the sleeve part (FJC. 2) and add to it a cimet 
extension in the usual way, making it 6-7 cm wide. This 

I 

-

FIG. 7/v 
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PLATE 22 

Chesr line 

A . 
. 
. 

can be done of course as shown in FIG. 3, or simply 
by adding the el\ tension, taking care however, to hollow 
out the top edge of the gusset where it represents the 
lower part of the 'flattened' sleeve crown, otherwise 
there may be too much fullness here when the sleeve is 
set into the armhole. Sometimes the armhole part can be 
.liil:nmed (liollowcd out) a little more in the front, below 
~t X, but not generally in the back where both sleeve 
and armhole have a flatter line. 

Other Styles can be cut in a similar way, i.e. by treating 

them as kimono patterns with all their problems of fit. 
In all such styles, however, the extra line provided by IM 
separate sleeve is naturally of considerable help, as the 
style can so easily be adjusted at a fitting, e.g. the sleeve 
can be given more slope by letting it out at the top 
(broken line, FIG. 3), and the armhole can be neatened 
by more hollowing out in the lower part (FIG. 2). The 
shoulder may sometimes be tightened a little, though· the 
correct way of doing this is by using a 'squared' Kimono 
block. 
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PLATE l3 

Ille three styles in this Plate follow the drop.thouldu method 
in a -Y which ..,.. beyond simple plaonioa of ditrCRnt shapes 
of CllteosiOD. 

lD the 6rst two styles, the additional problem is that of plan· 
nilll an extension- in itself quite simple in shape- in such a way 
as to ~ a special efl'ect in a striped material. I n the last style 
(C), the method Is altemati.e to one alteady shown io tho Kimono 
chapter and b suitable when for one R&SOn or another one prc!ers 
not to use the Kimono block rw: a style which needs It only in the 
top part of the s1-. This, as will be seen, can be done by ttcatina 
such a style as a droJMboulder. 
SIJlt A: Oudine the ... tko1 ••a 'k patten (c:ap style) and 
pWi oNr It a strip s cm wide and Is cm Joos from SP (_,atcly on 
t.ck and front). 

From tbc point wbeR tbe S cm strip touches the annbole draw 
a stralsbt yol<c, at risht anslos to CB/CF. The two croui111 points 
are abc>Ye Band F: cut away tbc annecessazy pan below tbc strip 
(shaded ill no. I). 

Cut •-Y the yoke. In the front, P"'I of the Bust dart c:an be 
used under the yoke, but not the whole, as this would upeet the 
1tripc1 too notii:abty, In the t.ck also close oaly part of the 
sboulderbladc dart, so as not to cuf\IC the yoke •else too much : 
transfer the rest of it into the neckline (no. 2). Place back and 
front yokes toptbcr and join them atona the extension line (flO. 

S); the pp at the top is the 'dan' transferred from its"""'' drop. 
&boulder position below SP. 

0. die ..,. (no. 3) measure from the f<>rNOrd Top line S cm 
rilht and left to outline a JO an wide and IS an Iona 'square' 
sbouldcr cxceosioo. Cut it away (no. 4). Shorten slcew: to tbc 
requited lenalh, i.e. 8-10 cm down the undctann. 

1'1111 Ille otrtpos .,. ti. patten of the yoke, starting from the 
~ edae ot the cxtcnsioa (no. SJ wbidl has tt0 """' IA th< 
~ (see skCICll), and a>ntinuing the lines absolutely paralkl 
to lee how they work out on CB, where there mUSt be a join 
(lhoulh not below the yoke) and oo the CF, where there is a 
small wrap and opcnins. 
Slylt B ii a 'lllriut or style A, which bu no yoke, a !-length 
sleeve with t'ullness pthcred under the shoulder extension, and a 
difl'ereat ......,,....,.nt of stripes. 

Plan the drop.shooldcr section in the same way but without a 
yoke. Jn this auc there is a scam both on the shoulder and in the 
middlo of the extension (no. 6) whcfc the stripes should come 
tolC(ber in chevron pattern. Test stripes on pattern by plannina 
them from CB and CF. 

If there is aomc difficulty in F(ting the stripes to meet conec1ly 
in the middle ol the extension, the "1111• of one extension may 

haoe to be altered Yf!tY sl.iahtly, Le. back or front part stra.iahterlcd 
a lillle by a tlash from the antlt IOwazds SP (opcnins tbe anlie 
a little). 

After cuttioa away the extension part from thc sleeve pattern 
and adjustin1 it to the comet leogth (dot-dam line no. 3), add 
width IO tbc sleeve as •hown in nc. 7, to double (approximately) 
the lcosth ptbeted under the eincosion. 
Style C appears as a style with a kimono sleeve at lhe top and an 
·ordinary set-in sleeve In the lower pan, This type of sleeve bas 
already been discusaed in the Kimono chapter, but it can also 
be treated as a dro!»houldcr and this is sometimes more con
veoicnL There must al-ys be a ..,...1e llllderum .alon-a 
sidcbody-for allhouah oo buildlna-up of 'ausset extension' is 
invol.ed here, a sleeve c:annot be laid flat apinst the armhole 
without °""1lappio1 into the bodice and so pan of the bodice 
undcrann must be removed (flC. JO). 

nne ..._ - ,_.., with extra llecve seams on both 
back and front (alona Baclt and Forearm lines), as sryle C ; with 
no extra slec>e seams as skeccb D; with OM COLtra sleeve seam, 
back or front, as in the \'Cnion described here. The method will 
serw: for all three c:ases. In the pat~ dealt with here the back 
o( the sleeve is in two parll, and the front in one. 

Tbe tlecft (no. 8) is fi.rst dMded in two alona lhe forward Top 
line; the back part is then. out aaain alona the Back line. 

la * Back, usins the bMlc '"'' •• Nldcr patten, first outline 
the underarm section, takina it from point. B, and movina the 
Waist dart into the ..am. Place the top pan of the back sleeve to 
the 'armhole' (always useful to Indicate it on a drop-shoulder 
block), 'followU., th• •IOJ¥ of th. drop-sho11llkr uttmion (no. 9), 
i.e. the sleeve is placed over the cap which gives it the correct 
slant. Outline the whole loletber. 

Ill lilt rtmt the Panel seam must be drawn sullicienUy Car in to 
enable tbc whole front sleeve to be applied wit"""1 o'Wrill(JpiJW 
IAto th. bodice (no. 10). after the underarm section has been 
mnoved. There mUSt also be a sood allowance for turninp, i.e. 
a pp between point U and the Panel scam (FIG. 12). The sleeve 
is applied, as in the back, and oudined toectber with bodice, 
following the dope or the drop.shoulder cap exwuion. The 
separate out-a-y pieoos or the petum are shown in nos. 11 
and 12. ThcY &R assembled In the usual way. Annhole pans 
must m:uch the edaes of the underslecve, and a sligltt adjustment 
may sometimes be nocessary. 

The front Bust dart is eliminated in the separate underarm 
section with only a small cod or it projecting beyond the Panel 
seam. Its position is sliahtly chan~. as can be seen in no. 10. 

N.B. Tuminas must be bandied with care in the anales at B 
and F (in the main bodice pan). 
The same melbod would be applied to the other two ..,rsions. 



CHAPTER 

SIX 

This chapter deals with sleeves and armholes which arc 
of unusual shape, which do not follow the usual method 
of construction or which are a combination of different 
types of sleeve and methods of cutting. They form an 
important group in advanced pattern designing. 

Two additional sleeve blocks arc also given here. 

ADDITIONAL SLEEVE BLOCKS 

These arc: 
The Forearm seam sleeve and 
The Two-piece sleeve 

Both are mentioned in the basic chapter on sleeves as 
typtS of Shaped sleeve which have the shape controlling 
dan running down the arm. Of these the Two-piece sleeve 
is used mainly in tailoring, while the other pa ttem, 
though not ofien used nowadays, gives the basis of the 
method and must therefore be described before the Two
piecc sleeve construction is explained. 

Both sleeves arc adapted from the Straight sleeve block. 

TH E FO REARM SEAM SLEEVE 
-FIGS. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7 

As already stated. in its simple shape this sleeve is not 
much used in modem pattern designing, but it represents 
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FIG. I/VI 
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FIG. 2/VI 
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FIG. 3/v1 

SLEEVES AND ARMHOLES 
Additional Blocks- Fancy Armholes
Combined Sleeves 

a basic method - that of shaping a straight sleeve to the 
curve of the arm by dan and scam, or by two seams 
which actually follow the natural curve of the arm. In th~ 
past this was the main block for all shaped sleeves, 
whether tight fitting or loose. 

Mdhocl: Outline a Straight sleeve block, the same 
width right through. Fold the pattern lengthwise along 
the Back line and again along the Forearm line, so that 
the edges meet down tM middle (FIG. l) and there are two 
folds. Secure the edges: the pattern is now a tube, and 
new scams can be planned in any position, ignoring 
completely the underarm seam of the block. 

At the wrist measure from the Forearm fold I cm and 
mark point X. Then measure from X half of the Wrist 
measurement X-Y == 8·5 cm (half of 17). The remainder 
beyond Y is the depth or width of the Back line dart. 
Draw a straight line from Y up to E (Elbow point): the 
part outside this line will be cut away (FIG. 2). 

From E, at right angles to E-Y, measure half Elbow 
width (! of 30 = IS cm) and mark z. Draw the FortanD 
seam from F through Z down to X which can be raised r to 'shorten the seam. Cut away the pans beyond the 
Back dan and Forearm lines (shaded in FIG. 2). curving 
the lines as shown in the diagram, and cutting through 
the two thicknesses of paper (FIG. 3). Opened out, the 
pattern appears as in FIG. 4 . Cut down a little at F on 
both edges. The sleeve head may be hollowed out more. 
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FIG . 5fv1 



This pattern was much used before as a Tight fitting 
meve. lt has a smooth fit along the Forearm, following 
't'lre curve of the ann. The Back line, however, with the 
well defined elbow ;ingle, though fitting well to the curve 
when the arm is bent, tends to appear overshaped (point 
of dart 'poking out' and loose) when the arm is straight
ened, more so than the modem Tight fitting (French) 
sleeve which, with its shaping dart across the elbow, 
adjusts itself more easily to either position of the arm. 

There are, however, some styles for which this sleeve 
block can still be used. One of these, a Bell-shaped 
sleeve, is shown in FIGS. S and 6. lt has a Forearm seam. 
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It is obvioU$ from this example that the special feature 
of this pattern, i.e. its curving Forearm, can be just as 
useful in a loose fitting style which does not involve any 
overshaping of the elbow. A Bishop sleeve with a cuff 
can be cut in the same way and this is how these sleeves 
were actually cut at the beginning of the century. 

Finally, by closing the Back line dart up to the Elbow 
point and transferring its fullness into a slash a.bove, 
various Leg o' Mutton styles can be obtained (FIG. 7), 
usually with some additional height of crown. This is 
therefore the pattern of the Edwardian period, and its 
occasional re-appearance in modern times is generally 

Un.I., Slee"' 
Top Sle eve 

f £ 

x 

FIG. 10/vt FlG. I l fVI 
due to an Edwardian influence on dress designers. 

To make the Forearm seam Jess conspicuous, it is 
possible to move it further in under the arm, usually 2-3 
cm from the Forearm line: this is known as the 'false 
Forearm' and is explained in the Two-piece sleeve 
pattern, where it is generally _used. 

THE TWO-PIECE SLEEVE-FIGS. 8, 9, 10, 11 

As this sleeve is used mainly for jackets and sometimes 
for coats, the Straight sleeve block must first be adjusted 
to the correct fit. This adjustment would, of course, not 
be necessary in the case of dresses or blouses. 

Few •jacket: make the Straight sleeve block 2-2·5 cm 
wider, adding I cm on each side of the pattern (FIG. 8). 
Move points B and F 0· 5 cm out to make the four length
wise sections of the pattern equal. Deepen the crown by 
going up 0·5 cm on the Middle line and down at UP, i.e. 
hollowing it out below the basic DC line (1 + cm down if 
the sleeve crown originally was flatter than 13 cm). For a 
coat or heavy long jacket the addition will be bigger (see 
chapter on coats). . 

Fold the pattern, as described for the Forearm seam 
block, along Back and Forearm lines, to make a 'tube'. 
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Then measure 2·5 cm in from the Forearm fold and 
dtaw line A-X parallel to it: this is the false Forearm 
position. 

At the wrist measure, this time from the original Fore
arm fold, towards the Back I.inc, half Wrist width, e.g. 
14 cm for a 28 cm finished jacket wrist. From here draw 
a line up to Elbow point E for the dart, which in this case 
is also the lower part of the Back line seam. Curve it very 
slightly, as shown in FIG. 9. 

To complete the Back seam, measure at the top from B 
2 cm down the curve to point C; and from here rule a line 
down to point E to meet t.he lower part of the seam. 

Cut away the Back line dart up to point E (FIG. 9), 
cutting through two layers. Then roll the pattern over so 
that the false Forearm-line A-X-comes to the left 
edge and becomes a fold (FIG. JO). At the elbow level 
measure from the back fold half Elbow measurement 
+ I c;m and through this last point (Z) shape the Forearm 
seam A-Z-X curving it as shown in FIG. I 0. Cut along 
this line through the two layers of paper. Draw balance 
marks S cm above and 7 cm below the elbow level, which ls 
again marked on the Forearm seam by a line from E, at 
right angles (or almost) to the Back line dart. 

Finally cut on the line C-E through one layer only, to 
separate the Top sleeve from the Under-sleeve. 

F1G. 11 shows the two parts of the final pattern. It is 
usual to trim away a little above the Forearm scam. 

The Two-piece sleeve is given here in its more modern 
version which is a little looser and straighter than the 
classical Jacket Two-piece sleeve (Chapter Ten). 

The pattern is placed on the material with top and 
bottom points of Forearm seam (A and X) to the 
straight gr>.iin. 

ARMHOLE SHAPE VARIATIONS 

Variations in the shape of the basic armhole are usually 
connected with Che way the sleeve is fitted on Che shoulder. 
This is mainly a feature of fashion-Che fa.,tiion 'shoulder 
line' - e.g. the fashion for high fitting sleeves, low fitting 
sleeves, etc. It affects the shape of the armhole and of the 
sleeve head, though at times only very slightly. There are 
of course long periods when the 'natural shoulder line' 
is followed. 

Variations in armhole shape may also be produced by 
the special fit which some clothes demand, mainly extra 
allowance for unrestricted orm movement. This is essential 
in most clothes worn for sport, dancing (i.e. ballet) and 
for various kinds of work. 

In most cases, therefore. the fit of the sleeve and con
sequently the sluipe of the armhol~ and sleeve head are 
a compromise between what is comfonable and fashion
at)lc, with the basic armhole, which follows closely the 
natural arm 'scye', taken for general guidance. 

In all changes of armhole the main point to remember 
is the annhole 's coonedioa with Che sleeve: they are 
complementary, and what is lost in one must be gained in 

the other to retain the correct, comf'ortable lengt11 
between CB (CF) and elbow. A change in armhole shape 
usually affects the. sleeve crown, and while some of these 
changes arc well established and known (e.g. in sports
wear or some industrial clothing), others have to be 
discovered by experience and by careful observation of 
the 'fashion shoulder line'. 

Generally speaking, when sleeves are fitted low, an 
ofl'-the-shoulder armhole, with more width across back 

. and chest and a lower u.nderarm UP, requires a sleeve 
head which is shorter down the Middle line and narrower 
across the top, between B and F, but more hollowed out 
under the arm. Yet, in some cases. for special effect or 
comfort, the crown height can be retained or the sleeve 
underarm can be kept high for greater ease in raising arm. 

When sleeves are fitted high, the armhole is well raised 
on to the slioulder, with its front part(below SP) hollowed 
out over the shoulder bone and its back part less straight; 
while the bodice UP is generally higher, i.e. kept closer 
to the arm. The sleeve head compensates for the 'loss' in 
the armhole by being raised more (particularly to the 
front of the middle. i.e. of point T). Often this is done in 
the exaggerated way with which the fashion for ' Raised' 
crowns. with considerable extra fullness (in the shape of 
darts, tucks, gathers. etc.) has made us familiar. 

·It is therefore impossible to establish a shape of arm
hole and sleeve head which would be correct for all 
times and purposes. 

All these changes, however, are technical changes 
which m\lst be accepted as part of the technique of 
pattern designing, i.e. of the art and skill of adapting 
basic principles. shapes and methods to the nevcr
ending flow of changing fashion ideas. Among these the 
'shoulder line' effect is very important. 

FIG. 12/vJ 
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Apart from these constant fashion variations there 
~ howc\ICI" a few special styles of armhole, notably 
nie' &!an ;...... and the Deep .,..., for which 
there exist quite definite methods of adaptation and of 
sleeve adjustment. 

SQUAR E ARMHOLE- FIGS. 12, 13, 14 

This annhole has a 'draped' lit under the ann and, since 
this is typical of the kimono cut, styles with square 
armholes are usually cut on the Kimono block. Although 
it is possible to use an ordinary bodice block (as with the 
second method for Deep Armhole). ii is more practical, 
whenever possible, to treat it as a kimono adaptation. 

After outlining a 7·5 cm slant Kimono block, draw the 
armhole from a point I cm ouajde SP straight down to 
point X, 5 cm inside point U (FIG. 12). C~I away the sl~ve 
part and slash into it from U up to point Z (dotted hne 
A O. 12). Theo cut across and swing up to ~btain a 
'gusset' extension on the underarm (Flo. 13). Lme X- Z 
curves as on a sleeve bead (though fiattcr). The underarm 
E-U is lengthened by the value of the 'gusset', i.e. by 
&-7 cm. 

Back and front parts of sleeve are cut in the same way 
(gussets must match) and then usually joined along the 
top into one whole sleeve (FIG. 14). T he front of the 
crown is hollowed out more to neaten it by removing 
excess fullness in the hollow of the arm, while the back 
is kept higher, sometimes rai~. A final adjustment can 
always be made at a fitting. 

D EEP ARM H OLE 

This is a style of annhole which may be used either with 
a Kimono or a standard Bodice block. 

FIG. 16/v1 

DEEP APMHOL[ FIG. 15/VI 

DEEP ARMHOLE ON A KIMONO BLOCK 
- FIOS. 15, 16 

An 'armhole' is sometimes used in a kimono as a feature 
of style. It is naturally a deep armhole since point U ofa 
Kimono is below the UP of an o rdinary Bodice block. 

An armhole in a kimono pattern may also be used in 
styles with Combined sleeves (see later in this chapter). 
Thus there exist Klm.o styles with armholes, either 
partial (back or front part only) or complete. 

Metbo4: Outline the armhole on the Kimono block 
from a point just outside SP, curving slightly down to 
3-4 cm below U. For a really 'deep' e1fcct it is better to 
come down below U, though point U may also be used. 

Cut away the sleeve part (FIG. 15). Then outline on it 
a small section to half-way up the 'sleeve crown', i.e. to 
point z, opposite B. and separate it from the sleeve but 
without cutting it away completely. Slash it across from 
the inner edge 3-4 times and move it away, curving to 
allow for a gusset extension on the sleeve underarm. As 
in the case of the Square armhole, this changes the 
kimono sleeve into one approaching a set-in sleeve in 
shape and fit. Complete as shown in FIG. 16. Front and 
back parts may be jo ined along the Top line into one 
whole sleeve, or used separately, according to style. 

DEE P ARMH OLE ON A STANDARD 
BLOCK 

An increase in size of armhole. achieved by lowering UP. 
is generally followed by a hollowing out of t!ie sleeve. 
i.e. a corresponding lowering of sleeve point U. to 
adjust the sleeve crown to the bigger armhole. This 
change, however. is usually a small one, seldom more 
than 1-2 cm (except in some coat patterns), as the lower
ing of both UP on bodice and U on the sleeve shortens 
the total underarm length and is in any case possible only in 
loose fitting style. 

Further cutting down of armhole and sleeve underarm 
soon .brings in the trouble of e:ccessfre loss of underarm 
length so well known in kimono cutting. 

When. therefore. a Deep armhole is a feature of a 
style, a special adjustment to compensate for loss of 
underarm length has to be made on the sleeve. just as in 
a Kimono or a Low raglan. The method is, in fact. 
similar to the one used for Low raglans and consists in 
building up, i.e. extending the length of the sleeve under
arm. If neces'sary, the method could be adapted to a 
Square armhole used with an ordina.ry bodice block. 

Method; A Deep armhole is generally slightly olf the 
shoulder and ends at least 4-5 cm below the normal UP. 
A Centre shoulder scam and a more forward side seam 
arc used. 

h the back (FIG. 17, left) draw armhole from l cm out
side SP, through point B (or just outside) down to lowered 
underarm point (U), in this cue 6 cm below normal UP. 
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In the front (FIG. 17, right) the armhole line begins 
from the same point, passes 0·5-1 om outside F and down 
to the new underarm point (U), matching the bac~. In 
both cases a little width is added, in the pattern only (not 
garment) from Band F downwards'(shadecl), to make it 
easier to cut into the lower parts of the armhole which are 
detached from the bodice a11d added ta the sleeve. 

FIG. 18fvt 

FIG. 19/VI 

FIG. 17/VI 

After cutting away these parts (see small FIGS. above 
the sleeve), divide them into small sections. cutting/rom 
the armhole edge, and arrange each part, as shown in the 
middle, first matching points B and F. As with the Low 
raglan, some overlapping is permissible in the front. 

The two points U of the sleeve are taken 4-5 cm up 
above the usual DC level to lengthen the sleeve under· 
arm and to compensate for the Joss of 6 cm on the bodice 
underarm. Extending DC line of sleeve right and left of 
pattern and drawing short lines, parallel to it and S cm 
higher, makes it easier to do this more accurately. 
Length U-E must be the same on both edges. 1t shouid 
be checked and made to match if unequal. For short 
sleeves the checking is done on the actual sleeve length 
level (broken lines)~ in long sleeves-at elbow level. The 
final seam is slightly curved. 

COMBINED SLEEVES 

These sleeves are a combination of Set-in, Kimono or 
Raglan sleeves, so that in each case the back and front 
parts of the sleeve are different. Several combfaations are 
possible and examples of the most usual ones are given 
here to explain the. method. 

-·F 

FIG. 20{v1 
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FIG. 21 /vr 

KI MONO AND SET-IN SLEEVE 
with deep armhole-FIGS. 18, 19, 20 

This is the most usual combination, cut on the Kimono 
block and having therefore a deep armhole. The sleeve 
may be an ordinary set-in sleeve in the back and kimono 
in the front, as shown here, or vice versa. 

Aller outlining a Kimono block with a 7·5 cm slant, 
draw tb~ armhole line from I cm below SP, down to 
• int U, curving it 2-2·5 Cl)l from the straight 'Armhole 
lllbe' SP-U. 

After marking on it point B, cut away the sleeve part 
and slash into it from U up to B, as already explained 
for the Deep armhole (flGS. I S, 16). Cut across several 
times and curve up (to point U) to obtain a 6-7 cm gusset 
extension. The 'sleeve' acquires a· shape re5embling that 
of an ordinary set-in sleeve and gains in underarm length. 

In the front. where the kimono cut is retained, a simple 
standard (set-in) gusset is used, which must match the 
gusset extension of the back sleeve. 

The back sleeve may be joined to the kimono front 
along the Top line and be cut in one with it: this depends 
of course on the style. but is very usual. 

KI MONO AND SET-I N SLEEVE 
with high armhole-FIGS. 21, 22 

This cut is possible only in styles where the kimono part 
can be bui/1 up 10 a high untkrann ltvtl. As will be 
rcn:iembered from the Kimono Chapter Three, high 
fittmg or 'built-up' gusset extensions can, be used in 
styles which have a separate underarm section -a side
body-usuaUy outlined by an armhole Panel seam. Such 
a style is given here. 

The ba~k armhole is drawn as for the style above. 
After cut!tn8 away the sleeve part, slashing into it and 
mlowing for the gusset extension, the underarm is simply 

built up 4 cm and the same is done to the bodice part (FIG. 
21). The sleeve will be less wide at the top than in the 
first case, and a small part of the projecting piece will be 
cut aw~y (once the method i~ understood the building-up 
of the slee.ve can be done directly, without the prelimi
nary slashing. etc.). The final shape of the sleeve is like 
that of an ordinary set-in sleeve. 

In the front, the underarm section (sidebo<ly) is out· 
lined and cut away, and its underarm line. as well as 
that of the sleeve part is built up, exactly as explained in 
the method given in Chapter Three (Plates 10 and 14). 
In both cases the building-up is 4 crn (not S) to allow for 
a slightly lower UP and looser armhole. The extensions 
on front and back must naturally match. 

The met~od can of course be applied in the same way 
to a style with kimono back and set-in sleeve in the front. 

Yoke line 

FIG. 22/vr 
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KIMONO AND RAGLAN COMBINED 
SLEEVE-FIGS. 23, 24, 25, 26 

The Kimono may be combined with a Raglan sleeve, 
using the latter either in the front or in the back. 

After outlining the kimono, the raglan line is drawn 
as shown in FIG. 23 (in this case it is in the front), 
following the Gusset line in the lower part. The sleeve 
part is cut away and a gusset is added lo it in the usual 
way (FIG. 24). In order not to spoil the raglan line, it is 
better not to add the gusset to the bodice part (though 
theoretically this, or even a divided gusset, is possible). 

In the back, which retains its kimono sleeve, either an 
ordinary set-in gusset is used (FIG. 25) or, if the style has 
an underann section, a gusset extension is made on the 
sleeve part of the kimono after the sidebody has been 
cut away (FIG. 26). 
. This. of course, is not a case where the undcrann can be 
built up to a higher level because the front has a Low 
raglan sleeve which must be retained as a feature of the 
style. 

The raglan part of the sleeve is joined to the kimono 
along the Top line and cut in one with it. This is very 
usual in these styles, but of course not essential. 

The raglan shoulder dart is shown in two different 
positions: in its usual place-FIG. 2S, and transferred to 
the front - FIG. 26. 

RAGLAN 
FRONT 

FIG. 26/vl 

Other style variations are possiblo (see dot-dash and 
broken lines in FIG. 26), but whatever the shape of the 
sleeve combination, the general methods used in kimono 
and raglan cutting would apply to most designs of this 
type. 
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KIMONO 
&ACK 

FIG. 23/vi 

FIG. 24/vi 
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FIG. 25/vi 



CHAPTER 
SEVEN 

In no other styles doe:s'modelling play such an important 
part as in draped designs, and many cutters prefer to 
model these patterns entirely on the stan~ or figu.re. or 
even to drape the. fabric itself. To a ~es1gner t~IS can 
certainly be the quickest way of developm~ a new idea or 
of getting the general effect of his new design. 

But in one way or another all cutten, even those who 
prefer cutting on the Rat, use some modelling when 
dealing with draped styles, if only to discover a new way 
of draping. to check a draped effect on the figure or to 
test the draping qualities of a fabric. 

ft need not go beyond that. however. and many wcll
known and popular 'draperies', ofien referred t<> as 
classical, can be reproduced on the ftat quite correctly. 
provided the details of the draped f?lds a~e ca~ef~ ll_Y 
analysed and understood, and some expenmenung 1s 
allowed for. Even if all patterns of draped styles cut on 
the ftat have to be tested on stand or figure. to see that 
the amount of fullness is right and to check the set of the 
folds, the actual planning and cutting ?'the pattern ~an 
a en be done more accurately and quickly by following 
,,..ell-established methods of block adaptation. 

DRAPED FOLDS-VAR IO US TYPES 

In draped styles we deal with a variety of folds : 
(o) 1-ly u .... folds, attached at one end only, such 

as pleats, round pleats or folds, Rares, cascades; 
(b) Folds caQllit 11 both ends. These can be either : 

(i) stretched tightly on the figure - swathed effects; 
(ii) draped easily but set in a certain direction; 

(iii) hanging in festoons, as in various 'cowl' effects ; 
(c) Graduted or taperiac folds which run off to nothing 

at one end. They may run in different directions, 
radiating from one point, meeting. or intersecting, 
producing a big variety of interesting effects. 

When cutting draped styles on the ftat, the main 
problem is to judge correctly the cllaracter of tbt folds 
(tight, loose, soft, etc.), their positioli, particularly in 
relation to the figure-shaping darts, and their dtpCll for 
which COR'CCt extra width has to be allowed in the pat
tern. It is, in fact, usual to estimate the extra width 
required and, if possible, to test it with the fabric, before 
beginning to plan and design the pattern. 

DRAPED STYLES 

DEPTH OF DRAPED FOLDS 

When jodgjng the depth or draped folds, it must be borne 
in mind that an average, clearly defined fold, ev~ w~en 
not particularly deep, requires 6-8 cm ex~ matcnal (1.c. 
34 cm on the double). For two folds, for instance, 12-16 
cm will usually be added between the cut up sections of 
the pattern. Shallow and short folds need less-about 
4-S cm. Deep, and panicularly long folds need more, 
10-12 cm and sometimes much more-up to 20--25 cm. 

The lelieth of tbt fold, as judged from the sketch. 
particularly in the case of graduate~ folds. 1s. therefore 
quite important and must be taken into cons1derat1on. 
Long folds arc generally deeper than short ones: they 
cannot continue to their full length if there is not enough 
width or depth at their ·base'. This can be easily estab
lished by draping on the stand folds of different depth . 

Finally the texture and thickness of the fabric influence 
the fold allowance. increasing it for soft (limp) and th in 
materials, such as silk crepes, chiffon, etc. and reducing 
it for heavy, bulky fabrics. 

When folds arc small (shallow) but numerous and very 
close together (gathered). as for instance down a draped 
CF line (Plate 24, style A). it is easier to estimate the 
necessary allowance on the principle of deep gathers. An 
average gathered effect is obtained by do11bling the length 
over which the fullness appears, while for closely draped 
small folds. just as for closer gathers (e.g. smocking). 2! 
and 3 times the length, sometimes even more, would be 
used. A length of chiffon can be gathered or draped into 
a quarter of its original length. while for wool or brocade 
this would be either too bulky or simply impossible. 

The only practical way of acquiring experience in 
judging fullness for different draped effects is to experi
ment with a variety of draped styles and different fabrics 
and to remember the effect of the allowances made. 

THE FIT OF DRAPED STYLES 

There arc many draped styles in which the set of the folds 
depends entirely on a sufficiently close lit of the garment. 
Without this close fit the extra material added will 1101 

drape effectively and the fullness introduced for the folds 
will simply look untidy and heavy. 

It is particularly important in these styles - many of 
them evening dresses-to ensure the correct 'line' and 
fit, i.e. tightness of the dre"Ss before planning the position 
and depth of the draped folds. 
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BASIC METHODS· 

The principal or standard method of introducing extra 
width for d raped folds is by C9tting and opeaing gaps 
ill the pattern. This can be described as the Cutting-up 
method. 

Method 1 has two important variants: 
(a) cutting right through as for pleats, folds, gathers; 
(b) cutting up to a p'oint, as for flares. 

Method 2, though less used, is essential for achieving 
certain draped effects. It provides for the folds by adding 
widdl from outside the outline of the draped part, and 
adjusts the shape of the pattern at the same time. 

Other methods-simpler and more citperimental - may 
be used in some cases. when Method I is thought to be 
too slow and complicated and Method 2 unsuitable. 
These may include a cenain amount of gu~ssing at the 
final shape of pattern, adjusting details 'by the eye' and 
also some modelliDg, e.g. 'modelling on the flat' which 
consists in selling folds into shape over a flat pattern. 

The very important testing and adjusting on die stand 
of all 'draped' patterns cut on the flat is, of course, a form 
of modolling and is complementary to all these methods. 

METHOD 1-THE CUTTING-UP METHOD 

The culling is usually done on a line or lines drawn 
in the direction of the folds , as shown by the sketch. It 
is not always necessary to reproduce every single fold, 
i.e. lo make a slash for each separately: this depends on 
the details of the design, the number, size and arrange
ment of the folds. and one slash is often made for two or 
more small folds. The main thing is to produce a gap 
running in the right direction, through which suffkicnt 
width for one or more folds can be introduced. However, 
when the folds arc few, well set apart and very definite 
in character, depth and length, it is usual to make a 
separate slash for each fold. 

When cutting right through, whether for loose-hanging 
folds (round pleats) or folds caught at both ends, the 
amount added may be the same or bigger at one end than 
at the other. Care must be taken to join the pattern 
pieces again correctly, and the usual precaution of 
'balancing' the separate parts against each other by 
rohliq ollf the additions like pleats is generally observed. 

Whee cattia& i., to a point for folds which run off to 
nothing at one end. the slash must be made either to the 
ed&e or ti.e pattern or to the point or • dart. There are 
therefore two ways of obtaining width for graduated 
folds : by introducing it additiona//y, or by taking it from 

darts. either the figure-shaping darts of the block or darts 
made additionally for this purpose (see skins). The 
darts are usually closed in the process and their width 
goes into the draped folds. The darts are thus 'draped' 
though not necessarily in their original positio~ 
(examples of simple draped darts were already given in 
the basic course as one of the ways of using the dart 
fullness). 

1be Bust and Waist darts therefore play a very im-
. portant part in pa11erns of draped styles. They can be: 

(u) used to obtain draped folds; (b) used to increase the 
depth of draped folds obtained by additional slashing; 
(c) not used at all and moved out of the way, e.g. jnto 
the underarm. The last usually happens when it is not 
possible to join them to other folds because they arc in 
the wrong position for the folds, i.e. they will not run in 
the right direction (see style 0 , Plate 31). 

In each case, when using the bodice dartS for draping, 
one may be dealing either with the standard (usual depth) 
darts or with increased darts, when a specially close fit 
is required. This happens mainly with the Waist dart, 
though in the really moulded styles, tight on and 
above the bust line (e.g. with a strapless top), the Bust 
dart would be increased to produce the correct close fit 
as well as give more depth to the draped folds. 

In some cases the two basic Darts of the block have 
to be re-distributed, e.g. equalized to provide the same 
M'idth, before they can be used, either draped inde
pendently or added to folds obtained by slashing. 

When studying draped styles it is necessary to undet
stand which folds come from t.hc Darts and which 
from additional slashing, i.e. from cutting to edge of 
pattern. Darts are always connected with the outlining of 
the shape of the figure and generally with a closer fit, and 
so arc the draped/olds obtained from Darts. Both arc the 
result of moulding the fabric to the curves and hollows 
of the figure, and the closer the fit. the more there is to go 
into the D arts and into draped folds obtained from them. 

The only way to learn to design patterns of draped 
styles on the flat is to work through a number of suitable 
examples illustrating the standard methods, the variety 
of ways in which they can be applied, the important 
details which have to be considered and the many 
problems which arise. ln modelling the final results arc 
often so quickly arrived at I.hat problems arc not always 
recognized, reasoned and understood, as they must be 
when cutting the same pattern on the flat. The ideal for 
au patterns of draped styles is a practical combination 
of fiat cutting and modelling. 
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PLATE :U-DRAPED BODICES 

Style A: This weU known draped style, shown here as an evening 
dress bodice (may be a blouse). is a good IDmtntloe ot the 
~ Cutllag-up --.i. The baek is plain and wcU-darled. 
The extension below the waist may be added later. 

Both Darts contribute to the draped fuUness and, since the 
ftt is fairly close, particularly at the waist, the Waist dan is in· 
creased by the addition of the SJ. CF and the side seam shaping 
(as shown In no. 2). Both dans are lenathened to meet at point X 
and, after making a shuh from CF, I.e. from Y to X, the Dans 
are closed: this gives only 8-JO cm fullness on CF: It must be 
iomased. 

Cut through the open Cf' dart from X to the side seam opening 
2-3 cm at X: considerably more is thus added to Cf' length. Make 
tw0 more slashes, one· above and one below, opening 4 cm or 
more to produce • total length which at least doublts 1"4 lentth of 
the draped part of the Cf. Make the fuUncss additions a(C()rding 
to weislit and texture of fabric (after some preliminary testing 
of the effect). Open more a:t X, if necessary. For fUllncss at the 
waist leave a gap whtn adding extension, or slash if pattern is 
already cut below the waist. 

Complete the pattern to style, cutting out the neckline well at 
the sides. The CF band may be quite separate, laid on over the 
gathered CF seam; or the gathers may be set Into it, when it 
becomes or course pan or the bodice which must then be reduced 
iccordinglydowntM.CF(broken line). Halfwidthofband~2-3cm. 
Sl)'le B: This is another useful example of Method I . The dis
tinctive feature of the style is a narrow CF panel, into which the 
draped fullness of the top part is gath¢red from every dlrcction 
from shoulder, annhole and side seam. As will be seen, the Darts 
here add very little to the draped fullness, which .is produced 
mainly by situ/ling ta edge of pa11ern. 

After increasing Waist dart by 1-2 cm, outline panel from 2 cm 
above the Chest line, makina it wider at the top. Around its curved 
cd~. mark from CF, at 2·S cm intervals, the position of 6 slash 
Jines (to just below true Bust· line). Lcnath of curve A-B • 15 cm. 
Add the raised n<ckline of the style. 

After cutting away the panel, slash from the front to X and 
close both Darts to X. Note the gap at the waist which must be 
cut to enable the Waist dart of a /011g bodice to be closed and the 
pattern to Iii /lat. 

Plan the lines of the slashes: from shoulder (SP. NP and half
way between), from armhole (Chest level) and two from the side 
seam. Draw the lines and cut on them. Open the slashes, as sh.own 
in f!O. 4, adding 4-S cm in each slash, according to fabri<:: this more 
than doubles the len11th A-B·. 

If the fullness is to be gathered to produce small but fairly 
closely packed folds (as sketch). this should be sufficient. But iC 
the fuUncss is to 10 intQ Mparat~ well-set folds, more may be 
needed to give ~ach fold a 6-8 cm depth (3-4 cm on the double). 

Cut right tlvough the waist to add 8- 10 cm for the draped fullness 
there. These folds go ris!it through and are caught in the side 
scam. as well as unde.r the front panel. 
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PLATE 35-SIORTS WITH SOFT DRAPED FOLDS: 
PEG TOP STYLE 

All the styles here ha~ llOftly ..,.. folda and all the f ulltlCS$ 
is produced by l1Mltl111 from tlte wa/4t, tholllh the folds ue Id 
and amn,..i in dill'ercnt ways. 

In all cases the hem width o(tbo Slandard block (e.g. 120an) is 
tiahtmed by JS-20 cm, often to the 'minimum hem width' whidi is 
equal to the Hip width in very short slclrts or S-6 cm more in sllshllY 
lon10r ones. The re1ul1in1 silho.ielte-widcni111 towards the hiPS 
and then qain narrowing towards the hem- is known as the 
Pea Top U... In most or these styla the back is plain, but 
tifl)ltened at the hem (on the seam). 

The slashes ao either to the edll' of the pattern, as in nos. 4 
and s, f« folds 1e1 ddinildy sidieways or, f« suai&ht or only 
sliJhlly slopina folds, u well u for the cowl eftCd (style D), the 
sluha ue made from the waist down to the top of a tlaTt plmwd 
fro"' dt< Item. Hom ..Wiii can alW11ys be trudo:1a n Illa lop 
(as shown by modellin&): lbat is the.,.. of Ille Pee Top cut. 

Since the hem cannot be reduced beyond a certain limil (hem 
loss in Standard bloclt can be up to 8-10 cm on balf-pat1em), 
additional fullnas at the waist can be obeained along the edlOs 
of the balf-pattcm, the CF and side (no. 3). In more oqgpratecl 
styles (baml4baped, etc.), slashins from the top may be doae 
down 10 tho banline, whidi will then curve and not be suaiahtened 
out, IS shown here (nG. 3). 
Style A- nos. I a.nd 2- is the simplest cue. The slash is made 
down the middle to a point half-way down the length: the pp 
at the top is thus u wide as the dart pinoed out below (S cm). 
More width c:an be pined by lncluclins the Side dart (4 cm) or 
even by slopifta seam beyond it, with or without further loss of 
hem width at the siclt. The 8-IOor 12 an thus obtained uesullic:ieol 
ror one deep !old, or a deep and a sinaU one, or simply pthct's. 
Style B: By brinllin& POint X down to K.ooe line (na. 3) mcm 
width(l0-12 cm) Is pined above. This may be i.nc:reucd further by 
IOins beyond the side team and lhc CF. The fullness bete is set 
into deep 'box-pleat' folds. 
Style C: A somewhat dllfcn:ot eft'ect is obtained by maJcios the 
slubes from the waist to tlte .ul< _,,,, (no. 4) and ~ each 
to a dilfcrmt width: the lonJat 8-10 or """' 12 an; the middle 
to~ an; the shor1al to ~San (no. S). 
SiJle D : Here the Pl:s Top elfect is ldUeved b)' '()()'Wr drapery 
at the side, aet Into plain t.c:k and front panels. 

Oo a Sla!:dard block outline the pa.nds a little straisbter than 
usual, cut them away. Make a tracio1 of the aide down to Hip 
line, to we under the draped part (no. 6). 

Oo the middle sec:tioo (no. 7) w/Uclr NIS"" •"*-. mark 
pooilion of the top loop and mcuwe ii• lcllJlh aJona c:urve 
A- Z..B (Z is 2- 3 an above Yoke line). Thia is the lmgth (40-42 an) 
to which the patlenl must be C>tteoded at the top, alona A-X- B. 
At the hem man: a S cm dart. 

Sluh pattern to Knee line lad, pio out the S cm dart below. The 
pp which opens must make A-X-X-B lo111 eoouah for the top 
looP (about ..0 cm). Mow aid of slash lower or hiJber to "'=
or dccreue this lcosth, u ~uired. 

A little atra beill>t al the top Q-4 cm) .u.,... for the -d 
loop to be felMl/ OYer and C&Ulht Wida' the panels (this is 
optiopaJ). Allow for the facing ol the cowl wllcD cuuma out. 
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PLATE 26-SKIRTS DRAPED ON THE HIPS : 
SWATHED EFFECTS 

These aro eumples of swa1hed effects, with the draped folds 
strelcehed almost tightly on the hips. 1be lint two styles are 
yokes which may be part of dl1ferent slcUt styles, straiaht or full . 
1be otba- styles are c:mnplele ~ draped In the same way oo 
the hips. lbae are always suaitbt down the sides but have e<IJ'a, 
often coosld..-able. hem fullness concentrated in the CF (modelling 
shows bow this cft'ect is ~-
Style A- a yoke draped down CF-has oo side scams and is cut 
in o,ne with the bade (plain or darted). Outline it on the Standard 
block, 18-20 cm deep on CB, 12 cm on CF; then plan four slash 
lines, all to be coanected with Waist darts to aclri<Ye tire cloSf! /ii. 
There is no slashina to edse or pattem: the Waist clans provide 
all the fullness needed. Place top sluh 2-3 cm below the waist, the 
lowest 2-3 cm abow the lower C<fte, the other two spaced between 
them. 

The three top slashes connect with the bi& Side dart, as shown 
in no. 1 (the spacina alona the Side dart is wider than on CF). 
The lowest slash connects with a smaller back Waist dart (2-3 cm 
deep) which comes out of the total WR of the back. 

Finl cut along the Side dart (along X-Y) and then from CF 
along the slash lines. ~the whole Side dart (curnns X- Y). 
ope11 the pps on CF more or less equally. The lowest slash is 
taken to the back dart, also pinned out. U-18 cm are added to the 
12 cm CF which is tbus more than doubled. For more fullness, if 
1equired by sty.le or fabric, the second back dart can be used in 
the same way, (malting a single deeper dan), or some width can 
be added from below. 
Style B is a cross-over front yoke, coming from •itk Htlnu. The 
me1hod is similar1 but only the Side dart can be used here (not 
llClCe$4&rlly the- whole of it). Slashes going across the front are 
lonaer and open more; fullness drapes into one 'point' (i.e. smallest 
Spo<:e possible). 
Style C-skctcb-shows the effect of a slraftlu piece of fabric 
draped round the rups. NO(e in sketch waist dipping on CF. 
Style Dis cut on a Straight block, already 11)...12 cm tiehter in the 
hem, and is rurtber reduced, 2-3 cm on each seam edse, to a 
milfi11U1m .,.;t/Jh (100-106 cm). The lowest slash line is 10 cm down 
CF and JS cm down the Side dan, which is cut away. Move front 
dart further out, shorten it 10 level of the tap slash. 

Cut on the lilSCI from CF, tho top one only 10 the small dart 
which is ,i,,..,d to pr<Hitl<e thl top 1ap. Othei' gaps are opened as 
w1111nd by the style, in this case only moderately full in the draped 
part, so that 14-15 cm extra will a little more than double it. 

Draw a new CF line through the slashed section, losing and 
pining, as usual (Flo. ·S). Straighten side seam, losing a little on 
tho rups and below. Ir nec:cssaJy, further tightening of the draped 
part can be done ·later on the figure or stand. 

Finally add Gira ._ wNlll at CF for the deep flared folds 
below hip level. As drapina on the stand shows, such folds appear 
quite naturally wtien CF is gathered upwards. The deeper the 
drapery at the top, the deeper are usually the folds at tho hem, 
e.g. 12- 13 cm (sec next style). 
Style E is cut in the same way, but .,.;th a deeper draped effect. 
The lowest slash line is 14-IS cm down CF and below the Hip line 
at the side. Four slashes are made, and about 2$ cm extra added· 
to the CF, almost trebling the length of the draped part. A bluer 
addition is also made at the CF hem (IS-18 an). 

FullllCS$ may be set ioto 4-S tk/infte folds ins!Qd of being 
gat/wud into small. tight folds. 
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PLATE Z1 

PLATE 27-DRAPED CROSS-OVER BLOUS£ 

The pattern of this classical draped style bas many interestlna 
features. It shows, for iasl&DCC, how shorter fold$ are obtained 
from the Darts, while lonpr folds require additiooal slasblna. 
The former run oft" to nothing near the biibest point of the bust, 
the latter go over and beyond it 

A ~ial problem is also the depth of the oeckline, i.o. point . 
N down CF: it tends to work out too hish with certain positions 
and slants of the crossins edp:s. no. I shows three dllfc:mrt 
positions and others are possible. Sloping li11C$ begin from different 
points at the top, ending either at the waist (12-JJ cm from CF), 
or side, or up the side seam. In each c;:ase point N on CF is oa a 
diff<Rllt lcvel. This point must be.no1ed at an early stall". 

The liM chosen here to demonsirate the ceneral method runs 
from the Shoulder dart, S cm from NP, · to S cm up the side-a 
diflleult and 'ti&ht' cross-over, giving a wry hiah nccl<lioe on 
CF, so that the problem of how to deal wilh it can be examined 
(in some cross-overs it docs not exist). 
Style A gives the basis of the method. The folds are short and 
it is obvious, ~n from the skeich, that they come from the Bust 
dart to which the Waist darts are added, as the waist is closc
fiuing (modelling proves this). 

Using a wlwk bod/ct front, draw the cross-over line S-Q, as 
shown in FIG. 2. Increase the depth of both Waist darts by 2+ cm 
adding value of SI. CF and side shaping. Cut away pattern beyond 
cross-over line. The waist is lengthened for style in final •taae
FJO. s. 

From the left Waist dart draw a line at right angles to S-Q 
and cut it to X (no. 3). Close the Waist dart. The pp which 
opens at P brealcs 1he edge S-Q. Straighten it, continuing to 
point R: this already gives~ width for tho folds (Q-R =about 
6 cm) which comes from r~ cloud kft Wa/11 dart. 

From Y, half-way between waist and Q, draw a line to risht 
side X, cut on it and then close righl Shoulder and Waist clans, 
meeting at X (rlG. 4): a big llP opens on the Opposite side, eMog 
IS-18 cm extra width (the total here is now about 33 cm). All 
the darts, except left Shoulder dart, are now collected in OM 
big t/rap<!d dart in the left side seam. 

The pan played by the left Shoulder dart rnust be explained: 
ii rcmaios open to l<ngth4n the cross-over edge and help to 
bring point N down. This point will not be as high on the figwe 
as on the pattern if the edge is left slack (i.e. sljghtly .curving). 
For a te1-llY right edge the Dart should have been closed and the 
fullness added to the folds, which in !his case would have been 
exocssive. 

For furtba-~ or po!Dt N: (a) cross-over edge can be 
further ea.red by lengthening (FIG. 3); (b) edge can be lowered on 
side seam (dot.dash, 110. 4) losin& some width there and on bust 
TIM; (c) edge can be curved slishtl)' (through N 2-l cm lower) losing 
little on bust and nothing in the folds (no. S); (d) edge can be 
curved the other way, retaining full width on l,!ust but losing 
some al the base (like original 'break' of line- FIG• 3). The choice 
depends on details of style, fabric and shape of fisure: for some 
bulky fabrics less width in folds is an advantage; fOf some shapes 
of fiJure loss of width (e.g. on bust) is not advisable, etc. 
Style B is another version of the style with the top part tucked 
under the draped folds (FIG. 6 shows the adaptation). 
Style C is a vory '-t1aat tariat of the style, with blal* folda, 
going ovor the bmt and up towards shoulder. Cut from middle 
of side to X, and from there to Z on the shoulder. Open S cm at X: 
this makes a considerable addition to folds on the side: an 
equivalent arnount is taken off the top (less, if draped fullness is 
to be incrca.sed). Edsc lengthens, folds become looser (slacker) 
and point N comes down. This is usually a softer drajied effect 

The draped cross-over may be set Into side seam or continued 
to the back, sometimes looped om- as a sash. 
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METHOD 2-0UTSIDE ADDITION FOR 
THE FOLDS 

Ibis method is best explained on simple examples, and 
- pcd yokes arc very suitable styles for this. 

PLATE 28- EXAMPLES OF METHOD 2 

Style A is a R~ draped yoke set into a plain bodice. 
Afler cutting out the neckline, 2-3 cm down CF and 

4 cm on the shoulder, outline the yoke part, 8 cm deep, 
and cut it away on line A-B (FIG. I). Measure its lower 
edge A- 8 and make a note of it. Then add beyond it 
IS-18 cm/or two folds (no. 2). Measure new outer edge, 
a-b, compare with original, and reduce ft by darting 
(FIGS. 2 and 3) to the original length A-B, to fit into the 
bodice. Note that this clwlges the shape or tbe yoke
~tralghteru it. This change is very important and without 
II the added width will not set correctly into folds. 

N.B. It is not correct to slash through the yoke io 
cxpa~ it in depth only: in this type of 'cowl' drapery 
there 1s a definite prop(>rtion between depth and 
width, achieved only by such a change of shape. 
Theoretically, the addition could also be made at the 

top edge, which would then have to be slashed and 
opene_d to regain its original length (as style A, Plate 29). 
1.n this case, however, it would not be convenient because 
~incs projected above NP and CF soon meet and 
intersect. 

Style B also follows this method. Draped asymmetric
ally, on one shoulder only, the 100.'!e d111pecl yoke or 
'tcarC' (2 versions) is an extension beyond the CF of 

~ 
' ---s ', .. 

~ PLATE 28 

the right (plain) side of the bodice and is cut with it. Folds 
are either set into the shoulder scam (one version). or 
draped over the shoulder to hang down as a l.oose end 
(scarf) in the back: i':' ~ot~ cases they run off to nothing 
on the CF. The add111on IS therefore made on a direct 
extension of the shoulder and is gradually reduced 
towards CF (FIG . 4 ).. 

After measurfog . the two curves, the outer edge is 
reduced to the ongmal length A- B by darting (FIG. S). 
all the darts going into the neckline edge. 
Style C- FIG. 6 - has a draped loose front. detached 
at one side and at the lower edge, and draping from one 
shoulder only. It is possible to cut it either by method 
I or 2. 

The addition of width for 2- 3 folds (Method 2) lying 
~lose together (overlapping) on the shoulder, is made as 
m style B. The darting to reduce the lower edge to the 
ori~al .length (the difference here is not big) is made 
enurely mto the shoulder, avoiding the neckline so as 
not to spoil its boat-shaped style. 

The folds can also be produced by slashing from the 
shoulder (Method I). The short top fold may be con
nected with Bust dart. the long ones cut to the lower edge 
and side. 
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PLATE 29-EXAMPLES OF METHOD 2 

In this Plate are given further examples of Method 2, 
used in 'cowl neckline' draperies, for which this meth<><l 
is particularly suitable. Although a method for simple 
cowls was given in the basic course, this is the systematic 
way of arriving at any style and depth of cowl drapery. 
Style A is a deep CO'tl'I drapery in the back of a dress
usually a plain, close-fitting sheath style, cut higher in 
the front and with a plunging nec.kline in the back, over 
which the drapery is placed. 

Outline the shape of the draped part (FIO. I) on the 
block, cut away and add to it depth for two folds. above 
the top curve, going IS cm up the CB but adding nothing 
on the shoulder. In this style there are no folds on the 
shoulder, though there may be in other cases (AO. 2). 

Since the new top curve a-bis shorter than the original 
A-B length, it must be slashed and expanded 10 rtgabt 
the original length (FIG. 3): this increases the top width 
across as well as straightens the whole curve of the origi
nal pattern. The length of the top edge corresponds of 
course to the 'depth' of the highest loop of the cowl. 
Extra width for facing (tum-back of the top edge) is 
added when cutting out. It is cut on the true bias. 

For a style with folds on the shoulder, the short line 
B-SP would be extended to allow for them: this can be 
done below the lower edge, gradually running into it. 
Style B is yet another type of neckline drapery- a 
draped plastroa (bib), covering a plain bodice front. It 
has folds on the shoulder where it therefore requires 
more extra width than down the CF (modelling shows 
this clearly). 

' ' \ 

PLATE29 
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After cutting out the neckline. as shown in FIG. 4, 
make an outline of the draped part, taking it down nearly 
to the waist. Add twice as much (25 cm) along the 
shoulder than down the CF, i.e. below point B. Measure 
the two curves, as usual, and reduce the lower to the 
llPgtb of the original A- B by darting (FIG. 6). 

On the final pattem plan the folds very close along 
the shoulder (small spaces). 1t would not be convenient 
to cut this pattern by adding depth above the neckline. 
as was done for style A, for reasons already mentioned. 

The whole draped part would be cut on the true bias. 

OTHER METHODS 

Theoretically. it is possible to cut all 'draped' patterns 
by the two methods described. In practice, it is found 
that this is often a slow and tedious way of arriving at 
some simple pa11erns, the shape of which is quite well 
known. There exist therefore useful ·short cuts· whi'ch 
most pattem designers would accept as practical. Some 
of the.se consist in guessing the final shape and then 
testing and adjusting it to the details of the style. Other 
simpler methods are .connected with modelling. 

Modelling is not only important for testing patterns, 
·draping· them·on the stand both at the final stage and 
throughout the work. to avoid accumulating errors of 
judgement; it can also be used to cut more quickly 
a parr of a draped style. the rest of which is."more co11-
veniently cut from the block. It is also possible sometimes 
to ·model on the flat'. over a pattern, by actually shaping 
the pap~r i111ofolds or flares. 

2 
PLATE 30 

This is not the place to describe methods of direct 
modelling, but those who can model have the advantage 
of being able to cut patterns on the flat with more con
fidence and often with greater speed. 

A few examples will be given of such simpler methods 
which often include a certain amount of guessing and 
always much testing. They are more experimental than 
the systematic methods described above. The best 
examples are found in patterns of draperies usually 
described as ·casc-ddes'. i.e. o~erlappi11g folds. draping 
over each other. They appear in coll.ars. jabots and 
various loose panels. 

PLATE 30 - SIMPLE CASCADE STYLE 

This style of flared collar is an example of a cascade 
drapery in which the folds 01-erlap. i.e. fall over each 
other. 

To cut it by the standard Cutting-up method. the out· 
line of the final (already draped) collar would have to 
be made with every fold outlined and then slashed to 
insert the width. 

By treating it .as a simple flared pattern. making a 
simple basic outline (back edge straight, not curved 
round the neck. as in sketch), and then making three 
slashes (two might make the inner curve too an-gular), 
the whole operation is considerably simplified and 
speeded up. 

Some guidance as to the width to be allowed in the gaps 
can be obtained from the length of the original outline 
(FIG. I) which can be doubled, or increased less (FIG. 2) or 
more (F1G. 3). It is also helpful to note and remember how 
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the pattern curves, approaching a half-circle (FIG. 2) or 
going beyond it (FIO. 3). In the first case the collar can be 
cut 'to the fold' (effect rather skimpy), ·in the second it 
must have a join in the back. 

The effect can be tested. not only on the stand, but 
already on the flat. by folding ou t the additions (the 
extra paper) between the slashes (i.e. bringing slashes 
together) and, if necessary. correcting the width at once. 
hcfore checking the 'hang' of the folds on the stand. 

Anorher cascade style which lends itself well to a 
simpler and more experimental way of cutting is shown in 
FIGS. l and 2. This type of loose panel which drapes 
along its loose edge (the other is caught in the side seam) 
may appear in both bodices and skirts. The draped pa.rt 
is knoll'n to be an extension of the loose edge and so can 
simply be added 10 it in the pat1ern. What must be 
established. however. is the width of the projection X-a 
at the top which is equal to the length of the top fold X b : 
the amount of fullness needed for the number of folds 
shown: and the final shape of the edge. 

If the length of the fold X- b is more than i of the total 
skirt length, say 30 cm, make X- a 30 cm. At the bollom 
there is a flat part from side seam to point Z from where 
approximately the ourer edge of the extension begins. 
curving slightly up to poinl a at the top. Fold the 
cascade- in this case two overlapping folds- to sec the 
effect: if not deep enough. length will have to be added 
between Z and point a by culling up lo point X (as in 
F 10 . 2). With more experience. measuring on the panern 
the length a- Z will show already if there is enough for 
two very deep folds (20-25 cm each). 

Again the experimental way of arriving at the pattern is 
quicker and simpler than the systematic Cutting-up 
method when applied to this panicular draped style. 

The second style. in FIO. 2. is another version of this 
type of cascade. fuller and forming more than two over
lapping folds, coming down nearly to hem level . II is 

F IG. I/vu 
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obvious, if only from the previous example. that the 
natural edge of the extension would not give enough to 
achieve this effect and that it would have to be lengthened 
by slashing. All slash lines must go up to point X. 

Note different shape of outer edge. This shape can 
always be arrived at correctly by setting the folds into 
their correct final position, i.e. draping tlrem on the fiat 
and then trimming the graduated length oflbeir hemline: 
cutting hem of each fold in tum until the correct effect of 
rhe sketch is reproduced. This, in fact, is what is usually 
done when modelling this pattern on the stand. 

PLATE 31-DRAPED NECKLINES 

1bese draped necklines arc all "'ell known clusical styles. They 
are examples or styles to which either stan<lard method - I or II 
- could be applied with the same result in tbc end. The standard 
Cutting-up method is used here. 
Style A is a built-up draped ocdline, high a t the sides as well 
as in the front, with one or two deep folds at lbe base of the neck: 
and going inlo a V in the back. 

In all cases of draped necklines it is usually more convenient 
to move the Shoulder dart into the underarm, sometimes folding 
the pinned out Dart the other way (see Fto. S). For all styles with 
built·up necklines the Centre shoulder seam should be used. 

Measure lllt bulc aeddine curve NP-N (front) to use later as 
a coatrolling _._, (I I cm in this size). 

Method: Build up a Raised nocldine at the side (rte. I) cxtendiog 
lhe shoulder seam 3-4 mi beyond NP and raisin& the line sliahtly 
to 0 to make the lioe drawo from 0 down to CF point N equal to 
the controlling measurement of basic neckline (I I cm), otherwise 
the top edge will be too tisht. 

Draw two slash lines from N: the firs! to NP and tho second to 
point Y, 4 cm farther down lhe shoulder. Cut on these lines from 
point N, separating two small sections. 

From a point oo the neckline (P), 4 cm from CF, draw a line 
to point X, to connect neckline with Bust dart (t10. I). 

Deci<lc on the beisht to be added above CF neckline (N) to 
dra~ back into two folds at the base of tbc occlc, eg. 10-12 cm. 
Swing up the two detached pieces until the top cdCC is the required 
distance from occ:kline, i.e. 10-12 cm. The top cdCC 0-N, which 
is equal to the controllins measurement 11 cm, projects /Hyolld 
the upward coolinuation of the CF line: this would make the 
raised edge '"" tight. 

To remedy this, cut from P to X (Fig. 2) and close pan of the 
Underarm dan. Open the pp until the extended CF line just 
touches the line 0-N at the top, so that the two small sections 
no longer project beyond it and the D«kline thus rtroi,., its 
co"~ct 1iz~. 

The rest of the Bust dart is used accordin& to style. 
Bliek -idloe-V-shapcd, biab at tbc side. El<tcnd shoulder 

beyond the NP to 0 (as front). Marl< dopth of neck down CB (V). 
NP- Vis the controllin& meuurcmenL Compare with 0-V: if too 
shon, raise pqint O (as in tbc front) until line 0-V is correct. 

N.B. If _, Mdlaod ll for this style, draped hciaht would be 
added abo"" point N and the shoulder exteoded: this would 
give a very narrow top cdSC, to be widened by cullin& down to 
poinl X and closlfll' part of Dari. Unnecessary width round 
base of neck "'ould have to be reduced by hollowing out (curving) 
the shoulder lleam, to achieve correct shape. 
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SIJlo B-nos. 3 and 4-is another vmjon of dnped oeckline 
wilh the folds at the bue goina further llCl'OJS and into shoulder, 
with no beiaht at the side. In these styles the necldinc is usually 
<:Ut away at the side, at leut 2-3 cm or mOR (boat.Wped), to help 
lbe folds to let correctly. . 

The top eclsc heft runs from 2- 3 cm inside NP down to N and two 
slash lines are drawn-one to Y, near the closed Dart, and the 
otbct to Z. 4 cm further out. All lines meet at N. 

Cut from N to swine up the two small MCtioas for CF beitht 
(10-ll cm). Cut from P to X and close pan of Dart to ?•Hnt Cl1fJ' 
oVftr/tJppilrt beyond CF line. 
Sf11o C-Jl!Os. ~. 6, 7-shows a different type of draped effect, 
achiewd by makJna a Ion& V loose enoush to be pulled back 
into a 'llcart·shaped' nedtline, wilh the draped folds at the eorncn 
eausht by ptberl111 or llllder a clip. 

After closin1 Dart (foldins it the other way-no. j). outline 
shape or finulttd MCkfine, placlna Q-wldest part near the clOISCd 
Dart-on a Incl 9 cm down CF or l-4 cm above Cbc:sl line. 
Measure DCdtlioe froni NP to Q and Q to N and use this as a 
controllina measuremcot, i.e. 16·$ + 11·5 • 28 em. 

Cut out ncc;lline (Fig. 6) cuttioa away the shaded put. Draw· 
slub lines from Q to poinu Y and Z on the shoulder, PDint y 
half-way betMen Z and NP. A third 1loe from Q IC>el to X-the 
Dut. Slash from Q to all these points. 

Oose Dart complctdy what a pp will open at Q (no. 7). 
Move out the two small sections at the top, 1ivins shoulder a 
1f1tA1 IJ/IWflfd c11Tre, to lcnlllhen final oilier ecl,e. Conoect NP 
and N by a line which musl be equal (or nearly) to the coauoUq 
mcasurancnt 28 cm. It can be =""" more, to increatc r..un. 
Q-ll available for draped folds. 

• When the width Q-ll is pthered and pulled up, the neclclioe 
will assume iu conect shape Cheart•ped). 

The width Q-R (~10 cm) could be incrasecl by addim& J1&rl 
of the Waist dart. This would incrouc the draped effect of ·the 
style, but would al$o widen the neckline. 
!kyle D is an example or d raped fullness which cannot include 
the Bust dart because of the POSition of its folds. The Dart must 
therdore be moved elsewhere before <:uttins for the folds. 



CHAPTER 
EIGHT 

All the standard blocks - Bodice, Sleeve and Skirt -are 
used for cuttin& underwear and nightwear patterns, as 
are also some of the additional foundations such as the 
One-piece dress, the Kimon.o and the Raglan. It is also 
convenient to have a special block for petticoats. and 
of course for the knicker patterns (Chapter IX). 

lbe Petticollt . f~atioll is used for patterns of slips 
or petticoats from the shoulder, for cami·knickers and 
also brassieres. As it is. tigh.ter than the ordinary One. 
piece block it can sometimes be used for closer-fitting 
dresses without sleeves (e.g. evening dresses). 

The Bodice and Sleeve blocks are used mainiy for 
nightdresses, pyjlJlla tops, dressing gowns and dressing 
jackets; the Skirt block - for short waist-petticoats and 
for nightdresses and dressing gowns with a join at the 
waist. Finally, various combined garments, such as cami· 
knickers, pyjamas, sleeping suits, etc. require both a 
bodice and knicker foundation. All the blocks. therefore, 
play their part in lingerie cutting according to the type 
and the style of the garment. 

THE PETTICOAT BLOCK - FIG. 1 

Th.is is really the One-piece dress foundation with the 
following modifications: 
(a) It is tighter round the bust, since it is not used for 

garments with sleeves. 
(b) The Waist is slightly raised. 
(c) The True Bust line is on tht same level, back and 

front, and is usually referred.to as the Basic line. 
(ti) The Shoulder dart is increased to tighten the top edge 

and give it a more clinging, semi-brassiere fit. 
(e) The Waist Reduction (WR) is planned differently. 

Metllod-FIG. I. 
Outline the bodice block as usual, and continue the CB 
and CF lines to the required length which is usually S cm 
less than the dress length or, nowadays, even shorter. 

Redlice die Wl•dl of tlie top at the side, taking off on 
the Bust line I+ cm in the back and I cm in the front. At 
the waist use the inner side seam and run the new side 
seam into it. 

Retain dte f1lll wWth romd die bifs at least in the 
block. Continue the side scam through the usual H point. 

Placing the yard stick on Waist and Hip points, rule 
lhe lower part of the side seam, lielow the hips, running 
the line smoothly into side seam above. This gives the 
width of tlw hem which is completed, as usual, curving up 

LINGERIE PATTERNS 
Part 1- Petticoats. Brassieres, Nl&btdresses 

slightly at the sides, a little shorter than CB and CF. 
An alternative method is to fix the hem width accord· 

ing to the hem measured on the On~picce dress and 
only then to complete the side scam. The first method 
may give a little more hem width which is generally 
quite useful. 

Draw a aew Waist line I cm higher, to ensure that all 
waist shaping, by seams or darts, has a slightly high· 
waisted character, suitable for most petticoat styles. 

3 
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Mark the True Bat line on the same level back and 
front, preferably in its basic position, 4 cm below the Bust 
line. It is an important line in this block and the Buie Une 
for the planning of all brassier~ or 'bn1' styles. 

Increase the But dart by 50%. adding half as much 
again to the Dart width across the top. 

1bit Waist Redadioa (WR) is influenced by the con
sideration that most petticoats arc made wiJhout o~nings 
OJ1d plackets. The finished waist width must therefore 
be big enough to go over bust and shoulders. In smaller 
sizes (waist 70 cm and below) an addition of 10-15 cm to 
the waist measurement is usually safe, giving an average 
80-85 cm flolsbe4 walsl. In the larger sizes it may be 
sufficient to add 10-12 cm as the Waist measurement 
itself is already bigger in proportion to the Bust. But 
much depends on how pliable the figure is and also how 
'stretchy' the style and the fabric. An actual test is the 
only safe way of finding the minimum waist a figure can 
'squeeze' into, and a block can give only a safe 1nuagt, 
not allowing for very square stiff shoulders or over
developed bust. 

Measure the waist as usual from CB towards CF, 
allowing 41-42 ·cm in the smaller sizes and ! waist 
+ S-7 cm in the larger sizes. What remains beyond that 
point is the WR which is divided equally between back 
and front. The whole WR is thus conveniently indicated 
on the block by a single back and front dart. Other 
methods of waist shaping need not be shown on the 
block, but in style designing they wili generally be used 
in preference to waist darting (e.g. shaping in CF and 
CB scams). 

The above measurements and proportions arc given 
for general guidance and will vary in practical patlern 
designing. Not only will this depend on style or type of 
petticoat but also, considerably, on the fabric and on 
the sewing and finishing technique used. Nowadays 
many, if not most. petticoats are machine-made gar
ments, often made in stretchy fabrics (locknit. etc.) or. 
in the case of woven fabrics, cut on the true bias, not so 
much for style effect or better hang, as for greater 
'stretch' and size adaptability. 

All this is part of the wholesale manufacturing tech
nique which has brought in many changes. Under its 
influence petticoat styles are now designed to avoid 
various complications of finish such as openings, darts, 
or anything requiring hand-work, .while full use is made· 
of trimming easily done by machine - flounces., frills, pin
tucl:s. lace appliqut and edging, etc. Styles have accord
ingly become more standardized and the fit of the 
petticoat often depends not only on cut, but also on the 
use of various devices which make it possible to put it 
on easily without an opening, even when the style appears 
to be quite well shaped to the figure. The popular 
'brassiere top' style with 'points' in the front and a 
low-cut back. made in locl:nit fabric, is a good example 
of this technique: here everything is combined to case 

the putting-<>n of the garment while retaining a good 
shape and reasonable tightness round the bust. 

Reliance upon stretch)' fabrics often makes it possible 
to reduce the proportions given above without risk of the 
petticoat tearing or not standing up to much laundering. 
In woven fabrics, however, greater care must be taken 
not to lose size unless an opening can be used, and to 
make allowance for possible shrinking and tearing of 
seams. 

Practical details of size and fit arc given in connection 
with the various style adaptations. but the following few 
remarks on size lldjustmmt are of general interest. 

The Bust width of the block can be reduced for a closer 
fit, using the full 1 +cm reduction on the front and even 
more than I cm on the back, provided there is enough 
'stretch' in the style (as in the 'brassiere top' example 
mentioned above), or/and if a stretchy (or bias) fabric is 
used.. A slip worn under a tight (evening) dress could also 
be reduced, but it would usually have a placket. For some 
styles the bust width may have to be increased if there is 
difficulty in putting on the garment, e.g. styles with 
built-up tops or with a tight, straight top edge. 

The Hip width is sometimes reduced for slips worn 
under tight dresses or in the case of stretchy fabrics. But 
generally the hip alfowance should be reasonable (5-6 cm) 
to allow for the shrinking of fabric in the wash and also 
for correct bias cattloa. Tight bias petticoats by expand
ing round the hips, particularly when one is sitting, tend 
to get shorter and to 'work up' on the figure: this is a 
frequent defect caused by skimped hip width. 

The Waist widtll is reduced to the standard fit (as the 
block). more often by shaping in SI. CB/CF. in Panel 
seams or more curved side seams than by darting. lf a 
tighter waist fit than that is required, then a placket is 
essential. Jn some cases one need not be concerned with 
the actual waist width as, for example, in high waisted, 
Empire-line petticoats. where the tightest fit is below the 
bust line. 

S IMPLE PETTICOAT 
(straight or built-up top) - FIO. 2. 

T his is the simplest petticoat. consisting of a plain back 
and front. There are two main versions: with shoulder 
straps and a straight top edge or with the whole top 
built-up to the shoulders (mainly in larger sizes). 

Though less shaped than the average modem petticoat, 
it is a useful style when a looser-fitting garment is re
quired. Its plain top also provides space for an effective 
display of every kind of dccoratiYC work, embroidery, 
etc. 

For waist shapillg use the darts of the block, but for 
a looser fit waist darts can be omitted. On the other 
hand when used as a slip under a close fitting dress, the 
darts are increased, making it necessary to have a placket. 

The fit at the top is generally fairly loose, with less 
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width reduction and usually just the ordinary (not 
inaea.sed) Bust dart. Excessive tightening round bust 
and waist may make this petticoat difficult to put on 
unless an opening is provided or the top is finished olf 
with 'points' or a fold of more stretchy fabric-net, 
chiffon, lace. 

Transfer Bust dart into underarm, making it a little 
smaller than on the block. Then draw the top edge 
2·S cm above the Chest line, coming down to I cm below 
the armhole from where it continues into the back, still 
l cm below the Bust line. Hem width can be added only 
by sloping out the side seams. 

The shape of a built-up top (detail inside FJC. I) varies 
with round, V-shaped or other simple oeckline. 

FOUR-GORE PETTICOAT 
(Pointed top)- F1cs. 3 and 4 

This is another simple style but with the adYallta~ of 
extra seams (CF/CB) to help with the waist shaping. The 
top finishes with 'points' and is shown in two venlons, 
the second with a semi-fitting lirassierc front. A ' pointed' 
top txpands when the petticoat is put on (a 'stretchy' 
style) and so can be made closer fitting. 

FIG. 3/vlll 
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After outlining the block, draw CB and CF seams 
following the usual SL CB/CF of bodice block, and con
tinue the lines W-H straight down, thus adding width 10 
the hem. This may be reduce'd later. if preferred. on all 
seams or at the sides only. 

The waist shapiag is in the seams, therefore darts can 
be avoided. Curve the side seam 1 ·S cm more in the back 
and I cm more in the front: this disposes of the remaining 
WR. Total width lost is now equal to the block Waist 
darts. 

The height of the front point can be measured 12 cm 
above D, 14 cm above X or S-6 cm above Chest line. 
Make YD = ZD, $0 that Y and Z come togetber when 
Dart is stitched. Draw a line from Y down to CF Bust 
level (or just below) and from Z down to I cm below 
armhole level, curving it slightly (Ftc. 4). The back point, 
if used, is S cm above the Bust line. 

In the HCIOllll Tenion the separate 'brusiere' front is 
outlined u shown in RC. 4, and the end of tire Wai1t dart 
is included in it. This makes the top more clinging to 
the figure and, with the help of the increased Shoulder 
dart of the block, gives more shape to the petticoat. 
Since no corresponding dart is used in the lower part, its 
top edge is slightly reduced at the scams (dotted lines, 
FIG. 4). 
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PRlNCESS PETTICOAT 

Straight top-F1os. S. 6. 7. 8 

The style is based on the classicaJ Panel cut, always 
popular, particularly for machine-made petticoats. 
Panels follow the Waist dans of the petticoat block. 

'lbe Ba: The width of the half-Panel, in this case 
7-8 cm, is fixed by the waist dart and is I+ cm more at the 
top and on hip level (FIG. S) .. Continue line W-H straight 
down, adding to the hem: hem width can be reduced at the 

PRINCESS STYLE 

"' ~ "' .. JI. .., 
;:; 

FIG. 7/vm FIQ. 8/Ylll 

sides or retained, as preferred. TIG. 7 shows finished 
pattern. 

The Froat: Determine the level or height of the top 
edge. In this case it is taken l ·S cm above the Chest line, 
but it may also follow it (dot-dash line) or be higher. 
From the top edge draw the Panel seam, following first 
the Shoulder and then the Waist dart, and keeping line 
smooth and well shaped (FIG. 6). Allow 1 ·S cm more at 
the hip than at the waist. Continue seam straight down. 
The side front, as usual, encloses both darts. FIG. 8 shows 
finished pattern. 
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FIG. 9/vm FIG. 10/vm 

BRASSIERE TOP PETTICOAT 

(Empire line) -FIGS. 9, 10, l I, 12 

The style has a raised waistline, the join between the 
top and skirt being under the bust, i.e. well above the 
natural waist. The top is well shaped to the figure, 
emphasizing the 'Empire line' effect. The skirt part, once 
detached from the top, can be wUkned by flaring , thus 
avoiding excessive sloping out of side scams which so 
often spoils the hang of a petticoat. The style may be 
cut on the straight grain, but is more often cut on the 
bias, for which extra skirt width is useful. It may also 
have a bias skirt and a straight grain top part. 

Waist sba.ping is achieved by closing part of the Waist 
dart, overlapping or darting it In the pauern. The reason 
for using only part of the dart becomes obvious if one 
realizes that in the pattern the dart can be eliminated 
only by taking it to the top in a straight line, so that 
instead of reducing itself above the waist it continues to 
increase and may lose too much width on the top edge. · 

Tbe Back: after outlining the block, reduce the Waist 
dart to half its depth (or just over) and continue the 
two dart lines strqight up for some distance (FIG. 9). To 
compensate, reduce the waist a little at the side seam. 

Outline the top which, in the back, is just a straight 
band, 8 cm deep. Re-draw the Waist dart in it, making it 

.. · 
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FIG. I I/VIII FIG. 12/vlll 

wider to match the Increased dart below, and taking it to 
the top edge which is, as usual, I cm below the Bust line. 
Sometimes in these styles the skirt part is taken higher 
on CB, often right to the top edge. to form a 'point' (dot
dash lines). This of course reduces the top part, often 
to just two small sections which, however, must retain 
the dart. 

After culling away the top (FIG. 11), slash from the 
hem up to the point of the Waist dart and fold out the 
dart above: this opens the slash and widens the hem. 

In the top part close the dart : this will give it a slightly 
curved shape (sec details above, FIG. 11). 

The Front: after reducing the Waist dart and curving 
the side seam more instead outline the brassiere top as 
shown in FIG. 10. Y-Z is 12 cm above X, or 4 cm above 
Chest line. The CF dips to 3 cm above, and skirt 'point' 
goes up to 2 cm below the basic line. The 8 cm depth at 
the side is equally divided, and the depth below point X 
is 6-7 cm. All tbcsc proportions may vary, of course, and 
the lines may be straight or curved, according to style. 

Bring the Shoulder dart down to point X and raise the 
Waist dart to the same point, increasing its depth to 
match the dart in the skirt part. After cutting away the 
top, close the Shoulder dart and transfer it into the 
'waist' or move both darts into the CF (see other version). 

The skirt part is completed as in the back (FIG. 12). 
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MORE ELABORATE PETTICOAT STYLES-
FIOS. 13, I 4, 15, 16 

These are variations of the basic styles already ~ven. 
Style A is a Prineess style with a brassiere top, front and 
back. or front only. The back may be plain or with a 
CB seam. Outline brassiere and plan Panel line before 
cutting. The Panel goes to the top and ends ~ a point, 
16 cm above the wal$t, with the dart fullness set mto folds 
or gathers each side of the point. 
Style B is also a Princess (Panel) petticoat, again with 
a pointed fron t Panel and the top alt In - widi the Side 
froat. The Panel does not go to the top edge, only to the 
basic line (flatter point). Back is plain or with CB seam. 

Plan the front panel, which is quite narrow, 5 cm at the 
waist and widening to 8 cm half-way up to Basic line. 
Below the waist continue the panel straight down, later 
adding width from hip level (5-6 cm at the hem). Outline 
the top of the petticoat u shown in FIG. 14. The point YZ 
is shorter, only 2-2·5 cm above Chest line. The front top 
edge is slightly curved to provide more fullness for the 
gathers. The Shoulder dart may be fu!1her increased 
to provide still more fullness when transferred into the 
CF, where it is either set into folds or gathered. 

The Panel (Side front) seam is shaped to include the 
greater part of the Waist dart (2 cm): the remainder is 
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FIG. I 5/vm FIG. 16/vlll 

taken off the side scam by curving it a little more. 
Style C is yet another style based on the Puel Cid, this 
time with the whole front top cwt in one wlda the Puel, 
and the Side front joining on a low level, the scam slant
ing from just above the waist down to 6-7 cm below it. 
The back may be plain or with a CB seam, and with a 
band at the top (5 cm wide) to match the front; or else 
with a slanting 'waist' join continuing that of the front 
to a CB point well above the waist. 

THE QUARTER-CI RCLE PETTICOAT-Pia~ 32 

The style is cut from a Quarter-<:mle pattern and either from 
the top ot a petticoat block or just the ordinary Bodice block. 
Its main features are a clinsing. hiah·waisted efl'ect with a clOllC 
flttins brassiere top and a fairly full skin, llarlna welt In the front 
(on the bias) thouah rather ftat in the back. It bu only OM 1eom, 

in the CB. In spi~ of the aood bem width (about I·$ + m) it docs 
not cut into much material, proYidecl a SO ('41vcdee) Join is wed, 
as in mast cin:lo patterns. 



THI! QUARTER·CIRCLE PETTl~OAT SS 

I Talce a IWJ Quart«<in:lc pattesn with a $llndard 70 cm waist and 
lowr tlw -ut to iltenaX its Jiu to at lout 80 (82) cm-lhc 
minimum pctticoet waist width. Comina down 4 cm below the top 
lnctcues the waist by 7-8 an. From tltt new walst measure the 
lonsth required, c.s. 60 + 4 = 64 cm. The excn lcnith enables 
the skirt part to be fitted to the top on a ratud ""'· 4 cm above the 
NW. Divide the pattern lenathwisc by foldin1 it into 4 equal 
sections. Build up the CF to a point 13 cm abow the waist 
(point N). Slocc the skirt has "" 4'tk """"· the position of the 
'bodice' $ide -.ns must be found on the skirt walslline. Mark this 
position (point& S) I ·5-2 cm to the back or the quarter creases 
(bc'oken lines). Ci>nnect points S with N, curvin1 the li- 2-J cm 
below sttaisbt comtruction lines. Measure ibe length N..S and make 
a note or it : the front or the top must 61 in10 It. 

Tiie T., ol Ille pettitooM-nos. 2, J, 4, S, 6, 7 

The top bu its waist raised 4 cm. Outline me beet (no. 2) follow
iaa the SI. CB, takins it in on the side ocam I cm at the top (more 
Ir this Is the Bodice block), and enouall at the waist to red
waist aulllciently, without use of dart ii possible, to match the 
altirt waist bcyood point S. nr.w a "point" 5 cm /tf#/t abow the 
Bust line, where the shoulder stnlp be1ins. Other ,.... are 
siwn lower - one well cut down on CB and one with a down
ward CB point below the waist. These may be used instead or 
the hlsher back (oo. 4). 
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U. die rn.it (no. 3) point YZ is usually fairly blab- 14 cm aboYe 
X or ~an aboYe Cllat line. The Jines from Y and Z come down to 
I an below the bust line le\-el (u in the ti.de). Allee taJcina 111 a 
little at lhc sXle seam, to red- lentth of lower edae a11d .. llCRJJy 
1i,lum IM top, dtaw a Mlk>lrved line up to CF point N. Aller 
measurins ii, compare with line N..S on lhc skin pauem to 
establish the amount of fullness to be pthered, darted, or simply 
fol~ illto skirt waist. 

The Shoulder dart may be stitched in its oriaioaJ P06ition 
(under the shoulder sttap- rio. 5), or, in other versions-style B 
-m<Md into the ~r •dee and darted (deep dart under the 
bust) or gathered (no. 6). Yet another version- style C-shows 
a fancy scam from the undetarm (no. 7). 

The tOP or the peuicoat is .,enerally CUI with SG down the CB 
which is usually placed to the told; but it may have a seam if a 
placket is required, or simply for economy in the lay. In lhc front, 
the SG is usually alon1 the front V-edse. 

As with all cin:olar patW'DS which do not fit into an avetaJO 
sin&le width material, it is necessary to haw a SG joio alon1 one 
sch'Odge to ioc:rease width or fabric In order to accommodate the 
pattern (no. I). On the fiaurc this join will come about 20 cm 
aboYe the hem in the CB. Oca.sionally, when the high waist worh 
out too tight, a short placket is used in the CB scam. 

The style is not very suitable for larger fi&ures because it does 
Jend to set tieht ull'kr thl bu11. Lowering CF 'point' (8-10 cm 
up only) helps with this defect, and a CB placket may also be 
used. 

c .... I .. .... , -
5 
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PLATE 32 
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BRASSIERE PATTERNS- general remarks 

The Brassiere, or 'bra· as it is now called, is a garment 
which does not usually come up to the shoulders or 
down to the waist and so, to ensure its correct position 
on the figure, some other guide line must be found from 
which it ca.n be correctly 'balanced'. The True Bust line 
is an obvious choice as a BllSic liae. As already stated, 
it is drawn on the same level across the pattern, i.e. 
parallel to Bust and Waist lines. 

The Basic line thus ensures the correct balance of the · 
patlern. Theoretically, it represents a line on the figure 
which passes over the highest part of the bust, then about 
4 (5) cm under the arm and well under the shoulder-blades 
in the back. It thus misses the second curve of the figure 
which, if included, would reduce the possibilities of 
tighttning, so essential for this pattern. This is, of course, 
just a convenient conn ruction line: the finished brassiere, 
as will be seen, tends to dip in the back, as it would 
naturally do if modelled on the stand. 

The proportions above and below the Basic line may 
be equal (for some simple styles). but generally vary 

according to the type and style of the brassiere and also 
according to fashion which influences considerably the 
shape of foundation garments. 

An imponant point in brassiere cutting is the doubling 
of the principal darts to ensu.re a very close fit above and 
below the bust (Fto. I. Plate 33). Sometimes, to follow 
the shape of an individual figure, additional tightening 
and shaping is necessary (e .g. in the seams or by an eittra 
CF dart): this is best done at a fitting. 

Apart from tightness (close fit), there are other features 
of fit which may have to be considered: extra support in 
the lower part or special control of the shape of the bust. 
etc. To achieve the necessary results there exist various 
devices which belong to a special manufacturing tech
nique and are outside the scope of pattern construction. 
These devices. such as padding and reinforcing in differ· 
ent ways, tightening of edges, wiring, etc., may some
times affect patlef!1 proportions, and certainly result in 
a big variety of brassiere styles. 

STAN DARD BRASSIERE STYLE 
and five variants- Plate 33 

Outline the top of a Petticoat block joined at the u.nder
arm point, using ordinary Bodice block darts. Doubl~ lhe 
darts, increasing them equalJy right and left at the waist, 
but making tile addition to the Bust dart ~ on the left). 
It is easier to measure this on the shoulder, adding, e.g. 
S·5 cm outside and 2 cm inside the original cla,rt for B 
92 cm. Take the new front darts to point X. In I.he back 
raise the new Waist dart to the top edge afier the outline 
is completed. Use SI. CB and CF to reduce further the 
width of the pattern. 

Pla.n the proportions above and below the Basic line 
as shown in FIO. I. On the CF divide the S cm depth either 
equally or allowing a little less above than below. Over 
the bust prominence measure from X 9 cm up and 8 cm 
down (or I 0 and 9 cm). On the underarm - 3' ( 4) up and 
4·S (.S) cm down. Some styles are deeper. On CB allow 
l ·S-2 cm above and below. Connect all these points and 
complete outline as shown in F!C. I. The width, along the 
Basic line, should not exceed the Bust measurement, and 
may even be a little less if an elastic is used in the back. 

Cut out the shape outlined (r10. 2). The side seam may 
be left in its usual position, as in the examples in FtOS. 4 
and S (the smaller and generally less shaped type of 
'bra'), or it may be moved closer to the bust and 
placed the same distance from X as the CF (SX ~ XF). 
This makes it possible to fit the front much closer to 
the shape of the bust. 

In the back close the Waist dart to the top edge which 
breaks here, forming a small point: this is sometimes 
omitted or, on the contrary, further increased by raising 
it I cm and completing top edge as shown in FIG. 6 (dot· 
dash lines). 

When a forward side seam is used, the underarm gap 
is folded out as a dart (see FIO. 3). If it is thought neces
sary, further width reduction is made here as shown in 
FIG. I. Cut away the front part, shaping the staD1 :is in 
PIG. 3 to obtain further tightening of the top and bottom 
edges. 

1lie Best dart can be use4 ill many dilf eren& ways. It 
can be left where it is, as a small seam above the Waist 
dart (no. 4, sketch B) or joined to Waist dart in a com· 
plete vertical seam (FIO. 4, style D), sometimes with 
gathers on CF to increase the bust shaping (the CF is 
widened for this purpose as if to allow for an extra 'dart'); 
or it .may be moved into the Waist dart (FIG. 5, style E) 
or into the CF. But the most usual is to cut the pattern 
on line F -X- S and separate it into two parts joined by a 
horizontal seam into which the Darts move. The top 
-:dge of the lower part can then be raised slightly (1-l·S 
cm} for further shaping. Further raising of this edge, i.e. 
deepening of the lower pan gives still more pronounced 
shaping (deeper cup), while its 'ftattening' has the opp<>
site effect. It is a popular variation much used in modem 
brassiere designing. 

To provide extra support and tightness under the bust 
a·separate section is often added below the front (FIO. 7). 
It varies in shape and may be either a narrow strip, 
hollowed out under the bust curve, joined to the other 
side by a wide elastic in the middle (style F) or a wider 
piece, like a corselet, completely filling the middle (style 
C) and sometimes coming down almost to the waist 
(diaphragm control). These additional parts, however, 
seldom present any difficulty in cutting and fitting if the 
main part of the brassiere has been shaped comctly. 
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WAJST PETTICOATS 

The short petticoat from the waist presents no difficulty 
in cutting and requires no special block. It is simply an 
under-skirt, nowadays used latgcly to protect or support 
the outer skirt, or sometimes to achieve a special effect in 
the hang of a dress. It is. in fact, a 'lining' for the skirt 
rather than a lingerie garment. It is cut just like a skirt 
from one of the Skirt blocb. 

There are three main types: 
(a) The tigllt petticoat worn under straight skirts to pre

vent them losing their shape: it is usually made in a 
firm fabric. 

(b) The average petticoal, often with a flounce, worn 
under a skirt or a dress to prevent the hem falling in. 
This is usually cut on the Standard block or on the 
Fufly shaped or Quarter-circle block (for evening 
dresses). often with a flared or gathered flounce of 

varying depth. Most evening dresses, even of average 
width, need such a petticoat. though many of these 
are joined to a top to make a full length slip. 

(<') The very fuU ud stiff or specially shaped petticoat 
intended to hold out a dress skirt, sometimes in a 
special or very exaggerated way. The effect of these 
petticoats does not depend entirely on cut, but also 
on the fabric used (stiff net, etc.), on methods of 
joining the various parts and finishing them (mount
ing of flounces. wiring of hem, etc.). Though much in 
fashion recently. even for ordinary wear, they are 
mainly an addition to a dress style. emphasizing a 
special stancf.aK'a)' effect of the design, all round or 
in one part only (e.g. petticoats supporting skirts 
with 'crinoline' or 'bustle' effect). No standard styles 
can be given they follow the line of the dress. 
(see sketches on page 93). 

NIGHTDRESS PATTERNS 

Nightdresses are cut from the ordinary Bodice block or 
the One-piece dress foundation. Skirt blocks, including 
the Circle pattern, as well as Sleeve blocks are also used 
for some styles. No special nightdress block is therefore 
necessary and the cutting of nightdress patterns is mainly 
a question of correct style interpretation. 

It may be useful to make a note of the following few 
practical poinlS: 
(a) Most nightdresses are easy fitting garments: addi· 

tion of extra ease round bust and /rips is therefore 
usual. 

(b) A more forward undtrurm seam (reducing difference 
between back and front) is generally preferred. 

(d Extra ease is thus often added to back only. In styles 
with sleeves more back ll'idth is essential for comfort. 

(d) The Centre shoulder seam is much used. 
(r) The armhole is generally cut down 2-3 cm. 
(/)The Bust dan is used according to the style, but is not 

often increased. On the contrary. sometimes it is 
reduced aird partly 'lost' in the armhole. 

(g) The minimum hem width for comfortable wear must 
be known and kept in mind. 

(II) The arrangement of seams may be influenced by the 
width of the material ; therefore the width to be used 
must be considered when planning the pattern. 

Although there is no special block for nightdresses 
because the styles are so varied that they require the 
use of all the blocks. it is. nevertheless, convenient to have 
a simple straight one-pieee nightdress to use as a basic 
pattern for the simple loose styles now fashionable. 

BASIC ONE-PIECE NIGHTDRESS - FtG. 17 

Extra width of 2-3 cm is added to bust and hips of Bodice 
block in the back on/)' (front unchanged). For the sloping 

o"t of seams add on the hip level 2 cm in the front and 
4 cm in the back: this gives the minimum hem width. 

The Hem width, obtained by sloping out the side seams 
as described above, is under 150 cm. Only a further 6-8 
cm can be added on each seam edge if the pattern is to fit 
into the half-width of a 9(}..100 cm fabric. These additions 
would make the nightdress just under 200 cm round the 
hem, which is a very usual width for many styles cut with 
CF and CB to the fold of the fabric. Styles with more hem 
width have to be planned differently (Plates 34, 35). 

Tbc Sboulcler seam is raised in the back and cut down 
in the fr.cot to become a Centre shoulder which is more 
convenient for styles well cut out at the lop (narrow 
shoulders). Some 'tailored' styles with sleeves, however, 
may be cut with an ordinary shoulder seam. 

Tbc ••erqe lm&th for long nightdresses is 140 cm and 
up to 148cmdown CB; fortbet-Jeogtb styles IOOcm down 
CB and for short styles 40-46 cm below NW. 

1Tae BllSl dart can be left in its usuaf position. as on 
the Bodice block. It may be useful, however, to indicate 
its reduction (broken lines} to ~or even half of its width. 
This may sometimes be necessary in very simple styles, 
without sleeves: the 'lost' dart fullness then simply 
·drapes' in the armhole, as in a Kimono pattern. 

THE PATTERN - FIC. 17 

Outline the Bodice block as usual. In die Back draw a 
Centre shoulder seam and continue CB jine down to 
I 00 cm below the waist. Add 2 cm on the Bust level and 
4 cm on the Hip level. Rule a straight seam through these 
points. Complete hem as usual and measure it. Lower 
UP 2-3 cm. Widen Back and draw arm.hole more or less 
curved, as required by style· (e.g. with or without 
sleeves). 
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la die Froat lower shoulder to centre position. Con
illue CF seam down to the same level as the back. Add 
sm only on the hip level and draw side seam as shown in 
diagram. Complete hem. Lower armhole 2-3 cm to 
match back. Widen Chest and re-draw armhole flatter. 

The basic pattern can now be used as a foundation for 
other simple styles, as shown in Plates 34 and 35. 

THE SIMPLE KIMONO NIGHTDRESS 
FIG. 18 

This is yet another basic nightdress which it is possible 
to cut very quickly and simply without the U5C of a 
Kimono block. Since there are quite a few kimonCH:ut 
nightdresses and most of them llfC uncomplicated in 
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FIG. 17/vm 

SIMPLE BASIC 
NIMfTDRESS 

SIMPLE 
KIMONO 

FIG. 18/Vlll 

design, it is usef11l to know this simple adaptation. 
Outline the Basic nightdress (explained above), some· 

times with extra follness down CF and CB (for style). 
In the Back add 1 cm to side scam and lower the arm

hole another 1-2 cm to adjust it to the lower kimono UP. 
Raise SP I+ cm and rule a new shoulder seam through 
this point continuing it another 6-8 cm l;leyond (or as 
required by style). Break this line from SP (1 cm). This is 
already a vcey short 'sleeve' just covering the top of the 
arm -such as one sees in many nightdresses, Join it to 

·UP by a straight line which may be curved out slightly to 
cover the back of the top arm. 

In the Front raise SP 0-5 cm only and take it 2·5 cm up 
the shoulder line, reducing the depth of the Shoulder dart 
by the same amount (the Dart is now only 5 cm wide). 
Complete the sleeve part as in the back, hoUowing the 
edge a little if desired (dotted line). Transfer the remain
ing Dart into tlie underarm where it will give quite a small 
dart {3-3·5 cm) placed just below the True Bust line or 
on it. If the style suggests it, the Dart may be transferred 
into the hem and lost in the hem width, giving extra 
fullness in the front. 

If a short real kimono sleeve is wanted, the shoulder 
line can be continued further until a line at right angles 
to it will give a small (3-4 cm) sleeve extension under the 
dl'm. 

A little extra fullness (S-8 cm) is often added down CF 
·and used in some fancy way in the neckline, e.g. in pin 
tucks, gathers, under a yoke, etc. or moved into the 
shoulder. 
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PLATE 34 

VIII - LINGERIE PATTERNS- PART ONE 

PLATE 35 

1be four simple s<yles in this Plate are all cut from 1he buic 
niahtdrcss and illustrate different wayi or usina the Bust dart. 
methods of providing and using extra fullness and ways or solving 
problems or fabrie width. · 
Style A - FIO. 1- is a desian in which the Shoulder dart provides 
extra fullness for the hem. When moved into the hem (through 
point X) it aives fullness exactly where needed. A sash or ribbon 
pulled tbrouah a front slot at the waist holds the fullness in correct 
position for the style. 

Aocordin& to width and tature of fabric and eft'OCI desired, 
eilher the whole or only part or the Dart is UJCd (to avoid 100 
much hem wid1h); the rest can be 'losl' in the armhole by ianorina 
the rest of the Dart and ?<drawing the armhole higher on the 
shoulder. 

If it is <$SCOtial that the pactcm should fit into a usual width 
or fabric. the slope at the side can be reduced until the hem it not 
more than 40-4S cm across on the balf·paltem. More hem width is 
possible, however, if the addition of a wedge.shaped pieoe at the 
side is acceptable (rtG. I). Tbe altema1ive is to have a more forward 
side seam, as shown in Pl. 3S FIO. 7, and to use more matuial. The 
problem does not arise, of course, with the wider fabrics often used 
in the 1rade. 
Style B - FJO. 2-is a more 'tailored' desian and movlna Dart 
into hem would not suit it. It needs wni1 extra fullness all the way 
dc .. n, not mainly in the hem. The Busi dart is moved into 1he 
underarm leaving the 1op qui1e plain and on the strai"1t arain, 
suitable ror pin tucks for instan<:e. The Datt may aaain be reduced 
a liltle thus aivio& a smaller dart under the arm. Jr this loosens the 
n~kline, there arc waYl or tightenioa it by faclna, bind ina, etc. 
Suitable finish should thus be considered at the pallcm sta.,.. 
EAt ra wid1h added on CF must be just sufficiont for the trimminc 
(c.s. pin tuclcs) wilbout inc=sina the hem widlb too much for 
this s1yle. 
St)'le C - FIOS. 3, 4 and S: a popular modern style which can be 
run or lhroc-<)uarter length, or short. The pattern is almost • 
straight piece, pthered above the busL Wide shoulder straps for . 
a very open top complete the design. 

After outlinlnc the basic nightdress 10 the required lenath, plan 
the 1op as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. In Ille Back the top edge is placed 
fairly hi.ah, but may be lower ;r preferred. The end or lhe shou.lder 
s1.rap, drawn ln Its correct position, dips sliahtly towards the new 
armhole. The width beyond CB almost doubles the lcnath of the 
pthercd top edae (8-10 cm for I 1-12 cm top edge). Tbe Froct goes 
up to J cm above the C~t line and down to 3 an below It on the 
CF. 8-10 cm are allowed beyond CF for the gathers in which the 
Shoulder dart is also incorporated. 

Since addins down CF and CB may widen hem too much for 
width of fabric. the slope at the side is reduced. 
Sl)1o D is similar in CUI to $tyle c but bas • dift'etalt oecl<line
round in the back (higher) and in the fronL 

The straps for styles C and D are either plain straiaht bands, 
trimmed with I.ace or frills, or rMCh•d bands for whicll, accortlina 
to tightness or ruchina and type or fabric, at lea.st double the 
leoctb must be al1011o-ed. 

These are furtbet styles which can be cut from the simple nilbt· 
dteS$. The cut is based on the standard method for yoke patterns. 
The wide, cut-out neckline presents a special problem: it must 
be dealt with either by increase of oriainal Dart or by dartina 
edge latu. 
Style A is a very popular desian, with a narrow 'yoke' in the shape 
or a curved band (6-7 cm wide). 

llaclt- fl<lS. I, 2: plan the curved ba.nd like a yoke. Make it 
6 cm wide and on the shoulder take 2·5 cm of this width beyond SP 
(even for an 'off·lhe·shouldcr' eft'cx:t it is advisable to leave aomc 
oC the width 011 the shoulder). The CB nedtline depth may vaiy 

and the band may be drawn higher (dot-da$h line, IOcm below the 
nape) or lower, ai•ina a deeper cum:, U cm down-a popular 
nectline for the stYle. 

Point Y is 2 cm in>idc the basic armhole. 1be put oC the band 
above it remains loose to fi t over the top of the arm. Y-Z (4 cm) is 
a space wilbout any aathers below; the pan beyond Z coven the 
gathered part. Aftct c:uttina away the yoke (nc. 2). the lower 
pan is extended beyond CB sul!iclently to double (or almost) 
the length from Z to CB. Correct the top ed"' to a smootbe<, 
flattel c~ lf the hem is excessive, reduce the slope of the side 
seam. 

Front -FIGS. 3, 4: move the Shoulder dart into the underarm 
(temporary dart) to plan the 'yoke' part more easily. Herc the 
curve is fairly shallow (higher ncx:kline). measuring 6-7 cm down CF. 
Its width i• 6 cm, as in the beck. On the sho11lder the band is apio 
2-5 cm beyond SP. Point Y is 2 cm inside the armhole and Z is 4 cm 
funhcr(lhefiat pan). Beyond the CF add 12- 13 cm all the way down 
(oo. 4). If neoesury, reduce the side seam slope. Afw cuttina 
away yoke, move the Bust dan into the top eel#, where it adds 
to the pthcr'Cd fullness. 

1be top edge or the band can be tightened by a small dan across, 
as shown in the back (some distance from CB) or by additional 
overlapping or closed Datt (front). lo this style it is easier 10 do 
the tigh1ening in this way. As the weiaht of the garment will tend 
to stretch tho band, it can also be tichtened in the shoulder scam 
to fit closer over the top or the arm. 
Style B (2 versions) is a similar pattern but with the yoke in the 
shape of a square (4 cm wide). To tiahten the top edge it is advbablc 
to plan the square over the Shoulder dart increased by 50%, as 
io petticoats (FIGS. 5 and 7). The back neckline is usually round 
but. if square, it can be planned over a closed neclline dart. 
Daning the finished band, as in style A, would spoil the shape 
of the square. Plan yoke and then compleie pattern, as shown in 
FIQS. S and 6. 

The second version (sketch CJ hat a straight band under the 
arms (dot-dash line, no . .5) joined to shou.lder straps of the same 
width, produdna a similar e!fecc or a square. 

NJI. A nightdress with more fullness and a wider hem can be 
obtained in this and other styles by a .... arrangement or seams. 
Move side seam forward, as shown in no. 7. The front can thus 
fit into a double width, leavin& the back much wider, so thl.t 
rwo width$, joined by a scam In the CB, have to be used. This 
gives an attractive back line. 
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NIGHTDRESS PATTERNS 93 

PLATE 3' 
- styles are fitted a little closer to the Iii""'~ 
Sqle A is a simple Princess design in 4 gores, with Cf and CB 
scams, no join at the back waist but a separate (root top. It is 
most oonveoieoUy cut from the O,,,...,m block. 

lladt- no. I: outline the One-pieo:e dress using a e1ntr• Jltou/der 
#Om. bisc shoulder 1 cm above SP and extend it 2 an. Add I cm 
width at b~t and hip levd, re-draw seam without continuing it 
below the hips. Lower the armhole (UP) 3 cm. Re..draw armhole 
to a flatter shape addioa width to back. Cut out ncckl.ine, as shown 
in the dlasram. 

Add tbo niahtdrcss Jenath down CB, anothct 2S-30 cm below 
the dress l..,.U.. On this level draw a straight hemline extendina 
it rigbt and left for bem width addition. Later complele it, curving 
as shown in no. 2. 
n. ....,, widdl of the ~ foundation, in this case just 

about Ii m, is even less than the minimum hem of a simple night
dress. The style SUUC$1.S a fairly full hem. To increase it by another 
rncu. add 12- 13 an 00 each o( the 8 seam ed&es (las OD CF if 
preferred). 

R.-C Ille ..mt usiaa SI. CB and takina in the side seam 1-2 cm 
to obtain a 18-20 cm quarter waist. Draw the side and CB seams 
stni&ht up to these points. 

ft'QQt - no. 2: proceed u for the back, addins J cm above and 
2-3 cm beyond SP, Jowcrina armhole, redrawing it with chest width 
addition. Then plan the top as shown in FIG. 2. 

After increasina Waist dart by 2 cm (allowed for at the side), 
draw the lower cdac from I cm abOve the NW up to the True Bust 
line level as shown in oo. 2. Complete n<cklinc from there up to 
the shoulder, cutting it out to match back. Cut away the top, 
close both Darts to point X and transfer them into the Cf (detail 
iosld• no. 2). 

Proceed with the skin part as in the bock. Comet the top edac 
'°roken line) and redL>Ce waist I + cm at Cf and coouah at the side 
to ochieve a 20-22 cm width. The total waist width should be as 
loose as a pcttk:oat waist. 
Style B is loose but bas a fairly shaped front, pulled in by a sub 
from the sides which ties in the bock. 
n. Md< - no. l - is cut from the simple basic niahtdrcsa with 

liule chanae except for slight shapina of the · side seam. The 
Slrai&ht top has shoulder suaps, and another version (dotted line) 
is sivco with a deep' V-neckline and wider shoulders. The length is 
sh0rtencd to allow for a 13-IS cm gathered flounce. 

1'111 frooit -no. 4 - is more coovermntly cut from an ordinary 
Bodice block, with shoulda ccotred and armhole lowered to match 
the bode. It is a 'corsclet' style with a yoke of lace or net at the top. 
Dart fullness is used in the middle part, above the corsdet. The sub 
pullina in the corsclet is set into the side scams. 

Piao the corsclct above and below the Waistline, sboneniog it 
from the side (l an in from inoc:r shaped seam). Aflcr lncrta.slfl# 
Shoulder datt by 3 cm and dosilfl it, outline a 9 cm deep yoke, 9 cm 
below shoulder and oecldine. lt aoes up into a small point oa the 
Shoulder datt, up 10 9-10 an below the shoulder (the froot lenath 
of the strap). 

Cut away corselet (no. S) separating skirt from bodice and 
yoke. Close Shoulder datt to X and slash below X: this cona:n
traces all dart fullneu in the lower edse of the middle pan. The 
llllount, which is $mall, can be irunased by side addition. 

Complete skin, addina 10 cm extra down Cf for the fullness 
Pthercd UN/Ir the conelCL Shorten to allow for ftounce. 

Tho COfMllet which still contains ao ~d Waist dart can be 

further shaped by closioa tbis clan. lo order to do this without 
rcducina top and bottom cdaa, slash pattern leoalhwise alons 
W3ist1inc, but without cutting riaht through, and fold out the 
dart correctly, as shown in detail inside 110. ' · Extra width which 
accnJeS is the 'fold' which always appears when a straiaht piece is 
tf#litt111d ltorlzonta/ly on the figure (a simple test will pro~ this). 
The Cf cao be straiahtencd (with a small Joss) in order to place 
pattern to the fold. 

N.B. This method of elimlMlhlc dM Waist dart lo a patten is 
also used for dress styk:S, when the deslan makes it difficult to 
lose the Dart in any other way. 

PLATE 37 

This is a nightdress similar in cut to the petticoat in Plate 32, 
with a Quartet.Qrcle skirt and a scam down the CB. It bas ao 
attractive hiah-waisted line, well fitted under the bust, and gently 
flarioa out towards the hem. Because of the full length, it bas a 
good width round the hem, yet it cuts into a reasonable amount 
of matuial. Tbc top can be in a variety of styles and one popular 
version is siveo here. 

1k Skirt-flG. I : lower the standard waistline of a Quarter-circle 
skirt 4-S cm to obtain at least 80-82 cm waistline (more for larger 
sizes). From the new waistline meosure down CB the 1ull length 
plus 4 cm (to allow for raised waiSt effect). Outline the raised top 
10 cm above Cf waist: the shape is a curve, but a point can also be 
usecl. Complete pattern os described for petticoat The SO join will 
come quite high on 1he pattern. 

Tiie Top part is cut on the Bo41ce block. 
Tiie Bad< is plain, either built up fairly hi&h (nc. 2) or cul 

lowu (dot-dosh line, F10. 4). It is tiahtcned at the waist to 6t the 
corrcspondina skin part, raiscd 4 cm above NW and has wide 
shoulder snaps drapina on the shoulder and Ions enou&h 10 join 
the front above the Chest lioc. 

Tiie Froou-no. l - is d~wn from a line 4 an above NW, to 
follow the outline of the sk irt top (10 an up on CF). It crosses over 
thc CF (4 an wrap). At the top measure 12- 13 cm down both sides 
of the Dart and rule a line IS cm Iona throUfli tlrue t""'poinls. Place 
point Y 3 cm inside the armhole and point Z IS cm from Y. From 
Z complete the slantlnc front, i.e. the cross.over. After cutting out 
the front, add S cm fullness to lower edac, u shown in FIG. S. 

The shoulder str:op (ftO. 6) is cut to the width Y-Z or slightly 
more (15-18 cm) and its.fronttnd is joined to Y- Z edac by a ribbon 
slotted both throu&h the st.rap and the edac Y-Z; this is tied 
together, pulling the ends into the shape of a small circle (FIG, 8), 
The other end of the strap is gathered and stitched to the top 
edac of the beck. 
Style B- skctcb-shows another (kimono) version of the top. 



CHAPTER 

NINE 

The comfortable fit, good appearance and wear of 
knicker garments depend considerably on a correct tot1I 
crutch lmgth. Yet this is seldom taken as a direct 
measurement and is usually arrived at in the pattern by 
finding the correct 'Depth of crutch', i.e. the level on 
which the CF and CB seams jut out or ·fork out'. The 
Depth of crutch is therefore the main proportion which 
must be established in every case. 

There are various methods for finding the required 
Depth or crutch: some are based on the height of the 
figure (or length to knee}: some on the ' bodyrise' -a 
measurement taken down the side of the figure, from 
waist to the seat of a cllair on which the person is sitting; 
some on the Hip measurement. us in this pollern. As 
each of these measurements is based on one controlling 
factor only. while actually all three- height. hip girth 
and length of legs - may affect the final total crutc·h 
length needed for a comfortable fit, it is obvious that oo 
one method can guarantee a perfect result when used 
alone and without a fitting. 

A controlling (front-to-back} measurement. taken 
between the legs from CF to CB waist could be useful in 
many cases but is seldom taken in practice. It is given 
sometimes in Trade Size charts for checking the minimum 
size to which a knicker garment must conform. It is not 
a measurement necessary for drafting the pattern, but 
only for checking the final result, in the same way as the 
armhole of a bodice is checked additionally. 

KNICKER BLOCKS 

There are two Knicker Foundations: 
the Standard knicker block and 
the Skirt· knicker block. 

The main difference between the two blocks is that the 
Suaclard kalcker pattern with its CB-to-CF crutch seam 
can more.easily be made to fit the shape of the figure and 
is therefore particularly suitable for styles which are 
more figure-fitting. e.g. all close-fitting knickers, trunks, 
and also pyjama trousers. 

11w Skirt-bicker pattera, more often without a CB
to-CF seam, generally hangs away from the figure like 
a skirt and is therefore primarily a foundation for styles 
which must achieve this effect, e.g. all kinds of loose 
panties. When close fitting, as it sometimes is, it remains 
nevertheless more shapeless than the other pattern (e.g. 
as the pilch knicker). Moreover it represents an im-

LINGERIE 
Part 2---Knicker patterns 

portant basic method of cutting applied not only to 
lingerie but also to other garments which combine skirt 
and knicker cut, such as various garments used in ~ports
wcar, divided skirts, etc. 

In actual practice the dividing line between the two 
foundations is not very rigid and it is possible (though 
not often practicable) to pass. by various adaptations, 
from one to the other, making, for instance, the Stan
dard knickers so very loose in the leg as to be almost 
like a skirt, and vice versa. It is, therefore, mainly a matter 
of which block is nearest to the fit and line of the style 
10 be cut. 

Bodi foundations are deYelopecl from the Skirt Block 
which must be the Standard block with the hem equal 
lo l ! Hip width, and not wider. 

THE STANDARD KNICKER BLOCK -
FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4 

Measurements 
Hips-taken as for skirt. For Knicker block use 94 

(or 98} cm. 
Leugtb-down the side, varies. For block-40-42 cm. 

Basic proportlous used in the knicker draft : 
BISlc line (widest part} = i Hips.• For H 94 = 70 cm 

(H 98 = 73/74 cm). 
Crutch depth = i H or half of Basic line minus 2 cm 

(33/35 cm). 
It is the Hip measurement. therefore, on which the 

·construction of the pattern is based and· from which the 
two controlling proportions - the Basic width and the 
Depth of crutch-are derived. The side length is of little 
importance and any convenient length can be used with
out affecting theji1 of the block, which is generally drafted 
in the shape or-loose fitting 'French knickers' with a 
straight hemline-a convenient shape for use in further 
style adaptations. 

N.B. The Basic width (widest part of the pattern} must 
not be confused with the Hip width, which is measured 
higher on the skirt Hip line. 
Oatlllle the Staa4ard slr.lrt block. to just above the knee 
line level leaving some paper to the righ! and left (FIG. I}. 
Mark the Yoke line, the Hip line and the beginning of the 
centre seam of the skirt, but not the darts. For future use, 
however, make a no\e of the Iota/ WR, a.s shown by the 
darts. 

•See Table p. 104. 
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Work out the Basic liae (leg width) = i Hips, and 
make a note of it. For H 94 it is 70 cm (H 98-73 or 74). 

From the waist, from point 0, measure down the CF 
the Crutch depth = 33 (35) cm and mark point X. 

From point X draw a short line at right angles to CF 
and on it measure from X n of Hips minus I cm, i.e. 
9·4 = 9 minus I = 8 cm (for H 98 - 9·8 = 9·5 minus I 
= g.5 cm), Mark pointF: this is thefl'Ollt Fork point-the 
most forward. point of the pattern. 

Place a metre stick along this short line and rule a line 
back across the whole skirt and beyond it . . This is the 
Basic line of the pattern on which the. basic leg width = 
i Hips is measured from F to the back Fork poiat B. In 
this case it is 70 cm (73 cm). Thus ll-F = 70 cm; 0-X = 
33cm. 

Fold pattern in half lengthwise, so that point F comes 
exactly over point B and the Basic line is bisected. The 
lengthwise crease produced by this folding is the Middle 
line or Side line on which the length is measured and 
which is always at right angles to the Basic line. It does 
not follow the side seam of the skirt, which crosses it. 

The front ml bllck seams are drawn by joining points 
O and F and points S and B by curved lines, as shown in 
FIG. 2 . 

Down the side, i.e. the Middle line, measure the length 
from the waist ( 40-42 cm). This should come below the 
Basic line. Draw the hem parallel to it. Shorten the hem 
line 2-3 cm at each end. 

Complete the leg part by joining the ends of the hem 
line with poinis F and B by straight or slightly curved 
line s-lhe inner leg !le&D1S. 

Tile waist of the block is usµally left big enough for an 
elastic finish, i.e. t hips.+ 2 cm minimum. Measure it and, 
if too small, point S can be moved farther out and the 
scam redrawn. When a ftat finish (darts and placket) is 
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used, the back seam can come in a little (dot-dash line, 
F10. 2). 

FIG. 3 shows a version of the block with a shaped waist, 
i.e. a suitable urangement of darts (for WR= 13 cm), a 
placket which follows the skirt seam, further waist 
r<:ductiOn on CB and a little on CF -all this to achieve 
a smooth fit at the top without any gathers. A combina
tion of waist darts (in the front) and elasticated gathers 
(in the back) is also possible, usually requiring one longer 
or two shorter plackets. "It also shows the correct way of 
sllorttamc the leagdl down the side, without interfering 
with the cru~ depth and the.fie of the knickers. All these 
practical details are planned according to style, fashion 
and, in the wholesale manufacturing trade, according to 
t!he accepted production technique. 

The back seam S-B is longer than the front seam 0-F 
and the difference can be seen clearly when the pattern 
i:s folded as in FIG. 4. This difference (3-4 cm or sligntly 
more) can be reduced a little by simply bringing point S 
l cm down and re-drawing the waist; or, vice versa, 
0ccasionally increased. More definite changes in ,this 
length, however, are explained in ·the section 'Fitting 
adjustments' . 

N.B. It must be remembered that on the figure the 
waistline- b-ack and front- will of course be on the 
same level, as also will the Hip line, so that the extra 
back length (appearing as extra height in FIG. 4) will, 
on the figure, be really below the Hip level. 
Tiit total Crutch leqtb can be checked by measuring 

the front and back seams, 0-F and S-B, and comparin~ 
the combintd length with the checking measurement if 
taken. It will be found to be slightly longer than neces
sary, as the block has quite a loose crutch lit. There is no 
inconvenience in leaving it like this since it can be 
changed quite easily in adaptations to suit any style and 
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fit. If preferred, however, the total 'crutch length can be 
reduced by reducing 1he Depth of crutch, as shown in 
FlGS. S and 6. 

Depth of cnitdl can be reduced either by making a 
horizontal tuck across the pauern, as shown in FIGS. S 
and 6. or by lowering the waist (e.g. at a fitting). The 
opposite would be done to increase the depth, slashing 
the pattern and inserting extra length or, more frequently, 
simply adding height above the waist. 

Adjusting the width of the pattern, often required in 
style adaptations, is quite simple. A lengthwise tuck is 
made down the side, i.e. the Middle line, to reduce the 
width (FIGS. Sand 6) and a slash, with width inserted, to 
increase it. In some cases some increase and decrease 
must also be made at points B and F. 

ADJUSTMENTS OF L I NE AND FIT
FIGS. 5, 6, 7 

The Standard knicker block, as dnfted. represents an 
average fit of quite loose knickers on a figure of average 

FIG. 5/ IX 
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proportions. In adaptations it undergoes various changes 
and it is useful to understand the effect of some of the 
adjustments used and the circumstances i.n which they 
have to be made. 

Variatloo Ill the Deptb of crutch is probably the most 
important and frequently used adjustment. Generally 
speaking, the greater the Depth of crutch and conse
quently the total crutch length, the less the knicker gat
ment clings t.o the figure and vice versa, the shorter the 
crutch- the closer the fit. When it is necessary that a 
style should have a closer fit or even mould the figure, 
the total crutch length is reduced by shortening the Depth 
of crutch, as explained above (F1os. 5 a.nd 6). This 
happens in closer-fitting kniclcers, trunks. briefs and of 
course also in tailored shorts and slacks. When, on the 
other hand, the line must be more 'draped' and the hang 
more like that of a skirt, the crutch length is increased 
to enable the garment 10 stand away from the figure. 

Because of the big variety of garments to which this 
basic principle applies-from close fitting panties and 
trunlcs to the very loose 'divided skirts' - it is difficult to 

--r----......,o FIG. 6/rx 
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give a definite ruling on what the Depth of crutch in a 
Knicker block should be. The only way to deal with the 
problem is to know, by experience, how loose the cruu:h 

fit of the block is and to regulate it accordingly in the 
various adaptations. Where the range of adaptations is 
narrow, i.e. when the block is used, for instance, mainly 
for close fitting knickers, or shorts or slacks, it may be 
convenient to shorten the crutch pennanently to avoid 
the constant repetition of this adjustment. the block 
given here has a loose crutch fit and adaptation methods 
must be planned with this in view. 

In connection with indmclul fttting it must be remem
bered that a stout figure needs a longer crutch than a 
slim one of the same height and that adding more width, 
beyond what the average pattern for that Size requires, 
is not the way to deal with the problem of the stout 
figure : it is the crutch length which must be sufficiently long 
for IM big Hip size. That is why a tall but slim figure will 
often have a shorter Depth of crutch than a short but 
stout figure. lo this connection proportions ba.o;ed on the 
Hip measurement are more practical for knickers, though 
length of legs (bodyrise) is an additional important factor 
(e.g. in patterns of slacks). 

DifFmace In leqtll bdweeo baclt and front SffDIS is 
yet another detail which sometimes bas to be adjusted 
for variol!S reasons. The block has 3-4 cm more length 

.,. 

FIG. 7/ IX 

on the CB seam, projecting above CF waist in FIO. 4 . Jn 
most cases this can be reduced or occasionally increased 
a little at the top. But, since on the figure this extra length 
actually comes below the Hip line, it is here that it is 
more .correct to ·make the adjustment in all but the 
simplest cases. The excess length depends on the slope 
of the CB in relation to the vertical CF ('seat angle' in 
slacks): the greater the slope, the greater the length (see 
slacks in Chapter Twelve). Therefore by reducing the 
back scam length, as shown in Fig. 7, the back scam is 
alsosmtightened, and vice versa. This is the way to correct 
a baggy back seam or, sometimes, on the contrary. to 
j)rovide more length and ease for bending. The correc
tion is usually small and often supplemented by a slight 
adjustment at the top. 

A horizontal 'dart' (1-2 cm) is taken out below the Hip 
level as Car as the middle of the pattern (sometimes only 
; out), where it meets the end of a slash from the waist. 
This reduces back seam length and also the slope. The 
reverse is done to increase the back length and slope of 
the back seam. In some cases the slash or 'dart' is taken 
into the hem, thus either tightening or 'flaring' the back 
part, i.e. fitting it closer to or away from the figure. 

It is not difficult to realize that this straightening or 
sloping of back seam corresponds to a more shaped or 
straighter skirt block. 
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THE SKIRT-KNICKER BLOCK-
F1Gs. 8, 9, 10 

This pattern can be used with or withoul a CF/CB sea171 
and in this latter version its usefulness goes well beyond 
lingerie cutting. Not only are various panties :Ind cami· 
knickers cut by this method, but also many garments 
used for sportswear, e.g. various types of 'divided skirt•. 

It is, in fact. a basic method for changing a skirt into 
a semi-knicker garment and as such it must be considered 
among the important methods in pattern designing. 
When u·sed without a centre seam it must have a side 
seam like a skirt. The CF and CB are then placed to the 
fold, (often on the true bias) and the crutch pie« is cut 
separately and then added by setting it into a CF and 
CB slit. 

Measuf\'ments and proportions 
Depth of crutch-as for the Standard block. 
J..ensth - 5-6 cm more than the crutch depth. 
Outline the skirt block, measure down the CF the 

Depth of crutch (X) and on this level draw a short line at 
right angles to the CF. Measure on it n of Hips minus 
I cm, i.e. 8 (8·5) cm. This is the front Fork point F. 

Repea.t the whole iD the back, i.e. oo th~ CB line measure 
the Depth of crutch (same as front) and on this level draw 
a short line at right angles to CB,. on which the same 
measurement(n H-1 cm) is taken for point B. Add I cm 
above CB waist and redraw waistline . 

N.B. In this tyj:'le of pattern the same Depth of crutch 
(33/35) should be considered as .a minimum rather than 
a loose proportion. It may be increased in some cases 
to achieve a. more s.kirt-likc effect. 
Draw the front and back seams B- P and F-P ·only 

4-5 cm up if no centre seam is to be used; but if the 
pattern is to be used with a CF/CB seam, then these lines 
are taken a little higher (broken line). 

Complete the crutch pieces making them 5-6 cm deep: 
this is their most usual shape and size. They are then cut 
away for styles without a CB/CF seam (FIG. 9). Each 
piece is cut double (see detail above FIG. 9) and the two 
are set into CF and CB slits cut 1.0 cm up from the hem, 
and are stitched together along the curve. 

The side seam, in this case. follows the seam of the 
skirt. The length, taken down the side. though it may 
vary, is usually made to come in line with the crutch part, 
so that the hem is an even curve, parallel to the curved 
lines of the skirt. If a shorter side length is wanted. this 
must not affect the crutch part: the hem will then go up 
at the side and lose its even curve. 

For M)'les cut with a CF/CB seam the crutch pieces 
remain attached to 1he main pat tern which is then treated 
like an <>rdinary knicker pattern. 

FIG. JO gives the whole front of the pattern (without 
CF/CB seam) showing the lOcm slit at the bottom, also a 
simple method of widening be hem by slop:ing out the 
side seam. 
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STAND A RD KN I CKER BLOCK 
ADAPTATIONS 

Yrmch Kaitbrs and shorter panties- FIO. 3. 
The Standard block is already a pattern of so-<:alled 
'French knickers', with loose leg and straight hemline 
which makes them very suitable for a certain type of 
trimming (e.g. drdwn-thread work). !Keeping the hem 
straight, however, makes the pattern rather lon11.. thou2h 
it could be shortened a little by a tuck across (1- 2 cm): 
the crutch depth of the block, being loose, would allow 
this. 

For shorter panties the length can be reduced at the 
side only. without reducing Crutch depth any further. 
which will of cour~ make the hemline curve up at the 
side (FIG. 3). 

The top ca.n be gathered on to an elastic (the most 
usual) and must be big enough to go easily over the hips. 
However. in stretchy fabrics, so much used nowadays. 
this is of less importance and l Hips, may be quite suffi
cient for the waist, while the hip width itself may also 
be reduced (by lengthwise tuck-FIG. 5). The top like
wise may be darted (as Flo. 3). all round or front only. 
or have a small half-yoke (front only). 

Dlrectolre knlckttS-FIG. 11 
These arc also very much like the Standard block, but 
with a closer-fitting leg, which is either gathered on to an 
elastic (like bloomers) or eased into a band (a cuff) fitting 
lightly round the thigh. In its itw<krn version (and in 
stretchy fabric) this type of knicker is often made closer 
fining so that both width and crutch depth can be reduced. 
Orten a side seam is used as well, as shown in Trunks 
(Flo. 12), though less shaped. In fact, in their tightest and 
shortest version they often take the place of real trunks 
(e.g. for sportswear). 

Ao important point to note is that for comfortable fit 
between the legs the inner leg seams must be lengthened 
4-S cm below the straight edge of tile block. The side 
length can be as short as desired, increasing considerably 
the curve of the lower edge, hut the crutch depth must not 
be further reductd. 

Gussets and reinforcing pieces are ·very usual in this 
type of knicker 10 strengthen the pare between the legs 
{closer-fitting styles need it more than loose panties). 
or sometimes to expand it. i.e. lo increase the 'inner span·. 
and sometimes to economize material. The best type is 
always the one which follows the shape of the pau.ern and 
is planned on it (as shown in FIG • .I I). This may be just a 
shaped lining piece (the best for good wear), or a pan 
detached from the pattern and used as a separate. faced. 
gusset (for further details sec children's knickers -
Chapter Fourteen). 

The familiar square gusset is rather clumsy and Jess 
satisfactory in prolonging the wear of knickers. 
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DtRECTOIRE KNICKERS 

FIG. l I 11x 

Trunks - FIG. 12 
These are usually very close fitting. quite short at uhe 
side and therefore with a very curved lower edge. Much 
or the adaptation consists in losing size -both width and 
length-even in the crutch part. A lengthwise tuck can 
be made in the block before our lining, so that the pattern 
is already tighter (as in FIG. 12). The crutch depth is then 
reduced from the top, i.e. by lowering the waist 3 cm. To 
shorten crutch further I (2) cm is taken off Band F: this 
reduce< total crutch length by at least s-6 cm. 

Draw a side seam, shaping it at the top and lower edge 
as shown in the diagram. but without losing on the hips. 
which are already tighter (additional shaping is possible 

TRUNKS 

------

FIG. 12/JX 
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at a fitting). Curve tM front and back seams mort, to 
fit them closer to the jigurt. Finally, tighten the lower 
edge until it fits the thigh, by daning and casing, as 
shown in FIG. 12. Curve the lower edge coming down in 
the back and hollowing out well in the front. The top is 
darted for a close waist fit and has a placket. Jf nca:ssary, 
a litUc final tightening can be done at a fitting, mainly by 
pulling up at the waist and by tighter darting. 

Pyjama ~-FIG. l3 
There are many different styles of pyjama trousers, and 
although the general rule is to provide more east in a 
sleeping garment, it is not always applied in pmiCllt day 
cutting, as some styles are extra full. while others may be 
almost close fitting. 

The Standard block bas a sufficiently loose fit for 
nightwear, and thus for many pyjama sty!Cs it can be 
used as it is, and for some even be reduced (e.g. when 
using stretchy fabrics). Nevertheless, as a general 
approach to nightwear culling, the question of correct 
incuast, in both width and crutch depth. must be con· 
sidered. 

Thus the pattern in FIG. 13 is shown with an addition 

' • 
• 

L 

PYJAMA TROUSEkS 

FIG. 13/ix 

of 3 cm of width down the side, which is quite usual roe 
average or classical style pyjama trousers. For ~ 
styles-very loose, and banging in folds, or gat.bered. 
round the ankle-the addition would of course be 1110,. 
than that. 

1be total crutcil letletll is often increased by 1-2 Cll1 

for greater comfort. 'fl!.is can be done by adding fro111 
the top, i.e. by raising the whole waistline, without 
changing the relative lmgth of back and front ICUXIS. It 
can also be done by increasing the back seam lenath 
only, which provides more ease for bending but teada to 
make the back seam 'baggy'. 

A method used in some styles to provide the necessary 
ease without -causing the back seam to sag, is to increase 
!be Cruicb depth substantially (34 cm), either by :slash· 
ing or from the top, and at the same time to reduce tM 
difference between the two scams by shortening the back 
Jl.'am as_shown in FIG. 7. Although baclc and front are 
now almost alike, the total crutch length is not reduced, 
sometimes even increased. This increase in depth is 
particularly suitable for certain 'draped' styles with much 
rullness, banging in folds almost lilce a skirt. 

To complete the pauem continue to the foll length 
required down the side, and at the bottom measure the 
hem equally to the right and left of the Middle line. 
Complete the inner leg seams by curving them 2- 3 cm 
from a straight line on Knee level, which is marked S cm 
above the· half-way point. Bottom leg width = S0-56 cm. 

SKIRT-KNICKER BLOCK ADAPTATIONS 

This block is used mainly for various types and styles 
of panties, i.e. short and more or less loose knickers 
which in present day wear take the place of 'French 
knickers'. 

The block itself, as shown in AG. 10, is already a 
pattern of simple panties which can be widened a little 
in the hem by sloping out the side seams and, if preferred, 
shortened a little in the crutch by lowering the waistline. 
The hem is of course slightly curved being parallel to the 
curved lines of the Skin block. 

Flarecl puties-FIGS. 14, I 5 
These panties (with side scams and no CF and CB 
scams) have :a fuller hemline than average and appear 
like a short, slightly flared skin. Since the waist is usually 
quite tight-without darrs or gathers-it is necessary to 
have one long or two shorter plackets in the seams. At 
the time when these panties were much used they were 
generally cut on the bias and were described as 'evening 
dress panties' because of I.heir smooth fit under a clinging 
dress. with neither darts, front or back scams nor 
gathers to show through. 

Fold the pattern lengthwise twice, to obtain 4 equal 
sections and three crease lines. This may be done more 
conveniently after detaching the crutch pieces, or by 
simply outlining the pat.tern without them. 
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Draw lhrcc darts from the waist, one along each crease, 
down to 2 cm below the Yoke level to reduce the waist to 
a tight fit. For a WR ofl2-13 cm this will give tluee 4.cm 
darts. 1-2 cm may be left in the waist to allow the side 
scams to be curved very slightly at the top. After making 
three slashes from the hem, one on each crease. fold ou1 
the darts above, transferring all the waist fullness into 
the hem which will now be fuller, more curved and flar
ing. Draw the side seam through the centre of the middle 
slash. 

The crutch part or 'gusset' is cul separately, a.s usual, 
and set into 10 cm CF and CB slits. 
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Panties- modem version-FIGS. 16, 17 "a~-1 

Thi$ $tyle, though cut from the Skirt-knicker block. ""--fi---L __ _L _ _ _lL--{---' .. 
appears in its final stage like the pattern or ordinary Q o. 
short knickers with a CF and CB seam, i.e. as if cut from .Slurr Kn><ker Block 
the Standard knicker block. The example shows how FIG. 14/ix 
easy it is to convert the Skirt-knicker block into an ordin-
ary Standard knicker pattern. The crutch is a uparatt 
piece which, however, is not set into slits, but simply 
joined to the CF and CB. This is done mainly for economy 
in cutting and because of the easy finish of the crutch 
pan. 

Place the crutch pieces of the Skirt-knicker block as 
shown in FIG. 16, with a 3 cm gap between P and CF/CB. 
Outline the whole together, curving the CF and CB 
seams. Shorten the side length by 4-5 cm or more (e.g. to 
a 35 <:m length). The width may also be reduced, if de
sired, by a lengthwise tuck along the side: this would 
depend on the fabric used. The pattem then appears a.s in d 
FIG. 17, very similar in outline to the Standard knicker 
pattern. ' ~ 

Detach the crutch pieces along their long edges P-Q 
0 {broken lines i.n FIG. 17),join the F and B parts as usual. 

and in the material allow for a facing to double each 
piece (this, of course, is not essential. but usual in trade 
cutting), so that t.he lower edge is o fold. This double 
gusset is then stitched to the main part exactly where 11 
woJ ('Ill away and its curved edge P-FB-P becomes 
part of the CF and CB scams, i.e. part of the total crutch 
seam. 

Pllth knlcken- basic - FJG. 18 
This .is a popular pattern, now used mainly in its shortest, 
~ose fitting version, known as 'briefs' (see below). It is 
given. here in ii! basic (not reduced) shape which is 
adaptable to a few other styles. 

First f'MIZSure the fronJ and back seams, Le. the crutch 
length from 0 to F and from S to B (l ·5 cm dilference). 
Then cut away the crutch pieces and apply the two 
lengtbs straight down CF and CB respectively, going deep 
euough below point X for the pattern to retain the full 
r:Tlitch length. In this case the lowest point comes S cm 
below X. CF and CB arc now quite straight and can be 
Placed 'to the fold' when cutting out in material. 

From the lowest points draw short lines, 5- 7 cm long, 
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FIG. 17/ IX 

PILCH KNICKERS (ba.s1~) 
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_Full Hop 'Wodrh 

FIG. 18/tx 
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• 
at right angles to CB/CF: this is the width of the. crutch 
C- R. This may be a se.am, straight or curved, (broken 
line) or the line may go 'to the fold'. Jn the case of a 
crutch seam it is usual to allow an extra 1 cm depth in the 
back so that the seam comes a little forward (i.e. weU 
in the middle between the legs). 

The side seam is usually short, 25-28 cm, and the lower 
edge of the pattern is therefore .shaped accordingly, 
curving up from R towards the side seam. The back curve 
is made flatter than the front which is well hollowed out. 

Since this is now more often a close fitting knicker 
pattern, the back $Clim (point S) can be raised a little 
io make it a full 3-4 cm above the front waist. 

In some adaptations. e.g. short gathered styles for 
which the pilch knicker can be used as a foundati-On, 
the pattern is widened down the side to pro·vide the 
fullness. ln thi$ case both the lower edge and the waist 
are gathered. 

BRIEFS 
z z -- ---

FIG. 19/ix 
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Briefs-FIG. 19 
This is a closer•litting vmioo of the pilch knicker pattern. 
Reduce the width of the pattern by 3-4 cm as shown in 
FIG. 19. 

The total crutch length, which in the basic pattern 
(above) is as long as io the Standard knicker block and 
thus gives the pattern a loose crutch lit, must be reduced 
by S-6 cm for a c/ou lit. In this pattern this is simply 
done by adding /eSJ below the crutch level than in the 
basic vmioo. Add only 1 cm below on the CF and 2-3 cm 
on the CB or reduce the basic pattern by losing a total 
of S-6 cm. 

Make the crutch width just 9 cm, i.e. R-C .. 4·5 cm, 
1111d complete the lower edge curving it up to a still 
sltorttr sidt stam, 2(}..22 cm Joog on an average. This 
lower edge is usually well s.baped i.e. hollowed out in the 
front, and lits the top of the leg well, often with the help of 
elasticated gathers. It must not be too tight, of course, 
and an average thigh tritasurement is often used in the 
wholesale man11facturing trade to check its size. 

The crutch part of this pattern is generally cut away 
along a slightly curved line, 8-9 cm above the lowest 
level. cut out separately. made double (faced) and then 
joined to the main part to form a r~nforced crutch pan 
in the garment . 

Details of style and finish will vary. of course. but 
this general outline would apply to most up-to-date 
l>'lllems of briefs. 

Carai-bicktrs - f I G. 20 
Cami-knickers arc usually adapted from the petticoat 
miock by adding the crmch part in the same way as it is 
done in the Skirt-knicker pattern . In the garment the 
crutch part is set in as a gusset into slits a few inches 
long up the CF and CB. 

The crutch pieces arc added to the pattern afttr mt'u
suring tht rtquired Depth of crutch from lht waist le1>e/ 
which should be indicated, even if not actually used for 
the style. The usual Crutch depth of knickers is incrc-Jscd 
for cami-knickm by 2-3 cm (sometimes .more at a fitting), 
so that the crutch pieces are placed lower than they would 
be in a lcniclccr pattern (e.g. 35 cm down instead of 33 cm). 

There is more strain 1han usual on the crutch part in 
most combin111io11 garments, whether the lower pan is 
actually am1d1ed to the top, or the garment is simply 
Cul all in one, us most cami·knickcrs. Extra crutch ease 
is therefore needed . Lowtrlnc tilt cltpth of tilt crvtch, 
to gain total crutch length and ease, is a better way of 
dealing with this problem than increasing the back 
length only. as is sometimes done in combination 
sleeping garments (where the trouser back seam .is 
lengthened). It is in any case more suitable for cami
knickers for it does not spoil the hang of 1he garment. 
as a 'baggy' line in the back would do. 
. Apart from the extra crutch case required, it is also 
•mponant that cami-knickcn should hang away from 1he 
figure without being pulled in between the legs like real 
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knickers : a deeper cru1ch produces 1ha1 effect. But it 
must be remembered that there were s1yles in the past, 
and there may be some now or in the future. where this 
particular effect of an easy-fitting 'petticoat', hanging 
away from the figure. may not be required : crutch depth 
must be regulated according to style and fashion line 
as well as comfort in wear. 

As cami-knickers arc usually fastened (buttoncd1 
between the legs. to bring the placket into a better 
position, well in the middle, and to provide an underlap 
for the buttons. i t is necessary to ma kc the back crutch 
piece longer ihan the front, by at least 2-3 cm. To avoid 
having the crutch part too !011g between the legs, one 
can reduce the basic length a little before adding the 
extra 2 cm or more OD the back pan. 

Cami-knickers may sometimes be cut with a CF and 
CB seam (such styles existed in the past). The crutch 
can then be added as shown in r1os. 16 and 17. and th e 
whole cut in one without a gusset. 

Some styles of cami-knickers could also be designed 
on the principle of a pilch knicker attached to a top (or 
simply cut in one with it). This would be quite a suitable 
way of cutting a closer-filling cambinurion garment, but 
would not be correct for the loose cami-knickers which 
must hang and look like a shon slip or petticoat. 

The crutch part or gusset is sometimes simplified and 
a simpler version is shown below (flO. 21 ). 
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Silnpl~ crutdl gusset- FIG. 21 
This gusset can be used both for cami-knickers and 
ordinary Skirt-knickers. It is an adaptation of the 
standard gusset made to avoid an extra scam. The 
curved seam which usually joins the two parts is here 
eliminated. 

Place the crutch pieces as shown in FIG. 21, with the 
two pointsP touching and the inner edges below F and B 
overlapping enough to make the length between the 
outer, lower points equal to 9-12 cm, the usual width of 
crutch in a loose fitting style. 

Outline this as a complete section which can be set 
in, as usual, into a slit along P-Q, one in the back and 
one in the front of the garment. For carni-knickers the 
back piece is made longer. For or.dinary knickers, the 
t1vo parts arc joined to form one continilou.s strip with 

a point at each end: the points go into the two slita.. 
A still simpler way of dealing with the crutch-~ 

of cami-knickers is to cut a straight strip, 8-10 an 
without points at the end, make it double and fit it t o 
'hem' of the garment in such a way that back and fi 
are joined between the legs (in cami-knickers it c:on5i0 
of course of two shorter strips, buttoned in the mkldli:\I 
It is the most primitive version of a crutch gusset, miic:Y 
used in the past when it was desirable to avoid Cu1tllrt 
into the gannent, but also to give the cami-knickers a 
still more skirt-like appearance. The strip was attac:bect 
invisibly on 1he inside of the garment, usually a littlS 
above hem level, not set into a slit. Such a gysset dOCS' 
not really require a pattern, but its length would still 
have to be based on a correctly planned crutch depth. 

· FIG. 21 /IX 

mP 
TABLE OF i HIPS PROPORTIONS 

mcasuremen.t H 78 H 82 H 86 H 90 H 94 H 98 H 102 H 106 H 110 H 114 H 118 

t HIPS· S8·5 61·5 64·5 67·5 70·5 73·5 16·5 79·5 82·5 8S·S 88·5 

The O·S cm can be increased or decreased to the next whole centimetre, as convenient. 

H 122 

91 ·5 



CHAPTER 
TEN 

The basic cut of tailored garment$ differs little from 
that or dresses. panicularly when the style of the dress 
is of the shaped, close fitting variety. It is therefore 
possible to use the Bodice block, with some adjustments. 
to reproduce the cut and fit of jackets and coats. 

Simple though these adjustments are, it is most 
important to understand their purpose. for such under· 
standing gives considerable control over various difficult 
points or cut and fit connected withi tailored garments, 
such as fronts falling away, lapels and collar setting 
badly, various defects of waist shaping. etc. A 'Tailoring 
block' must allow for these special p roblems as well as 
provide the extra ease necessary for an ovcrgarment. 

Tailoring deals largely with styles which are well 
established and which can be described as cJ•gY..J slyles. 
the Lounge jacket. the Panel jacket. the Chesterfield. 
the straight 'boxy' coat, the full swing-back or 'swagger 
coat' -all these are styles which, with seasonal variations. 
arc seldom completely out of fashion. A study of these 
styles, and panicularly of the details of their cut, is 
essential when learning tailoring, for without some 
9trcn« 10 their well established lines and proponions 
there is always danger of missing the corrcct final effect 
of a classical tailored suit or coat. These remarks do not 
necessarily apply to so-called 'dressmaker suits' and 
fancy coats, but even the most fancy styles borrow much 
from classical tailoring. 

It is also important, when dealing with tailoring, to 
bear in mind the close reladoashlp which exists belWeen 
the pattern and tbe tallorlaa technique as a whole . The 
making-up and finishing of a tailored _garment includes 
a considerable amount of shaping by means of pressing. 
shrinking and stretching with the iron, and the use of 
various interlinings. stay-pieces, padding, etc., to provide 
and improve the shape of the garment and to preserve it 
in wear. 

The shape and lit of a jacket, therefore, depends no1 
only on the 'cut'. i.e. the pattern, but also on special 
manipulation during the various stages of making-up. 
This work - the hallmark of high class tailoring 
rcpresents craftsmanship based on long training and 
experience. It naturally influences the pattern. for since 
ex~ra shaping can be given to a tailored garment by 
alcilled stretching. shrinking and other detailed manipula· 
tion, it is not necessary, nor always desirable. to have so 
!"Uch shaping, i.e. darts. extra seams. etc. in the pattern 
ttseJf. 

TAILORING PATTERNS 
Part I-Jackets 

While in dressmaking, because of the type of. fabric 
used (sillc, rayon, light woollens, cotton. linen. etc.) one 
has to rely almost entirely on scams and darts for any 
close fit to the figure, in tailoring there arc other means 
of obtaining this effect. With a good tailoring cloth it is 
possible to stretch the material to provide eltlra case 
over the bust or the front of the shoulder bone. to shrink 
it to fil the hollow of the waist, and so on. This red.uces 
the depth of any necessary darts and sometimes does 
away with them completely. The padding of shoulders 
(and armhole) which was used in tailoring even before 
;1 became later so fashionable in dressmaking. works 
in the same din:ction. Hence there are jacket styles which 
show few darts of any importance (sometimes no dam 
at all), yet seem to be sufficie.ntly shaped and well fitting. 

On the othe"r hand it must be borne in mind that every 
kind of manipulation in tailoring is highly skilled work. 
slow work. and as such. expensive work . Because of 
this, in mass production it must be reduced and replaced 
by machine work wherever possible. The growth of mass 
production methods in tailoring has naturally affected 
the patterns, one of the effects being the appearance or 
more darts, and deeper dart~. than were used before. It 
is obviously quicker and therefore cheaper to sew up a 
dan or additional fancy scam than to stretch and shrink 
with the utmost care and skill various parts of the jacket. 

This trend t-cnds to be reversed again with the appear· 
a nee of spccial pressing apparatus, capable. for instance. 
of moulding in one operation the complete front (fore
parts) of a jacket. This naturally affects the details of 
patterns used in highly mechanized (factory) tailoring. 

At all stages, therefore, the close relationship of pat
tern. i.e. cut, and tailoring technique is most important . 
The very details of a jacket pallern cannot be properly 
understood unless reference is made to the manipulation 
required to achieve the final result, e.g. the manipulation 
of a tailored collar. There are many such examples where 
only corrcet workmanship ensures the good fit which 
cut alone cannot achieve. 

Before proceeding to the adaptation of the block l here 
is one other important point which must be stressed. The 
classical method of producing patterns for tailored 
garment~ is draftilt1. often done directly on the cloth. In 
practice, experienced tailors may resort to quicker 
methods, including various 'adaptations' of their blocks. 
But whatever 'short cuts' they may use. the fact remains 
that their pattern designing tcchnique is based on dir~ct 
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dl'Cljiing skill. This skili indudes the ability to draw well
shaped. wcll-balan~d lines and thi:s. no less than the 
manipulation 1cchniquc. plays an important part in 
producing 1he precise. clean lines which arc the hallmark 
of a good 1ailorcd suit. 

It is essential to appreciate 1his fact and to understand 
why a learner specialiT.ing in tailoring must aim at 
acquiring and developing this skill. and why for some 
purposes (including examination work) drafting is 
essential. In following a mcihod like the one described 
in these chapters (itself originally based both on Model
ling and Tailor-drafting). it is necessary to appreciate 
the effect of precise. well-drawn lines in a tailoring pat
tern. and 10 recognize the importance of knowing 1/w 
<'Sl11hli.tlwd deiui/.< and proporiion.t of classic-.il tailoring. 

All this is not a featurc of pattern designin11 for dresses. 
In dressmaking. line and style details arc more ftuid and 
much more subject to fashion. Too much precision of 
line or rigidity in. detail is even a disadvantage and makes 
the garment heavy and often noticeably out of touch 
with 1hefi11~r poin1s of fashion. In tailoring fashion in
fluence is more tem~rcd by tradition. and whatever 
exaggerations some modem designers may introduce 
into a tailored coat or suit. something always remains 
of the true classical cut and fit. 

TAILORI NG BLOCKS 

Just as the Bodice block is not a replica of the figure but 
the pattern of a dress bodice. with an averdge allowance 
for fit. so the Tailoring block is the pattern of a simple 
jacket with sufficient case to be worn over another 
garment, such as a blouse or light dress. This block has 
all 1he characteristic features of a jacket: a wrap,, lapels 
,marked by a 'Crease line'. suitable shaping of waist. 
adjustment or neckline for a tailored collar. additional 
ease in the shoulder pan and a bigger armhole. 

This simple basic jacket is used for developing all the 
other jacket styles. with theexception of some soft (often 
unlined) dressmaker jackets. cardigans or coatees, not 
requiring any real tailoring, for which the ordinary Bodice 
block can be used as it is. or with minor adjustments. 

THE JACKET BLOCK- FICi. I 

Alter outlining the Bodice block to the Hip line (22 cm), 
leave a little paper aU round, particularly beyond the 
CF for wrap and la~Js. The block may be made 20 cm 
long below the waist if preferred. 

(a) Raise NP l cm. 
(b) Raise SP I cm. 

BACK 

(c) Draw shoulder scam making it O·S (I) cm longer 
(curving slightly up to NP is optional). 

(d) Draw neckline from new NP down to CB neck point 
CB is generally also raiscd-0-5 cm. 

(e) Add 0-5 to Back width (sometimes I cm). 

([) Lower UP I cm. 
(g} Draw a new and bigger armhole. 
(h) Move HP 0-5 cm in and 0·5 cm down: draw a new 

Hipline. 
(I) Re-draw underarm scam, first following the bodice 

scam or even keeping just outside, then passing O·.S cm 
inside the waist and down to the new HP. 

(J) The 2 cm SJ. CB can be used when the actual style baa 
a CB seam. lt is shaped as usual. 

(k) A reduced SI. CB-1- 1·5 cm in-is often used for 
jaclcets with less CB shaping. 

N.B. More addition to shoulder and back width when 
fashion demands it. 

FRON T 

(o) Move NP I cm our(widcn neck) aod then raise it l ctn. 
(b) RaiseSP0-5 cm and move itO·S-1 cm out, i.e. lengthen 

shoulder. 
(c) Reduce the Shoulder dart by l·S cm (on side nearest 

· neck). 
(d) Move lower point of Shoulder dart 0·5 cm towards 

CF and 2 cm up to shorten the Dart .. 
(e) Re-draw the shorter and smaller Dart, slightly cur'P

ing its outer side towards the armhole. 
(j) After pinning the new Dart draw the shoulder seam 

across it from the new NP to the new SP. 
(g) Lower UP 1 cm to match the back. 
(h) Add 0·5 cm to Chest line aod re-draw the armhole. 
(I) Move HP 0-5 c:m in and O·S cm down, as in the back. 
(J) Re-draw underarm seam, guided by outer edge of 

bodice block, keeping just outside the line at the top 
and just inside at the waist and lower, down to the 
new HP. 

(k) Mark a point O·S cm outside the CF waist a!'d rule a 
new CF lint from the base of the neck througb this 
point This will add width to the hips, just where 
needed. 

{/) Re-draw neckline keeping it very flat, almost in a 
straight line in the lower part, but hollowing it out 
weU at the side, half-way up the curve. Two extra 
construction lines may help to give it the right shape : 
a perpendicular from NP intersected 6 cm lower by 
a straight line from the CF neck polnL 

{m)Add a 3 cm wrap parallel to tbenew CF (to be varied). 
{11) Dip the lower edge of the block I ·5 cm on CF. 

N.B. The wider neclcJine and reduction of Dart are not 
nc«$Sary if a classical Tailored collar is 1101 used. 

EXPLANATIONS OF THE VARIOUS 
ADJUSTMENTS OF THE BLOCK 

Some Fitting points 

BACK 

(a). (b) and (c) adjustments give an easier-ftttiag and 
slightlv longer lllouhltr sectiOll suitable for an outer 
garment which, more often than not, is lined. Extra 
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squaring, by raising SP further, can be done for fashion. 
(~ - the NP in a jacket is usually 3 cm higher than CB 
neck. 
(e)-The Back in the block is made only sllafltly wider, 
but in adaptations it is often further widened to suit 
style, type of jacket (e;g. sportswear) or fashion. 
O!>. (e) and (f) adjustments give tbe new points for the 
bigger annhole which will take a wider sleeve. 
{la) reduces again to average size the hip width increased 
by the slanting out of the CF (see Front-k). 
Q) shows that easing of fit on bust level in classical 
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jackets is achieved by just keeping to outer side seam. A 
very slight 'bulging' of side seam at the top also provides 
extra ease for what is known as 'underarm drape'. 
N.B. It will be noted that in the Jacket block no extm 
width is allowed on bust level. as in classical tailoring 
the ease provided by the outer seams of the Bodice block 
would be considered ·sufficient for light jackets. Since in 
modem tailoring an easier fit is preferred, a minimum of 
0-5 cm may be added to.the side seams (dot-dash lines), 
back and front, often increased to I cm and more in 
adaptations. 
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O> refers to the SI. CB when used as a seam. At a fitting it 
is sometimes possible to take it in a little more but, as 
with the more shaped side scams, there is always a danger 
of overlitting (on some fij!urcs and in some fabrics). 
(k) is an additional detail-a reduced SL CB (1-l·S cm) 
much used in classical tailoring and sometimes also in 
very short styles without a CB scam. In the latter case it 
may be continued below the waist, losing some hip width 
wbich is made good on the side scam: this gives a 
clinging fit on the hips at CB as required by some styles, 
but is not suitable for all figures. 

FRONT 

(a) - The widening of the neckline is equivalent to trans
ferring part of the Shoulder dart into the neckline: hence 
the corresponding reduction of the main Dart. This re
dis1ribu1es 1he wid1h over 1he bus/. giving more ease over 
the CF part and so helping to keep the front edges to
gether when jacket is unbuttoned. The extra neck width 
presents no danger since it is controlled by a correct 
back neckline. 
(b) - Raising SP and NP gives an easier shoulder section. 
The extra added above NP is to allow for any possible 
tightening (pulling up) of the foreparts, by canvasing and 
pad-stitching. Often it is not required and can be taken 
out (at a fitting). It is !!Sually unnecessary in the softer 
type of jat:kct. 
(c) - Shoulder dart is reduced because of wider neckline. 
(d) - These are just 'tailoring style' details. 
(e)-Slight curving of outer side of the Shoulder dart, 
which is optional. causes a little 'Huting' in the armhole, 
giving ease just over the prominence of the shoulder 
bone (the armhole here may also be stretched). 
(g) and (b) refer to the armhole which must be given a 
good shape after lowering UP to the level of the back. 
(h)-The Chest has already been widened a little by 
slanting out CF and raising point of Dart. Additional 
ease is advisable to produce the little fold near the arm· 
hole which modem fit demands. 
(j) - The side seam should allow full wid.th on the bust 
level and must not be overshaped at the waist. 
(k)-Tbc 0-S cm addition swings the CF forward and im· 
proves the •wrap' of tbejacket. The extra hip width of the 
Tront has already been reduced at the side. Some types 
of figure (with prominent bust) are better without this 
addition. as they need tightening rather than loosening 
of the front below the bust. 
(I) - The neckline is reshaped mainly to suit the classical 
tailored collar. For various other collars it will be of a 
different shape, either following the ordinary Bodice 
block or more cul out, or even blocked in. 
(m), (p) and (q) deal with the wrap, the width of which 
varies with style (SB. DB or Link), as does also the slant 
of the 'Crease line', which may start from a higher or 
lower 'Top Button level', and from the edge of a wider or 

narrower wrap (see FIC. 2). Every change in these details 
affects the Crease line which. in tum, influences the 
construction and set of the collar. 

WAIST SHAPING 

The basic principle of waist shaping is that the WR must 
be well distributed round the figure. This applies to 
jackets and coats as much as to dresses. 

It is particularly important 10 remember that fabrics 
used in tailoring are usually heavier than average dress 
materials, that they will nol 'give' as much in wear nor 
adjust themselves so easily lo the figure without extra 
manipulation or correctly planned darts and seams. 

T!;e overshaping of the underarm seam is an evcr
present danger. In classical tailoring the side scam docs 
not take a big waist suppression and should be handled 
carefully to avoid such defects as bagginess under the 
arm, diagonal drags froni the side waist, etc. It is a safe 
plan to keep to the outer shaped side scam and to 
tighten scam only if a filling shows that this is possible 
(as it will be on some shapes of figure). 

The possibilities of the CB seam for waist shaping arc 
also limited, for the middle of the back is Hat, or only 
slightly curved Cas distinct from the shoulder blade part}. 
Overshaping of this scam easily causes a baggy fit 
between the shoulder blades and 'drags· at the waist. The 
4 cm suppression allowed on the SL CB (2 cm on half. 
pattern) can sometimes be increased a little at a fitting, 
on some figures and for some styles. 

'The Croat Waist dart, under the bust, has to be kept 
comparatively small for the avera.ge modem figure, to 
avoid tightness below the waist and over the hip bone, 
or a 'pinched-in· silhouette (unless the latter happens 
to be fashionable). Few figures can have more than 4-4·5 
cm taken out in the front darts, usually less, at least 
in the classical styles. In fact, whenever the style provides 
other possibilities for waist suppression (e.s. extra seams) 
it is generally the front Waist dart that is reduced. It is 
also often placed nearer lo the side scam and slan1ed 
(Fig. 2}, a position which makes it less conspicuous. 
yet provides even beucr waist shaping for the jacket. 

The biggest waist reduction is possible in the back, 
under the shoulder blade. where a panel seam, one or 
several darts and sometimes just easing (secured by a 
tape) can dispose of a considerable amount of waist 
fullness. 

The best plan, therefore, is to use the side seams. the 
CB seam (if it is in the sty~) and the front dans to their 
safe maximum, and to take out the remaining fullness 
in the back, planning darts or scams accordingly. 

0. tbe Tailoring block mark the Us.al position of the 
Waist darts. First measure the waist from CB to side scam 
and continue from front side seam until! waist + 6-7 cm 
is reached: beyond, as far as the new CF, is the WR. 
Measure it and divide it equally between back and front 
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Waist darts. With a bigger WR the back dart usually 
alces more since the front dart soon reaches its maximum. 

It will be noted that the ll-14 cm ease allowed for the 
waist in this block represents an avence allowaace for a FIG. 2/x 
fairly shaped jacket, but the ease may vary from 8 to 
IS cm, though jacket waists are seldom tighter or looser. 

THE WRAP OF A JACKET-Ao. 2 

The widtll oh wrap varies from 2 cm to 9 (I 0) cm. Edge-to
edge jackets have no wrap but I cm beyond CF is often 
allowed as a precaution. 

The three classical wrap styles are the Single-breasted 
(SB), the Double-breasted (DB) and the Link button 
front. 

Tbe SB wrap is usually 2-3 cm and up to 4·5 cm wide 
Tbe DB wrap 6-8 cm and up to 9-10 cm wide 
The Link wrap 2 cm wide at the waist only. 

In classical tailoring, jackets with low-rolling lapels 
may have SB wraps 4-4·5 cm wide and the buttons may 
not be on the CF but slightly to one side. The DB wrap 
can be as wide as 9-10 cm. The Link button jacket has 
some 'wrap' provision, near the waist level, for the single 
button usually placed 2 cm above the waist. 

The shape of the wrap varies considerably according 
to style and sluipe of lapels. It may be t.hc same all the 
way down, curved or cut away at the bottom. made 
n.arrower or. more often, wider at the top. to give the 
nght shape to the lapels. The way to establish the correct 
shape is to draw the lapel as if folded back. inside the 
Crease line (as in the basic method for Revers) and then 
to transfer it to its correct position outside the Crease 
line. 

THE CREASE LINE AN D L A PEL S- Fie. 2 

Th~ C:easc line (or Break line) passes through a point 
which 1s 2·5 cm away from NP-point X (Fies. I and 2). 
The line always starts from the edge of the wrap. but 
from diffmmt levels on it, according to the style and 
shape of lapels. and in each case it has a different slum. 
It can ~gin as low as the waist level or as high as the 
~hest hne and from any point in-between. In each case 
I! not only slants differently. but it also intersects the 
neckline ~t a slightly different point (point Q-FIC. 2). 

The point where the Crease line cuts the CF line gives 
the depth ?f the 'neckline' in the front (N), as it appears 
When the Jacket is bu11oned (in practice this is affected 
by set of collar on the figure). Thus a Crease line starting 
from the Bust line level will not give a 'neckline' down 
lo that level but much higher. 
. The other factor affecting the run of the Crease line 
JS the 11·idtlr of the wrap: the wider it is. the more slanted 
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the Crease line (FIG . 2), and the higher it will cross the 
CF: it will also inter1CCI the neckline (point Q) closer 
t~ CF. All this can be ascertained by trying out several 
Imes through poin1 X, but from the edge of different 
wraps. 

From the above it should be clear th~t. whatever 
the . fashion in lapels and in jacket ·necklines'. high
rollm!I lapels usually go better wi th a narrower wrap. 
and vice versa. Where this is not so. care must be taken 
~o co-ordinate all the poin ts in such a way that the result 
1s not an unwearable jacket with a clumsy, choking fit 
at ~he neck. 11 is not advisable to design a jacket style 
which, when buttoned up, bas a 'neckline' depth down 
CFofless than 7·5 cm. 
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F IG. 3/x 
TAILOREP COLLAR 

FIG. 4/x 

THE TAILORED COLLAR- nos. 3 and 4 

This is tht bait d.rafting method for a classical tailored 
collar. The pattern is that of a standard shape which 
can serve as a general model for other styles. 

On the extension of the basic Crem llne measure 
from point X upwards f-width of back neckline plus 
0·5 cm, i.e. in this case 7 + (}5 = 7·5 cm. Mark point Y. 
From Y, at right angles to the Crease line measure 2 cm 
and mark point Z. Connect Z with Q (at neckline inter· 
section): this gives the Crease line of the Collar, the line 
on which the collar turns over and which separates the 
Stand from the Fall. Note that in the dran it is at an 
angle to the basic Crease line, an angle which can be 
varied to change set of c:ollar. 

Through point Z square a line to the collar Crease 
line Z-Q, extending it a little right and left: this is the 
provisional CB on which the CB width of collar (7·5 cm) is 
measured, to the left of Z - the Stand (3 cm to point S), 
and to the right - the Fall (4·5 cm for point 0). 

From S draw tbe Sewing-on ed&e of the collar, passing 
about I cm inside NP to make a good line, and into the 
front part of the neckline, through Q and P (pit of neck 

on CF) to I cm beyond CF(point C), where the collar ends. 
For the encl of the collar place a set square with the 

90° angle on point C and one side touching NP, and 
draw the collar end 4 cm up, along the other side to point 
E. This, of course, is only a standard shape given to this 
basic collar for general guidance. l t may vary in other 
styles both in shape and in the way it joins the lapel. 

Complete the Outer Mgt of the collar by connecting 
points O (on CB) and E and going 0-5 cm beyond 0, from 
where the final CB line is drawn to S. Curve the final 
outer edge line as shown in FIG. 4 . 

It will be noted that the length of the Outer edge baa 
already been slightly in er cued: 0-5 cm was added at 
point 0 and, at the beginning. the collar crease line 
z....Q was placed at an angle to the basic (lapel) Crease 
line which also lengthens the Outer edge. Manipulation 
of the edge (by stretching under the iron) will further 
increase its length. It is nevertheless advisable for present 
day fit, which is usually looser. to add further length in 
the i)attern by slashing from the edge to Q and opening 
it on the cdgeO·S-1 cm, as shown in the.final patlern, FIG. 4. 
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TH E TAILORE D ROLL COLL AR 
(Shawl collar)-F1G. S 

This is an important adaptation of the standard collar 
with the Outer edge running straight into the lapel, as 
shown in FIG. 5. The undercollar has a join along line 
Q-C, but the top collar is cut in one with the facings 
and there is a scam in the CB. The dot-dash outline shows 
position on jacket when combined collar and lapel arc 
turned back. 

THE FLAT TAILORED COLLAR 
(or French collar)-FIGS. 6, 7, 8 

Style A- FIGS. 6 and 7 is a fashion collar much used in 
prescnt~ay tailored suits, particularly those with cut· 
away necklines. It has a much ftatter fiL 

Il could, of course. be produced by drafting, placing 
point Z further away from point Y and slashing the 
Outer edge more (sec Coat collar, FIG. IS/Chapter 
Eleven) ; but it is simpler to cut the pattern as shown in 
n os. 6 and 7. which arc self-explanatory. 

It may be used as a Twc>-way collar, buttoned up at the 
neck or worn open in Rever-style. 
Style B- FIG. 8- is similar in cut but Jess flat. and is 
suitable for. various styles, including jackets without 
lapels, i.e. with the front edges just meeting. 

ADJUSTI NG THE FIT OF A 
T AILORED C OL LAR 

Referring to the basic method of collar construction it 
will be remembered that the longer the Outer edge in 
relation to the inner or Sewing-on edge, the flatter a 
collar will set and the looser will be its lit. and vice ve~. 

In a tailored collar there is also the additional influ
ence of the roll of the lapels and of the width of the wrap 
to be considered. Thus low-rolling lapels and narrow 
wraps (the two do not necessarily go together but, when 
combined, increase the effect) tend to loosen the 'neck· 
line', so that. for a good tight set of lapels a higher and 
closer:fiuing collar is required, while high-rolling lapels 
and wide wraps have the opposite effect and should 
therefore go with a flatter and looser collar. 

This docs not take into account any special fashion 
inllucnce, such as fitting collars away from the neck. 
nor the actual shape of the neck, botb of which may 
affect the tightness and set of a collar. 

On glancing at the basic collar draft it is obvious that 
the melhod already adjusts it to different conditions 
through the change in the slant of the col.tar Crease line. 
It is useful, however, to know what exactly controls the 
looseness or tightness of a tailored collar and to under
stand where an adjustment can be made. 

In Che draft the Outer edge of the collar is shortened 
or, more often, lengthened by addition at CB (0·5 cm or 
more), by slashing or darting the edge, and by adjusting 

ROLL COLLAK 
(or ,howl f.ol lo r) 

·f 

FIG. S/x 

FIG. 6/x 

FIG. 7ix 

FIG. 8/x 

1/ie angle between the basic and the collar Crease lines 
Y -Q and Z-Q. i.e. by placing point Z closer or further 
away from Y. If, for instance. the distance between Y 
and Z is increased, the Outer edge becomes longer and 
the collar sets flatter and vice versa. 

At an actual fitting, collar and lapel tightness is 
adjusted mainly by taking in or letting out the neckline 
seam which joins them, .between C and Q. The end and 
the Outer edge of the collar must then be re-shaped, to 
regain their original outline. 
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CLASS ICAL JACKET STYLES 

The Jacket block is already a simple jacket style which 
can be varied in many ways! by using different wraps, 
lapels, collar styles, arrangement of buttons, and shape, 
size and position of pockets. It can be '!lade longer (23-
25 cm) or shorter (13-1 S cm) below the waist. The design 
can also be varied by a different arrangement of the Waist 
Reduction: the darts can be divided into 2-3 smaller . 
ones, stitched only to the waist giving a 'pouch' above. 
moved slightly out or. in the case of the front Waist 
dart, placed half· way towards the side seam and slanted. 
Some of these detail variations are shown on the block, 
FIQ. I, and in FIO. 2. 

In addition 10 the simple basic jacket and the Straight 
jacket, there arc two styles which embody the main 
variations Ill cut used in classical tailoring: the Panel 
jacket and the Louage jac:kd, based on the cut of a man's 
suit. They should be studied in detail as most other 
styles are but variations of these well established 
patterns. 

It will be noted that one of the chief features of a 
classical cut is the position of the underarm scam which 
is often moved back (3- S cm) from its middle underarm 
position. This happens in such strictly tailored styles as . 
the Chesterfield coat (or long jacket based on it), in the 
blazer and other similar styles. This makes the back 
narrower and the front wider, and usually requires an 
additional 'dart' or even scam placed further forward, 
under the arm. Sometimes the side seam is moved 
for,..ard, usually to make room for an additional seam 
in the back, as happens in the Sidebody jacket. In all 
such cases the block is joined on the underarm. UP and 
HP touching. and the waist gap between is measured and 
treated as an extra 'dart'. The position of the new seam 
or scams is then planned. 

THE LOUNGE JACKET or Sidebody jackct -
FtOS. 9, 10, 11 

This is a style in which the u.silal underarm seam is re
placed by two seams: one slightly to the front, the other 
- well to the back (more than 5 cm). The first may be 
either just a long 'dart' from the armhole, or a complete 
seam, in which case a separate underarm sec/ion - known 
as a sidcbody- is outlined and detached from back and 
front. Gcaerally this style has also a CB scam. 

After joining pattern at UP and HP, move the under
arm seam of block l cm forward, as shown i.n FIO. 9. 
Shape the scam, as originally, or reduce the gap slightly. 

Use reduced (I ·S cm) SI. CB and shape back seam as 
usual. Then plan the sidebody searn position (see FIG. 2). 
From SI. CB measure at the waist a distance equal to 
t of Back width of jacket, i.e. 12 cm. At the hem measure, 
from ordinary CB, 3 cm more i.e. l S cm. For the top 
point measure along the back armhole 7-8 cm up from 
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the usual UP. This point can also be found by measuring 
~straight up from armhole level, i.e. from Bust line, or 
el!lc by cominJ down the annhole 4-S cm below point B. 
Connect the th.rec points and curve the seam slightly, as 
shown in l'JGS. 9 and 10. 

The back Waist dart is moved into the sidcbody scam. 
Complete the other side of the seam, curving it a little 
(this provides the slight 'drape' under the arm). 

After cutting away the sidebody (no. 10) complete 
the details of the front. which in this case has a 2·S cm 
wrap without a point (widening I cm at the top), i.e. the 
simplest type of lapel. The Top button is placed on the 
True Bust line, as in the block. The patch pocket bas its 
lower edge parallel to the hemline of thejacket. 

The Bliek Waist Recluctloa here is mainly in the seams 
and since there is an extra one on the CB, suppressing 
I+ cm, this amount can be taken either from the front 
Waist da.rt or from the forward underarm seam (to give 
the sidebody a less narrow waist). The front Waist dart is 
split into two and it is therefore not so important here 
to reduce it, as it is in some other styles. Though the WR 
is differently arranged, the total suppressed is still as in 
the block. 

THE LOUNGE JACKET WITH A 
LINK BUTTON FRONT-FIG. II 

This is another style of jacket based on the same cut 
but without a separa1' siMbody. It has an additional dart 
from the armhole, replacing the forward seam. This dart 
is usually a little smaller (3 cm), the excess going to the 
CB scam. The front Waist dart, moved out and slanted, 
is also reduced a little, o-s+ cm going into the CB scam. 
The Dart ends in a jetted pocket, placed 13 cm below NW. 

The front finish is tb&t of a typical Link jacket with 
a 2 cm wrap at the waist, where the single button is placed 
2 cm above NW. The wrap disappca13 completely in the 
cut-away and curved lower part, while at the top it 
widens considerably, with 4 cm added beyond point C 
for the lapel. 

THE PANEL JACKET -FIG. 12 
Classical style 

The planning of the seams is simi.lar to that used i.n dress 
patterns (sec Panel bodice-Chapter One). 

In.dress patterns it is generally considered preferable 
to match the Panel scams on the shoulder. In tailored 
jackets they often do not come together, the idea being 
!h~t since the two Panel scams arc never seen together, 
tt ts more important to place each seam to the best 
adv~ntagc on the figure. The front seam is often kept 

lar
1tra1ghter, as being more slimming, particularly for a 
. ge figure, while in the back the Panel widens out a 

ht.tie t?Ore towards th~ shoulders to balance the slight 
Widcmng below the waist. The two seams arc, therefore, 
Planned independently, but a gap of less than I cm on the 
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shoulder should be avoided so as not to appear as a 
mistake. 

As usual , the Panels are planned first, after which the 
waist suppression is worked out. The other side of each 
seam is then completed, outlining Side front and Side 
back. 
For the Baclt Puel mark the following points: 

On the slloulder a point in the middle, by measuring 
half shoulder length from NP. 
Al lbe waist-a point on the inner side of the Dart. 
At lbe hem - I cm further out from CB than at the waist. 

For the Froid Pue! mark the following points: 
On the shoulder keep a distance of at least I cm from 
the Back Panel. 
At the waist-a point on the inner side of the Dart. 
At the hem - 1 cm more than at the waist from CF. 
All these points. back and front, may. of course, vary 

uuording 10 s1yle und fashion. Thus. when a straighter 
and looser fit is fashionable, the panels are made wider 
at the waist (points placed inside the Darts) and the same 
width is given at the hem in the front, with less widening 
towards the hips in the back. The panels can also be 
matched on the shoulder, if preferred. 

After outlining the panels as shown in FIG. 12, plan 
the waist suppression in the 1wo main scams. In the back 
the full back Waist dart of the block can usually be taken 
out in the seam. But in the front the Waist dart is gener
ally reduced to avoid an over-shaped fit unsuitable for a 
classical tailored Jacket. l t is therefore necessary to have 
an additional H'aisl dart which is placed half-way between 
the Panel scam and side seam, and slanted. The end of 
the dart often goes into a pocket - welt, or jettcd
placed 10-13 cm (according to length of jacket) below the 
waist. 

This classical style is often cut with a DB front, i.e. 
a 7-9 cm wrap with a double row of buttons, 10-12 cm 
apart. Note that here the lapel instead of widening to
wards the top, as in the Link jacket, FIG. ll, is on the 
contrary made narrower to avoid having too much width 
to fold back. The collar is taken a little further beyond 
the CF point (2 cm). 

A very popular variant is a s1ylc wilh the panel 
running from the armhole instead of the shoulder (as 
shown in Chapter One) . The line is usually curved, but 
may also be shaped at an angle, to appear. in fact, as if 
starting from a yoke. 

The lower part of the front panels may also curve or 
tum sharply (at an angle) sideways, usually to form a 
hip pocket, before reaching the side seam. 

STRAIGHT JACKETS-F1cs.13, l4, 15 

The cut of what is generally described as a 'Straight 
jacket' may be in terpreted in different ways, and it is 
difficult to give a single basic pattern, as can be done 
for the more definitely shaped classical styles. 

Generally speaking, straight jackets arc loose and 

have perfectly straight seams. But in some styles, and 
these often the more strictly 'tailored' ones, slight 
shaping of side scams is not only permissible but even 
necessary to reduce unwanted fullness under the arm. 
In most jackets of this particular type (the scm.i-sac or 
blazer type) the side seam is placed 3-5 cm to the back 
and slightly shaped. Many straight jackets arc quite 
long (e.g. finger-tip length) and therefore may be con
sidered as short coats. 

The really short, loose straight jacket generally has a 
perfectly straight side scam which is in its usual position. 
It is wider than the Jacket block on the bust level. across 
the back. and usually also across the chest, but the hip 
width is much more a matter of style and fashion. 

Width adclltioa can first of all be made down CB- 0·5-
1 cm, increasing the width right through. At the top the 
extra width is either left in the neckline (cased or darted) 
or it is moved into the shoulder and added to the dart 
(Ac. 13). A deeper shoulder blade dar1 (or more case, or 
both) is in any case important for the good hang of a 
s/raight back. Further width addition OB Butt lille-0·5-
1 cm is generally made at UP- back and front - with the 
new side seam l'Ulllllng Into the old, unless extra hip width 
is also desirable. The hip width, however, is a more 
variable detail and may be increased or kept tighter, 
according to style. On an average J0-12 cm over the Hip 
measurement is quite usual when no particular 'figure 
hugging' or 'swing-away' effect at the hem is aimed aL 
Slight adjustment can be made at a fitting. 

Tbe corttet hane of the back is a most distinctive 
feature of a well-cut straight jacket and it varies with 
style and fashion. The baclc may be required to hang 
quite straight, as much as possible in a vertical line: or 
to slope in a lillle, c linging to the hips or, on the contrary, 
to stand away and even swing ou1 from the figure. T he 
line is usually definitely indicated by the style and must 
be observed. But, style and fashion apart, the problem 
or correct hang may arise also in connection with the 
shape of the figure which may have a pronounced 'stoop· 
(round back) or, on t he contrary, an over-erect ·sway
back' posture. Just to achieve a normal s1raight hang on 
such a figure it may be necessary to adjust the paucm 
to a more clinging or a more swinging out line on the 
hips. In this way many defects, such as diagonal folds 
(drags) from the shoulder blades and pulling up of hem 
at CB on the round-shouldered figure, or rucking at the 
waist and riding-up of the lower part of the jacket on 
the hips on an erect, hollow-waisted figure, can be 
avoided. These arc the problems encountered when 
fitting a straight back and in connection with this there 
arc two important adjustments which may help to im
prove the hang of a straight jacket. 

The first is shown in FIGS. 13 and 14, and is generally 
applied to all paucrns of 'boxy' jackets. It makes the 
back detach itself from the figure on the hip level and 
produces an easy and more elegant hang with small 
vertical folds at the armhole which arc considered correct 
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for this particular type of back. It is much used for 
normal postures. to give the back a good line but is. of 
course, particularly important for the erect figure with 
hollow back and over-developed hips. 

After slashing the back on a line parallel to CB up to 
a point on the armhole 3-4 cm below B, open slash at the 
hem 4-6 cm according to length of jacket. Note how 
the back armhole swings up in the lower part. 'setting· 
the small vertical fold. If the extra hip width is excessive 
for style, reduce it at side scam by t of the amount gained 
(or more, if there is no drag from shoulder blade). 

The other adjustment, PIG. 15, is an addition of width 
beyond the CB 01 the top only, with CB line sloping in. 
so that no width is gained on the hips. The extra neck 
width can be dealt with as in FIG. 13. 

The effect of this adjustment is to give more ease 
across the shoulder blades and prevent hem pulling up 
at C B. The two adjus1ments can somcti'mcs be used 
together on average figures. 

In connection with all straight jackets in general. it 
must be noted that the hang is improved by greater 
rUsia& or NP- I ·S-2 cm i11$tead of I cm, with CB neck
line also slightly raised. Some figures may need it in other 
styles as well, but it is particularly the fit of the straight 
jacket back which benefits from this adjustment. 

There is little to say about the Front which usually 
has a Shoulder Dart or a Neckline dart. The latter is 
mitablt! far most ja<'ket styles. and is much used in 
classical and modem lailoring. The Underarm dart. 
though used occasionally. is less satisfactory. Dividing 
the dart between two positions, e.g. neckline and under
arm or hem, is often convenient but all these details 
usually follow the style. 

T H E TAI LORED TWO-PI ECE SLEEVE 
AND ARM H OLE-FIG. 16 

The general method of cutting this sleeve has already 
been given in Chapter VI , so on ly some additional points 
will be mentioned here. These refer mainly to 1he more 
classical shape of this sleeve, in connection with the 
jackets dealt wi th in this chapter. 

As already stated elsewhere, present fashion demands 
a looser, less shaped jacket sleeve, as given in Chapter 
Six. The classical shape is more curved, and generally 
less wide, particularly in the wrist part. 

Extra sb1plag or curving is added to the Two-piece 
sleeve as shown in FIG. 16. From Elbow point E slash 
the top sleeve as far as the middle and, taking out a 0·5 cm 
dart on the opposite edge, inside the elbow, open the 
slash. This extra length is eased into the under-sleeve 
over the elbow. Reduce the inner edge of under-sleeve 
by a similar dart until the two edges of false Forearm 
SC'Jm match. Later pressing and slight stretching of this 
seam makes the real Forearm line tighter and smoother
fitting inside the arm. 

The wrist width is reduced by 2 cm, taking in 1 cm on 
each back seam edge and running off to nothing at point 
E. This also increases the cur~e of the sleeve (FIO. 16). 

With regard to the width of the sleeve, this depends 
largely on the armhole and to a certain extent on the 
crown depth required. In the classical jackets, given 
earlier in this chapter, the armhole is increased by I cm in 
the top part (above B and F) through the O· S cm addition 
above SP. The I cm lowering of UP increases the armhole 
another 1-2 cm, so that when no extra under-arm width 
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is added on liusr" /e1•e/ the total increase is 2·5-3 cm. The 
sleeve must therefore ·gain on the crown edge and so the 
crown goes up O· 5 cm, is hollowed out I + cm and the re
maining 1 + cm is obtained by widening the sleeve block. 
Thi: classical tailored sleeve is therefore less wide and 
generally fits into a smaller armhole than a modern jacket 
sleeve. 

If a ja<:ket armhole is further increased by width 
addition on bust level, the sleeve bead edge must be 
further lengthened by giving the sleeve more width across. 
However, since the fashion fit of a sleeve nowadays de
pends so much on a deep crown (i.e. more hollowing out 
and shorter underarm), it is obvious that too much sleeve 
width. even in a looser jacket, is not desirable either. A 
correct balance between width of sleeve and depth of 
crown is therefore most important. 

THE PLANNING OF VARIOUS DETAILS 
'IN JACKETS 

To complete this survey of classical tailored jackets a 
few general remarks must be added about the planning 
of pockets, buttons, collars and lapels. 

BUTTONS ,\ND BUTTONHOLES 

The most important button - the Top button- is marked 
on the level from which lapels begin to tum back and 
from where the Crease line (passing through X) is 
marked. 

The Waist button is also quite important. More often 
than not it is placed above NW, though it may be below. 

In Link jackets it is the only button (a linked dou!Q 
button) and is always 2 cm above NW to prevent lapel, 
bulging. In many present day styles it is the middJo 
button, or often the lowest button, while in classical 
tailoring. with low-rolling lapels, it was usually the Top 
button. · 

It is convenient to be guided by these two buuons and 
to plan the others in relation to them. Space between the 
buttons varies considerably with style. and may be as 
small as 6 cm (sometimes less) or as big as 15 cm (average 
9-10 cm). · 

b SB styles the distance of buttons (the shank) and 
of buttonholes (the eye), from their respective edges 
should in theory be the same, or almost (making allow
ance for the. slight further projection of buttonhole to 
accommodate the shank). This applies particularly to 
styles with narrow (2- 3 cm) wraps, since here the buttons 
are meant to be on the CF line. In practice, tailored 
buttonholes are usually made fairly close to the edge of 
the wrap, i.e. 1-2 cm in from the ed_ge, while the buttons 
are often sewn further in (for better inside wrap) and 
are sometimes moved in or oufto tighten or loosen the 
fit of the jacket. In styles where such di~placement from 
the CF might be too noticeable (e.g. high buttoning 
jackets) this should of course be avoided. 

In DB styles the distance of the two rows of buttons 
from the CF is largely determined by width of wrap 
which in styles with higher-rolling lapels, and buttons 
above as well as below the waist, is usually narrower, 
6-8 cm, with buttons 10-11 cm apart; while in classical 
tailoring •. with low lapels and buttons, it can be as wide 
as 9 cm and even JO cm and buttons often 14-15 cm 
apart. 

Wl)en planning bottOll$ and battoaholes on a DB jacket 
the holes on the wrap-over side are usually marked 1-2 
cm in from the edge and their distance from CF is then 
measured on the opposite side of the CF line for the 
sewing on of the second (inner) line of buttons.,(there 
are of course no buttonholes on this inner line). On-the 
under-wrap a single buttonhole is usually made to go 
over an insi!le button to keep the under-wrap edge in 
position. . 

In fancy styles, in which any type of buttoning can be 
used, one must follow the design, guided as much as 
possible by the CF line and the Top and Waist buttons 

POCKETS 

There is great variety in the shape, size. and position of 
pockets, especially in modem tailoring when pockets 
are sometimes the main fashion feature. As in the case 
of wraps and lapels, many definite rules of classical 
tailoring have been relaxed or completely waived and 
the designer's ideas.or the wearer's preference are now 
often the deciding factor. 

The opening or mouth of a Hip pocket is usually 13-
14 cm long, but may vary from 12 to IS cm. Patch pockets 
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are besically rectangles 13-14 x 13-15 cm deep on an 
an average, but they c:an also be any shape and size, and 
outslzt pockets are often used. 

Breut pockets are usually smaller, 9-10 c:m long: But 
still smaller as well as bigger fancy pockets, particularly 
of the 'Patch' or 'inside stitched' variety, appear in many 
modem jackets. 

Tbe posltfoo.of 1 poct;d on a jacket also changes with 
fashion. In the past most hip poc:lcets were placed a little 
above the 'Yoke' line i.e. 12-13 cm below the waist, 
leavin& just enough room for a small poc:lcct bag below. 
In modern styles pockets are generally placed higher, 
~ c:m below the waist, and sometimes just below the 
waist (e.g. ftap poc:lcets). Slanted pockets may begin 
almost at the waist 

The inner end of a hip pocket usually comes on or 
inside the Waist dart, on an average 9-1 1 c:m from CF. 
In Panel jackets-a little further out, just outside the 
Panel. The outer end is generally at least 2·S cm from the 
side seam. 

Breast pockets are placed between Chest and Bust 
lines, the prestnt tendency being to place them higher 
than before. The c:lassical slanted welt pocket was usually 
on the Bust line and 'slanting (3-4 cm) upwards from it. 
But much depends of course on the size and shape of the 
pocket. 

The inside of a pocket, the pocket bag, must be con
sid~red in the pattern, so that enough depth is left for it. 

A Patch pocket is usually placed with its lower edge 
parallel to the sloping hem of the jacket. 

All these are general observations rather than rules. 
Changes in the tailoring technique as well as fashion 
have affected considerably details even of classical 
jackets, details which in the past were much more rigid 
and definite. 

COLLARS AND LAPELS 

Differeni lapels have already been given in connection 
~ith the various styles. The Tailored collar can a,lso vary 
10 shape and so can the way in which it joins the lapels. It 
can be wider or narrower, set flatter or higher. The exact 
way in which the collar~d joins the lapel must be 
carefully studied and correctly reproduced, for this detail 
often represents a most characteristic fashion feature in 
tailoring. 

Most of the tailored coDan of traditional design end 
just beyond the CF or sometimes on the CF. But in some 
cases, particularly in more fancy styles, collars may be. 
shon.er (not reaching CF) or longer going well beyond 
CF, even to the end of the lapel, without forming a step 
or notch. 

When tailored collar and lapel arc joined so that their 
combined edge fonns a continuous curved line, the 
foun<tation for a 'roll collar' (or Shawl collar) is obtained. 
The join between the under-collar and lapel (see Ftc. 5) 

is covered by the facing which has a seam in the CB. 
Many fancy variations can be planned on this basic 
collar. 

The Rever-collar used in dressmaking is also used in 
jackets of the 'dressmaker type', as are many other 
collars, such as Eton-cut, round or pointed styles. the 
high Stand collar (Military collar), and a variety of 
Roll collars of different shapes and sizes. Some could be 
adapted to the 'collar drafting method' given in this 
chapter. but the majority can be cut best by following 
the basic method of collar construction. It is not so much 
the actual pattern, as the working and finish (interlining. 
pad-stitching. etc:.) which distinguishes a jacket collar 
from a dress collar. 

The neckline given in the Jacket block is mainly an 
adaptation for the classical tailor~d collar. as well as for 
some of its modem versions. With fucy c:ollars the 
usual neckline of tlle bodice bloclc should be retained and 
adjusted (blocked in or cut away) as required by style and 
fashion. 
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Coat patterns can be cut from the Jacket block or from 
the ordinary Bodioe block. The most convenient, how
ever, is to have two simple basic coat patterns-one for 
the straight and one for the shaped coat styles. 

From the$e two patterns a big variety of styles can be 
produced, often with only slight changes in details
wraps, lapels. collars, pockets and buttons. The intro
duction of secondary seams, such as panels, yokes, etc., 
however fancy, usually presents little difficulty once a 
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TAILORING PATTERNS 
Part 2-Coats, Capes 

correct basic outline and proportions suitable for a coat 
fit have been obtained. 

It is impossible in the space of one chapter to do more 
than deal with the most important coat silhouettes, and 
the two classical styles given here- the Straight and the 
Shaped coats-are certain)y the most important basic 
patterns. They can therefore be used as Coat blocks. 

T H E STRAIG HT C O AT - FIGS. I and 2 

This is a loose coat with perfectly straight side seams. 
The adaptation is more conveniently made from a 

Bodice lllod, because the additions and adjustments are 
more clearly seen than in relation to a Jacket block. If, 
however, for some reason, the latter is used (there are 
cases when this may be more convenient, as when adapt• 
ing a Sidcbody jacket to a Chesterfield coat which has the 
same cut), then the various additions must be reduced 
accordingly since the Jacket block already has CJttra case. 

11le extn width addldoa in a loose straight coat is at 
least 8- 10 cm on the bust and hip levels. In its final shape, 
the coat, as shown in FIG. 2, actually measures a little 
more, but there arc styles for which this is excessive. 

When outlining the Bodice block, back and front 
separately, 8-10 cm apart at the hips but correctly 
aligned on the same level, allow paper all round for the 
various additions, particularly for the lmglh below the 
Hip liDc. The average CB coat Jmglh is 112- 116 cm. 

BAC K-Stage 1 

(a) Add I cm down CB. 
(b) Raise NP 2 cm. 
(c) Raise SP I cm. 
(d) Move NP O·S cm to the left, only partly ~educing the 

neckline; this leaves the shoulder 0-5 cm longer. 
(t) Draw shoulder seam; lengthen it 0-5 or I cm, to ob

tain the I cm extra shoulder length and also to allow 
foe a full 2 cm dart, which is important for straight 
coats. 

(f) Draw neckline down to 0-S cm above original level 
at CB. 

(g) Lower UP 2 cm. 
(h) Add I cm width at UP. 

N.B. If preferred, the whok bust width addition can 
be made at the sidt seam, instead of partly down CB. 
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The extra Back wUhlr and slwuldLr length must !hen be 
added separately and armhole tc-shaped accordin&ly. 
This does not affect the final result. 

(i) Re-draw the armhole to the lower level. 
(J) ~ontinue CB down to full length. 
(k) Draw tbc bem, making it equal to Bodice block Hip 

width plus s-6 cm. 
(I) Ruic the straight side seam from new UP down to 

t1'c hem width marked, passing outside point H. 

FRONT-Stage I 

(o) Add I cm down CF. As well as adding width on bust 
and chest it also widens the neckline (as in jacket). 

(b) Raise NP l ·S cm. 
(c) Raise SP I cm. 
(d) Reduce Shoulder dart I cm: !his lengthens shoulder 

I cm. 
(e) Raise Dart point (D) and move it 0-S cm in. 
(f) Draw the shoulder seam over the closed Dart. 
(g) Re-draw the neclcline, raising it a little (I cm) on tbe 

CF. (additional construction line intersecting 6 cm 
from NP may be used). 

(Ii) Lower UP 2 cm to match the back. 
(i) Addition of 1 cm width at UP is optional but needed 

in some styles. 
U) Re-draw armhole as shown in diagram. 
(k) Draw a 3loplllgCF line through a point O·S+ cm out

side Cf at the waist. This adds about 2 cm to hem. 
Cf) Complete bcm making it S cm more tban Bodlct Hip 

width. 
{m) Rule side seam from new UP down to bem width. 
(11) Add a wrap, minimum 4 cm wide for a SB fron1. 
At this stage (Sta&e I) the pattern can already be used 
as a block for some styles (narrower coats). To improve 
its 'wrap' and its 'hang· in the back. however, the follow
ing adjustments arc usually made: 

BACK-Stage 2 

After cutting out pattern. slash from hem to a point on 
tbc armhole, 3-4 cm below B, and open the slash 6 cm at 
the hem. This improves the hang of tbe back (as in 
'boxy' jackets). If hem widtb is excessive, some of the 
width gained can again be lost at the side (2-3 cm). 

FRONT-Stage 2 

After cutting out pattern, slash below the Shoulder dart 
fro111 hem up to point D (or X) and close enough of 
the Shoulder dart (usually 1-2 cm) to open the slash at 
,the hem s-6 cm (less for some styles). Transfer the rc
illlainder of the Shoulder dart into the ncclcline, cutting 
~o point D from a point 4-5 cm ins.ide the CF. This is 
~ best P'Ofitior. for the Dart in this type of coat, though 
' can also be used on the shoulder or sometimes in a 
1rancl seam. 

Transferring part of the Dart into the hem improves the 
'wrap' and corrects tbc tendency of tbc coat to open out 
in the front. If the bcm width· is thought to be excessive 
for the style, a little (2-3 cm) may be lost at tbc side. But 
care must be taken to see that when the coat is worn, the 
side seam· docs not slope towards the front but hangs 
either quite straight or with a slight swing to the back. 
Since shape and posture of figure may have some 
influence on the hang of the seam, it is not advisable to 
reduce hem width too m\lch before seeing the coat on 
the figure. 

STRAIGHT COAT ADAPTATIONS 

The final si:ze of a coat pattern depends very much on 
the type of coat ii is, on the fabric and, of course, on the 
style. If this is a real ovtrcoat. to be worn over a suit or 
other heavy clothing, it must naturally be looser and 
have a larger annholc. Generally this applies to coats 
made in heavy fabrics. On the other hand. the same 
pattern can serve for closer-fitting or straighter coals in 
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lighter fabrics, with less bulky sleeves and smaller arm
holes (e.g. a summer coat). It is useful to know where 
and bow to reduoc or increase the block pattern. 

lbe Back, as already stated, can be reduced a linle 
in hem width at the side seam (sometimes just to make it 
swing correctly). But for a very straight silhouette, 
clinging to the hips or even with a definitely slopinc-in 
line in the CB, one can actually slope the CB of the 
pattern, fosfog f-2 cm at the hem. In more extreme styles . 
this effect is sometimes exaggerated and achieved not 
onty by losing some hem width. but al.so by adding more 
width (folds, gathers. etc .) to the top. in the neckline or 
on the shoulder. 

At a fitting, this adjustment of 'pulling-in' rhe hem at 
the back is achieved by undoing the side seam and 
moving the back up on thefronr (back UP 1-1 ·5 cm above 
front UP), and only then losing hem width-at the side and 
adjusting the length. This is largely a style and fashion 
adjustment. but some inward sloping of back may some
times be useful for round-shouldered figures. 

In most other cases the straight back is more elegant 
when it has an easy hang. slightly detached from the hips. 
and with some fullness draping in vertical folds under the 
arm (i.e. the 'boxy' effect). 

For a fuller back swinging out at the hem, width can 
be added also through a slash made from the hem up ro rhe 
shoulderblade dart. The latter can be slightly lengthened 
to meet the slash on the Back line. and it can be either 
partly or wholly closed to give, according to stylt, HHS 
cm more width at the hem. 

For a very full 'swagger' style back width can also be 
added at the CB, e.g. 15 cm and up to 20cm, off to nothing 
a! the top. This, as well as the other width adclitions, gives 
the hem 30-40 cm more, well distributed over three points. 

Front adaptatiolls are on the whole simpler and less 
varied tha.n those in the back. The hem width added by 
the slash below the Bust dart may be reduced in some 
cases (i.e. slash opened out less than 6 cm), either to 
achieve a very straight effect or to prevent the fronts 
swinging forward too much. In. some styles the slash may 
simply be unnecessary, as when the coat bas a Panel scam 
through which extra width for a better wrap can be 
added. It is therefore also useful to have a front pattern 
without a hem slash (as Stage I), for use as a block in 
some cases. 

A small reduction in hem width (2- 3 cm) can also be 
made at the side, taking care that no 'drag' develops from 
the bust, and that it does not make the side seam swing 
forward noticeably. 

Sometimes a slash is made from the hem up to the arm· 
bole, exactly as in the back, to achieve a small vertical 
'fold' under the armhole, in which case tbe slash under 
the Bust dart would not be used. All these are, however, 
details oflinc and style rather than general points of cut 
and fit. 

Fancy style lines, such as panels. narrow sections, 
yokes. etc., arc in troduced into the simple Straight coat 

in the usual way (using either 1st or 2nd stage)· and to 
are various types of pleats often seen in straight coat.a. 
Wraps of different width, rolling higher or lower and 
widening at the top into various shapes of 1apet,' ~ 
different shapes and sizes of pockets and button arranp. 
ments-all these provide much variety in design withollf 
changing the basic cut of a straight coat. 

THE SHAPED COAT -Fros. 3 and 4 

This type of coat is often referred to nowadays as 8 
'Rcdingote'. II represents a line or silhouette which 
follows the shape of the figure, but without fitting it 
closely, widening out slightly towards the hem. 

In style adaptations, it can. of course, be easily tran5-
formed into a real close fitting coat. with a flaring hem
line. the effect being achieved mainly by the addition of 
extra seams, e.g. Panel seams. 

The basic Shaped coat is adapted from the Bodice 
block in a similar way to the Straight coat. the main 
difference being in the shaping of the side scams. lcS$ 
width is added round the bust (S-6 cm extra only), to be 
increased when ncocssary. 

BACK- Stage I 

(a) Add I cm down CB. 
(b) Raise NP l·S cm (2 cm for some figures). For very 

light coats this may sometimes be reduced to jacket 
proportion. 

(c) Raise SP I cm. 
(d) Draw neckline, reducing it (moving in NP) 0·5 cm 

only. 
(e) Draw the shoulder seam, lengthening it another 

0-5 cm. 
(f) Lower UP 2 cm. 
(g) Continue CB to full length. Complete tbe hem as 

usual making it 6 cm wider than the Hip width of the 
Bodice black: this can always be reduced for style, if 
necessary. 

(h) Draw the side scam from new UP, passing a little out
side the Bodice block, towards a point just inside the 
waist, and from there. curving into the Bodice scam, 
to join a straight line ruled up from the hem. 

FRONT-Stage I 

(a) Add I cm down CF. . 
(b) Raise NP I ·5 cm and SP I cm. As in the back this may 

be reduced to Jacket proportions for very light coats. 
(c) Reduce Shoulder dart I cm, thus lengthening shoulder 

I cm. 
(d) Make the Dan shorter and slope its point inwards. 
(e) Complete neckline, raising It slightly at CF. 
(f) Lower UP to match the back and re-draw the armhole. 
(g) Draw the sloping CF, as usual. , 
(h) Complete the hem, making it S cm wider than Hip 

width. 
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(i) Draw thc ·sidc seam as in the back, slightly fn at the 
. waist, but keeping the full width at the top. 

0) Add 4 cm beyond CF for SB wrap or more, according 
to style. 

N.B. It will be noted that alternative jacket proportions 
are me·ntioncd at some points. This is because coats 
nowadays arc made in such a variety o f fabrics - from 
heavy woollens to light cottons and silks- that in some 
cases, e.g. when they are worn over sleeveless or thin 
dresses. they are, as far .as lit goes, tittle more than 
jac;kets ell.tended to full length. This, of course, applies 
also to Straight coats. though. by tradition. they are 
generally looser fitting. even in light fabrics. The latter 
may now include every type of silk and even lace. 
chiffon, etc. Although such coats can hardly be 
considered as tailored gannents, they are nevertheless 
cut from patterns which structurally are very similar to 
those used in tailoring, and it is therefore difficult not 
to mention them in t his connection. 

Stage 2 - FIG. 4 

After completing the basic outline of the front, make a 
slash from the hem and, partly closing the Shoulder · 
dart, transfer 3-4 cm into the hem, to improve the wrap. 
The remainder of the Dart then usually goes into the 
neckline (as in the Straight coat), to be more or less 
hidden by the lapel, though there arc of course styles 
where the Dart is used on the shoulder or in a Panel seam. 

There are shaped coat styles where this adjustment 
is unnecessary because there are additional seams, e.g. 
Panel scams, which can provide extra width for a good 
·wrap'. As in the case of the Straight coat block. it may 
therefore be convenient to have two fronts-stage l and 
stage 2-to be used according to style requirements. 

WA IST SHAPING 

The waist shaping of this block is most conveniently 
marked by two simple Waist darts. exactly as on the 
Jacket block. Measure the total waist, as usual, from 
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CB, until the WR point is fouod: beyond it is the WR. 
In a coat the waist is usually about IS-16 cm looser 

than the Waist measurement, though in some styles it may 
be tight (e.g. iii real Princess styles), especially in light 
fabrics, and always when fashionable. The block should 
have a semi-shaped rather than a close fit. So that in 
this case (Waist 70 cm) the final waist should be 
35 + 8 cm, i.e. 43 cm on the half pattern. 

The actual position of the Waist dart, when used as a. 
single dart. will depend on the style. but it is quite usual 
to move the front Waist dart towards the side. as is done 
in jackets. This is a good position both for the closer· 
shaped waist. but particularly for the more moderate 
shaping of so many classical coat styles. It reduces sur· 
plus waist width without unduly emph~sizing the hollow 
below the bust. i.e. without overshaping. 

S HAPED COAT ADAPTATIO NS 

There is quite a variety of style lines in shaped coats. The 
most usual is the addition of a CB seam which takes over 
pan of the waist shaping. In such a case by slightly 
increasing the waist shaping at the sides, it is often 
possible to eliminate the back Waist dart completely. 
The slanted front Waist dart is quite a feature of this 
style. and usually goes into a pocket. . 

The best known style adaptation is the P•~l coat or 
P~ coat (the latter made closer fitting and fuller in 
the hem). The planning of the seams follows the classical 
method already described in the Panel jacket (Chapter 
Ten ). Panel seams may run from the shoulder or from 
the armhole (FIG. 4). A popular classical coat style (a 
typica l Redingote) has a Panel in the back. more often 
from the armhole. and a plain front. with a slanted 
Waist dan. 

Another classical adaptation is a style similar to the 
Lounge jacket -the Chesterfield coat. It has either a 
complete Sidebody. sloping out naturally below the hip
linc or, sometimes, only a. downward running dart (as in 
jackets). The planning of the Sidebody scam is very much 
the same as in jackets. but the amount of sloping-out 
below is decided according to final hem width required , 
which is usually that of the basic coat or slightly more. 

As well as these classical styles. there are many fancy 
variations, sometimes with partial or whole scams round 
the waist and a flaring 'skin part', sometimes with many 
more downward sections (IC>- or 12·gore styles). som~ 
times with addition of pleats or side-flaring. For all these 
1he usual basic methods arc followed. 

COAT SLEEVES - F1Gs.S.6. 7 

Three types of sleeve are used for coats: the Straight 
sleeve. the Semi-shaped sleeve and the Two-piece sleeve. 

The Str1lpt sleeve is exactly like the block except for 
the increase in size shown in FIG. 5, and lhc subsequent 
reduction at the wrist. 

• .! 
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FIG. 5/XI 

COAT .SlffVE 

For a ·big coat, with an armhole 8-9 cm bigger than on 
the Bodice block, tile Strllabt sleeve block ls widened 
•cross by S cm, adding 2·5 cm through the middle and 
the other 2·5 cm divided equally between the two edges. 
This equal division makes it unnecessary to move points 
B and F and is more convenient for a bigger addition 
than for a jacket sleeve. (N.B. For coats with smaller 
armholes use Jess width across). 

T 

t 

FIG. 6/Xt 

STR.AJ6HT 
COAT .SLffVE 
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The crown is made higher by raising it 1·5 cm above 
point T and hollowing it out 2 cm below point U, on both 
edges (with a higher original crown, l cm lowering may be 
sufficient). Re-draw the sleeve head passing below points 
B and F. The total increase of the crown edge should be 
9 cm, suitable for an armhole increased by 8 cm. 

Measure carefully the size of the sleeve head and com
pare it with the coat armhole: a slight excess of sleeve 
head length (over and above the usual 2 cm extra of a 
dress sleeve) can be overlooked as it is not difficult to 
dispose of it in a big armhole, and also because the coat 
armhole itself may increase a little through stretching. 

For the conect final size the sleeve must be reduced at 
the wrist and elbow. Allow 13- 15 cm more than the wrist 
measurement, .i.e. on an average 30-32 cm at the wrist. 
Excessive sloping of seam is not advisable and to avoid 
this the 'Back line dart' from point 8, taking out 3 cm at 

T 

FIG. 7/XI 

SEMI-SHA~[~ 
COAT SLEEVE 

the wrist, should first be ilsed (as is done for Semi
shaped and Tight sleeves). After that the seam can be 
sloped 2- 3 c.m. equally back and front, reducing wrist to 
30-32 cm. Draw the fioa:I seams straight down from U 
(FIG. 6) and check to see that elbow width is at least 5 cm 
!Dore than Elbow measurement. 
• The Two-piece sleeve follows the usual method given 
Ill Chapter Six, after expanding the Straight slee1•e bloc(c 
to a correct coat size, as described above. 

The Semi-shaped sleeve-no. 7, is also produced from 
~ Straight sleeve by first taking out 3 cm at the wrist in 
a 'IS~k line dart' from point B- the usual preliminary 
~rage m alt shaped sleeve patterns. 

After that, slash on the elbow level from the back edge 
as far as the middle, and at the wrist take out a 'dart' up 
the Middle line to meet the slash, making this 'dart' big 
enough to open slash 3-4 cm. The sleeve is now shaped 
and the wrist partly reduced. 

For the final width of the sleeve allow 5--0 cm more than 
el.bow width on the elbow level, taking out the rest 
equally on both edges. At the wrist, take out I+ cm inside 
the front edge, and enough inside the back edge (e.g. 
2- 3 cm) to reduce it to the required size. This wrist can be 
a little tighter than in the simple Straight sleeve. 

THE KIMONO COAT-FIGS. 8, 9, 10, I 1, 12 

A distinctive feature of Kimono coats, at least in present 
day styles, is the very sloping line of the sleeve. Some 
styles have an ordinary gusset, similar to the gussets 
described in Chapter Three. Many styles have high 
fitting or invisible gussets. But there are also some styles 
which have no gussets, or in wllich the gusset is so small 
that its effect is quite· insignificant. These are usually the 
more voluminous coats, so wide in the 'armhole' part 
and sleeve, and so little clinging to the figure, that the 
effect is almost that of a cape. The arms move freely 
inside, as under a cape, and gussets can be omitted. In 
fact, some kimono styles merge into capes or cape-like 
coats. 

The basic kimono coat given here has all the features 
of a simple straight coat, alraost tubular in shape, but, 
in adaptations, it can of course be expanded and widened 
at the hem in various ways, according to style. · 

Outline the Kimono block after slanting the sleeve 3 cm 
more, as explained in Chapter Three. This basic block 
therefore now has a 10-11 cm slant. Generally, when very 
sloping kin:iono sleeves are in fashion, an additional 
Kimono block should be available to save time over this 
preliminary operation. 

BACK-FIGS. 8 and 10 

Placing the block on to a large sheet of paper, slash 
from SP to U and open the slash 3 cm (at SP). Secure the 
block in this position. Continue CB to length required. 

Straighten the underarm seam, i.e. make it parallel 
to CB (it may be sloped later if necessary), and draw it 
down. Straighten also the sleeve underarm by making it 
parallel to the Top line. 

Add 2 cm width to the side seam, measuring fim at the 
waist and lower. Draw new side seam. 

Add 2 cm width to the sleeve underarm in the same 
way. Draw the new sleeve underarm to cross the new side 
seam line: the point of crossing is the new Underarm point 
U which is lower than point U of the block. The more 
width is added to both u.nderarm lines, the lower point U 
comes down. The sleeve can now have its width in the 
lower part (wrist) reduced to the required width: ~ wrist 
plus 2 cm (i.e. 17 cm for a 30 cm wrist width). 
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BASIC KIMONO COAT 

STAGE I 
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FIG. 8/Xl 

Finally raise NP I· 5 cm and draw a new shoulder line 
to SP. 

N.B. It is advisable not to add height above the actual 
SP (but see special note on Kimono styles, page 126). 

FRONT-ACS. 9 and II 

As in the back, slash from SP down to U but open the 
slash 2 cm only: the extra back shoulikr lmgth is added 
to the back shoulder blade dart or eased into the front. 

Transfer the underarm Bust dart of the block into the 
neckline. Straighten the underarm lines, exactly as in the 
back and then add the extra 2 cm width to both. Reduce 
the wrist to i final width minus 2 cm. 

Raise NP l cm and run the new shoulder line to SP. 
Outline the whole pattern - back and front- to the 

required length (in this diagram it is a i or i len~ 
= 96-100 cm down CB). The shoulder-sleeve line should 
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be gently curved over the SP without exaggerating the 
angle: slight tightening over SP is preferable as, with a 
deep armhole and wide sleeve, it helps to improve the 
'hang' of the coat from the shoulders. 

It must.Pe noted that in these patterns with underarm 
additions, the length between W and U, on back and 
front, changes and becomes unequal: this must be ad· 
justed by moving point U up or down on back or front, 
until the two lengths W- U match. This may affect slightly 
width of back or front sleeve at the top. 

To this simple, straight outline various additions can 
now be made for style and- fit. 

Some styles require more width down CB which can be 
added either straight down, or often more at the top 
and sloping in towards the hem. Sometimes CB width is 
added at the hem only, without increasing width at the 
top. 

Jbe Gus.set is planned in the usual way and can be 
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shorter or longer down the underarm. back and front 
FIOS. JO and II). It is seldom cut high up the Ou$$Ct line, 
usually S-6 cm only, since in a coat which is so loose 
under the arm it is less important to regain much of the 
lost underarm length. 

For an invisible gusset it is essential to have a style 
with an underarm section (see flG. 12). 

In the front add the sloping CF line, as usual. Then 
add a basic wrap, parallel to it (4-S cm). 

Complete the neckline and Neckline dart (slightly 
shortening it) and plan the gusset (if used) to match back. 

The front may be slashed from the hem and connected 
as usual with the Dart, to add 3-S cm to hem for better 
wrap. 

COAT STYLE W ITH UNDERARM PANEL 
- FIGS. 10, 11 and 12 

T his is a very popular adaptation because it provides 
the possibility of having a high underarm or invisible 
gusset. The Bust lille ·of the original Bodice block should 
be indicated for reference, as well as the original UP. 

- -- -I 

From point G , on the original Gusset line, measure 3 cm 
inwards, i.e. towards CB and CF and place this point on 
the UP level or just above it (point X). Connect this 
point with point U: this gives a more inward slantiJtg 
Gusset line (FIGS. JO, 11). 

Plan die Uaderann puel llfflll by taking it from point 
X and drawing the line down the back and front, 
parallel to CB and CF (dot-dash line). The width of each 
section - back and front - will be between 8 and 9 cm. 

The sleeve. need not necessarily have a separate under
arm section but, if it bas one, the line will be taken from 
a point at the wrist, 4 cm from the underarm and going 
up to point X (as shown in flO. 11 - front). 

Cut away the underarm sections of back and front and 
join them, balancin1 them correctly at waist level, as 
shown in the detail of flO. 12. 

Measure on the back, from point U, the distance to 
UP level (dotted line, FIG. 10). Talce 3 cm from this length 
(approx. 13-14 cm) because a coat armhole is always 
lower and so in any case below the original UP level. 
Then allow this length (10-11 cm) up the middle line 
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of the joined underann panel (FIG. 12-detail), to build 
it up 10 1he level of an ordinary coat armhole. 

The undcrann section thus represents the lower pan 
of an ordinary armhole, while the top part of the sleeve 
remains a kimono sleeve. 

The underarm of the sleeve part, if not cut away, can 
be built up 8-9 cm, in fact as far as the coat panel ~ 
will allow, for there must bea gap of at least2·5cmfor the 
turnings. The ad1>antage of cutting away this part is 
obvious: it enables the sleeve underarm to be built up 
higher, i.e. to the normal underarm length of a coat 
sleeve, and provides all the necessary tur.nings. In this 
way the total underarm-sleeve and coat-can be as long 
as with a set-in-sleeve. 

After cutting away the underarm section it is possible 
to add extra width to the hem by sloping out the panel 
seam a little. This is particularly important in the back 
where the usual 'armhole slash' is not practicable in a 
kimono. The underarm panel section can also be widened 
a little towards the hem. 

SPECIAL NOTE ON KIMONO STYLES 

In style adaptations it is important to distinguish betiii.
two types of kimono coat: the coat which-wheiMI 
straight or with a Princess line- is shaped closer to ~ 
figure, has a neat underarm and well outlined sbouW.is; 
and the type of capc:-like kimono which baogs rrom· lllet 
shoulders without moulding them, has a deep armhofci. 
and a wide, loose underarm, often reducing itself towarik 
the hem. 

In the first case the shoulders are usually squared, either 
to suit the figure, or to follow fashion (shoulder pads). 
The underarm can be quit.e neat, as in an ordinary coat, 
and the UP is kept as high as various gussets will allow 
(see coat with side panels-FIG. 12). 

In the second case the fit of the coat depends so much 
on the bang from the shoulder points, that it is essential 
not to loosen it at SP (no addilio11 abo••e SP and often 
further tightening at fitting). The 'armhole' must be kept 
deep and loose, and any tightening of sleeve at SP must 
be compensated under the arm and by further lowering 
of SP. 

CAPES-FIGS. 13, 14, 15, 16 

Capes for outdoor wear are best designed on a coat 
foundation and the Straight coat block is the most suit
able for this purpose (used either in its 1st or 2nd stage). 

There is a big variety of cape styles, but the most dis
tip¢ti!t'c fe;1.t11re of a cape is not so much its style as its 
outline which varies from a very full cape, falling in folds 
round the figure, to a close-fitting silhouette, almost 
moulding the figure round the anns and shoulders and 
with a hem no wider than that of an ordinary Straight 
coat. 

The basic problem in cape cutting, therefore, is to 
know how to achieve the correct 'line' or silhouette 
before introducing into the pattern the style lines or 
other details of the design-seams, pockets, buttons, 
collar, yoke, etc. 

The most convenient is to make first the pattern of a 
Half-circle cape, a simple and definite pattern with a 
hem width of about 4 rn on a full length of 100-110 cm 
down the CB. This can then be used as a ~ pattern 
for cutting other cape styles, both those with a fuller as 
well as those with a tighter hemline. 

THE BASIC HALF-CIRCLE CAPE- FIG. 13 
On a Straight coat block clQse bdth the Bust (i.e. Neck· 
line) dart and the sboulderblade dart and, slashing 
below, transfer them both into the hem. The block is 
now 'da.rtless'. 

On a large sheet of paper place the coat back and 
front with SP's touching and with CF and CB at right 
angles to each other, i.e. place pattern inside a right angle, 
as shown in FIG. 13. Outline the coat, marking through 
the shoulder and the neckline, the position of the closed 
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dartsandthewid1hof1hesfashesatthehem.Rcmovethe CAPE WITH REDUCED HEM WIDTH 
pattern. FIGS. 13, 14, 15, 16 

The gap between the NP points is the shoulder cWt 
of the cape. In this case it measures about ll-12cm. Halve 
it and mark NP in the middle of the gap. 

Continue line NP-SP straight down to the hem : this 
is the side seam. Measure on it the CB length plus 
5·6 cm for the side leaath of the cape. Passing through 
this last point and following hem of coat block, complete 
the hem. Measure it: it is about 200 cm so that the 
whole cape has about 4 m round the hem. This completes 
the basic pattma of a cape. 

c 
' 

After cutting out the basic cape, cut away the shoulder 
dart. 

The ftnt reduction of hem· width can be made at the 
side, but it'is limited. 

At the top measure the distance between the two UP 
points marked here as A and B: it is iS cm. This is one of 
two controlling levels in the pattern where a check is made 
to prevent the cape getting too tight over the arm (the 
other is higher and is referred to later). The length A- B 

. ... 

!>ASIC CAPE FIG. 13/Xl 
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can be reduced until it is equal to half the width of the 
back between CB and UP (i.e. point A), but should not 
be allowed to get smaller. Since CB to UP on the coat 
bloc.k measures 24-25 cm (the slash addition here should 
be ignored) 12-13 cm must be allowed between A and B 
and the rest, i.e. 18 minus 13 = S cm, can be taken out. To 
do this, mark on level A-B 2·5 cm each side of the seam, 
and from SP draw two Jines through these points: tliis will 
give the amount which can be lost at the hem, i.e. about 
23-26 cm. No further reduction should be made down the 
side from SP, si.nce this may make the cape too tight 
above the tlbows, though some tightening here may be 
possible at the final stage or at a fitting. 

- -- - - -- - - - - - -

FIG. 14/xt 

From SP rule two straight lines- one down the back 
armhole and one down the front armhole-either 
following the armholes or passing just outside (3 cm or 
over). Continue these lines straight down to the hem 
(FIG. 14}. Theo from SP cut along these lines 2~23 cm 
dowri and fold out below enough width at the hem (about 
IOcm) to open each slash 2-3 cm at SP: this lengthens and 
'squares' the shoulder and at the same time loses width 
at the hem (FIG. 15). 

Hem width Is further redllCed by putting both the Neck· 
line and shoulder blade darts (now in the hem) back into 
their original position at the top, and folding out the 
corresponding hem width. This will reduce the hem 
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CAPE WITH R.£DUCED 
HEM WIDTH 

width to less than Ii m on the half-pattern. N.B. If the 
Coat block used has no extra hem width (as in Stage l 
block), then only ; of the front Dart fullness should be 
pot back into the neckline, leaving sorne of it in the hem 
for a better 'wrap', as in a coat 

CLOSE FITTING CAPE-FIG. 16 

A still closer-fitting cape with a tighter hem can be pro
duced by simply reducing the hem at the side seam, losing 
on each part, but in such a way as not to reduce the width 
•t point S (the A-B level), or only a little, enough to make 
•aood line. 

The outline of such a tight cape ~s shown inside the 

FIG. 15/Xl 

Standard cape in FIG. 16. The width lost makes the hem 
now more or less like that of a hasic coat or only slightly 
over. 

For a final clleck of the width at the top in all closer
fitting capes, use a measurement taken on the figure on 
a level 12 cm down the arm and on or just below the Chest 
and Back lines, with arms slightly raised: this is usually 
110-115 cm all round (on average figure). Apply it to 
pattern on this level (broken line, FIG. 16). It is equal 
approximat~ly to ! Back + i Chest + i sleeve width. 
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COLLARS AND N ECKLINES IN COATS More often, however, the coat neckline an<! therel'llm 
AND JACKETS - PIG. 17 the coat collar are of the less 'set' type, so that the~ 

can be worn buttoned up as well as open, with a casuais 
The shape of the neckline is not only connected with the folded back rever. This may apply also to many .iad 
type and style of the lapcland with the exact way it joins styles not conforming to the real classical cut. e .• 
the collar, but also with rite way th~ coat is to M worn, i.e. sports jackets and various modem fashion styles. 
with the lapel always folded back (as in most classical Three different coat lapels and neckline styles .,. 
jackets and some coats) or always buttoned up at the shown in FIG. 17. The lowest line simply follows tha 
neck, or either way. A coat neckline, for instance, is often neckline of the block ~which is sli~htly raised in the QI' 
a 'two-way' neckline requiring a two-way collar. because of the deepening of ncckbne by the addition a( 

The classical tailored jacket collar is a particularly NP). It is the one which would be used with the tradi-
tight fitting one, with a high roll at 1he back and sides, tional Tailored collar. The middle line is a very usual 
clinging well.to the neck. It is a collar drafted specially coat neckline, slightly higher on CF, to bring it up well 
for a very loose 'neckline'. It cannot be worn buttoned to the neck, and worn either buttoned up high or m, 
up at the neck: it is too tight for that. casual rever style. II generally goes with a looser type .or 

This tight collar can be used on coats which arc of the collar, a 'two-way'· Storm collar or Round collar, 
same type, i.e. worn with lapels always folded back, buttoned at the neck. Finally, the highest (dot-dash) line 
in fact coats which arc a longer version of the classical represents a more fancy but very usual coat neckline 
jacket (e.g. the Chesterfield coat). The collar wo,uld be with a particularly high rever. It is generally unsuitable 
drafted as for a jacket but a little wider (stand-3-4 cm for bunoning at the neck. It must be noted that this type 
and fall-S-6 cm), and of course to fit into the bigger of neckline forms an angle at point Q and a flat-fitting 
coat neckline. Storm collar, for instance, must be tightened a little at 
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FIG. 17/Xl 

this point by darting its Outer edge, to prevent any 
luting and to increase its fr.ont roll. 

The coat collar, therefore, is generally a looser, ftatter
rolling type of collar which in many cases can be worn 
either. way and which of course can be of any width 
suitable for the design, while in the tight, clinging jacket 
collar the width limit is soon reached. Thus most coat 
collars are fairly· wide, slightly curving bands, and the 
so-called Storm collar can be considered as a basic pattern 
for most of them. It is essentially a two-way collar but 
it can be made tighter to improve the set of the open lapel 
or looser (flatter) to ease it for the higher buttoning, all 
this according to the style. 

THE STORM COLLAR-FIGS. 18, 19, 20, 21 

Two methods of making the pattern are given here: one is 
based on the traditional collar drafting, resulting in a 
slightly tighter fit; the other is a very simple collar draft, 
giving a somewhat looser fit. The latter can, however, be 
easily adjusted to a higher roll, when necessary. 

ln the classical draft of the Jacket collar (Chapter Ten, 
PIGS. 3 and 4) the distaooe between points Y and Z is 
really based on the difference between stand and fall 
(increased by O· 5 cm). Since the classical jacket collar 
Varies little in width, the Y-Z distance is more or less fixed 
.lt 2 cm, e.g. 4·5 cm fall minus 3 cm stand gives 1·5 plus 
.0.S, i.e. 2 cm. But in big coat collars with. "' stand 

which is seldom more than 4 cm, often only 3 cm, and 
a fall which can be anything from 5 cm upwards 
(usually 8-10 cm or more), the difference can be quite 
big. Distance Y-Z will incr~ase accordingly to provide 
a longer Outer edge, which is generally further length· 
ened (usually by half of Y-Z quantity) either by 
slashing and expanding Outer edge, by adding beyond 
CB or by manipulation (i.e. stretching); often by a 
combination of all three methods. In some cases, where 
inanipulation is difficult because of the fabric texture 
(e.g. in rainwear), the stand is cut separately and joined 
by a seam to the fall which, once detached from the stand, 
can be widened on the Outer edge of pattern as much as 
necessary. 

Method 1-tbe classical draft of a Storm collar, 12 cm 
wide. PIGS. 18, 19, 20. 
Thi$ follows the method given for the jacket collar in 
Chapter Ten (FIGS. 3/x and 4/x). On the extension of the 
Crease line, above point X, measure back neckline plus 
I cm and mark point Y. Pivoting from point Q (neck
line intersection) sweep a circular line throµgh Y and 
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132 XI-TAILORING PATTERNS-PART TWO 

measure on it 6 cm to find point Z (3 cm stand and 9 cm 
fall give a 6 cm difference). Connect Z and Q-the collar 
Crease line. At right angles to Z-Q from Z measure to the 
left 3 cm for the stand, and to the right 9 cm for the fall. 

Complete the collar as usual; drawing the Sewing-on 
edge straight into the neckline, even slightly crossing 
it and finishing at point P (CF) or slightly below (for a 
flatter fit). Draw the collar end· to go with the style of 
lapel (with a gap ofO·S-1 cm between them). Finally com
plete the Outer edge, first at right angles to CB, then 
according to style and width of lapel. Add l ·5 cm length 
beyond CB. 

After cutting out the collar (FIG. 19) the Outer edge is 
usually further lengthened by two slashes in the back 
(4cm apart), adding at least 2 cm more, in addition to the 
I · 5 cm at CB. Any further lengthening is according to 
style (FtG. 20). 

A Coat coUar witn a separate stand, i.e. a seam between 
the stand and the fall. can be cut from this· pattern by 
detaching the stand (shaded in PIG. 19) and then 
lengthening the Outer edge of the fall, by slashing and 
opening it as much as necessary, without affecting the 

FIG. 19/ XI 
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12 STORM COLLAR 

length and fit of the stand. Stand and fall are then jollRa 
bya scam. 

Method 2--Tlleslmple Storm oollanlraft-flc. 21' 
The Storm collar can also be drafted as shown in FIG -2'~ 
The diagram is self-explanatory. The method th~ugl 
simple is quite satisfactory and has been much u'sed for a 
big variety of coat patterns. 

The collar works out less tight than the one prodUci:idl 
by the classical method (Method I). It is fl.atter-rollliig 

· particularly in the front part where it must be tightened' 
little by darting (1-2 cm) from the Outer edge, as indica~ 
in the diagram. · • 

It will be easily understood that this collar could al~ 
be produced by the standard method of cutting collarij 
See, for example, the flatter-fitting jacket collars in! 
Chapter Ten (FICS. 6/x, 7/x and 8/x), the second style o( 
which (B-8/x) is very similar to it in shape. However,. 
the simple draft (Method 2) has always been found a 
most convenient method for obtaining Jin accurate and 
easily adaptable pattern for what can be considered as 
the basic type of collar in coats. 
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CHAPTER 
TWELVE 

All the maio block patterns - bodice, skirt and sleeve
are used for sportswear. The pattern of trousers is an 
important addition to these blocks. 

Although trousers or slacks are now worn both for 
wo.rk and leisur.e - in fact for almost any occasion re
quiring either a practical or high fashion garment -they 
are, never.theless, an important basic pattern from which 
garments used ·more speciJkally for sport are produced 
(e.g. shorts). This is therefore an important pattern in this 
chapter, in which only a selection of sportswear styies and 
adaptations arc given. 

BASIC PATTERN OF TROUSERS 
FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

Meuurements 
Hips-98cm(1Hips=49) Hips= 94cm(!Hips = 47) 
Waist-70cm (t Waist=35) Waist-68cm(t Waist= 34) 
Side length= 96-102 cm Side length= 96-102 cm 
Bodyrise = 28-29 cm Bodyrisc = 27- 28 cm 

The Bodyrise is a measurement taken from the waist 
down the side with the figure in a sitting position. The 
person measured should be sitting upright, prGferably 
with legs crossed, and on as flat a surface as possible (a 
table is often quite suitable), so that the maximum height 
of the part of the body between the waist and the le~ is 
registered (average 27~28-29 cm). This is an individual 
measurement oot always necessarily related to the total 
height of the figure. A person of any height can, for 
instance, be more or less long-legged. 

The pattern of the trousers is adapted &om a skirt 
block.• As, however, the Standard skirt is 'shaped' to 
stand away slightly frt>m lhe figure, this may give the 
trousers pattern too much length down the CB line, and 
it is therefore advisable 10 straighten it first io order to 
tcduce·this CB length. If easy fitting, one can also reduce it 
ill width by losing at least 0·5 cm down CF/CB {see Tight 
fitting Trousers and Fig. 6). 

PREPARATORY STAGE 
The mdbod for straiglltening the Staadanl skirt is basic

~lly tbe same as for obtaining any straighter skirt pattern, 
'·~· by darting it from the hem up (sec D.P.D . ..Ch. XI, 
Fig. 4). 

Outline a Standard skirt to Knee line level only. Draw 
l straight line at right angles to CF exactly on Hip level. 

• When a skirt block" is not aYailable, a simple draft, ~ven in 
a.pier XJV (p. 171), can be used ioStead (f'IO. 19/XIV). 

SPORTSWEAR PATTERNS 
Trousers, shorts, divided skirts 

(or do this by folding pattern, as shownio Fig. 1). Though 
the two lines-the curved and the straight (or creased) 
coincide at or ocar the CF, there is a definit~ gap between 
them on the CB. In the trousers pattern this represents 
the 'scat angle'. In a Standard·skirt this angle is usually 
too big for the small or average figure which is fairly fiat 
in the back, and so needs reducing to obtain less slope and 
less length on the CB of the trousers. 
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Cut from the waist down the centre side scam of the 
skirt to just below the Hip level, and from the lower edge 
(Knee line level) take out a 'dart' I ·5-2 cm wide, up to the 
end of the slash which will ·open at the waist. This 
straightens 1he skirt and on the CB mluct!s the angle be
tween the two lines, approximately from S to 4 or even 
3 cm. N.8 . Since now the former creased line breaks half
way, to re-establish beyond 1he break the straight line 
from CF a new straight Hip line has to be drawn higher 
(Fig. 2). The size of lhe 'dart' from the hem may have to 
be varied sligh1ly, according to size of pattern, to achieve 
the same (4 or 3 cm-as desired) angle on the CB (3 cm 
for smaller and flatter figures). 

METHOD OF ADAPTATIO N TO TROUSERS 
Place the straightened skirt on a large sheet of paper 
J 0-12 cm, according to Hip size, from the right hand edge 
of 1he paper and parallel to it, and outline it down to 
J 2-15 cm below the Hip line (Fig. 3). After oullining, 
trace through the curved Hip line, and indicate the begin
ning of the Yoke lines on CF and CB edges. On removing 
the skirt pattern, mark on the Hip level the middle point 
HP exactly half-way between CF and CB; then, between 
the waist and H ip level (half-way), draw an addilional 
curved line parallel to the other curved lines: the High 
Yoke line, on which a corresponding measurement, taken 
on the figure, can be checked when the paucrn is 
completed. 

Measure from point 0 (waist) down the CF line the 
deptb or the crutch for which the Bod)'Tisc mcasurcm~nt 
is used - in this case 28 cm for Hips 98 (27 cm for Hips 
94}. Marlr. point X - the crutch point. 

At X squarc a line to CF, taking it a few centimetres to 
the right, beyond the CF. On this line measure from 
X-n of Hips minus 5 cm. This will give, for H 98, 9·8 
minus 5 = 4·8, i.e . 5 cm (for H 94 = 4·5 cm, and with 
4 cm as a minimum for all sizes). Mark poinl F - the front 
Fork poiat. 

Placing a metre stick on this short line, cxlcnd it back 
through the 'skirt' beyond t he CB. This is the Basic line 
of the trousers pattern, which must be absolutely at right 
angles to CF. . 

Along the Basic line measure to the left from pomt F 
i Hip measurement• minus 5 cm (or minus 4 cm for 
easier fit or in large sizes), and mark the back f ork point 
B. For 98 Hips this will be i of98 = 73 minus 5 == 68 cm 
(for 94 Hips = 70-5 = 65 cm). This proportion is not 
constant and it is varied to suit different figures and style 
rcquircments, using in some cases minus 6 (tight), but in 
others only minus 2 or 3 (looser fit). This is ao average 
for a fairly close fitting block pattern of trousers. 

Placing the set square with one side to the Basic line, so 
that the other passes exactly through the midway point 
HP on the Hip line above, draw the Side seam upwards to 
the waist (point S), and then continue the line down to the 
full length of the trousers (Fig. 3). 

• Sec Table p. 104. 

Measure the side length (96-102 cm, or as required) 
from point S down, and on this level rule a horizontal lik 
parallel to the Bas~c line, for the .low~r edge of the pes;.. 
tern - the Bottom h11e (BL), drawing 11 also right acrosa.. 
Herc the lower edge of the trousers will be worked o uL 

M easure the distance between the Basic line and the 
Bottom line, hafre ii, and 5 cm higher draw the Knee liae 
(KL), again right across and parallel to Basic line. 

This completes the various construction lines of the 
pattern, the details of which can now be drawn in. 

Draw the front Fork line (CF scam) curving into the CF 
under the Yoke level. Jn the back drop poiat B J ·S cm. 
below the Basic line, and starting from hen: draw the 
back Fork line (CB seam), at first almost horizontal then . . 
cun•ing into the CB of skirt, as shown in Fig. 4. 

For the Crease lines (or balance lines) which are at 
right angles to the Basic line, dfride in half the Basic line 
between point F and tire Side seam, and from this point, 
marked 'm', drop a perpendicular on to the Bottom line 
for the frollt Crease lime. Mcasurc exactly the same distance 
beyond the side scam to find point 'n', from which the 
back Creue liae is drawn parallel 10 the other line. The 
rcmaining part of the Basic line, beyond point 'n', is 
usually a little wider. 

Crease lines arc used for gelling a correct balance when 
planning the leg seams, placing the pattern correctly on 
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material (SO along the Crease lines) and pressing the 
creases of the trousers (folding). 

On Knee line level measure the Knee width, adding to 
the basic knee measurement, as required by the style. The 
most usual width for the block is 6-8 cm more than tight 
knee, i.e. 44-46 cm in smaller and medium sizes. A 
quarter of this, i.e. 11-11·5 cm, is measured both ways Crom 
the two Crease lines. · 

Tiie Bottom width is entirely a matter of style and 
fashion, and can be anything from a very close fit (e.g. in 
tre-.Ms or 'drainpipes' 2-3 cm more than ankle measure· 
ment), to the more usual 44-46 cm for straight slacks and 
up to 60 cm and more for the 'bell-bottom' styles. 

Through all these points, marked at Knee and Bottom 
level, draw the Inner and Oater leg seams, from F and 
lowered B points, curving them (1-1·5 cm) above the knee 
as shown in Fig. 4. The inner back leg seam is slightly 
stretched at the top between B and K to match the front 
between F and K. 

At the waist reduce the width to Waist measurement 
plus 2 cm. In this example of a 70 cm Waist it will be 
72 cm, i.e. 36 cm on the half-pattern (for Waist 
68-35 cm). 

The total Waist Reduc:tloa (WR) is generally distributed 
more or less equally betweea back, front aad side waist, 
thus keeping all the darts rather small and short, and 
running them o.ff to nothing on the Yoke level or a little 
above. This depends on the shape of the hips. 

Some width is taken out on the CB (1-1·5 cm) and
shape of figure permitting - on CF (1 cm). 

Darts: in the back draw (at least on the block) two 
2 cm darts, their guide lines parallel to CB, the first 
8-9 cm from CB, the second usually 8 cm farther (but not 
too near to side scam). In the front use a 2 cm dart or 
a 3 cm pleat (more suitable for some figures or styles), in 
line with the front Crease line, and a second 2 cm dart 
half-way between the first and the side. Often the outer 
darts (particularly the front) must be made shorter to 
fit over the curves (e.g. high hip bone) of the figure. If 
preferred, one can have only one dart-back and front-and 
these single darts would be bigger. One can also replace 
the basic dart arrangement by yokes, front only or both 
back and front; or use an elastic in the back. 

The remaining width is reduced in the side seam. The 
Side dart in the seam is generally planned in such a way 
that, after taking out all the darts (including CB and, if 
used, CF reduction), the back and front waists each 
measure approximately a quarte.r of the total wais.t width 
required (in this case I 8 cm), unless observation of shape 
of figure at the fitting shows that a different distribution . 
':'ould be an advantage and would give a better run to the 
lldc seam at the top. This means that the Side dart will 
11Sually not be equidistant from the side seam, but 
ICnerally more curi•ed. towards the front. The two lines 
meet near or below the Yoke level. 

'fh_e Outer leg seam can now be completed from the top, 
tunrung smoothlv into the I«" seam below. 

The waistline is usually lowered I cm on the CF, pro· 
vided this is suitable for the figure. 

On completing the pattern, check the total crutch 
length (FIG. S), measuring the CF and CB seams from 
waist down to points B and F and, if possible, compare 
this with a 'checking' mcasurem.ent taken on the figure 
between the legs (not too tightly): if the difference is more 
than 3-4 cm, either way, it may be advisable to adjust the 
pattern by lengthening or shortening the CB seam (seat 
angle}, or taking a deeper or Jess deep crutch level from 
the waist. 

Finally check the width OD tbe High yoke line and com
pare with a measurement ta.ken on the figure, I 0-12 cm 
below the waist. In some cases it may be too tight and 
darts will then have to be shortened or even let out. 

Sometimes the waist is lowered 5-6 cm for a tlipster 
style effect. On some figures, catching tightly on the hip 
bone, this may prevent 'slipping' down from the waist. 
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total crutch length 
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SOME IMPORTANT POINTS OF FIT 
OF THE BASIC PATTERN 

The basic pattern of tTousers, as given above, will not 
necessarily fit every sh"pe of figure or be suitable for all 
styles. It is therefore important to understand its con
struction, in order to be able to control and, if possible, 
to adjust it correctly. 

Special note must be made of the following features of 
the draft: (a) the difference in length between CB and CF 
scams; (b) the seat angle and bow to adjust it; (c) the 
depth of crutch (Bodyrise) and its adjustment; (d) the 
Basic line B-F and its change in length; (e) the tightness 
on and obo1·e the Hip level. 

All these points may have to be considered both in 
style adaptations and fitting, as they vary atc6rding to 
ohape of figure, conditions of wear (movement), style and 
fashion. , 

For example, whatever the total crutch length, it may 
have to be divided differently between back and front, 
giv.ing proportionately more length to back scam for 
figures with more prominent scat, or in tight fitting styles, 
and dividing more evenly for the flat figure, or in 1.ooser 
styles. Changing seat angle is one w:ay of dealing with 
this problem. 

The same applies to depth of crutch, corrected from the 
waist, or by a tuck across pattern at hip level: the closer 
the fit, the shorter it will usually be; while for styles 
hanging loosely between the legs, and wider trouser styles 
generally, crutch depth may have to be increased in order 
to keep CB and CF crutch length more evenly divided 
(e.g. culotte). 

The Basic line B-F changes in length, often according 
to requirements: in sportswear, e.g. in skiing trousers, 
more B-F length may be needed to provide for a good 
stri'dc. In general, a longer B-F means greater ease in 
movement. 

Finally, it is also advisable to consider at an early stage 
the tightness of fit in the upper part; above the Basic line, 
in preference to fitting adjustments later (see Tight Fitting 
trousers, Fig. 6 and details). 

TIGHT FITTING TROUSERS-no. 6 

For a closer fit of trousers, particularly on and above the 
hips, the skirt block should be made tlgjlter by losing, i e. 
cutting away or folding back (see detail) equally do~ 
CF and CB of skirt block sufficient to make the width or 
the Hip line equal to t Hips + I cm. The middle HP 
must remain in its central position. 

The adaptation follows the general method o.f the basic 
trouser . pattern, but the Basic line B-F can be madi; 
i H minus 6 cm (occasionally minus 7 cm), and the CP 
and CB seams are well hollowed out (preferably after 
fitting). The tighter proportions will be used mainly in 
small and medium sizes, on flatter figures, or when using 
stretch fabrics. In large sizes, everything depends on shape 
of figure. 

The tighter fitting top can be used for a variety of styla, 
both tight and easy fitting, below the Basic line, i.e. the 
leg part for straight slacks or trousers, for instance, may 
be continued in the usual way, as described for the basic 
pattern. 

If, however, a close fit is required for the leg part as 
well-as for trews, 'drainpipes' or whatever they may be 
known as- then some addit ional mell$Ulemeats must be 
taken for a tight leg fit. 
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KMe measurement-tightly, but with knee flexed. 
Calf measurement, 12-15 cm lower, over widest part. 
Allk1e measurement-just above instep, over the bone. 
Reduction of leg width may be considerable and should 

be measured outwards from the middle, i.e. the Crease 
lines, equally in both directions. (N.B. Crease lines in 
some cases arc brought a little closer together.) 

The K-wlcltll is made equal to measurement + 3 cm, 
e.g. 39 + 3 ~ 42 cm: t of this (10-5) is measured out
wards from point K marked on the Crease line. The Calf 
wldlh is the tight measurement + 3 cm, divided into four, 
e.g. 33 + 3 = 36 cm, giving 9 cm to be measured in the 
same way. Finally the a.akle width is the measurement 
increased by 3-S-7 cm, according to style (some tight 
slacks widen towards the hem). A very tight ankle re
quires a placket, or the use of stretch fabric. 

SHORTS-FIG. 7 

This is the simplest adaptation, since tailored shorts as 
distinct from skirt-shorts (given lower). are merely the top 
of the trousers pattern. However, except when the fit is to 
be tight and clinging to the back of the leg (usually the 
lower edge of shorts is loose), it is advisable to reduce the 
scat angle by 1- 2 cm, to correct a possible 'baggy' fit in 
the back (FIG. 7). 

SHORTS 
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. They may be quite sllort, just S-8 cm below the Basic 
line. Thes_e are a popular style for sportswear, with a plain 
betn or w11h a 'tum-up' or cuff, and they a.re usually fairly 
loose at the lower edge. 

The k>llcer YViety, known as Bermuda shorts, may be 
1~20 cm below the Basic line and, according to the style, 
either q11itc loose (reduce seat angle), or close fitting in 
~-lower part. For actual details of finish, i.e. waist, 
r-ket, etc., style and fashion are followed. 

SKIRT-SHORTS-FIGS. 8 and 9 

This is a different type of shorts which can be worn either 
separately or be part of a dress (e.g. a tennis dress). 

The pattern follows the method given in Chapter Nine 
for the 'skirt-knicker' block. It is a very short skirt with 
a crutch part added to it, and cut either on the Standard 
skirt block (as in this example). or on the Quarter-circle 
pattern, as in Plate 41, Chapter Fourteen. 

After outlining the skirt block to a length of 40-45 cm, 
mark down the CF and CB the depth of the crutch using 
Boclyrise measaremeat plus 3 (4) cm. This should be a 
fairly loose crutch fit as it is not advisable to tighten it too 
much because it may pull in the shorts between the legs 
and . prevent them hanging away from the figure, like 
a skirt. 

On this crutch level (both on CF a.nd CB) draw lines at 
right angles to CF and CB, and measure from X in the 

. front ir H minus 2 cm and in the back ro H plus 2 cm. 
The back is thus 4 cm wider than the front. 

Draw the front and back seams as shown in Fig. 8. The 
waist may be raised slightly (I cm) in the back: this is not 
essential, but is generally done when joining shorts to a 
bodice for a complete dress (it may of course be a fitting 
adjustment). 

The skirt-sliorts arc seldom used plain and generally 
have pleats. The most usual is to have an inverted CF and 
CB pleat. In some styles there are also additional pleats, 
e.g. through the middle or the front (FIG. 9) and some: 
times also at the sides. First these crutch parts a.re cut 
away, and then the pattern is cut where necessary 10 

introduce the pleats. After adding the pleats, the crutch 
parts arc joined again, taking care to place them on the 
correct level: this is ensured as usual, by folding out all 
the pleats, before joining the various pieces into a com
plete pattern. There is generally a seam at the side, as 
well as on the CB and CF. 
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To improve the hang in the back, i.e. to make it stand 
away more from the figure, it is very usual to slash the 
pattern from the hem up to S cm above Hip level, and to 

STAGEn 

open it 3-4 cm at the hem, while reducing (dartina out) 
some of the waist width at the top, above the slash 
(FIG. 9). 

TlNNIS DR(S5 

FIG. 9/xn 

DIVIDED SKIRT (Culotte)-FIGS. 10 and 11 

This pattern is similar to the skirt-shorts (FIGS. 8 and 9) 
and is really a longer version of it. It is, in fact, a full· 
length skirt with a crutch part, with CF, CB aod side 
seams, and usually with inverted pleats on CB and CF. 

The width of the skirt (the Standard skirt block) is 
slightly increased in such a way that 3 cm arc added 
down CF and CB at the hem only and nothing at the 
waist, so that the CF and CB slope out more, adding 
width on the hips, but mainly at the hem: Point X is 
moved further out. 

The crutch part is thus added to a new CF and CB, on 
a lower level, i.e. 4 (5) cm below Bodyri.se measurement, a.s 
the skirt must not be allowed to pull in between the legs. 

For the crutch part, add from the new point X ( 4 cm 
below Bodyrise) n H for the front and n H + Sor 6 cm 
for the back, i.e. for H 98 = 10 cm for F, and 15-16 cm 
for B. This addition is bigger than for shorts to enable 
a lt»1ger skirt to hang away more from the figure and to 
retain its 'skirt silhouette'. If, however, considered ex· 
cessive, e.g. in a shorter skirt, then it can be reduced as for 
shorts. Complete the crutch parts down to the full length, 
either making them the same width right through or 
slightly wider at the hem (broken line). 

After cutting away the crutch part (Fig. 11), pleats are 
added, as usual, before the crutch parts are rejoined to 
CF and CB, exactly as in the pattern of shorts, and always 
after first folding out the pleats to ensure that all parts 
come together correct! y. 

SOME GENERAL REMARK S ON 
SPORTSWEAR 

All blocks, in one form or another, arc used for sports 
garments, skirts, slacks and knicker patterns being prob
ably the more important ones. A few general obscrva· 
tions and suggestions on the use of other blocks - Bodice, 
Sleeve, etc. - may be helpful. 

Blouses, llodlces ... jackets, with some exceptions 
mentioned lower, must generally have plenty of case for 
freedom of movement. To be of real benefit, however, 
this case must be secured in a correct position on the 
figure, i.e. over the chest and partiClllar/y the back, where 
it is most needed, for nothing constricts movement of 
arms so much as an insufficiently loose back. This extra 
width or fullness must not be allowed to hang off the 
shoulders (as a dropping armhole) or to stand away too 
much from the figure under the arms: underarm addition 
increases width but docs not necessarily provide the 
comfortable a/J-oyer ease required for a sports garment. 
Width addition must therefore be planned in such a way 
that it comes wbe.rc it is most needed. 

The popularity in sportswear designing of ;yetes, with 
fullne:ss eased into them, and of pleab (e.g. CB inverted 
pleat in blouse or jacket), is due mainly to the fact that 
they arc a means of providing and keeping fullness 
exactly where required, and not just under the arm 
(though some addition is made here in most cases). 
Yokes and pleats give case in the right place without 
interfering with the movement of the arms, as too much 
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shoulder length and unnecessary underarm width often 
lllD. 

'Ille dole tltdnc llodlee may also be quite suitable and 
is even traditional for some spo11$. such as skating and 
parttcularly swimming. The close fit in these cases is not 
restricting so long as the legs and arms can move 
freely. This free<fom of movement is ensured either by a 
complete absence of sleeves. or by a long underarm and 
a sleeve fitted high on the sltt>ulder (as is also usual for 
ballet dresses). Finally, not only tight bodices but even 
brassiere patterns are sometimes used for some sports 
garments (see Plate 38 over the page). 

'Ille lleefe often presents a special problem. A deep 
crown restricts movement and for sportswear, or for any 
other .c11mfortable wear, when it is imp0rtan1 to be able 
to move arms freely, sleeves should have a long underarm 
and consequently a shllllower crown. For method of 
flattening the crown (e.g. in shirts) see Plate 38 and FIG. 
12 in Chal>(er Thirteen. 
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Sometimes sleeves have a special gusset extension on 
the underarm seam to compensate for lowering of ann• 
hole or simply to provide more length for high arm 
swinging (e.g. in golf jackets). 

The xmio-, in spite of its appearance of easy fit, is 
not always the best cut for sportswear because of its 
movement·res~ng fit under the arm. Only short
sleeved kimono patterns with a sma.11 sleeve slant, are 
suitable for sportwear. The 'sleeve' part of the kimono 
must be very short, preferably 'cap sleeve' type, and even 
then a gusset often has to be used for complete freedom 
of arm movement (gussets, however, do not always stand 
up well to hard wear). 

The ~ does not necessarily apply to the Racla 
si-which, provided it is cut reasonably high under the 
arm, can be quite comfortable. 

Fl-0. ll{Xll 
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PLATE 3'-A BIKINI SWIM SUIT AND PLAY SHIRT 

Conrr&ttd by Ed1ltl Grttn, P.C.t. 

THE SWIM SUIT 

The swim suit consisu of short close fitting truna and a 'bra'. 
T ..... - PIOL I and 2. 
Use either lhc trunks &ivcn on page 99 (f".,. 12) or follow nos. I 
and 2 OD 1his pap which.,., self-explanatory. This adaptation bcR 
is of a StOllliord kmdctr b/«k and oonsists mainly of size reduction, 
losin1 ••idJh thtouab the middle, lenath down lhc 1ide to 25 an, 
sbortenin1 crutch by 3 cm at B and a P, and tlcbtenlna the lower 
edF by dartin1 to fit 1i1h1/y round the thiah (avcrase about 60 cm). 
Sbortai also from the waist down by 8-12 cm for 'hipster' style fit. 

Blldal T Of ot Bra - f'IGS. 3 and 4 

BuDd l)ltteni u for any l)'Jle or Bia, plannioa II equally abo¥e 
ud below Ille True Bust liae. 

For die Back use inner $idc seam and SI. CB. To liahtcn the fit 
taltc M cm off the side seam and double the Waist dart before 
foldin1 it out. Plan pattern 3 cm above and J cm below at CB and 
near the Waist dart, and 4 cm abow: and below at side seam. 

For Ille Fraat use also inner $ide seam and SI. CF and take l ·5 cm 
off at the side. Dwllle both Darts and plan pattern 4 cm above and 
below oo CF, and oo side scam, and 10 cm oD the level or the dar1s. 
~r ~tting QUI t!!• QUtli!le Ill" the Bra, cut &Ions the Ba.sic 

line and fold out both darts to their full depth, which &iw:s a 
ltorlzo11t4/ -· The top and Iowa ed.,. can be curwd instead 
of bcina lelt pointed. 

THE PLAY SHJRT- flos. 5, 6, 7 

With 7-8 cm cxtta width it is ""l'Y loose and also /fat fitt/111 (no bust 
shapina). The bust dart """'' thert/ore be km. 

Beclr.: Add 1·5 cm down CB. moving thccxlra neck width into the 
shoulder. Add another I cm length at the armhole, thus maltina 
shoulder 2·5 cm Jonaer. Add 0·5 cm on side seam and lower um
hole I cm. CUI out necltllne 2 an (for style). 

Froat: Add I cmdoWnCF and0·5c:matsideteam,uinthebeck. 
Lower armhole l cm to m-.tch baclc. Cut out neckline 2 cm. 

Sboneo Bust dart to Bust line level. Make a iluh to this point 
from the armhole (oo Cbest level), fold out cnouah of the dart 
to open slash 2 an. Keep 1-S cm of the Bust dan to l<111thtt1J sJwxJdtr 
and transfer the rest into the bcmlinc. 

As a rault of all this the annbole incra.sa by 4 cm, so that the 
~ must be widened 2 an each side or the 1Q111, with B and F 
mow:d I cm out. To allow for Ion...- shoulder /f11tt11J tlw "°"'" by 
a I+ an tuck ta km right across, aod set the slocw quite flat into the 
annbole (oo case). 

6 

PLATE 38 

c 
F 



CHAPTER 

TH IR T EEN 

Patterns for children are cut very much as patterns for 
adults and the basic 1mtlwds of style and pattern adapta
tion are the same. Adding fullness for gathers, pleats. 
tucks or smocking. outlining yokes or panels, flaring 
skirts and flounces or obtaining a correct set of a collar
all this is done by following the general principles and 
methods of pattern designing. 

Children's styles are cenainly simpler and less varied, 
and many of the difficulties met with in pattern cutting 
for adults never arise. Thus one seldom has to deal with 
difficult textures of material, with problems of grain, 
with elaborate effects of draping or dart shaping. Fabrics 
used for children arc mostly strong and hard-wearing. 
The fit of the clothes is easy, so that dart shaping is of 
little imponance. Details of design are not complicated. 
Styles arc more standardized and functional and do not 
follow closely every change of fashion. Even when the 
influence of fashion does show over a certain period. the 
change is gradual and little noticeable under ordinary 
working conditions. All this makes pattern de$igning for 
~ildrcn very much simpler. 

Nevertheless, there are some spedal problems iD the 
production of children's clolhJne which affect considerably 
the planning and cutting of the patterns and these 
problems must be examined and understood as they are 
of great importance for good pr:ictical results. 

The biggest problem is the constant dlaage ia size Md 
shape of a growing child's figure, and the necessity of 
providing for this. It affects the whole approach to 
children's pattern cutting by making si:e and proportions 
so much more important than style interpretation. There 
is also the difficulty of fitting childr~n or sometimes even 
of getting reliable measurements. Finally. there exist a 
number of practlal limitatims imposed by requirements 
of comfort. hard wear and frequent laundering: these 
limitations can seldom be ignored. Pattern cutting for 
children is very much influenced by all these con
siderations. 

The main problem-that of changing size and fit -can 
be dealt with by making averages sizes and proporti005 
the foundation of all pattern cutting for children. It is of · 
great help in this work to understand and alwavs to bc-.ir 
in mind how an average child grows and develops, and a 
Table of Average sizes for 1•arious age groups is indis
pensable (sec Table at the end of the chapter). 

But since a block for one particular age, e.g. a ftve
year-old. cannot show the changes which occur as a 

CHILDREN'S PATTERNS 
The blocks 

child grows, it is advisable to produce a range of blocks 
to represent a growing child through several stages. 
between two and thirteen years. It gives a better picture 
of the problems one has to deal with. Four bodice blocks 
are therefore given here, and the sizes in between can 
be obtained by simple grading. 

Where individual measurements are easily available. 
they should be used mainly to correct the relevant pro· 
portions of the nearest 11veragc block (e.g. longer waist. 
wider back. etc.). or course the whole pattern can be 
dr.tftcd to individual measurements. if preferred. But 
with children, far more than with adults. it is onen 
quicker and easier to adapt an average block. 
The four standard sizes drafted arc: 
Size I for an average child of 3 (small size). 
Size 2 for an average child of 6 (small-medium size). 
Size 3 for an average child of 9 (medium size). 
Size 4 for an average child of 12 (big size). 

N.B. An 'Infant size' - age 18 months-can also be 
drafted or obtained by grading doirn from the small 
size. 
Size l. for an average three-year-old , would also ftt a 

big child of two or a small child of four. To fi t an a1•emge 
child of four or two the patlern must be graded up or 
down. The same applies to the other sizes. so that the 
whole range from two to thirteen can be covered by the 
four standard blocks. 

The following general observations may be helpful: 
(al lt is not easy to measure children and it is better 10 

get a few good measurements rather than many 
inaccurate ones. working out further pattern details 
by average proportions: e.g. skirt equal 10 I} or I! 
bodice length. armhole equal to l Breast measure
ment, etc. 

(b) Since children grow all the time. an easy fit is essential 
and. with a few exceptions children's garments must 
not be cut to fit tightly. 

(£') A,n easy fit. however. must not be made an excuse for 
ill-shaped garments. The clothes must have a good 
t·ut and line. not dependent on shaping them to the 
figure, e.g. the waist must be in the right place. the 
hem of correct fullness. the armhole must not slip 
down the arm. etc. 

(d) Comfort in wear is important and nothing in the: 
design must hamper or restrict a child's movements. 

(e) As they grow. children change in shape as well as in 
size. Allowance must be made for these changes also. 
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MEASUREMENTS 

The following measurements are essential and should be 
taken in every case: 

Length to Waist (LW down CB). 
Breast or Bust measurement (B). 

Other useful measurements which help to reduce fitting 
are: 

Back width. 
Waist (also Hips in bigger sizes). 
Total length of garment (dress, skirt. etc.). 
Sleeve length. 

Additlooal measurements may be taken as required by 
style. 

The essential measurements can, of course, be taken 
from a Table of Average Proportions for Children, or 
even worked out theoretically from the age, as for instance 
the Length to Waist (CB) can. be taken as being equal to 
! height of a child, and the height can be found as follows: 
a child of 3 is taken as being 95 cm tall, i.e. just under 
100 cm. For every year up 5 cm is added, and for every 
year down S cm taken off. Thus a child of2 is 90 cm tall, 
a child of 6-110 cm. etc. 

N.B. Children are actually taller now and these pro
portions are quite artificial. Bu.I they still work quite 
well for finding the L W, often better than if the correct 
actual height of the child is used, for a ! of real height 
may give too long a waist. 
Nevertheless, although the above proportions are 

fairly reliable, it is always advisable ro check the /)gsii; 
measurements individually: variations in size among 
children of the same age group arc considerable. 
Although many clothes for children are actually bought 
by age, this is not always very reliable. Even when 
dealing with a big group (e.g. a class), the tWo basic 
measurements should always be checked.: it may make 
all the difference between a reasonable fit and one which 
turns out to be completely wrong. 

All the other measurements, however, can be worked 
out reasonably well from the two basic ones if it is not 
possible or convenient to take them individually. 

Because of this reliance on proporticq derived from 
two basic -ts, or even just from the age, the 
technique of establishing correct proportions plays a 
very important part in pattern designing for children. 

PROPORTIONS FOR FIGURE AND 
PATTERN 

The following figure proportions can be derived from 
Lenctla to Waist (L W): 

Back width = LW, or slightly more. 
Chest width = LW. 
Shoulder length= ! of LW (or! of Back/Chest). 
Length from Waist to Hips = ! LW. 
Length from Waist to Knee= l! times LW. 
Length from Waist to ankle = 2! times LW. 
Length of Arm= I! times LW, but more in bigger 

sizes. 

from Breast measurement: 
Armhole = ! B (just over or just under). 
Neckline = ! B - 2, - 3, - 4, - 6 cm. 
Top Arm = ; of B (slightly over). 
~aist = B - 3, B - 5, B - 8 or 10, B - 12 or JS~ 
Hips = B + 3, B + 5, B + 8, or JO {always an easy 

measurement). 
It will be noted that the above proportions arc affected 

by a c~ild'.s a~e and by the way a child's figure develops, 
Thus m big sizes extra allowance is always made for a 
more rapid increase in length of ·anns (legs), while 1 
small child's anns are comparatively short and grow 
more slowly. The difference between Breast, Waist and 
Hip measuremen_ts increases considerabl~ in the top age 
group (and contmues to do so beyond 11), while for a 
small child these measurements are more or less the 
same (actually so for a baby). The shoulder of a small 
child is square, the back straight, the chest and front well 
filled out and curved, for which allowance is made in the 
pattern. As the child grows, the shoulders become more 
sloping, the front ftatter; the back becomes less straight 
and may even develop a curve (round shoulders). 

PROPORTIONS FOR GARMENTS 

The Length of a: 
Dress = twice L W in smallest sizes increasing lo 

2! times LW (knee length) in big sizes. Nowadays, 
however, the length is usually shorter. 

Skirt = L W for small sizes, increasing to I! times L W 
in big sizes. Now usually shorter. · 

Nightdress = 3! times LW (big sizes slightly over). 
Pyjama trousers = 2! times LW (or over). 
Knickers-side length = LW or less according to style. 

The Wicltll of a : 
Bodice (as block) = IO cm more than B.measurcment. 

On small children this may even be a. little loose. 
Sports or School blouse = 12-15 cm more than B 

measurement. 
Pyjama coat, Overall= 12-15 cm more than B 

measurement. 
Coat, Dressing gown = IS and up to 20 cm more than 

B measurement. 
Skirt = minimum 8-10 cm more than hips, often 

looser, being mainly gathered or pleated. 
Hem. width = Ii B measurement minir.1!lm or twice 

B measurement and often much more. In some cases 
(e.g. coats) it may be slightly less. 

Sleeve width = Top Arm + S cm or more. 
Wrist width = just over half of above proportio11. 
It must be noted that every extra gannent worn by a 

child adds considerably to its 'size' (more so than in the 
case of adults), and therefore a good allowance must be 
made in outer garments, such as coats or overalls, to 
accommodate the extra bulk of garments worn under· 
neath. 
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BODICE BLOC&: SIZE 1 and 2-FIGS. I and 2 

SIZE l - average child of 3 (big 2-year old or small 
4-year old). 

L W = 24 cm Breast = S6 cm 
SIZE 2-average child of 6 (big 5-year old or small 
7-year old). 

LW = 28cm Breast = 64cm 
N.B. The instruc:tions which apply to both sizes are 
actually given for Size 1 with proportions for Size 2 
ill bracluts. 
Take a rec:tangle of paper equal to: 

tB + 6cmxLW + Sma 
or simply a square equal to i B + 6 cm (i.e: 34 cm): un
necessary length can be cut away later. Rule a line 
parallel to the right-hand edge and I cm inside it: this is 
the CF which is sloped out later by using the extra I cm 
beyond. 

BACK 

Down the left-hand edge, the CB, measure l ·2 (l ·5) cm 
from the top and mark point 0 (nape of neck). 

From 0 measure down CB the LW = 24 (28) cm and 
draw the Waist L!Jle right across the paper. 

Halve distance 0-LW, mark a point 2 cm lower (in 
Size 2, 2·5 lower) and draw tbe Brast lJlle right across. 

Halve 0 to Breast Line for position of Back Une. Take 
it right across: on the front it will be the Chest Une. 

4·5 

l'lreoM• 56 

N.B. The exact position of the Back line does not affect 
the draft : it may be placed a little higher or lower to 
avoid awkward fractions. Accurate paper folding, 
however, should make it possible to avoid any difficult 
calculations. 
Halve O to Back Line and I cm above this draw the 

Sboulder Lille which also goes right .through to the front. 
All these construetion lines must be squared to CB or 

obtained by careful paper folding at right angles to CB. 
From point 0 square a short line-the Neck U.-and 

measure on it the back lledt willtb equal to i Breast 
meas. + 2 cm, taking balf' of this for the half-pattern, i.e 
4·5 (5) cm. Take this point up to the top edge and mark 
NP. Draw bildt neckliM from NP down to 0 . 

On the Back Line measure i Back width. This may, of 
coarse, be an individual measurement. By the 'proportion 
method' it is equal to i LW = 12 (14) cm, but is usually 
increased a little (0-5-1 cm) in small sizes. Draw a vertical 
construction line through this point to cross the lines 
above and below. 

On the Sboulder Lice measure from CB 0·5 cm more. 
Mark SP and draw tbe shoulder between NP a.nd SP, as 
usual. 

Find middle of paper (halve the Breast Linc), e~cluding 
the 1 cm beyond CF, and from here take 0·5 cm back for 
UP. Drop perpendicular from UP, slant underarm seam 
I + cm from it. 

Guided by the vertical line draw the Armhole. 

iChest 

.LW 1--.._o::;;;;J::±::::::::::W:a•~~t""'t::"'l1n~e=--~~l=%=Ch=e=$=tt1 
24 I 

SIZE I 
FIG. I/XIII 

~-----34squore 
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FRONT 

Along the top edge, from the right, measure the Front 
neck width making it I cm more than in the back, i.e. 
5·5 (6) cm. 

Down CF measure neck depth equal to neck width. 
Draw the neckline with the help of the usual construction 
line. 

Draw the shoulder from NP on to the Shoulder Linc, 
making it equal tot of LW, i.e. 8 (9) cm or t of Chest. 

On the Chest Line mark t Chest width = t LW, i.e. 
12 (14) cm, and from here drop a perpendicular on to the 
Breast Linc to guide the drawing of the armhole. 

Draw underarm seam, slanting it 0-S cm from perpen· 
dicular. 

Dip the llaal waistline 2·5 cm on CF (2 cm in Size 2), 
going up to 1 cm below the basic Waist Line on the side. 
Then slope out the CF from the neckline to a point 1 cm 
out at the waist, and re-draw the fiaal CF line as shown in 
the diagram. This provides more case across the front and 
allows for the natural posture of a small child. 

If the waist needs reducing (this would depend on the 

style), small darts (1- 2 cm) can be used in the usual 
position at! Back and t Chest or a little further out. If 
the dress has no waist opening, the waist must remain 
loose enough to allow the child to get in easily, i.e. 10-12 
cm over the Waist measurement, which is usually the 
width of the block, as drafted, without the darts. 

N.B. The method of drafting for the two smaller sizes 
is the same. If, however, the Breast Line in Size 2 is 
placed only 2 cm below half-point, as in Size I, the arm· 
bole may work out a little too small. I t should be 2·5-3 
cm below half-distance. 

B O DICE BLOCK SIZE 3 and 4 -FIOS. 3 and 4 

The general method of drafting is the same, but there are 
some differences in detail which must be mentioned. 

The width of the paper is equal to ! Breast (i Bust) + 
5 cm and thert is no extra I cm for the sloping out of the 
CF. This is quite straight, as in 11 block for adults. 

Point 0 (top of CB) should be l ·5 cm below the top 
edge. If preferred, this proportion can also be used in the 
smaller sizes (e.g. Size 2) instead of I ·2 cm. 
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The Breast Lille ( ar Bust Une in Size 4) is placed 3 cm 
below the half-point between 0 and L W. 

The Shoulder Llae in the biggest size (Size 4) is 2 cm 
above half-point (or 3 cm below 0, as for adults). 

The .chest Lille is not on the same level as the Back 
Line. It is 4 cm above the Breast (Bust) line. 

The UDderarm seam slants l ·5 cm in from the perpen· 
dicular, back and front, and in Size 4 may slant in 2 cm. 

A Shoulder dart is iiltroduced by the usual method of 
slanting it 2 cm on the shoulder from a guide line whlch is 
parallel to CF. In Size 3 it is only 2 cm deep. In style 
designing it may sometimes. be placed further out, in the 
middle of the shoulder, as for instance in most Panel 
styles (e.g. in coats, particularly for younger children). 

In Size 3 the Dart is generally used in its underarm_ 
position. Sometimes it is transferred into tl)e waist, this 
being equivalent to sloping oUJ the CF in the smaller 
sizes. Sometimes it may be omitted altogether and the 
armhole is then moved in (shoulder shortened). This 

·depends on style (e.g. so~e loose blouses can be dartlcss), 
as well as on the shape and posture of the child, and also 
on whether the child is below or above average size. Thus 

a child of 7 may be as big in size as a child of 9 and 
require the Size 3 pattern, but still have the shape and 
posture of a younger child. On the other hand a small 
child of 10-11 may be no bigger than Size 3, but would 
probably have a different shape and posture from the 
big child of 7. Thus the same average pattern may 
require variation in detail, especially as regards use of 
dart and its position. 

ln Size 4 tbe Dart is 3 or 4 cm (according to the shape 
of. the figure) and in style adaptations it may also be 
moved further out on the shoulder, i.e. slanted more (with 
point in th~ same position, at i Chest width). In some 
cases, the depth of the Dart may be even more than 4 cm 
as at this stage a girl's figure sometimes develops very 
quickly. In the underarm position the Dart is placed 
4 cm below the armhole. 

The final waistline dips only I· 5 cm, as in the block for 
an adult figure. 

Over the ages of Ji- 13 the usual Standard block is 
used according to Bust. measurement, and no special 
proportions have to be considered, except that the L W 
may still be shorter than in the corresponding adult size. 
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GRADING FOR THE INTERMEDIATE 
SIZES-FIG. 5 

Sizes which come 11mr- die roar avenice blocb can be 
oblained by simple grading, i.e. by increasing or de
creasing all the important measurements and proportions. 
The Back and Chest width, the Shoulder length and the 
height above/below the fop are increased or decreased 
0·5-o-6 cm Uust over t cm); the length at the waist is 
increased by 2 cm or decreased by I cm (for safety); the 
neck-line by 0-3 cm and the underarm width at front and 
back UP by I cm. 

This is only a very simple way of changing to one size 
above or below the sizes .given in each of the four groups. 
For Trade gradins. where one deals with a whole range of 
siz.es, involving careful measuring, a more systematic 
approach must be followed. But even with this simple 
grading, accuracy in measuring is essential. Sbort vertical 
and bori%oatal lines, on which all the measuring is done, 
are drawn at right angles to the CB (CF) and to the Back 
or Chest lines (see Fig. S). 
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THE SLEEVE BLOCK-FIGS. 6, 7, 8, 9 

MEASUREMENTS 

Leaadt of- = I! times LW in Size 1, then 2- 3-4 cm 
more. 

Top Arm me11uemeat =just over one-third Breast 
measurement. 

Wlitbohleeff = Top Arm + Scm(theblockminimum). 
Wrist - ! Width of sleeve. Add to this 3-4 cm for ease 

(more for coats). 

SIZE I 
SIZE 2 
SIZE 3 
SIZE 4 

LaiatJa 
34 
42 
~ 

58-60 

Top 
Arm 
20 
22 
25 
28 

SleeYe 
width 
25 
27 
30 
33 

Wrist 
width 

13 + 3-4cm 
14 + 3-4cm 
IS + 3-4cm 
16 + 3-4 cm 

The draft of lhe sleeve follows the standard method for 
the Straight sleeve block. 
Paper- a rectangle = Length by Width of sleeve. 

Mark Depth of Crown (DC) makin1 it equal to t of 
Width of sleeve or just over, e.g. 9 cm for 2$ cm width of 
sleeve, 10 for 27 width, etc. (FIGS. 6, 7, 8, 9). 

Measuring from the top edge, on the left place point B 
i of Crown Depth down (or a little over). Point F is 
marked on the Forearm extension l cm lower than B. The 
Elbow point may be found by measuring from T to E, the 
Top Arm 111CW1remeot plus 2 cm (in smallest sizes + 
l cm). 

Complete the sleeve connecting U, 8, T, F, U, first by 
straight lines, then curving 1 cm above and below in the 
back, but more in the front (see FIGS. 6, 7, 8, 9). 

N.B. For a deeper sleeve crown, when required, draw 
DC line 1 cm lower and bring points B and F O· S cm 
down. But a deeper crown and shorter underarm 
restrict movement and are generally acceptable for 
children only in tailored garments. 

GRADING OF SLEEVES 

This is done by malting half of the addition or reduction 
through the middle and the other half, divided equally, 
down the sides of the patterrL The crown is slightly 
(0-S cm) raised or lowered. If the whole width addition 
is made down the sides, the Inset points must move down 
by half of the addition (FIG. 8). 

OTHER BASJC SLE EVE PATTE R NS 

The sleeve is used mainly in its simplest shape, long or 

E 

- 25w1drh - - + 

133-34 
I length 
I 

I 
I 

.j. 

b=...JL.=d:::::::t:=::::::j Fl G. 6/Xlll 

Top Arm 20+ 5 SIZEI 

E 

27w1drh 

21engrh 
I 

~=-l...-=d:==::::::t:=:::::::J FIG. 7/xm 

~ho~. In long sleeves, the wrist width, according to style, 
IS either gathered into a cuff or reduced. The reduction 
tihich affects also the elbow width, is made along th; 
ICam, and for a closer 6t also by darting at the wrist. Top Arm 22 + 5 SIZE 1I 
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E 

Top Arm 24-25 + 5 

50 
lcn9rh 
I 

FIG. 8/x111 

Closer-llltiDC sleeve- Fie .. JO 

SIZE ill 

For a 'reduced wi4th sleeve' ~ure on Elbow level 
1-2 cm inside the seam (on both edges) and through these 
points rule straight lines from U down to the wrist. Width 
is lost both at elbow and wrist. 
Seai-sba~ sleeve- FIO. 11 
The Semi-shaped sleeve is used in jackets and coats or as 
a closer-fitting sleeve in dresses. 

Slash pattern on Elbow level rrom the back edge, as 
far as the Middle line. Take out a dart on the Middle line 
or simply cut on it and overlap the edges, enough to make 
the elbow gap open 2 or 3 cm in big sizes. Excess length 
is eased inti) the front edge of seam. If this is done on 
a reduced-width sleeve (broken line, FIO. 11), the width 
lost by overlapping, e.g. 2 cm, should be. added to the 
wrist beyond the front edge, running line into original 
line at elbow level (dot-dash line). Wrist can be tightened 
more (in big sizes). 
Bishop slene 
This is simply the block gathered into a cuff at the wrist, 

though more often than not extra width is added throu .. 
the middle or just at the wrist. Lose length equal to U. 
cuff depth on the Forearm, less on the Back line. 
Pull sleeve 
This is a very popular style, particularly in small ~· · 
Make the pattern 4:-S cm long on the underarm, cut· 
6 sections right through or, according to style, lhrou 
the lower edge only, and spread the sections lo add eittri 
width, allowing half as much again on the lower cdllf: 
e.g. 12-14 cm. At the top, when it is also gathered, allow 
lciiS-8-9 cm. To make the final pattern come together 
correctly, fold out additions as pleats in the usual way. 
T w~piece sletve 
This follows the usual method. Example in Chapter 
Fourteen, where an example of a Raglaa llee.e is also 
given. 

Top Arm 28+5 

T 

12 

33w1dth- - - - + 

58 
len9th 

I 

FIG. 9/xm 

SIZE Til 



SLEEVE STYLES AND ADJUSTMENTS 

SLEEVE CROWN ADJUSTMENTS 

For some gannents, mainly jackets and coats, the crown 
of the sleeve is made deeper and hig}ler. fQr other gar
ments. ma.inly sportswear and nightwear, the crown is 
Hattened, i.e. made shorter with a corresponding increase 
in the underarm length. 
Ralslaa the crown 
Add O·S-1 cm above point T and re-draw the upper part 
of the crown, running into originaf line below points B 
and F. This increases the length of the sleeve head, i.e. 
top edge. See example in Chapter Fourteen, FIO. 4. 

When the armhole is lowered (e.g in tailored gar
ments) the sleeve crown is also hollowed out, i.e. 
d~~Md, coming down below points U I cm, seldom 
more. This shortens, of course, the underarm seam. 
Lowerins die cron-FIG. 12 
A flatter crown is used for some children's gannents to 
provide for more freedom of movement (easier raising 
of arms) by giving the sleeve a longer underarm. It is 
used mainly for sportswear, pyjama coats, and some 
blouses. 

Make a tuck across the crown, taking out 1- 2 cm (some· 
times more) and lengthen sleeve at the wrist by the same 
amount. As this also reduces the sleeve head (top edge), 
making it too small for the armhole, the sleeve is widened 
to regain size. For a 2 cm tuck (I cm on the double) 
(}5 cm more added on each side of scam is usually 
sufficient to replace the loss. But if the armhole itself is to 
be increased, then the sleeve width addit.ion must be 
bigger. Check the armhole and s/ee~·e head length carefully 
(holding tape measure oo edge)- they must match. These 
sleeves are usually set in quite flat, with no fullness. 

FLATTENING Of 
THE CR.OWN 

I 
• 
I 

FIG. 12/xm 

REl>UCfJ) WIDTH SLEEVE 
s1zen 

E I 
- -GI - - 124 

I SEMI-SHAPED .SLHVE I 

I I 

\ 
\ 
\ 

I 
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FIG. 10/xm 

FIG. II /xiii 
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THE KIMONO OR MAGYAR BLOC K 
- PIO. 13 

The draft follows the method already given for the 
Simplified Kimono in Chapter Two. In the smallest 
sizes the method is even simpler and so it is repeated here 
- with a few changes- for Sizes I and 2 only (propor
tions for Size 2 arc given in brackets). 

Using a square of paper equal to! Breast + 6 cm, rule 
a line I cm inside the right-ha.nd edge and fold the paper · 
in half on to ·this line to mark the centre of tbc pattern. 

From the top edge measure 1·5 cm down CB: mark 0. 
From 0 measure down CB the LW = 24 (28) cm and rule 
the waist right across. Halve 0-LW and take this point 
3 cm down for the Breast line, ruled right across. 

Along the top edge measure 5 (5·5) cm, i.e. 0-S more 
than the neck width of the ordinary bodice block. Mark 
NP and draw the back neckline down to point 0 . 

From NP along the top edge, measure length of 
shoulder 8 (9) cm and take this point 2 (2·5) cm down for 
SP. Rule 'shoulder-sleeve' line from NP through SP, as 
far as the centre line. 

Repeat everything for the front, but bring SP 2·5 (3) cm 
down to slope the front shoulder more (which places the 
shoulder seam slightly more to the front on the figure) . 

\ 
_ .... ... 

I 
·13 holfwo~ 

url 
\.-" 

., 
c 

Use the bodice block CF neckline depth, i.e. S·S (6) di9 
Complete pattern as usual, dipping the waist aid 

sloping the CF line, as in the ordinary bodice block. 
. After cutting and separating pattern down the cent.ii 

line, paste paper to the cut edges for the eittcnsion Oii 
the sleeve which is made by simply continuing tbel 
'shoulder-sleeve' line to the required length beyond siL 

Because of the unequal sloping of the 'shoulder-st~ 
lines (which should be avoided in baby sizes) a little 
adjusting may be necessary on the lower edge and the' 
underarm seam of the sleeve, to make the front match 
the back. 

KIMONO FOR SIZES 3 aad 4 

The drafting of the kimono for the bigger sizes can 
follow the method given in Chapter Two (Simplified 
Jcimono). placing the Brea.st line 4 cm '1clow the half-point 
for both sizes, but the back SP 3 cm (3) and 4 cm (4l 
below the top edge. 

Instead of sloping the front 'shoulder-sleeve' line 
more, it is advisable in the bigger sizes to raise the whole 
back 1-1 ·S cm, as explained in Chapter Two. 

I 

I 

~ SIZ E I 
c ~ 

" " '-' v 

------ - 34 •"tuore -------~ 

FIG. 13/xm 
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SKIRT BLOCKS-FIG. 14 

Children's skirts arc very simple and consist mainly of 
straight lengths of fabric, gathered or pleated. There 
are also styles based on circle patterns: the Quarter-circle 
and to a lesser degree the Half-circle. Since straight full 
skirts require no block pattern, the circle patterns. 
particularly the Quarter-circle, may be considered as the 
main blocks, at least for the bigger girls. 
ne Qarter<in:te block 
This pattern can be used for a variety of styles-plain. 
gored. pleated and also gathered. It can be made 
straighter (tightened hem), or widened at the waist to 
introduce fullness (gath~rs), and generally used in many 
different ways (see Plates 40, 41, 42). 

In the case of the bigger girls, for whom it is mainly 
used. it is advisable to draft the Quarter-circle skitt 
always to a 72 cm waist (which is generally the best, all· 
purpose size, even for smaller children). In this way there 
is sufficient width ~low the waist where this pattern 
tends to work out too tight when drafted to the actual 
waist measurement. The extra Hip width may be any
thing from 8 to 10 cm and upwards, but must never be less. 
The unnecessary wabt width· is reduced by small 'darts' 
in the side seam (3-4 cm deep) and in some cases by 
easing. To make sure the Hip width is not too tight, it 
should be measured and indicated on the block on two 
(three) different levels, suilable for different heights and 
ages of girls. In this way the same block will serve different 
sizes, the length being adjusted as required. 
Tiie Half-circle llloclt 
This pattern is used mainly for flared skirts. It is usually 
cut in two or in four gores. Like the Quarter-circle it can 
be reduced at the hem and widened at the waist to intro
duce fullness for gathers or darts. It can also be reduced 
at the hem (i.e. straightened) by 'darting' pattern up to 
the waist, but in such cases the Hip width must be con
trolled, while in the fuller styles ii can be ignored. Used 
on the bias, it is a popular but not always a very be· 
coming skirt for big girls. 

T H E KN ICKER BLOCK 

The children's block is drafted in the shape of 'Directoirc 
knickers' but can be adapted to any style of knickers, 
panties, shorts or trousers. 

The black is obtained by a method of direct drafting, 
based on a rectangle (FIG. I 5). 

It is usually sufficient to draft two blocks to cover 
quite a big range of sizes: a smaU one (corresponding 
approximately to Size 2), for children 5-6 years old, 
boys and girls; and a medium·to-big size, suitable for 
girls of 1~12 years, Hips 80 or 85 cm. The sizes above, 
below and between can be oblained by grading. 

The two proportions which control the pattern are the 
same as for the adult size of knicker bloc~: 

• FIG. 14/Xlll 

·- -17·5 
c. 
& 

- - ~CIRCLE &LOCK 

The basic width of knickers = i Hips minus 3 cm 
(each leg). 

The i:rotcb depdl (or rise) = i Hips minus l ·S cm (or 
ho/fthe basic width). 

MEASUREMENTS 

Tbe Hip measuremetit is the basic measurement from 
which all the necessary proportions are worked out. It 
is taken fairly loosely on the figure or obtained from the 
Breast measurement by adding -to the latter 5-8 (10) cm, 
according to age. 

The Waist meuaremcut is useful at the finishing stage. 
The side Imcdl is also used, mainly in adap1ations. It 

is of little importance for the basic draft for which any 
length can be used without affecting the fit. 

THE DRAFT-small size-FJG. 15 

Hip measurement = 68 cm (S-6-7) 
On a large sheet of paper (more than i Hips wide) 

draw a rectangle = t Hips x i Hips minus I ·5 cm, 
placing it slightly over to the right. The rectangle 
0-X-Y-Z is equal to 34 x 24 cm. 

The lower I.inc, known as the Basic line, is extended 
right and left. To the right, from X, measure t'tf H minus 
l ·S cm for poinl F. To t.he left from Y measure rt; H plus 
l ·5 cm for point B. The total length of the Basic line from 
B to Fis equal to i Hips (51 cm) minus 3 cm = 48 cm. 
OX is half of it. 

The leg part of the knic.lcer block, below the Basic 
line is usually made equal to n Hips measured down a 
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FIG. 15/xm 

perpendicular which starts from a point 2·S cm inside F 
and B. Con.nect the lower points with F and B by slightly 
curved lines which are the bmer leg seuns. Since they 
must match when sewn together, complete one leg scam 
first . then trace it through, after folding whole pattern 
lengthwise so that point B comes exactly over point F: 
the resulting crease, bistciing the Basic line, is the Middle 
line of the pattern on which die side~ is measured. 

In the block the length is marked half-way between 
Basic line and lowest level, and in this siz.e it works out 
approximately 28 cm. But it will vary in adaptations. 
Complete lower edge as.shown in FtG. IS: it goes up to
wards the middle (point L) and is curved above straight 
construction lines. If actually used for Directoire 
knickers (not as a block), the final curve is hollowed out 
more in the front (broken line). 

Above the rectangle, in the back, add 2-3 cm and 
bring out this point (S) 2-3 cm beyond Z, to increase the 
waist if it is to be finished with an elastic (the most usual). 
It must go easily over the hips. Complete front and back 
seams, curving them 2 cm from a straight line. Draw 
final waist, curving it as shown in FIG. 15. 
Tbe dilfa-aice la heiglat between the back seam (S- B) and 
the front seam (0- F) usually increases for bigger sizes 
and may also do so for certain styles. It can be very 
small, or non-existent in babies siz.es, as a baby's 
posture. makes front and back alike. 
Basic proportlom 
It will have been noted, when drafting, that the various 
proportions used are all fractions of the Hip measure
ment. It is convenient to work out these proportions 
before beginning the draft and to write them down for 
easy reference. 

HIPS 68 (5-6~eor s) 

For Hips 68 cm, for eltample 

tH = 34cm} + = i H ,.. 51minus3 = 4&cmfor 
i H = 17 cm Basic line BF. 

Half of this = 24 cm (i.e. i H minus 1 ·5 cm) used for 
depth of crutch 0-X. 
~ H is 6·8 = 7 cm. 
If the crutch depth (24 cm) is found to be too deep by 

direct fitting or measuring of a smaller child, it can be 
reduced by 1-2 cm, making a horizontal tuck across the 
pattern at Hip level (or pulling up garment from the 
waist). The block is meant to have an easy fit in the crutch 
part and in the general width, which can always be 
reduced in adaptations. 

It is useful to indicate on the block the Hip level which 
can be marked a little more (I ·5 cm) than half-way down 
the rectangle. On this level is measured and controlled the 
actual Hip wklth of the pattern. A vertical tuck along the 
Middle line will reduce Hip width, if necessary. 

THE DRAFT- medium siz.e-FlG. 16 

Hip meas8RDlellt = 8.2 cm (age 10-11-12 years). 
The method of drafting is the same. The proportions, 

worked out in ad1•an«, are: 
· tHips = 41 cm} 
+ = -!H = 61minus3 = 58cmfor 8-F. 

iHips= 20cm 
Half of this "" 29 cm used for 0-X. 

n-orH = Scm. 
To establish the positions of points F and B, the small
est fraction, i.e. -h of Hips, is redo«d (for F) and 
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increased (for B) by 2 cm and not by l ·5 cm, as in the 
small size. This gives a bigger difference between the front 
11nd the back Forks. As will be seen in the adaptations the 
difference may have to be further increased for some 
styles. 

The top of the back seamS-B is 3cm(sometimes4cm) 
above the Front level (this will show clearly when the 
knicker pattern is folded lengthwise through the middle). 
The inner leg seams arc taken 3 cm in from B and F 
(points C), and in some styles may ao in even more to 
reduce width at lower cdF (see alternative line). 

Three different positions are shown for the back scam: 
the outer seam is for a loose waist finish, i.e. when the 
waist has an elastic and must go easily O'JCT the hips. 
The middle line, ending above point Z, is for a waist 
finish with a placket and darts or perhaps with j11st a half 
elastic (in the back only). The inner line is a guide line 
for a closer·fittina back seam, the kind of back seam 
that might be used in shorts and slacks. The line passes 
through point Z or just inside it, and thc:re is more loss of 
both waist width and hip width. The line must therefore 
pass through a point (W) which controls the hip width, 
so that it does not become too tight. Remembering 
that the rectangle gives just half of the actual Hip 
measurement, everything beyond it must be controlled, 
as allowance for case may vary according to the style 
(more ease for ordinary knickers, less for slacks, shorts, 
etc.). Examples given in Chapter Fourteen illustrate this 
point. 

GRADING KNICKER PATTERNS- Flo. 16 

To obtain other sizes, for every 4 cm more or less of Hip 
measurement, the knicker block must be increased or 
decreased by: 

3 cm in basic width (from B to F). 
I ·5 cm in Crutch depth (unless shorter depth re· 

quired). 
The ba$iC width is added or taken off' as follows: half is 

added or taken off through the middle (see FIG. 16) and 
the remaining half is divided equally between back and 
front Forks, moving in or ow at B and F. It is simpler, 
of course, to reduce a size than to increase it, since 
reducing means making a tuck through the middle (and 
across the pattern for crutch reduction), while increasing 
means slashing and inserting more width. The crutch 
depth, however, can always be adjusted at the top by 
simply raising the waistline for bigger sizes and lowering 
it for the smaller. When fitting knickers, they can be 
pulled up and cut away at the top, to reduce crutch 
deptll, provided there is enough length in the leg part . 

Adjust the front and back scams to the new points at 
Band F, and at the top. 

HI PS 82 (10-11 ~ears) 

r 

Fl G. 16/xm 
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FIG. 18/xm 

XIII-CH ILDREN'S PATTERNS 

q 

b 

GUSSETS AN D REINFORCING. PIEG .. 

These play quite an important part in the Cut aniffte 
children's knickers, and should be planned oii&m 
pattern. 

Although the main object of reinforcing pieces1· 
add to the wear of the knickers by strengthenllig 
part between the legs, in children's knickers th · . 
often used also to increase the 'inner span' - the Jen 
between the legs (i.e. between points c), aad so to pro·" 
for greater freedom of movement. In such cases ~ 
become real 'gussets', and the knickers naturally staQI 
up better to hard wear. ·" 

Not all shapes of so-called 'gussets' arc equally g~ 
some economize material without adding to the comfort'· 
and good wear of the garment (the simple square gusset' 
is often of this type}. · 
Straight strip gusset-FIO. 17 
This is an excellent gusset when hard wear as well llS'
ll good inner span, allowing for plenty of movement 
(running, jumping, etc.), are important. It is panicu~~ft 
suitable for school wear and therefore much used ins · 
and medium sizes of children's knickers. 

On the pattern outline a small section, F-a-k, S cm 
wide. A similar section, also S cm wide, is outlined in tlie 
back. Cut away the two sections. Make a duplicate of 
each and then arrange the four pieces as shown in FIG. 17, 
placing them to a straight line c-M~. with B and F 
touching. Cut out the whole as a continuous strip, 10. cm 
wide. Join it to the main part of the knickers along the 
line a- b . 

The straight strip gusset is of course doubled, i.e. 
faced with a piece of the same shape. The shaded part in 
the diagram shows the amount of length gained in the 
inner span. . 
Otbs sbapes or g1ISSd or relaforcinc. p~-FIG. 18 
A different shape, more suitable for the bigger sizes, is 
shown in FIG. 18 and is also outlined in the back in FIG. 
16, line R-b. 

This may be just a llnlng piece which simply reinforces 
the part between the legs and which is outlined to shape, 
R- b-c-F, but without anything being cut away from the 
pattern itself. Point R is placed JC}-12 cm up the knicker 
seam, usually higher in the back than in the front, and 
on the lower edge the facing piece may be wider (point b) 
or narrower (point c), as preferred. 

It may also be used as a separate gusset, by extending 
the shape slightly beyond F and B to fonn an extension 
(F-M), in which case it is cut double, i.e. faced; the whole 
double piece.is then joined to the kniclc.ers along the line 
R-bor R-c. 

The broken line (in FIG. 18) indicates the position of a 
simple square gusset, often used but not always recom
mended, particularly for children. 



AVEllAGE MEASUllEMENTS AND PllO~OllTIONS 

CHILDREN'S A VER AGE MEAS UREMENTS AND PROPORTIONS 

AGE Groapl 
2-3-4 

Groap . .ll 
5-6-7 

Groapm 
8--9-10 ?CT!-IT 

BREAST (Bust) S6 64 72 80 

LW-1..ength to waist 23/24 27/28 31/32 36/37+ 

Back and Chest 24 28 30 33-34 

Hips 60 68-70 80 88-90 

LENGTH 44-48 56-«l 68-72 80-84 

ARM-1..e~gth 34 42 so 58-60 

T Arm(TA) 20 22 25 28 

Wrist 13 14 IS 16-17 

In view of possible further calculations, it is an advantage to keep the 
measurements to wholt and evtn numbers. 
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N.B. - When only one mcasumneat Is given ror the whole age Group, the oneabovo and below ia arri~d at by simple gradina <-Fig. S) 
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CHAPTER 

FOURTEEN 

As already stated In the preceding chapter. all the basic 
rules and methods of patlern designing apply to 
children's patterns. Since. however, the actual styles a.re 
so simple, few problems of .<ryle in1erpre1u1im1 arise. 
Yokes. panels, simple pleats and flares and very simple 
dart manipulation is all one generally has to deal with 
when culling for children. Design variation relics con· 
siderably on decorative work-hand and machine - and 
smocking, tucking. piping. binding, braiding. ruching 
and every kind of embroidery arc much used on baby 
wear. and on summer and pany dresses for young 
children. The foundation to which all this trimming and 
fine needlework is applied remains. however. the simple 
bodice or blouse, the one-piece dress, the gathered. 
pleated or slightly Rared skirt. the plain or ·pulT' sleeve 
and the Peter Pan (Eton) or straight band collar. 

The technique of pattern designing for children there
fore hardly ever involves any problems beyond those of 
good proportions and suitable size allowance. as will be 
seen from the examples that follow. 

BODICE BLOCK ADAPTATIONS 

When developing from a Bodice block a pallern for a 
dress bodice. blouse. one-piece dress or coat. the main 
points to be considered are: 
(11) good proportiom, as applied. for instance to the 

position of the waistline. or the depth of a yoke: 
(h) technil-al details of finish. such as openings: 
kl width and length allowance suitable for the type of 

garment. the style and the age of the child. and the 
best method of achieving this within the limits of a 
particular design. 

All these details play an important part in pattern 
designing for children. 

P OS ITI ON OF' WA ISTLI NE - PlateJ9 

A correct waistline level is important, p-.micularly in 
patterns for younger children (Sizes I und 2). It is usual 
to rJise the waist a little for styles consisting of a bodice 
and gathered skirt - the classical dress of the little girl 
(FIG. I and ~ketch. Plate 39). 

As a small child tends to be long in the body, i.e. 
short-legged, raising the waistline 3-4 cm above the nor· 
mal level in Sizes I and 2 gives a more elegant silhouelle, 
making the skirt a lillle longer in proportion to the 

PATTERN DESIGNING FOR 
CHILDREN 

bodice. Thus, for a 3-ycar-old (L W = 24 cm) the sklri:.a 
be more than half of the total 46 cm length (e.g. ~ 
20 cm to a skirt 26 cm). After the age of S-6 the waam 
may come down and in Size 3 (or even before) it a 
usually in its .natu~l p~sition. ~n every case the dippilfa 
of the front 1s mamtamed to improve the hang of u.. 
skirt. 

All this does not apply. of course, to real ·1~ 
waisted' dresses, when in fashion . Here the waistline ii 
lowered for style and usually placed several centimet?es 
below the natural level, leaving only a very short skirt.. 
The same applies to a 'high-waisted' effect. In aU thC$C. 
cases one must naturally be guided by correct style and. 
fashion interpretation. and the effect must be quiie 
definite so as not to appear as a wrong proportion. 

YOKES - Plate 39 

For babies· and toddlers· dresses yokes are generally 
about a quarter of the CF bodi~ length or slightly over. 
Back and front yokes must be on the same level, e.g. 
2-3 cm below the Back and Chest lines. 

The top of the gathered 'skirt' under a yoke is straight 
and includes the lower part of the armhole. Width for the 
gathers is added down CF and CB of pattern (not at 
the side). 

If desired. yokes may be 'dipped' a little. though 
generally less than the bodice block waist (this is seldom 
done for babies· dresses). Further sligllt adjustment 
may be made at the hem level. However, in the case of 
very small children one does not always object to a dress 
going up in the front and the adjustment is optional. 

OPENINGS I N CH I LD R EN'S DRESSES 

The neckline opening is an important detail in the plan· 
ning of a child's pa Hern : it must be long enough for the 
head to go through easily. remembering that a child's 
head is almost as big as an adult's. Twice the length of 
the opening plus neckline to equal 56-58 cm is a useful 
minimum to ref er to. 

Since necklines in small children's dresses usually fit 
close to the neck, to obtain the required total length 
equal to the above proportion generally means having 
a fairly long opening (more often down CB). In yoke 
styles, for instance, an opening always continues into the 
skirt part, usually as a 8-9 cm long slit below the yoke. 
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A waist opeaiac is ol!Qessary for dresses with a fairly 
close fit at the waist (e.g. Waist + 5-8 cm). In these cases 
the neckline opening may be continued down to lhc 
waist (buuons down CB) and then, as a slit, into the 
skin below the waist. 

Two separate openings C'dn also be used in dresses with 
darts at the waist (e.g. side and back or front opening 
al the top). In bigger sizes. when the neckline is suffici
ently cut out, an ordinary side placket may be sufficient. 

When the dr~ is not close fitting an opening can 
be omiued. provided the waist is loose enough lo go 
easily over the shoulders. It must be at least 1~12 cm 
bigger than the Waist measurement (as in lhe block). 
Many such dresses without plackets arc pulled in at the 
waist by bells, sashes and half-belts tied. in the bac~, !he 
latter being a particularly successful device for achieving 
a neat waist fit without the complication of a placket. 

WIDTH ADDITION TO BODI CE BLOCK 
- Plate 39 

Width is added to the block in the usual way. When the 
addition is small. e.g. just to .-me thl! fit of the garment. a 
0·5 cm added on each side seam edge (FIG. 2, Plate 39) 
gives 2 cm extra width to the pattern (suitable for a very 
simple blouse). An addition of 0·5 cm down CF and CB, 
as well as at the armhole, widens the pattern by 4-S cm 
which is considered a necessary minimum for school or 
sports blouses, pyjama coats, etc. The shoulder is length· 
ened a little when NP is moved forward (to reduce 
neokline), but this is quite acceptable for this type of 
garment (FIG. 2, Plate 39). 

With bigger additions for style. i.e. for gathers. 
smocking. plea1.ing or tucking the width is usually added 
down CF/CB or. if more convenient, by slashing the 
pallern to introduce il where required. 

SLEEVE ANO ARMHOLE 

The simple 2 cm width addition to the Bodice ·block 
lllal:es the armhole I cm bigger. The sleeve must be in
(teaSed accordingly by widening it by the same amount. 

The armhole may be further increased by lowering it, 
but it must always be remembered that this shortens 
the underarm seam. Although quite acceptable for some 
Pm!ents, such as loose dre5$CS or coats hanging from 
the shoulder, in other cases, e.g. in dresses filled at the 
1'list, undue shortening of underarm may give an 
• 11c:Omfortable fit (a pull from the waist) when the arm 
la raised. 

The corresponding hollowing-out or the sleeve head 
!lowering or point U) is reserved mainly for coats and 
lthcr tailored garments where shortening of sleeve 
ftlderarm is acceptable. In many other garments, (e.g. 
ll!ortswear) the sleeve underurm is on the contrary 
tllilll,lthened to allow for greater ease of movement (see 
•ttening or crown in Chapter Thirteen. Fie. 12). 

COLLARS-Plate 39 

The cl.assical collar for a small child's dress or blouse 
is the round Ptter Pan collar, which, however, except in 
the smallest baby sizes, is seldom cul quite flat. It is 
usually cut as an Eton collar with the should;rs ~f the 
block overlapping 1-2 or 3 cm. The overlapping IS less 
for blouses a.nd dresses, and generally for small sizes, 
and more for jackets or coats. and for bigger sizes. 

The popular round collar cut ill two halves (dot-dash 
lines, FIG. 3, Plate 39). opening on CF and on CB. lo go 
with the CB opening of a dress. is an Eton collar further 
straightened by darting the edge of the 'pallem ~o prevent 
it setting too flat, since a second (CB) opening would 
give it this tendency. Such tightening of the Outer edge 
may be used for various other round collars. e.g. in 
coats. 

Yoke:===~ 

!!>louse or 

P~jQma coot 

a:dd1n5 width ! 
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The Straipt bud collar is also much used, mainly for 
open rever necklines, either in its simplest (rectangle) 
sl!ape or with a small stand, i.e. I cm dip below the 
straight edge. 

Tbe Twc.-way collar, another version of the straight 
band with two slashes in the back opened 0·>-1 cm and a 
small dart in the front part, is particularly useful ill 
tailored garments. It can be worn open or bu~toDCd up. 

The choice of a suitable pattern, therefore, is a matter 
of whether a looser or tighter edge is required to give the 
collar a flatter fit or a higher roll. One must always allow 
for the fact that small children have short necks (babies 
hardly any neck height). so that close fittillg and high 
collars arc unsuitable for them. 

LENGTH ADDIT ION TO BODI CE BLOCK 

The waist-length Bodice block can be continued below 
the w.iist quite simply by ruling a straight side seam either 
parallel to CB/CF. as for instance i~ blouses. o.r by 
sloping it out a little from the perpendicular for pyJ8ma 
coats, one-piece dresses and other longer garments (FIG. 
2, Plate 39). 

It is. however, useful to have also a hip-length Bodice 
block which is more convenient for some adaptations. A 
variety of longer gannents. including jackets and coa~s. 
with either straight or shaped seams, can be cut from 11. 

HIP LENGTH BODICE 

28t--='===1 ll==::::::t:::U 
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14 
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fUll LENGTH BLOCK 

FIG. I /XIV 

HIP-LENGTH BODICE BLOCK-Flos. tand2 

Continue tht CB line straight down for half as much 
again as the LW. For a 28 cm LW this &ivea another 
14 cm down, for 24 cm LW- 12 cm and for 32 cm LW-
16cmdown to the Hip level. On Ibis levelruleaatraightline. 
at right angles to CB, taking it right across to CF If the 
pattern is not enclo~ed in a rectan~/e (as it is w~ea drafted) . 
it must fint be ahgned by plac1.ng Breast bnes or baJic 
Waist Jines on the same level. The straight Hip line is 
ruled ignoring the dip below the waist, which can be 
added later below the hem. The CF line of the two smaller. 
sizes continues to slope out below the waist (Flo, 1). 

Along the Hip line measure from CB t Hipt + l·S cm 
and from the sloping CF - i Hips + 4 cm, and complcto 
the lower part of side seams (which overlap iftbe patlcrJll 
is enclosed in a rectangle, as in FIG. I). The addition givea 
5 cm extra to the hip width on the half-pattern. For Sizes 
3 and 4, allow t Hips + 2 cm for the back and i Hips + 
3 cm for the front (AG. 2). Tbe 10 cm addition round the 
hips can, when necessary, be red11ced to 8 cm by losing 
on every scam edge, for instance in jackets for bigger girls.. 

FULL-LENGTH PATTERN-FIGS. 1and 2 

Using a hip-length block, continue CB and CF to the 
req~d length (e.g. 60 cm down CB~. 0.n this level draw 
the hemline, at firs~ parallel to the Hip bnc of the block. 
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and then curving it slightly upwards. Below the Hip level 
continue the side seams straight down, which gives a 
basic hem width usually equal to about l! times the 
Breast measurement. This represents a minimum hem 
width suitable only for a few styles (e.g. short straight 
tunics). More often it is increased by at least 5-8 cm 
on the half-pattern to bring it nearer to a width equal to 
about I! Breast measurement. The extra width is added 
according to the type of garment and style, e.g. in panels 
when these arc part of the design, through armhole 
slashes, through general width addition in coat adapta
tions, or simply by further sloping of side seams. 

N.B. If at any time it is found inconvenient or un
necessary to have a sloping out CF line, it can be 
'straightened' by pinning out a small Waist dart (in 
its correct position), making the dart equal to the 
sloping-out of the CF, I cm. This dart is then trans
ferred into the shoulder, e.g. in a Princess style, or into 
the underann or in.to the armhole where it can simply 
be 'lost" (dotted line. FIG. I). Some children have a 
·straighter posture than otllers and individual observa
tion will show whether the CF sloping-out is necessary 
and at what stage it can be omitted. The sloping-out 
of the CF line must always be considered as the 
equivalent of a 'Shoulder dart' used in its waist (or 
hem) position and it can therefore be dealt with 
accordingly. 

TAILORING PATTERNS FOR CHILDREN 
GENERAL REMARKS 

- Jackets use the hi~length block with shaped or 
straight seam, according to style. The method of 
adaptation, though simpler, is very much as for ·adult 
patterns, with shoulder raised O· 5 cm and Back and Chest 
widened 1 cm on the half-pat~. A total wiilth addition 
of at least 5 cm is made on the Breast line, often more 
(e.g. in school blazers). In the blazer-type jacket the very 
slightly shaped side seam is generally moved 3-4 cm back 
from its usual position. Increase. of armhole must be 
followed by a corresponding increase in the sleeve, as 
explained in Chapters Ten and Eleven. · 

Coats an: also more conveniently cut from the hlp
length block, though some simple coat patterns can be 
developed sµaight from the short Bodice block by malcing 
all the necessary additions on Chest and Back levels 
(usually 1 cm) and on the Breast line (5-10 cm extra). 

COAT FOR SMALL CHILD-FIG. 3 
Size l - Age 3-4 years 

The coat is a classical style popular for both girls and 
.boys. The pattern adaptation can therefore be considered 

~""" '~ r~ -n '""·,,,. ""'""."""' r~• d an easy, loose-fitting back, pulled in slightly by a 
. f-belt. For greater ease in the hem (which is not very 
I) the coat has a vent in the CB seam. It can ~ worn 

or buttoned up at the neck, and it can have a SB 

BASIC COAT 

----, 

FIG. 3/XIV 

or DB wrap. A Peter Pan (Eton-cut) collar or a straighter 
Two-way collar is suitable. The adaptation consists in 
adding length. width. raising shoulder and lowering 
armhole. 

The letJllh of a coat is usually 3-5 cm more than the 
dress length, e.g. 48 or more often 50 for a 46 cm length. 

FM extra width add I cm down CB and CF and move 
in the neckline less (to widen neck slightly). The Back and 
Chest are thus widened and the shoulder lengthened. 
Raise shoulder 0.5 cm and redraw neclcline. Add another 
1·5 cm at the side seam so that the total extra width added 
on the Breast line is I 0 cm. 

Lower umhole 1 cm. The total increase in armhole is now 
I cm on the shoulder (through I cm raising of shoulders), 
2cm in width across, and about 2 cm through the lower
ing of armhole, i.e. a total increase of about 5-6 cm. The 
sleeve must be increased accordingly (see lower). 

Mark 2·5 cm beyond the hip width of the block- back 
and front - and through these points rule straight under
arm scams from the new UP. This will give a hem width 
which, owing to the width additions at the top, is more 
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FIG. 4 /XIV 
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than the minimum hem, being equal to about Ii Breast 
measurement. 

A little more width can be added in the back by 
slashing from the hem up to ihe armhole (broken line) 
and opening 4-S cm at the hem. The width is ,PUiied in at 
the waist by a belt across the back. 

Add the vent extension to CB seam, 4 cm wide, going 
up to Hip line. In the front add 3-4 cm for a SB or 6-7 
cm for a DB wrap and plan buttons. Make a pattern of 
pocket (10 x 10 an}, belt (4 cm) and a round, 6 cm wide 
'Eton' collar. 

SLEE .. VES FOR COATS AND JACKE"('.S 
-FIGS. 4, 5, 6, 7 

The coat sleeve can be either a simple Straight sleeve, 
as the block, a Semi·shaped sleeye or a Two-piece 
sleeve. For jackets the two last sleeves are mainly used. 

The Stralpt 91eeve-f1G. 4-is adapted to a coat or 
jacket sleeve as follows: Add I cm height above the 
crown, I or 2 cm width down each seam edge (I cm for 
lighter coats and jackets), and lower point U, i.e. hollow 
out the sleeve head. Then reduce the elbow ud wrist 
wldtll by sloping the seam to the original width of the 
block (for a very loose wrist) or I cm further in. A coat 
wrist is about 8-12 cm more than the Wrist measurement 
in mallet sizes and 13-15 cm more in big sizes. Thus in 
Siz:e 1 the coat wrist would on an average be 20 cm, 
while in Siu 4 it would be between 28 and 30 cm. For 
jackets the wrist would naturally be smaller. The straight 
sleeve is, however, seldom used for jacket patterns. 

lbt SemHbaped sleeve when used for a coat or jacket 
would have the same additions at the top and would 

: .. • .. 

SEHl·SHAPlb 
COAT SLEEVE. 

s1u.n . 

E. 

FIG. S/QJ' 

first be reduced at the wrist (by sloping seam) to the width 
of the sleeve block. 

The slash is made as usual on Elbow level as far as the 
Middle line and opened I ·S cm (2-3 cm in big sizes) by 
taking out a dart at the wrist. This generally gives the right 
wrist width for a coat but it may have to be further 
reduced for a jacket. The back edge, now longer, is 
eased into the front edge which can be slightly curved 
(F1G. S). 

1be Tw.plec:e slee•e- flGS. 6 and 7-follows the 
standaril method given in Chapter Six, but with some 
slight changes. The false Forearm is placed 2 cm inside the 

I 

I 

E 

FIG. 6/XIV 
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l 
FIG.7/XIV 

Forearm for small sizes, though it can be 2·S cm in for big 
sizes. Point B is moved only I cm down towards underarm 
(2 cm in big sizes). For the shaping of the wrist in small 
sizes a 'dart' is measured from the Back line: 3 cm wide 
for coats and 4 cm wide for jackets. In the big sizes the 
standard method (see Chapter Six) can be used, i.e. the 
inished wrist width can be measured from the Forearm. 

Hetore tne adaptation the Straight sleeve would of 
course be increased to a jacket or coat size, as usual. 

Coat and jacket sleeves for children are usually made 
a little longer, though raising the crown already increases 
their length. 

A COAT WITH RAG LAN SLEEVE 
- FIGS. 8. 9, 10. 11 

Size 2- Agc 5-6 years 

Tltc basic coat adaptatioll of the hi~length block is done 
first (FIG. 8). Add the length down CB (S cm more than 
dress length). Raise shoulder O·S cm. Add I cm down CF 
and CB, moving the nec)cline in less. Add I+ cm at the 
armhole. Draw the coat side seams through points 3 cm 
beyond the hip width of the block. Measure hem width 
obtained to find bow much will have to be added to it 
for tlte style which has a fairly full hem (equal, for 
instance, to twice Breast measurement). 

Drop the armhole level for the Raglan sleeve I cm more 
cthan for an ordinary sleeve, i.e. 2-2·5 cm. 

Add a wrap in the front, 3-4 cm wide for SB and 6 cm 
'wide for a DB front finish. 
. The Rallu adaptatlo• requires a slight change in the 
ihoulder section: add 0·5 cm above NP in the back and 
(Ike this amount off the front, i.e. lower the front NP 

0-5 cm. Redraw the shoulder lines. In children's pattems 
it is not generally necessary to 'centre' the whole shoulder 
as it is usually already more to the front than in adult 
pattems and the moving of NP O·S cm forward should be 
sufficient. 

Move the sf" stam of the bloc/c forward, adding I cm 
to the back and taking I cm off the front. The new seam 
runs into the old line at the hem. 

Outline die Raelu sboulder part, making it 2·S cm wide 
at the-neck, both back and front. Draw the raglan lines 
as usual, slightly curved, down to the point 2·S cm below 
the normal armhole: the 'centring' of the side scam has 
made the back raglan line longer and the front-shorter. 
To avoid complications, the back shoulderblade dart can 
be ignored and the extra length cut away at SP. 

After cutting away the raglan parts, divide each into 
several sections below B 11nd F (see details above FIG. 9) 
and cut from the armhole edge to within 0-2 cm of the 
other edge._ The only adjustment to the sleeves is a 
0·5--1 cm raising of crown. 

Place the raglan parts as usual I cm above the sleeve 
(above its Middle line, not a forward line) and keep them 
I cm apart, with points Band F coming as near to B and 
F of the sleeve as possible and both UP's touching 1hc 
DC line of the sleeve which is extended in both directions. 
The fact that the parts below UP overlap a liule into the 
sleeve is of no importance. A dart opens out as usual 
on the shoulder : it is tilted slightly forward. 

It will be noted that when the slashed Raglan parts 
arc spread out. as shown in FIG. IO, considerable u·idth 
is added 10 1he slel!ve. This is usually mere than the 
width which would normally be added to an average coal 
sleeve. The extensions beyond the sleeve width need not 
be absolutely alike, but should not be bigger towards 
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the front. The 'centring' of the underarm seam of the 
boat usually ensures that they are more or less alike. 

On 1he final pattern (FIG. 11) draw balance marks. 
The SG line goes down the middle of the sleeve. Reduce 
the wrist width to 23-24 cm (for Size 2-Top Arm 20·cm). 

The hem width in this style should be about twice the 
Breut measurement, i.e. about 120 cm. For extra hem 
width sluh pattern, both back and front, along the lines 
indicaJcd in FIG. 9 (broken lines), and cul from the hem 
up to points 3-4 cm below Band F. Open out at the hem 
to add S c:m in the back and 4 cm in the front. If this does 
not s,ive suffideot width (test by measuring hem) more can 
be added by aloping the side scams out further. 

The armhole slash may be used for almost any type 
of straight-hanging coat. The front slash is used mail11y 
in raglan styles. but the alternative slash would be the 

FIG. 10/XIV 

one from the hem to Shoulder dart (in big sizes which 
have no sloping-out CF line). This would improve the 
'wrap' of the coat as well as ~dd width to the hem. Both 
slashes help of course to avoid excessive sloping out of 
side seams which often spoils the hang of a loose straight 
garment, whether coat or drC1S. 

Complete the pattern according to the details of the 
style. 1bt collar is either a roud Eton collar with 2-3 cm 
overlap of shoulder and one or two additional darts 
(according to age and size). or a Two-way collar (very 
similar in shape to a Storm collar) produced from a 
straight band in the usual w:&y . The latter would be more 
suitable for a SB or narrow DB wrap which could be 
worn either buttoned at the neck or open with 'lapels· 
turned back. 

s 
6 
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In the followina Plates arc shown various rlylcs which are all, 
in one -Y or anolher, based on the Quarter-<:in:le paitern-a 
most useful and versatile block in pattern designina for children. 

PLATE 40-SKIRTS 

This shows a variety or skirts cut on the Quarter-<:ircle which, 
as already stated, is the main skirt block for bigger airls (sizes 
Ill and IV). 

The two principal styles ~re the 6-gorc PaMI skill - FIGS. I and 
2 (Jen sketch) -and a P-i skirt will plats -no. 3 (risht sli1cll). 
For the simple Panel skirt the usual method is followed and the 
diagrams are selr-cxplanatory. The addition of knife pleats, pl'C$Sed 
or unpressed, in the front (nc. 3), thouah not necessarily always 
in the bM:k, makes a very attractive and becoming style, suitable 
for many purposes-school wear, spons wear, etc. 

A maJcbter skirt ,.ttcra can be produced quite easily from 
the Quarter-<:in:le by dartina the hem and opening the waist down 
to lhe Hip line, as shown in nc. 4. Thus the hem may be reduced 
from 160 to 140cm which is often a better width for a pleated skl.rt, 
i.e. ror a style pleated all round or one with several pleats. back. 
front and sides. 

A s~ Qaner<ircle is also very suitable for many 
full styles, such as pthcred skins or skirts with folds (unpressed 
pleats). Its main advantaac over lhe perfectly straiaht gathered 
skirt is that it can have more ~m width with less bulk round lhe 
waist. 

In adaptations the Quarter-c~le can somciimcs be straightened 
by addi111 more width at the waist (which, for instance, may be 
doubled) than the hem (no. S, also Plat~ 42). 

PLATE 41-SHORTS 

This is a popular Style or loose sltlrt...i.orts, given here in its most 
usual version, i.e. with CB and CF inverted pleats (side plea1s 
are oplional, but arc onen also U$Cd). The shorts can be worn 
separa1ely, with a blouse, or be part of a sports dress. The pattern 
consltUCtion is simibr lo the ooc given in Cbapter XII (sportswear) 
but here the :nctbod is cven simpler. 

Af1er outlining the Quarter-circle pattern to the required lenglh 
(taken shorter for sportswear), measure the Hip width (HW) or 
the pattern aloas the Hlp line which must of course be marked 
on the ri&ht level for thclize(sm DJ -U cmdown, si2C IV- 18an 
down). Divide the HW, i.e. the Hip line, into 4 equal sections by 
foldio1 the pattern twice leng1hwise and oblainina 3 crease lines. 

Make a note of the value of 1 HW (e.g. 13 cm ror size IV), 
Measure the necessary crutch depth (e.g. 29 an) dOWD CJI' and 

CD, and mark points X. On this levd draw shon lines at riahl 
angles to CF and CB. Measure from X : in tho front l l:IW mi.. 
4 cm (9 an) for point F, and in tho bade the full t HW (13 cm) ~ 
point B. or 

Complelc the pattern as shown in nc. I. C\lt away the C11*fl 
pieces and replace them afttr addi11K tht p/tots. The two k.olre 
pleats meet in the centre formin11ninm-1tdCF pltot andconceau

111 the crutch part. 
If side pleats are used, the side 'dart' wiU either come lmdeN 

neath the pleat (usually a lcnifc pleat facina bM:k), or the plai -
be added to a s1ral1h1 side seam by followina •he front •dtt• or ti. 
dan at the top. This adds some width to the hem which ~ dwa 
be reduced (pinned oui) in the middle of the front anci transf~ 
into a small waist dart (no. 2). 

No reduction, however, is made in the back where it is advisable, 
to have moro hem width so as to retain its full swing-out. 

PLATE 42 - DRESSES 

In this Plate are shown two styles (or bigger girls which arc both 
based on the Panel skirt and can therefore be most conVeniently 
cut from a Quarter-circle pattern. 
Style A-a dress suitable ror various occasions, is here shown as 
a part)'. frock, wlth a fairly cl0$C·fitting bodice, very shon sleeves 
(or sleeveless) and a Bertha-iype cin:ular yoke (n o. J). wbicb could 
also be, of coune, a real Benha collar set oo to a plain bodice. 

The skirt has a small hip yoke, except on the front panel, and 
into this the fullness of the skin is ptllered in the back, on the 
sides and side fronts; the latter are folded over on to the pbln 
front panel in two soft, unpressed pleats or folds, producina the 
effect of an ovenkirt. 

Outline a shallow (3-10 em) hip ypkc all round (acept on the 
front panel) and cut the skirt as ror a panel style. The skirt is then 
doubled as shown in no. 3. The back, of course, is also doubled in 
the same way. Out of the front width outline the pleat which must 
be drawn a little wider at the bottom than at lhe top (e.g. 4 to 6 cm). 
Add a similar pleat extension to lhe front panel. 
Slyle B is a summer dress with the skin panels cut in one with 
a sloping hip yoke. The back is the same so tliat the yoke anes up 
into a point at the sides (pleats may be omitted). Only the side 
pieces of the skirt - front and back- are gathered. lo this case the 
panel pleau arc folded oYU on to the sides. 

The bodice is quite plain, with short sleeves and a round collar. 
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PLATE 43-A PRINCESS COAT 

Style A is a 7-1ore Panel coat, with a DB wrap and a fairly full 
hem, for which the Quarter-c:i.rcle skirt is aaain used. The patlern 
is cut for Size 11-a child of 5 or 6-and is made to the followin1 
measumne11ts: 

Breast-64 + 10 cm (tbc block)+ 8 (10) exua f« coat. 
Waist-60 + JO= 70 cm-the finished caat waist. 
l..cnsth-60 cm. 
After outlininc the Bodice block odd, occort61fl to wlottloer tloe 

coat will be filltt or lwtny, 0 ·5 « I cm down CF and CB and I an 
on the side seam (FJGS- I and 2). Raise shoulder 0-S Clll- Move NP 
back to reduce oecltline. Lower armhole I cm. 

To plan the style first prepare !be skirt part (Fig. 3). Usins only 
half of the Quarter-circle (the block). which usually bas a 72 cm 
waist. reduce the waist to the required finished siie of 70 cm by 
raisins it 2 cm. Fold the pattern lolllfhwisc in half to find tho middle 
line and dnw tho side scam to the back of it. l cm to the back at 
tho waist and 2 cm at tho hem. The front waist now meuurcs 
i finished waist + I cm, Le. 18·5 cm, and the back ~ 16·5 cm. 

For wichll or -I at tbe waist allow approximately i or this, 
thoush thls may vary with style. This makes the panel 5-5 cm wide 
in the back and 6 + cm in the front. Carefully fold oV<r tho back 
panel waist so that the circular lines at the top match perfrctly: 
this will give the riaht hem width for the back panel. Repeat this 
for the front. The rcmainin1 parts arc the Side back and the 
Side front. 

The panel planning can, of course, be done entlrcly by measure
ment, but foldi"I over is a useful, quick method, provided the 
ori1inal circle pattern and the foldinc over arc accurate. 

0. die bo6:e the waist is planned by simply marking it from 

tlw """" of tlot skirt, musurins from CB and from CF, and then 
from tho side scams: the remainin1 width between the two sections 
is taken out in the panel darts (nos. 4 and S), to reduce tbc waist 
to the required 70 Cltl. The Pt.ncl sea.ms are thus obuincd from tho 
wo/Jt p/amtillJ, and arc not Dece$$arily in the usual position of the 
Waist datts of the block. 

It will be easily understood that the amount which aoes into the 
panel darts is what is added to the block for extra coat width, 
(or slishtly m«c), since tlu orit/Jral full waiJl width of ti" bfodc 
is suitable for the coat, wbkh even in this sbllped style must be 
10 cm looser round the waisl. 

Tlle P-i - 411 the t09 (FJGS- 4 and S) arc drawn from the 
middle of the shoulder. Noce that tbete is a small shoulderblade 
dart but l>O front Shoulder dan sinoo in this size the latter is still 
in the waist position. Cut the pattern, cutting away the darts. 
Cut the skirt part also into the various sections, as shown in no. 6. 

Place each section or the top above its correspondina skirt 
pan, as shown in no. 7, and ou11;,,. 1ht whole tugether (or paste 
them together), completely eliminatinc the waist scam (icnore any 
pp al the waist. particulatly obvious in the back). On the bodice 
mark SG direction on both Side front and Side back parallel to 
CF and CB !Nfort tho bodice is cut up for placing above the sk irt 
sectioos. or counc, oo lbc skirt part the SG is in line with bodice SG. 

To complete the coat pat~m. add a wtap, in tlUs style 5 cm (ap 
10 6 cm) at tho wa.ist, widening to 7 cm at the top alld j0 1-9 cm 
at the hem. 

This quick and simple method can be used for various other 
PrillQ:SS styles (in<:ludlnc dresses) which can be suitably cut ~ 
the Quarter-c:lrcle (see scyle B below). 

In small sizes doe 'llare' of doe llJrt pan is DOC alw.ys auftlclalt 
because or the sbon length of the skirt, and is ortcn 1-..ed by 
sloping out the side seams more, as shown in the 8naJ m.,. 
FJG. 7 (broken lines). ' 
SCyle B is planned In a similar way, but retains Its 'Mlist ~ in 
the side sections, which can be sliJhtly more llared, wbilc the 
panels are continuous and curve into the armholes instead of IOina 
up to the shoulder. It has a SB wrap, 4 cm wide all the~ down. 

PLATE 44-0VERALL DRESSES AND APRONS 

The 'overall' type o r dress, open down the front and usually 
buttoned in the top part only, is worn with panties to match. 
It is a practical nyle, easy to launder, u it can be ironed ftat. It 
may be desicncd in • variety or s1Yles, and can, or course, be made 
with a simple stnoiaht gathered skirt, thouch the Quarter-dlde 
pattern hu the advantace of reducing the bulk of pthen set Into 
the ncatly·fittinc waist (waist plus S cm) while retalnina a aood 
width round the hem. 

The skirt pattern, i.e. the Quarter-circle, must ba\'\I a wider 
nlst to provide ror the cathers, and this is doM by cutlin1 a cm 
off' the top and then addina 8 cm to the length. Tills piovldes most 
of the fullCC$S, but 2 ~ is abo added down CB and CF. Tbc aide 
scam is sliahtly to the back. 
SCyle A- ncs. 2 and J - lw a DB front, lliahlly cut &ft)' 

oeckline and a tlJhter waist. But otherwise it follows the bloclc. 
For smaller sizes place the waist join 3 cm bicher: the lklr1 ll'lust 
have a 3ood wnop to match the top. 
Style B is a still simpler version, open down CF in the skirt put, 

with only a very small wrap (1-2 cm). 
For the panties, a pikh knicker patlcm is .,.oera11y med. 
The A..-. are also cut on the Quarter-circle blodt. Thoy are 

suitable for play or school wear, e.g. as cookery aprons. 
The n cm waist or the Qua~r-circlc is rnltlMI by 1-10 ao to 

make it only just wide enoush to meet round the walsl a.od IO button 
with loop (or buttonhole) on CB. Since a Quartet-c:irck. wt- very 
short, does not have much fullness in the bem, the pellcm can be 
widened by slasbinc rrom the hem, addina 3-4 an lo """b aluh. 
The patlem is now nearer the Half-circle and can be widened 
further to become one. 

The top part of the bib, whether cut in ooe or 1eoaratelv and 
attached, can be planned on the Bodioo block, as abown Ill no. 4. 
Style C has a hlsh rront and either a similar t.clc oa lo wbicb 
the skirt rastens, or just a 'halter' t.clc yoke. 
Style D has a smaller bib in the front. with ~I shoulder 
straps, fixed to the t.clt waist. 
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ADAPTATIONS FROM THE KNIC KER 
BLOCK 

A very big range of garments worn by children-boys 
and girls-are adapted from the Knicker block. 

PYJAMA TROUSERS- FIG. 12 

Outline the knicker block over 1 cm tuck made in the 
paper to add 2 cm extra width right through. Increase the 
crutch depth a little for a sleeping garment by adding I cm 
above the waist. Draw new front and back seams, more 
curved and closer to rectangle (broken lines). 

Continue the Middle line ML to the full length of the 
trousers equal to 2! times LW or slightly more in the 
bigger sizes. In this case (Si~ 2-Hips 68 cm) with a 
LW = 28 cm, the length is 68-70 cm. On this level rule a 
line parallel to the Basic line. Measure on it the width of 
the lower edge equally to the right and Jen from the 
middle, making a-b = ! Hips (though it may be less or 
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more, e.g. for a gathered ankle finish). Of course these 
can all be individual measurements taken on the child. 

lf a scam is to be used down the side, place it slightly 
(l cm) to the front of the Middle line. Complete inner leg 
seams hollowing them out 2 cm on 1-lel'd (K) which is 
marked 2·5 cm above the half-way point in small sizes. 
The waist is wide enough for an elastic finish. 

PLAY PANTS-sketch 

These simple, pull-on trousers for a small child can be 
cut from a similar pattern, either with or without the 
extra width and depth addition, depending largely on 
whether they will be wom over another garment or not 
(e.g. pants for outdoor wear). For a more 'tailored' cut 
see pattern of Shorts and Dungarees below. 

PILC H KNI CKERS-FIG. 13 

These panties are, like all pilch knickers, without a CB 
and CF seam, but they have side seams. For the adapta· 
tion it is sufficient to use the f ront part of the knicker 
block. 

M.easure length 0-F of the knicker block and apply 
this length to the CF line, going down below X to 
point C. From here, at right angles to CF, measure 
crutch width C-R = S--6 (7) cm. On the Hip level add 
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FIG. 14fXIV 

I cm beyond the block and through this point draw the 
side scam, 13-20 cm long. Complete lower edge, as 
shown, the front part more hollowed out. It must be 
wide enough to fit round the top of the leg and is often 
tightened by elastic. line R-C can go to a fold, or it can 
be a seam, sometime$ slightly curved. 

Tra<:e the back of the pattern from the front, adding 
3 cm height above CB waist and some extra depth below 
the lower edge (back of thigh), and sometimes also to the 
crutch which is then I cm longer than tbc front. The 
crutch part is usually reinforced, and is often cut 
separately and faced (i.e. cut double). 

Fall pthered putees-sketch and FIG. 13-may also 
be part of a sun-suit or play suit. The extra ·width. about 
half as much again as the pitch knickers, is added at 
the side. A small addition may be made down CF (to 
avoid a flat part here and to increase the 'span' between 
the legs). 

BOY 'S SHORTS -F1Gs.14and 15 

TbC$c arc given in a small size- Hips 68 cm (age S years). 
After outlining the block, make a 3 cm tuck ( 1·5 cm on 

the do'!ble) right across the pattern to reduce the crutch 
depth and to fit the shorts closer to the figure. 

Move CF line I cm forward. Mark the side seam I cm 
to the front of the Middle line ML. Draw a more curved 
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tront scam, i.e. closer to the figure. For the back scam 
first rule a guide line from a point I cm inside Z, through 
HW I cm outside the rectangle (Hip width control). 
Along this line then draw the back scam, as shown in 
AG. 14, going up to S for extra height (4-5 cm above the 
rectangle line). · 

To complete the lower part, draw the inner leg scams 
I cm outside the block and rule the lower edge 5-6 cm 
below and parallel to the Basic line. 

After cutting out the pattern and separating back and 
front, add to the back a wedge-shaped piece, 2 cm wide at 
the waist (shaded part in FIG. 15 and overlap in FIG. 14). 
The straight grain line SG will now be parallel to new 
side seam. If the basic line of the front is continued 
straight through, it will now pass above point B which is 
thus brought down below the lei•el of point F in order 
to obtai.11 a neater fit in the back. 

The finish varies : for small boys the waist can be 
finished with elastic all round or in tbe back (and some
times therefore has to be increased a little by moving out 
point S); or it may be darted or pleated and pulled in by 
a belt. There is either a front or a side opening. 

DUNGAREES- FIG. 16 

DungaCCC$ or 'overalls' can be cut from the same pattern 
as the shorts extending it to full trouser length. If worn 
over another garment (as overalls) the crutch depth 
should be reduced less, or not at all (i.e. to add depth 
above the waist of the shorts pattern). 

Continue 1he side seam straight down to the full length 
(in size 5 years - 65--66 cm), and at the bottom allow, for 
the back. i Hips + 2 cm and, for the front, i Hips + I 
cm, measuring outwards from the side 1tam. Complete the 
inner leg seams curving them slightly. If preferred, the 
width of the lower edge may be reduced a little at the 
side seam. 

The outline of the 'bib' is shown above the front which 
has no join at the waist. 
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SLACKS FOR GIRLS-FIGS. 17, 18 

These. are given in a medium size (age 9-12) and are 
ldapted from the medium size Kaldtt1 block (H 82). 

Reduce the Crutch depth for a closer fit by talcing out 
3-4 cm right across the pattern, either before or after 
outlining the block. 

Move the CF (OX) I cm forward. Rule the guide line 
for Ille CB RUD through two poiats: through a point W 
(or HW) I cm out.silk the rectangle, and at the top 
tbrou&h point Z (or just outside it for an elastic waist 
finish). Curve the new scams as shown in no. 17, with 
point S 3 cm above the rectangle. Both seams-front and 
back-should be cur:ved closer to the figure. 

Place tbe Side seam I + cm to the front of ML and take 
it down to its full length, in this case just over 2! times 
LW. On this level (88-90 cm down), rule the lower edge 
paralkl to the Basic line. 

Let wtdtb IUpill&: On the Basic line, half-way between 
point F and the Side seam, mark point 'm' and from here 
drop a perpendicular on to the lower edge: this is the 
front Crase llDe (or balance line). Repeat this for the 
back, placing point 'n' the stuM distance from Side seam 
as the front Crease line. Draw back Crease line. The final 
width of the leg part is measured equally to the right and 
left of. the balance lines, a quarter of tbc bottom width, 
e.g. *of 36.<;m (9) each way. 

Complete thc·le_g seams, hollowing them ou~ 1-l·S cm 
at Knee level, approximately 3 cm above the half-way 
point between the lower edge (Bottom line) and the Basic 
line. 

The waist is usually finished with an elastic. 
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TROUSERS FOR BIGGER GIRLS 
(pre-teens and teenagers) 

Trousers or slacks for bigger girls can be cut by the 
method given for the basic pattern in Chapter XU. Pro
vided allowance is made for growing by avoiding a tight 
fit and taking the Hip -ement loosely all the pro
portions can be used and any style in fashion for girls 
followed. 

In all cases wbell a Studard skirt block Is DOt &Yail
able -whether for children or adults-a simple draft. 
representing the top of a slightly shaped skirt, can be 
substituted for it. This makes the use of a skirt block 
unnecessary and the 'Preparatory stage' (pp. 133- 134) 
can be avoided. N.B. The circular skirt block given for 
girls is in any case unsuitable for trousers adaptation. 

With the simple draft (FIG. 19) all the instructions given 
on pp. 134-135 (Method of Adaptation to Trousers) can 
be followed. They are repeated here only in a very 
abbreviated form. 

Draw a rectugle 0-X- Y- Z equal to 
! Hips + I (2) cm x Crutch depth (Bodyrise) 
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ForsizeHips86make it 44cm (Y-X) x 26 cm (0- X). 
Cut it out. Y-Xis the basic line, OX-the depth of crutch 
(Bodyrise). Fold it in half vertically: the crease is the 
future Side seam S. Draw another line 5 cm above the 
Basic line and parallel to it-the Hip line. Mark point HP 
exactly in the middle of it. Cut from the left along the 
Hip line as far as HP, and then fold out a small dart at 
the top (i.e. the waist). to the end of the slash (HP). Take 
out enough to make the gap on the Hip line open 3 cm 
(the scat angle). Secure the dart by pasting and place the. 
cut out draft, now representing a skirt top, on a large 
sheet of paper, to construct the pattern of trousers 
round it. 

Place it in position to allow 6 cm of paper on the right, 
about three times as much on the left, and the length of 
trousers (or a little less) below the rectangle. Trace round 
. to transfer the Basic line (X- Y). the waistline (Z-0), and 

the slanted CB (i.e. the part ab-0>-e the gap}, continuing 
it 12-16 cm down. 

Extend the Basic tine Y-X right and left. To the right 
from point X, measure to H minus 5 cm for point F but 
make it 4 cm (instead of 3·6 cm) as 4 cm should be 
considered a minimum for all sizes. From point F measure 
back along lbe Basic line i H minus 4 (closer fit S) cm for 
point B, (later taken down I ·S cm). 

Draw the Side seam along the middle crease of the 
rectangle, contiouingjt up to the waist (ignore the 'dart') 
and down to the Bottom line or lower edge of trousers. 
This is parallel to the Basic line, after measuring the full 
length (86-90 cm) from the waist, i.e. from point S. 

For the Crease llaes (balance lines) halve distance F to 
Side seam on the Basic line and mark point 'm •. Then 
measure the distance from 'm' to Side seam and repeat it 
beyond the Side seam for point 'n'. Drop perpendiculars 
from 'm' and 'n' on to the Bottom line. 

Complete the Fork lines from F to 0 and from the 
lowered point B to Z, running them into the rectangle 
near the Yoke level, i.e. 7-8 cm above the Hip line. 

Find the KDee le.el which is 4 (5) cm above the half
point between the Basic and Bottom lines. Measure KDee 
width (e.g. 38-40 cm) allowing a quarter of this (10 cm) to 
the right and left of each of the Crease lines (this equal 
distribution will not apply, of course, to all styles). 

Make the Bottom line width the same, or narrower, or 
wider (Bell-bottom)- as desired. 

Complete tbe tea seams, following style and fashion. 
For a wider side effect-widen at Knee level and below 
unevenly, giving more width to the Outer and less to the 
Inner leg seams. For a ti&hter effect below the bee-take 
additional measurements at Calf and Ankle level (sec 
Chapter XII). 

More detailed explanations are given in Chapter XII. 

TAILORED SHORTS 

These are cut from the pattern of slacks or the trousers, 
usually down to a length ~ cm below the Basic line 
for the short style (dotted line, FIG. 18) and 12-15 cm 
below or more for the so-called Bermuda shorts. The 
actual length is of course entirely a matter of style and 
fashion. No other change in the pattern is necessary as 
these shorts, as distinct from the Skirt-shorts given in 
Plate 40, are merely the top part of slacks (see also 
Chapter XII - FIG. 7). 

In conclusion it must be stated that the patterns given 
in this chapter represent only a selection of popular 
gannents and styles for children. They can, however, be 
considered as bask pattenis from which a big variety of 
other styles can be produced by simple adaptation. As 
will be seen, in every case a good line and fit depend con
siderably on establishing correct and suitable propor
tions: and this therefore remains the main problem in 
pattern designing for children . 



APPENDIX 

Hoods appear in a variety of shapes and styles, and they are wom 
in different ways. They may be lar&e or small, painted, round, 
square or flat at the crown, easy fitting, loosely draping round the 
he<ld or fining quite close to it, wom separately or atladled to 
the neckline of a coat, jacket or cape; they may also be cut up in 
various directions by fancy seams. All these details of eut, style 
and fit must be noted carefully before planning the pattern. 

The Basic =tansle (Plate 4$, 110. I) and the simple Round 
hood (no. 2) are the two useful buk patm. from which vuious 
othtr styles c:an be developed. Tiiey represent two ordinary hood 
styles: a pointed (Piitie) type of hood (style a) and a hood sho~d 
10 1ht '""' of tlte head by a middle (o-"ead) seam (style b). 
M-inents: 

Heads vary little in size, most meuuring between SS and S9 em, 
and therefore a set of a...-.p proportl- can be acoepted for 
general use, being modil!ed a little for the more extreme sius. 
Apan from the basic belaht and upth meas=mmts, there arc 
several check .,._...,...II which may occasionally be n:quired 
for the comet Interpretation and planning of a niore fancy hood 
style. 

Tiie lint sketch in Plate 4S shows how the lleslc loelPI and 
the nlClllled loeiclat are measured. For the 6rst the tape is joined 
under the chin (avense 62 cm), and for the S<COnd- at the pit of 
the neck. with head held bish (avenae 76 c:m). The latter measure
ment is used mainly to control the front fit of a hood which is 
joined to a aarment (the basic heiaht is too tight). Half of each 
mu.surement, i.e. 31 and 38 cm, is used in the construction or the 
basic pattem. 

The cwo other measurements shown in Ibo sketch are sometimes 
useful, especially for clooe-fittin1 hoods. They are the 'depth' of the 
hood, tight or loose, taken round the back of the head from eye 
to eye; and the 'overhead' lcnatb, from forehead (baicline) to nape 
(back hairline). 
FIYO llJles- a, b, c, d, •-adjacent, illustrate the various rMlhods 
used in cutting hoods: 

Style a is a Pointed hood (the Basic l"ClCWlgle); 
Style bis a Round hood (another basic pattern); 
Style c is a Round hood desisned for separate wear; 
Styled is a close-fittioa hood with inset middle section; 
Style e is a 'draped' hood with a 'square' crown. 

Sfyle a, which is also die BMlc: redugle, is shown in no. I. 
A-B and C-D give the loote basic tkptlt of the hood - 27 c:m; 
A- D aod B-C the lwidiciaht - 30 cm, dropped 8 an down to Fin 
lhe front for the"'"""" lw/tAr A-F - 38 c:m (halt of 76 cm). C-D 
is the basic MdcliM aod C-F tho /iNll (clipped) nccklinc. This is 
reduced by casing. dartina ot pleatina to tht sbe of the pnnent 
neckline ioto which it fits. The top line is usually a fold. The 
'eye levd' -a useful reference line (at E) is IS cm from the toP. 

For a more pronounced 'poloced' effect point B can be moved 
to the lefl aod the back seam slanted out towards the toP. Tho 

HOODS 

square B-P-Q-R (broken line) indicates lbc part 10 be cut 1.,.y 
for a 'square' crown (by cuttin& a.,.y the point). 
Style b or bulc R...,. hood-llO. 2-is the rcc:tanaJo sJtapd ,. 
rht !rlad by a seam down the middle. It is not close-lhcina ill Ibis 
case, but ma,, be rtduced to fit clou when necess3ry. 

Bisect lhe righc an ale by measuring rrom B JO cm to points a and 
b, connecting these and dividina the straiaht li!lC a- b to obtaia 
poinc G, tbrouah which the bisecting line of the anaJe is c1n-. 
From B measun: down the liDe 6·S cm (H) and draw the top 
curve cbrouah the point, as shown in no. 2. In some s1ylea tho 
front part is shaped dosu co the bead (broken line). 
n. Melt wWtla II,.._. by a 2-3 cm dart in the ti.ct -

and lhe rest is taken out in a dart, tuck or pleat placed Im IMll 
hair-way towards the back (10 cm from the front). 
Style c-no . 3-is an adaptation of the Round hood. It hat a 
front turn-back, a ftaner curve at the top (oflon preferable) and a 
tuck-in 'yoke', so that the hood can be worn separately, tucked 
inside the coat collar. For the tum-back add an extra 2·5 c:m dOW1I 
the front. For the tuck-in add 8-9 cm below the dipped neckllao. 
sprinJjng out well (7·$ c:m) at CB. For the neck reductioa (DO( a 
ticht 61) take out J·S c:m at the back and use two 3 an tucks (pleats) 
6 cm apart. stitched 4 cm up, releasina width below and above. A 
split between them hclPS the yoke to lie flatter. Then: is a button 
on the CF. 
Style d-nas. 4, s, 6, 7- has a separate middle sCICllon joined to 
side pieces, a very popular cut In hoods, both close.fittin1 (as shown 
here) and loose. Reduce lhe basic Round hood 10 a closer fit by 
taking the front line s cm in and the basic neckline 4 cm up before 
planning the style. The overhead measurement from A to C is 
now 40 cm instead of over 48 an (as in the 1~ Round hood). 
Outline a 7 c:m wide middle section (on t pattern) followina the 
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curve. Measurement will show the lower curve to be 8- 9 cm 
aborter (about 32 cm) than the lop one (40 cm). It must be length· 
<-.I by that amOl.lnl 10 do away with the curve aod 10 make lhc 
reoe a perfectly 11roJ1lr1 bond. 

Piao on each side or the bisecting line IWO scclions 4 cm wide 
oa the top and 2·5 cm on tho lower curve; cul oo Ibo lines (from the 
lnlide) and spread u shown in 110. 5 until the piece is stn1igb1. 
lt ia not essential lhat all the gaps (approximately 2 an each) ¥>ould 
be equal. Place pattern to the fold (no. 5). For doter fit shorten 
h H an in the front and dart al bolh ends (shaded pans CUI away 
111no. 5). 

The side piece is also slashed alona three lines, the middle one 
..._ the biscctilll ~ne. Open each slash a full 3 cm to make the 
"' edlC match die le11ath of the middle part. Scarf or tie ends 
..., be •dded. aiw:hed or cut in one. strailht (in stre1cby fabrio:) 
llulanled. 
llllle • -nos. 8 and 9 - is a IO<Me iiyle with the rroat edF Iona 
lllolllh to 'drape' on the shoulders (86 instead of 16 cm). It is 
~ on the Basic RC!anglc. The crown is 'squate' (point cut 
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PLATE 45 

oft), with a short seam across. There is a CB seam, but the top line 
is a fold. The front edp is turned bcick 5 cm or more, lavina the 
front o( the bead exposed. The neddine of the hood does not 
meet on the CF (8-10 an gap). 

Use the Basic rectangle wltloout tire MCkliM dip (no. 8). Add 
3 cm down tho front, but tum back more later. At CB outline a 
deep 7 cm dart C-X, aoina up to E (eye level). At Ille crown 
cut out a 6 cm square to remove the point. On ttte basic nec.kline, 
from X. measure 17 cm 10 Y and then $weep a curve 10 cm down 10 

Z. pivotina from X tbrouah Y. Join X-Z and curve the line 2·S em 
up to obtain ftnally a 18 cm neckline which will not brine the hood 
round lo the CF . 

Complete the front ed.,., taking the line from A down to 
point S, S cm below E, and thet1 down to z. eurvina it as shown in 
110. 9. Measure outer edae A-S-Z : it will be about 43 (86) cm and 
so have extra length for 'drapina' on Ille shoulders. 

The final neckline is plain (no rullocu) and the hood can either 
be anacbed or buttoned to necklioc of coat. 
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.Ami hole Coa1s Gu.,..u (Kimono) 
adjustmcnl of 62 fo1 <hildn:n IS9, 161. 167 cap sleeve l)'l>C 30 
C"Onnection with slc:cvc 62 !mprovins back bang or 119 concc•kdfbuil11n 31, 38 
Deep 63. 6" 1mprovtn1 wrap m 119. 121. 125 general explanations 27 
in tailored jac-tel 115 nec:kJincs and eolian in 130 position 28 
low (su o ·thc·shoulder) Coat styles short sleeve type 30 
Oll'·Cho-shoulder 62 Chesterfield 122 i1andard. sct·in 28 
raised 62 Panel (Prin"°"') <0at 122 $lrip type lO, 37. 40 
Squuc 63 Redingote (•« bosi<: shaped coat) 
van.auons in shape of 62 Swag&<T 120 Hip width (ofknickcr pactcm) 9-4 

Armhole line' (in Kimono) 21 Collar, c.tilored 110 Hoods 172 
adjusting At of 111 

Basic line baste 110, 130 Jackcc block (tailored) 106 
of Kimono block 11 ·crease line' in. 110 shoulder dan 1n 106, 108 
or l<nir;.ker block 9~ ftil (Frerich) t)'l>C 111 waist shaping 108 
or Pcui<oat block 80.86 roll (shawl) type 111 , 117 

Bodice bloc.k for children Storm (b1sir; coat collar) 131. ll2 Kimono block 11 
draft Siles I and II 143, 144 two-wcJ' 111 1" slant 18 
drnft sius Ill and IV 14S,.146 ~ombin sleeves J' slant 19 
hip lcngch 158 Kimono :and set·in 6S >miholc siR of 21 
width addition 1n 157 Kimono and Raglan 66 full length 24 

Bode. S-trdplcu 12 Cowl -klinc drapery 14 hip l•ngth 24 
Bodtccs. dfapcd 69, 72 'Crea'$e 11nc' (crcrcnce lines on 21 
8odyrise measurement (set' Slacks. in collar 110 Simplified 22 

measure menu) in jacket lapels 108. 109 .. 110, 111 squaring shoulder or 22, 25, 39 
Brasiierc patterns C'Bra') 86, 140 in slacks 134 Top line oi(s<f Basic line-Kimono) 
ltdk line- (Mt' 'Crnse line') Crurch, ()eprb of w11S1 shaping in 21 
Bu.st dart. tncrciscd Cs<t Dcoth of Crutch) widening of 24 

in Brassieres 86. 140 Crurch length 94. 95, 100, 103 Kimono coar (su Coac, basic Kimono) 
!n nigh.1dress necklines 90 Kimono fit (sec Kimono slee\'< slant) 
in pc111(Qi\ls 79.80, 81 Darts (ttt also Bust dart) Kimono aussets (ut Gussets) 
in strapless lop 12 in Brassieres 86. 140 Kimono gusset in coats 124 

l ust d:art 'l(.;sf 140 in peUicoal! Ml Kimono or Magyar block for chiklrcn I~ 
l •SC dort. reduced in nighcdresses 88, 89. 90, 9) Kimono nightdress 

i_n coats 119. 120 Depth of Cn11ch 94 (Jtt' nigJudress, Kimono) 
in jackets 106, 108 increasingfdecreasing 96, 91, 100, 103 Kimono one-piece dress (.Jtt Kimono block, 
in nightdresst.s 88. 89 Divided skoru (Culotte) 138 full length) 

OoJman sleeve 26,38 Kimono sleeve sJant U, 11; 19 
Cam1·knickers 103 Draped folds increasing 22, 26 
C•pc:s depth or 67 decreasing (stt Dolman) 

b1uc rr;nern (Half-c1rcle) 126 fit of 67 Knicker Block 
close uing 129 typd of 67 adaptations 99, 100 
reducing widrh of 127 Orapcd style$ Basic Hne or 9S 

Cascade dr.ipery n basic me1hods 68. 73, 7S Basic widch or 9-4,9S 
Ch1ldrtn's patterns crossover bodice n Fork poin~ (B and f) 9S 

ccll•r> IS? Pcg·rop skorrs 10 Skirt rypc block 9-4. 98 
rull length 158 swathed elfttls 11 St>ndard block 94 
grading of 146. 147, 15) Orop.,houldcr Knicke1 block for childn:n 151 
o,penings in IS6 basic paucrn S4 adQfttations 168 
sites., proportions. mt::lsurements cut on Kimono bk>c:k 56 dra 1-small .U. 151 

141. 142, 147, ISi. IS2 High S2 dran - medium size IS2 
~and armhole in 1S1 loosening or 56 Knioke,r patterns 
lie eves J47. 160 Low S2. S6 adjustment or (fitting) 96,97 
Table of Avcnige ~1e.:.$urc:men1s and silhouette 5S basic: proportions 94. 98 

Proportions ISS style adaptations S4 decreasing width of 99 
lliloring IS~ squaring of SS arading 96 
- 11.stlinc m IS6 yokes S4 mea.suttments 9-4.98 
~cubir sl:1r1 'scar angle' adjustrne:>t 91 

ni&htdress 93 'Fashion shoulder line· 62 K111cker styles 
ptlhcoat 84 Fork points (Band F) of Knicker block 9S briefs 103 t skirt bl0<k for 1irls IS i Dira:toirc 99 

l. basic Kimono 123 Gusset extensions )2,36 na n:d panties 100 
' · basic shaped 120 higb·fittinafbuilt·up 34, 39. "° French 99 

-.dapution, 122 Gusset line 21. 2ll pantie> 101 
loat, batic s.traight I IS GusSi:l point 28 pitch knickers 102 

11daptations 119 Gussets (lr.n_icker pauemst 98, 99, 104. IS4 trun ks 99. 14Q 
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Magy•• block 22 
for children I SO 

Middle line Cin Knicken/Slacks patterns) 
9S, I)) 

'Natural sboulck:r line' 62 
Nook line 

Cincoauandiackeu) 106, iOS.109, 117.130 
wade cut out 90 

Necklines, dr>ped 76 
Nightdm$C$ 

basic one-.piecc ('block') 88 
~red or Prinoess s1yLc: 93 

m width in 88,90 
Kimono &9 
Quaner circlc .iylc 93 
yokc styles 90 

Panel bodtoc J 
classical 3 
12·piccc 8 
10-piccc 9 

Panel dress (stt Prinow dress) 
Panel seams 

basic 3 
from annhotc 6. 10, 11 4 
ln chtld·s co.at 
in tailond jackeu 

Peg-top >kiru (>U skiru. dr>ped) 
Petticoat 

brassi= top styles 
4-gore style 
Princessf PaneJ stylcs 
Quarter circle style 
simple style 
waisc 

Pctucoa t block 
stZC adjustment of 

Pnnc:css dress 
l~tort 

1085-889 
2.2-0lt 

167 
113 

83, 84 
81 

82.84 
84 
80 
88 
79 
80 

9 

I NDEX 

12-go~ 9 
classkal 6 
planning hc;m width in 6 
variations of 6 

P')'ja.m2 UOU$US 100, 168 

R2glan sleeve 
buic pattern 44 
cut on Kimono block 46,48 
Deep 42. 48 
High (basic pat.tern) 42 
Low 42, 46 
shapes or 44 
squaring 46 
t)'J'C' of 42 

Scmi-raglan 
Shin {loo$c, P1a1$hirt) 
Shorn 

44, St 
140 

ror chjldren 164. 169, 171 
skirt type 137 
tailored 136 

Shoulder point (in Kimono) 17 
Sidebody 

in coati 122 
in tailored latkcl5 112 

Skin bloclts or girls ISi 
Skiru, dnped 70, 71, 76 
Stacks ~stt Trousers) 
Sleeve tailored) 

straight (coat) 122 
$Cmi-shapcd (coat) 123 
two-piece (coat/jacket) ll'S. 123 

Sleeve block for children 147 
adjus.tmcnc or 149 

Sleeve blocks. additional 
Forearm scam 60 
Two-piece fJO. 61 

SICC\-es, Combined (>«Combined sleeve&) 

Slcelles 
filled hish 

Q fitted low 
Sportswear II 

gcDCTal remarks on 

11 sleeves for 
Swimsuit (8ikin.i) 

l4D Tailored jackets 
•nnholc a~uwnent in llS buttons a buttonholes 
collan in 116 
fittin,g adjustmenl or b•ck 111 

114 lapels in 109, llf pockets .. , 
underarm sca.m Jll wrap in .. Tailored jacket •tylcs (clasDcal) 1os.13 Link buuon front ~ackct It Lounge (Sidebody jacket 112 
Pand jacket II) 
Straight jacket 114 Tailoring block <•« Jacket block) 

Trousers 
adjustment or pattern IU c.rcase lina of lH drafl 
for girls 170 
leg width of 134, 136, 1)7 
measurements m.m 
'scatan$1e" 133, I)' 
tight fitttng 136 

Trunks 
(su Knicker patterns and SwimS1.1it) 

Underarm length (in Kimono fit) 14, II. 19 
Underann panel (in coats) 125 
Undennn point (in Kimono blocltl 11., 21 

Yokes.draped n 
Yokes (in Ragla:n •tyles) SI 


